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Lesson One

Matters of General Importance

1.1 The Greek Alphabet

New Testament Greek has twenty-four letters. The English alphabet roughly corresponds to the Greek. Memorize the
letter names and learn to write only the minuscules. Originally the two alphabets were not mixed, which is preferred.

Uncials Minuscules Name Sound

A a alpha a as in father (long), a as in bat (short)
B b beta b as in ball
G g gamma g as in game1

D d delta d as in dog
E e epsilon e as in set
Z z zeta dz as in adz
H h eta e as in obey
Q q theta th as theater
I i iota i as in magazine (long), i as in pin (short)
K k kappa k as in kite
L l lambda l as in last
M m mu m as in meter
N n nu n as in now
X x xi x as in Max
O o omicron o as in office
P p pi p as in pig
R r rho r as in run
S s, j2 sigma s as in song
T t tau t as in top
U u upsilon u as in tube
F f phi ph as in phonics
C c chi ch as in chemical
Y y psi ps as in maps
W w omega o as in bone

1.2 How to write the Greek alphabet

Note the relative heights of the letters:

a b g d e z h q i k l m n x o p r s(j t u f c y w
Alpha sets the regular letter height. Many letters are of this same height (a e i k n o p s t u w) Some
letters  extend  above  or  below the  normal  line.  Attempt  to  write  the  letters  in  this  fashion.  Note  the

1 When a double gamma (gg) occurs, or when g is used before k or c, the pronunciation is ng. Example a;ggeloj (angel).
2 j is used when sigma is at the end of a word. Otherwise, s is used.
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Lesson One

following: some letters go only above the line (d q l), while some go only below the line (g h m r j). A
few go both above and below the line (b z x f y).

1.3 The Vowels

A vowel is a letter sound which does not restrict the air flow in pronunciation. As we will see, consonants
do in some way restrict the flow of air. In Greek, as in English, each syllable of a word must have either a
vowel or a diphthong (see 1.4 below).

As in English, Greek vowels are either long or short, which may affect their pronunciation. Two Greek
vowels have a different form for a long sound than for a short sound. See the following chart:

Short Vowels Long Vowels
a a
e h
i i
o w
u u

In addition, vowels can be categorized as either  open or  close.  Open vowels are pronounced with the mouth well
open, and close vowels are pronounced with the mouth nearly closed.

The  open  vowels  are:  a e o h w.  There  are  only  two close  vowels:  i u.  This  classification  is  important  in
understanding diphthongs.

1.4 The Greek Diphthongs

Sometimes two vowels come together to make a single sound. This construction is called a diphthong. Diphthongs
always begin with an open vowel and end with a close vowel, with one exception, the final diphthong in the chart ui,
consists of two close vowels. The common diphthongs, then, are in the following chart:

ai pronounced like ai in aisle
ei pronounced like ei height
oi pronounced like oi in oil
au pronounced like au kraut
eu pronounced like eu in feud
ou pronounced like ou in soup
ui pronounced like wee

Sometimes  grammars  list  “improper  diphthongs.”  However,  such  are  not  true  diphthongs,  since the  letters  are
pronounced close together rather than as a unit. The “improper diphthongs” are hu and wu.

Another strange diphthong situation occurs with silent  iota.  At some point the letter  iota, when following a long
vowel, became silent. This occurs in other languages, as the “ee” sound is often weak, and tends to drop or become
absorbed in another letter. In the case of Greek, the i became silent, but refused to be dropped. Instead, it was written
beneath the long vowel with which it was associated. It is called the iota-subscript. Hence we have the following
forms which are regularly used, often at the end of words, but occasionally within a word:

a|

h|

w|

1.5 The Consonants

The consonants make up the rest of the Greek alphabet. All consonants restrict the flow of air in some way.
However, the “liquid” consonants are pronounced with a smooth, easy flow of breath, and are very close to
vowels in some ways. As a result, their sound can be held. The “mute” consonants are pronounced by a
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Lesson One

short closing of the oral passage. Their sound cannot be held at all. The “sibilant” consonants have the “s”
sound, and their sound can be held, though the teeth are close together, causing a restriction of air flow.

The liquid consonants are l m n r (lambda, mu, nu, rho). Practice saying their sounds, and you will find
that the difference is the orientation of the mouth, tongue and teeth. But all the sounds can be held.

The mute consonants are of three types, depending on the way the air flow is restricted. The palatal, or
guttural consonants cause the back part of the throat to restrict air flow. The labial consonants cause the
lips to restrict air flow. The dental consonants cause the teeth to restrict the flow of air.

In addition, the mutes may also be categorized as to the nature of the sound they make. Some make very
little sound. Such consonants are called  voiceless. Some consonants make more sound. They are called
voiced. And some consonants blow a bit of air out. They are called aspirants.

When the two ways of categorizing mutes are combined, the result is a structure called “the square of the
mutes.”

The Square of the Mutes
Voiceless Voiced Aspirants

Palatal: k g c
Labial: p b f
Dental: t d q

The sibilant consonants are  z x s y (zeta,  xi,  sigma,  psi). The observant student will realize that these
sounds, with the exception of sigma itself, are the various mute consonant categories with the sigma added.

When the dental consonant sounds are followed by the sigma sound, the result is the sound of the letter z.
When the palatal consonant sounds are followed by the sigma sound, the result is the sound of the letter x.
Finally, when the labial consonant sounds are followed by the sigma sound, the result is the sound of the
letter y.

As a result of these sibilant letters, when a sigma normally follows a consonant of one of the categories,
that consonant plus sigma will be spelled with the sibilant letter. Hence ks becomes x, as do gs and cs. The
same holds true with the labial and dental sibilants.

1.6 Breathing Marks

No letter for the “h” sound occurs in Greek. However, some words begin with the “h” sound when their
first letter is one of the vowels, or the letter rho (r). To indicate in writing whether a word starting with a
vowel or  rho should have the “h” sound  before it, two diacritical marks were invented called breathing
marks. Every word beginning with a vowel, diphthong, or rho must have a breathing mark!

The  smooth breathing mark occurs when NO “h” sound occurs before the word. The smooth breathing
looks like a comma over the initial vowel or diphthong. The rough breathing mark occurs when the “h”
sound DOES occur before the word. It looks like a reverse comma. Note the following:

The word for man,  a;nqrwpoj, has a smooth breathing over the initial vowel. No “h” sound precedes the
word.

The word for  word,  utterance,  rh̀/ma, since it begins with  rho, also has a breathing, but in its case, the
breathing is rough, so one must pronounce it with a “h” sound preceding the word. h;dh , meaning already,
has a smooth breathing, as does auvtoj, meaning he, or himself. h̀me,ra, meaning day, has a rough breathing.
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Sometimes two different words, spelled identically except for the breathing marks, occur. A common one
is the word for  in or  by (evn) as opposed to the word for the neuter form of the number  one (e[n). The
difference is that the number one has a rough breathing, and is therefore pronounced hen.

1.7 Accent Marks

Three accent marks exist in Greek. Originally, they reflected three different ways that stress occurred in
pronunciation.  However,  today  most  Greek  students  treat  them  all  the  same  way.  There  are  very
complicated rules for the way the accent marks are placed, but unless one is interested in linguistics, it is
counter productive to spend time studying them. It is enough to be able to recognize them, and know their
names. Note the chart following:

Acute Accent Grave1 Accent Circumflex Accent

, . /
Sometimes an accent and a breathing mark will occur over the initial vowel or rho. When that happens, the
following will appear:

If the accent is acute or grave, it will follow the breathing mark:   [  ]  ;

If the accent is circumflex, it will occur over the breathing mark:   -  =
1.8 Punctuation Marks

Older  Greek  Bibles  often  use  the  international  punctuation  forms.  More  recent  ones  have  adopted  the
American/British forms. The international punctuation forms are as follows:

The comma and period look as they do in English ( , . ).

The colon stands for the English colon or semi-colons and is a single dot above the line ( \ ).

The question mark looks like an English semi-colon ( ; ).

1.9 Exercises

Memorize and learn to write the Greek Alphabet.

Memorize the Greek diphthongs and their pronunciations. 

1 The letter a in the word grave is pronounced like the o in got, not like the long a in make.
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Lesson Two

Writing and Printing the First Greek Vocabulary

2.1 Vocabulary List

The student must memorize the vocabulary and learn to write each word. Do not fail to include the breathing marks
in the written form. It is not required that one write the accent marks, although it is good practice to do so. The
nouns in the right hand column are followed by the form o`. This is actually the masculine form of the word “the”
and is used to indicate the gender of the noun. Pronounce it ha. Do not fail to memorize it with the word.

a;gw I lead a;ggeloj, o` messenger
avkou,w I hear avdelfo,j, o` brother
ble,pw I see dou/loj, o` slave
e;cw I have karpo,j, o` fruit
lu,w I loose, destroy lo,goj, o` word, saying

2.2 Grammatical Study

Certain grammatical terms and phrases must be used for convenient communication. This section will deal
with common terms used to teach a variety of languages.

The Parts of Speech

1 Noun Names a person, place, thing, or idea. The thing may be a physical thing like house or
dog, or it may be a concept or idea. Most words ending in -ance or -ence in English are
nouns:  attendance, patience, etc. Words ending in -ness are nouns:  newness, wellness,
etc. Words ending in -tion are nouns: action, preparation, etc.

2 Pronoun A pronoun takes the place of a noun, usually one already used, to avoid the boring repe-
tition of that noun. The common English personal pronouns are I, you, he, she, it, we,
you, us, they, them, him, her, hers, its.

3 Adjective An adjective describes (modifies) a noun or, rarely, a pronoun. Common adjectives are:
good, bad, beautiful, tall, short, etc.

4 Verb A verb either states an action, or a state of being. Common action verbs are run, read,
eat, etc. Common state of being verbs are am, are, be, become, etc.

5 Adverb An adverb describes (modifies) a verb, an adjective, or another adverb. If a word an-
swers the questions, where?, why?, or how,? it is an adverb. Common adverbs are very,
too, here, well, etc.

6 Preposition A preposition is a word that relates a noun or pronoun, called its object, to some other
word in a sentence. Common prepositions are to, in, around, about, of, from, etc.

7 Conjunction A conjunction connects two words, phrases, or clauses. Common conjunctions are and,
or, but, that, because, etc.

8 Interjection An interjection is a word or phrase grammatically unrelated to the rest of the sentence.
Some interjections express emotion, such as O!, Ouch!, etc. Another form of interjection
is when a speaker calls someone by his name, or by any term of direct address. Common
expressions of direct address are often set off in English with commas such as “Hello,
Mother.” Mother is an interjection of direct address, and together with “hello” form an
interjection phrase.

Basal Parts of the Sentence
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The parts of a sentence should not be confused with the parts of speech. A sentence has different parts, and
which parts it has depends on its kind of verb. Here are the five potential parts that a sentence can have.
1 Subject The subject is that part of the sentence about which the affirmation of the verb is made.

A simple subject consists of one noun or pronoun, or compound nouns or pronouns
connected  by  a  conjunction,  usually  and.  Complete  subjects  consist  of  the  simple
subject, plus related words such as adjectives, prepositional phrases, etc.  All sentences
must have a subject either stated or understood. 
Example: The large man   at the plate   barely hit the ball. (Complete subject)
Example: The small ball on the ground was nearly white. (Simple subject)

2 Predicate The predicate is the part of the sentence that makes an affirmation about the subject.
Generally it consists of a verb and related words, such as adverbs and prepositional
phrases. If there is a direct object or subject complement (see below), it is also consid-
ered part of the predicate.
Example: The large man barely hit the ball. The verb hit is modified by the adverb 
barely, the word ball is the object of the action verb hit.
Example:  The small ball  was nearly white.  Nearly is an adverb modifying the verb
was, while white is a subject complement referring back to the subject, ball.

3 Direct Object The direct object is that part of the sentence upon which an action verb acts. It is al-
ways a noun or pronoun. One finds the direct object by asking the question “What
was?” plus the verb.
Example: The large man barely hit the white ball. 
“What was hit?” Answer: “The white ball was hit.” Therefore, ball is the direct object
of the verb hit. The words the and white are adjectives that describe the direct object.

4 Subject
Complement

The subject complement is that part of the sentence which a state-of-being verb affirms.
A subject complement can be either an adjective or a noun plus related words.
Example:  The small ball was nearly  white. The word  white describes  ball, and is a
subject complement called a predicate adjective.
Example: The large man was an outfielder. Outfielder renames man, and is a subject
complement called a predicate nominative (or predicate noun.)

5 Indirect
Object

An indirect object is that to or for whom the action of the verb is performed. An indi-
rect object is always a noun.
Example: John baked mother a cake.
For whom did John bake a cake? He baked it for mother. Not all grammarians consider
the indirect object a basal part of a sentence.

2.3 Basics about the Greek Noun

The Vocabulary List – The Noun

In most Greek vocabulary presentations words are listed in a special way. For example, the noun is always
presented in the nominative case (Form 1), which means that the noun is spelled as though it were used as
the subject of the sentence. When a noun becomes a different part of a sentence, it is spelled differently
than the nominative case form.

Also, vocabulary lists almost always indicate which gender the noun is. Nouns can be masculine, feminine,
or neuter. One cannot tell by looking at the vocabulary form which gender a noun is, so vocabulary lists
provide a word following the noun to indicate its gender. That word is always the adjective the,  called an
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article. There are three distinct spellings for the article the, a masculine, a feminine and a neuter. Here they
are as they occur in vocabulary lists:

Masculine Feminine Neuter
o` h̀ to,

In the vocabulary list that started this lesson, all the nouns are nominative case, masculine gender. For ex-
ample, note the first word in the list of nouns in the right hand column:

a;ggeloj, o` messenger

The word a;ggeloj is followed by a comma, which is followed by the adjective “the.” Since the article is o`,
the noun is masculine.

Do not fall into the trap that some students have. The word o` is only following the noun in the vocabulary
list to indicate its gender. In the text of the Greek New Testament, it will go  before the noun thusly,  o`
a;ggeloj, just as in English, and will be translated “the messenger.”

Remember, you cannot determine the gender of a noun by its spelling. You can only determine its gender
by the adjectives that modify it, such as the article. Some students mistakenly try to determine gender by
looking at the ending -oj, the last two letters of the vocabulary form of the noun. However, this ending is
used with some nouns of other genders. Looking at the ending of a noun is not a reliable way to determine
its gender.

How do we know that the noun a;ggeloj is in the nominative case, the case of the subject? The particular
class of nouns from which a;ggeloj comes identifies the nominative case using the ending -oj, as here. In
subsequent lessons, we will learn different endings for the nouns of this class to identify other uses within
a sentence.

Inflection

In Greek grammar, inflection refers to changes in spelling of words. A set of forms of nouns or adjectives
is called a declension. A conjugation is a set of verb forms. In a vocabulary list, for a specific conjugation
the form of the verb is always the same. The next lesson begins to examine the conjugation of verbs. For
now, we will examine a verb as to its structure in the list and discuss the nature of inflection.

Remember, inflection means the way a word changes spelling. Some languages, like English, have little or
no  inflection.  Some  languages  are  moderately  inflected,  like  Hebrew,  for  instance.  Then  there  are
languages like Greek that are highly inflected. Highly inflected languages change the spelling of words for
a variety of reasons, and an elementary Greek student spends much time studying those inflections.

We’ve already seen that nouns have endings, and that adjectives, such as the article, change their spelling
for certain reasons. Verbs are also inflected for a variety of reasons.

Syllables

A verb can be divided into its component syllables. While not vital to our study of Greek, knowing how
this works is helpful for understanding how the inflectional system works.

Take the verb avkou,w (I hear), for example. It has three syllables, one for each vowel or diphthong. This is
true with nouns and adjectives as well. Observe the verb avkou,w broken into its syllables:

av kou, w

Each of the three syllables has a name. These names apply to all words in Greek, but only the final three
syllables of a word are named. And they are named from back to front! The final syllable is called, appro-
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priately, the ultima. It is the feminine form of the Latin word ultimus, meaning last. In language, it simply
means the last syllable of a word.

The next syllable from the end is called the  penult. It is also from the feminine form of a Latin word,
paenultimus, meaning “almost last.” Like its adjective form in English, penultimate, the noun penult means
“next to last.”

The third syllable from the end is called the antepenult. The Latin ante means “before,” so the antepenult
is the syllable before the penult.

The reason that only the last three syllables have names is because in Greek only the last three syllables
can receive any kind of accent. Note the following chart which applies these names to avkou,w and lu,w:

Antepenult Penult Ultima
av kou, w

lu, w

The same procedure can be used with nouns. Note how the following are divided:

Noun Antepenult Penult Ultima
a;ggeloj (messenger) a;g ge loj
avdelfo,j (brother) av del fo,j

lo,goj (word) lo, goj

It is normal for Greek syllables to place a consonant with the syllable that follows, unless the following
syllable starts with another consonant.

2.4 Exercises

Exercise:  Memorize all the vocabulary words and their English translations. For best results, use flash
cards, work with another person, and say aloud the words repeatedly, the louder the better. Go outside and
yell the words, if possible. It really helps!

Exercise: Divide all the vocabulary words in the vocabulary list into their component syllables. As you do
so, practice writing and pronouncing aloud each word.
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The Present Tense Indicative Mood Verb

3.1 Vocabulary List
ginw,skw I know
gra,fw I write
dida,skw I teach
evgei,rw I raise up
qe,lw I wish, desire
lamba,nw I take, receive
le,gw I say, speak
pe,mpw I send
fe,rw I bear, bring

3.2 The Greek Verb

Tense

Tense is the quality of the verb that tells time and kind1 of action. In English we think of tense as telling
only time, but in Greek the kind of action is more fundamental to the idea of tense than time. For that rea-
son, Greek tenses occur with infinitives and participles, as well as with pure verbs.2

Greek has the following tenses: present, aorist, imperfect, future, perfect and pluperfect.

Greek has the following kinds of action:  progressive (sometimes called linear);  undefined (sometimes
called punctilliar), which views the action as a complete, whole act; perfected, which indicates the action
as past, but having an on-going result.

Each tense is associated  primarily with one kind of action. Both present and imperfect are  progressive,
though they have other contextual uses. The aorist is undefined or completed, and can take on elements of
both imperfect or even the perfect tenses. 

The black dot sometimes used as an illustration of the aorist can be misleading. It does not mean “a point
in time” or “once for all” as some claim. It indicates the ultimate as an undefined whole, the simple use of
the verb with reference to no specific kind of action. This is sometimes called punctilliar, which is an im-
precise term, and seems to imply a point in time. A better term might be static, which can also be used of
the present in some contexts. It means no progress or lack of progress is indicated, though the action can
take place over a long period of time. The aorist tense has no boundaries.
The two perfect tenses are special cases when it comes to both time and kind of action. The perfect tense
indicates past action with present result. That result may either be progressive (on-going) or undefined
(static or whole). The pluperfect tense indicates past action with past result. Again, the result may progres-
sive or undefined. However, as with English past perfect, with the Greek pluperfect, the action and its re-
sult is viewed as complete before the time of the speaker’s or writer’s statement.

1 Some recent grammarians use the term aspect rather than kind of action. Greek tense is more concerned with kind than
time. The present tense, for example, may refer to a present, past, or future time event, but the kind is almost always pro -
gressive. Usually aorist and imperfect tenses indicate past time, though sometimes the aorist seems to indicate no time at
all. Context is all important in these cases.

2 English also has tense and voice with infinitives and participles. For instance, the infinitive phrase to have been eaten is a
perfect tense passive voice infinitive. “To have been eaten by an alligator must not have been much fun!”
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Voice

Voice is the quality of the verb that shows whether the subject is acting, or being acted upon. Only action
verbs can have voice. State of being verbs do not show action, and are therefore voiceless.1

Voice Indication
Active The subject is acting upon a direct object.
Passive The subject is being acted upon, often by an agent found in a 

prepositional phrase using by or through as the preposition.

Most Greek grammars refer to something called the “middle voice.” For English students this is difficult,
since it redefines the word voice in a way that makes little sense. In fact, the term middle voice is a mistake
that needs to be corrected. Yet it is still in common use. We will discuss it as we continue through Greek
grammar.

Mood

Mood is the quality of the verb that indicates whether the action or state is real or potential. In English we
express potential action in a variety of ways. Greek has similar methods. Note the following moods:

Mood Meaning Examples

Indicative Indicates the reality of the action or state.2 This
is the most common mood in language. The vo-
cabulary form of Greek verbs are  always pre-
sented in the indicative mood, with their indica-
tive mood translation into English.

I am eating dinner.
Mother is driving the car.
Yesterday, I ran into Bob on my bicycle.

Subjunctive Indicates  the  action  or  state  is  potential.3 The
subjunctive mood is usually translated into Eng-
lish using the helping verbs  may, might, could,
would, or should. The verb to be often uses were
to indicate the subjunctive mood.

We may go to the store unless it rains.
The vet might give the cat an antibiotic.
It  should rain  tomorrow,  according  to
the forecast.
If I were you, I’d eat before leaving.

Imperative Indicates the possibility that the action or state
might occur. It is the mood of command, and in
English usually drops the subject you when giv-
ing  the  command.  When  you is  included,  the
command  is  considered  emphatic.  The  action
only becomes real if the command is obeyed.

Jerry, close the door!
Don’t drop that glass!
You, come here!

Optative Indicates  the  removal  from reality  beyond the
subjunctive.  The act  or  state  is  viewed as  un-
likely. English has no optative mood, so there is

None!  We  do  not  study  the  optative
mood in detail until the second year be-
cause there are only sixty-seven exam-

1 The technical grammatical term for active and passive voice verbs is transitive. Verbs that are neither active nor passive are
correctly identified as intransitive. More on these terms in section 3.3 below.

2 This does not mean that the statement is true! It only means that the writer or speaker is indicating that the action or state-
of-being is real. The statement may be true, or it may be false. It may even be a lie.

3 The subjunctive, imperative, and optative moods are all potential moods. There is no claim that the action or state is real,
only that it could be real at some future point. Once one leaves the indicative mood, whether it be with a change of mood,
or with an infinitive or participle, the action or state is no longer considered real.
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no consistent way to translate it from Greek. ples  of  it  in  the  New Testament.  It  is
used similarly to the subjunctive.

Each of the moods will be studied in turn. The rest of this lesson will deal with the indicative mood.

3.3 The Present Transitive or Intransitive Indicative of the Verb

Greek grammarians generally use the verb lu,w as the basic verb for illustration purposes. This is because it
is short and completely regular in all tenses, voices and moods.

Before examining the verb  lu,w, we must discuss two more elements dealing with the verb,  person and
number. English and Greek are identical in the person and number possibilities. In both languages there are
three persons and two numbers.1 In English we indicate person and number using personal pronouns. Note
the following paradigm of English pronouns in the subjective (nominative) case:

Person Singular
Pronouns

Plural
Pronouns

First I we
Second you you
Third he, she, it they

Note that the second person both use you in modern English. In Greek person and number are indicated by
personal endings on the verb stem. The stem of a word is what is left after the endings have been removed.
These endings stand  in place of the pronoun so that no actual pronoun is needed. In the following, for
study purposes, the verb stem lu,- occurs, separated by a space from its personal ending. In actual use, of
course, no space between the stem and ending occurs.

Singular Plural
Person Greek Form English Translation Greek Form English Translation
1st lu, w I loose, am loosing lu, omen we loose, are loosing
2nd lu, eij you loose, are loosing lu, ete you loose, are loosing
3rd lu, ei he, she, it looses, is loosing lu, ousi(n) they loose, are loosing
Infinitive lu, ein to loose

These personal endings can be added to all verbs whose vocabulary form ends in omega (w). 

Note the third person plural ending ousi(n). The last letter in parentheses is called a movable nu. It usually
occurs when the next word begins with a vowel, but not always. It is truly up to the writer whether he uses
it or not. It also occurs with other endings, which we will study as we come to them.2

The following chart indicates just the endings. They are called the primary active endings in most gram-
mars, though verbs with these endings are sometimes voiceless. Voice is a function of the verb in a context,
not a form that can be read. Many verbs occur with these endings that are not active because they do not
have a direct object in their sentence. They are intransitive, and therefore neither active nor passive. Mem-
orize the endings in the columns in which each is printed.

Singular Plural
Person Ending Translation Ending Translation
1st &w I &omen we

1 At one time, Greek had a dual number, indicating only things that came in pairs, but by the Koine , Attic period, it had
dropped out of the language. Hebrew retained the dual, and it is still used in the modern Hebrew vernacular.

2 English has a movable n. The indefinite article a is written an before a word beginning with a vowel. Example: a cat, but
an apple.
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2nd &eij you &ete you
3rd &ei he, she, it &ousi(n) they
Infinitive ein = Infinitive Ending

These endings occur with  transitive active voice verbs, and with verbs that are  intransitive  complete, or
even state-of-being. But they will never occur with transitive passive voice verbs.

Parsing

“To parse” means to name each element in a form. The order of parsing for verbs is as follows:

Tense, Transitive State, Mood, Person, Number, Vocabulary Form (1st person singular)

Example: The verb lu,w is Present tense, Transitive Active (if it has a direct object), Indicative mood, First
person, Singular number, from lu,w. If it has no direct object, it is Present tense, Intransitive complete, In-
dicative mood, First person, Singular number from lu,w.

Often students like to use a kind of abbreviated parsing:

Example: The verb lu,eij is present, transitive active (or intransitive complete) indicative, second person,
singular, from lu,w; or P, TA, (or Icomp), I, 2, S from lu,w.

3.4 Exercises

Exercise: Memorize the vocabulary form of each vocabulary word. Review the vocabulary from previous
lessons.

Exercise: Memorize the primary active endings in the chart above.

Exercise:  In following the charts,  choose five verbs from the vocabulary lists and fill in the forms with
their translation. I have started the first one for you:

Singular Plural

Person Greek Form English Translation Greek Form English Translation

1st gra,fw I write, am writing gra,fomen we write, are writing

2nd

3rd

Infinitive gra,fein to write

Singular Plural

Person Greek Form English Translation Greek Form English Translation

1st

2nd

3rd

Infinitive
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Singular Plural

Person Greek Form English Translation Greek Form English Translation

1st

2nd

3rd

Infinitive

Singular Plural

Person Greek Form English Translation Greek Form English Translation

1st

2nd

3rd

Infinitive

Singular Plural

Person Greek Form English Translation Greek Form English Translation

1st

2nd

3rd

Infinitive

Singular Plural

Person Greek Form English Translation Greek Form English Translation

1st

2nd

3rd

Infinitive

Exercise: Read aloud and translate the following:

1) a;gw, avkou,eij, a;gei, ble,pomen, e;cw,  a;gomen, lu,ete, qe,lousi, lamba,neij, fe,rei,  lamba,nete, gra,fei,
ginw,skomen.

2) evgei,rw, pe,mpeij,  fe,rousin, lamba,nomen, a;gete, qe,lousi, dida,skeij,  gra,fete, qe,lomen, le,gei,
evgei,rousin, e;ceij.
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Exercise: Parse and translate the following. The first one is completed for you. You may use abbreviations
if you wish.

Word Parsing Translation
gra,fete present, transitive active (or intransitive complete), indicative, 2nd person,

plural, from gra,fw) Abbreviation: P, TA (or IC), I, 2, P.
you (pl) write, are writing

le,gei

e;ceij

Word Parsing Translation
lamba,nomen

qe,lousin

pe,mpeij

a;gw

avkou,eij

lu,ete
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Masculine and Neuter Nouns of the Second Declension

4.1 Vocabulary List

There are two neuter nouns in this list. Based on a previous lesson, can you find them?
a;nqrwpoj, o` man, person, human being ku,rioj, o` lord, Lord
avpo,stoloj, o` apostle li,qoj, o` stone
a;rtoj, o` bread, loaf no,moj, o` law
dw/ron, to, gift oi=koj, o` house, household
qa,natoj, o` death o;cloj, o` crowd, multitude
ièro,n, to, temple uiò,j, o` son
kai, and (conjunction), also, even1 (adverbs) See Lesson Two for definitions 

of the conjunction and the adverb.2

4.2 Declension

A declension is a set of  inflectional endings for a noun or adjective. Like verbs, nouns have stems. The
stem of the noun is found by removing the ending from the vocabulary form in the list above. For example,
the noun a;nqrwpoj has an ending, &oj which makes the stem a;nqrwp-.

There are  three declensions,  or  sets  of  endings, for  nouns in  Greek.  They are  called simply  the  first
declension, the second declension, and the third declension. We study the second declension first, because
it is the simplest and it contains more nouns than the other two declensions.

Do not  think  of  a  declension  as  being a  set  of  endings  for  a  particular  gender of  noun.  The second
declension contains both masculine and neuter nouns. The first declension contains both feminine and
masculine nouns. The third declension has masculine, feminine and neuter nouns.

The  second declension is sometimes called the “omicron stem declension,” because the most common
letter in its ending declensions is the letter omicron (o).

4.3 Case

Case in English

The Subjective, Objective, and Possessive Cases

The word “case” in language refers to the way a noun is used in a sentence. In English we recognize only
three cases. They are the subjective case, the objective case, and the possessive case. Possessive case nouns
are usually inflected with an apostrophe followed by -s. However,  nouns are not inflected3 for objective
case,  while  personal pronouns are inflected. Therefore the subjective case and the objective case look
identical in spelling for any noun in English. The only way to tell which case is to discover how it’s used in
a sentence. Hence, the word “man” could be either subjective (used as the subject of the sentence) or
objective (used as the object of the verb, or the object of a preposition). Observe the following examples of

1 When translated “even” kai, is referred to as ascensive. The actual meaning of ascensive is “tending to rise.” I do not know
how it got associated with kai,.

2 Other than the article (the), the word kai, is the most common word in the New Testament. It has a variety of uses beyond
the ones listed above, but they are relatively rare, and are generally reserved for second year Greek studies.

3 Recall that words are inflected when they change spelling. Usually, as with nouns, that is simply a change of the ending;
however verbs also have prefixes to change their use, and sometimes a radical change within the stem.
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English uses nouns as both subjects and objects with no change in spelling. In the following examples,
nouns in the subjective case are underlined, while nouns in the objective case are over-lined.

Example: The man hit the ball. Man is in the subjective case, while ball is in the objective case.

Example: The ball was white. The word ball is now the subject, but it is spelled the same way as when it
was an object.

Example: The woman went to the store. Woman is in the subjective case, while store is in the objective
case. In English, all objects of prepositions (in this case, the preposition is the word “to”) are in
the objective case.

The Possessive Case

In English, we do slightly inflect the possessive case with nouns. As noted, the most common way to do so
is to add an apostrophe plus the letter s to a noun.

Example: The woman’s purse fell on the floor. Woman’s is possessive case, telling whose purse it is.

In English, possessive personal pronouns are more fully inflected, to the point where sometimes they are
different words altogether.

Person Possessive Singular Possessive Plural

First Person = I1 my our, ours2

Second Person = you1 your, yours your, yours

Third Person = he (masculine) his their, theirs

Third Person = she (feminine) her, hers their, theirs

Third Person = it (neuter) its their, theirs

The Plural in English Noun Cases

One place where English does inflect nouns is with the plural. The regular plural inflection simply adds an
-s or an -es to the end of the word. Note the chart below for regularly inflected English plural nouns:

Singular Nouns Plural Nouns
dog dogs
tree trees
hour hours
house houses
horse horses

English  also  has  a  large  variety  of  irregular  plurals.  The  word  usually  undergoes  a  spelling  change,
sometimes a very great one. Sometimes, however, there is no spelling change at all. Note the following
irregular plurals in English:

Singular Nouns Plural Nouns
man men
foot feet
shelf shelves
fish fish
pork pork

1 First and second person pronouns do not distinguish gender (masculine, feminine, or neuter) by form.
2 Possessive plural pronouns do not distinguish gender by form.
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Case in Greek

The Greek case system is  fully inflected. Greek has several case forms, both singular and plural. Unlike
English, which regularly adds -s or -es to form all plurals, each case in Greek has a set of plural endings.

Form 1, the Nominative Case

Form 1 has only one case associated with it. The nominative case functions the same way as the subjective
case does in English. Any noun used as a subject of a sentence will be in Form 1. In addition, any noun
following a state-of-being verb will also be in the Form 1. The nominative case is considered the case of
designation. Nominative case nouns do not share their forms with any other cases.

Example: o ̀a;nqrwpoj gra,fei) = The man writes. Example: ev  gw  , eivmi a;nqrwpoj) = I am a man.

Example: o ̀ku,rioj ble,pei) = The Lord sees. Example: o ̀lo,goj evge,neto a;nqrwpoj) = The word 
became man.

The Oblique Cases (Forms 2, 3, 4, 5)

All cases other than the nominative are designated “Oblique Cases.” They are used in their “pure” uses as
stand-alone nouns, but are also used with prepositions with a variety of uses. We have no such oblique
cases in English, though English nouns sometimes do function as adverbs, and are oblique in that sense.

At this point case and form become more complicated. As stated, the nominative case does not share its
form with other cases. But Form 2 has more than one case function associated with it. The form is often
called the Genitive (5 case system) or Genitive/Ablative (8 case system). However, nouns in the second
form are used in a variety of ways which do not fit comfortably under either the Genitive or Ablative
designation.

Form 2, the Genitive/Ablative Cases

The most common cases associated with Form 2 are the genitive and the ablative cases. Other uses of the
form are often considered kinds of either the genitive or ablative cases, though the association is often
tenuous.

Often the genitive case acts much like the possessive case does in English. Grammarians consider it the
case  of  description.  The  best  way,  for  now,  to  translate  a  noun  in  the  genitive  case  is  to  place  the
preposition of before it. Note that the article the also changes spelling.

Example: o` oi=koj tou/ ku,riou))) = The house of the Lord..., or The Lord’s house. Note the -ou ending on
ku,rioj.

Example: o ̀uiò,j tou/ a;nqrwpou))) = The son of the man..., or The man’s son....

The  ablative case  has  no direct  English equivalence.  In  addition,  it  shares  a  set  of  endings  with the
genitive case, and only context can tell the difference. The idea of the ablative case is separation. The best
way, for now, to translate an ablative case noun is to place the preposition from before it. Sometimes this
case will follow one of the Greek prepositions meaning “from.” Often nouns in the ablative case function
as adverbs. Adverbial nouns are quite common in English, such as when we say, “I’m going home.” The
noun home tells where I am going, and is therefore adverbial.

Example: o` ku,rioj le,gei tou/ oi=kou) = The Lord speaks from the house. The words tou/ oi=kou are in Form
2, but are clearly not genitive. They indicate the place from which the Lord is speaking. The ablative noun
is not functioning like a noun usually does. It is actually an adverb, and in English is translated as an
adverbial prepositional phrase, from the house, telling from where the Lord is speaking.
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Form 3, the Dative/Locative/Instrumental Cases

Form 3 has three cases most commonly associated with it, the dative, the locative, and the instrumental.
Again, nouns in the third form are used in a variety of ways which do not fit comfortably under the dative,
locative, or instrumental designation. Like the ablative, these cases very often function as adverbs.

The dative case, like the ablative, has no direct English equivalence. The dative noun indicates the interest
to or for whom the verb action is done, and therefore functions, like the ablative, as an adverb. Sometimes
it is like an indirect object in English, but there are several other uses. The best way to translate a dative
case noun is to place either the prepositions to or for before it. Context will determine which preposition is
best, though to is the most common.

Example: o ̀uiò,j le.gei tw|/ a;nqrwpw|) = The son is speaking to the man.

Example: o ̀a;nqrwpoj le,gei t  oij     kuri,oij  ) = The man is speaking to   the   lords  .

The  locative case is  the case of  location.  It  shares a set of endings with the dative.  The best way to
translate a noun in the locative case is to place the preposition in before it. Sometimes this case follows the
Greek preposition evn, but it can mean in without the preposition. It is also adverbial.

Example: o ̀ku,rioj dida,skei tw/| ièrw/|) = The Lord is teaching in the temple.

The  instrumental case is the case of  means, instrumentality, or  agency.  The best way to translate the
instrumental case is by placing the prepositions by, with, or the compound preposition by means of before
it. It is another adverbial case function for a noun.

Example: o ̀a;ggeloj le,gei lo,goij) = The messenger is speaking with words.

When the student  sees  a  noun with  Dative/Locative/Instrumental set  of  endings,  he must  observe the
context to determine  which case occurs.  However, this is not as difficult as it may seem. Context will
determine the difference. Also, often time prepositions precede such oblique case nouns. We will study
prepositions in a subsequent lesson.

Form 4, the Accusative Case

Form 4 is generally called the accusative, but it has various uses that can not be so easily labeled. Its most
common use is as the direct object. But it is also used following some prepositions in various ways, usually
adverbial.

Some grammarians call the accusative case the case of limitation. As the form of a direct object, it limits
the activity of an action verb. As a direct object, the noun is translated like the nominative case, without
any preposition before it. In the following example the student will find the plural forms of nouns. This is
for demonstration purposes only. We will learn the endings to the nouns in the next section dealing with
noun forms.

Example: oi ̀a;postoloi dida,skousi tou.j dou,louj = The apostles are teaching the slaves.

Note on the Greek Article

In the above examples the various forms of the word the are used. Since the article the is an adjective, it
must agree in form with the noun which it modifies. The writers of the New Testament are one hundred
percent consistent in using these forms. All the forms will be presented in detail later. For the time being,
simply note them and pass on.

Example: oi`  a;postoloi dida,skousi  to,  n   dou,lon =  The apostles  are  teaching  the slave.  The  subject
a;postoloi is plural and has a plural article, and the dou,lon object is singular with a singular article.
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Form 5, the Vocative Case

Form 5, used as a vocative, is somewhat strange. The vocative is the case of direct address. It sometimes is
identical to the nominative, especially in the plural, but other times it has a distinct form. Some believe it is
actually a nominative,  but it  does have a distinct use,  and for convenience,  it  is  best  thought of as a
separate case. We will observe those distinct forms as they occur.

Example: satana/( u[page ovpi,sw mou) = Satan, go behind me! Note that the actual subject of the imperative
sentence is the understood pronoun you. The imperative normally leaves out the subject pronoun you in
both English and Greek. Satan (satana/), since he is being addressed, is in the vocative case, no matter its
spelling.

The Second Declension Masculine Case Forms

The  following  chart  lists  all  the  inflectional forms  for  the  masculine  word  lo,goj with  a  common
translation. It is evident that some words, because of their meaning, do not “fit” certain case functions very
well. For instance, certain words will not fit the idea of agency very well, so one might never expect to see
that word in the instrumental case.

Singular Plural

Greek Form Translation Greek Form Translation

Form 1 – Nominative lo,goj word lo,goi words

Form 2 – Genitive/Ablative lo,gou of, from word lo,gwn of, from words

Form 3 – Dative, Locative, Instrumental lo,gw| to, in, by word lo,goij to, in, by words

Form 4 – Accusative lo,gon word lo,gouj words

Form 5 – Vocative lo,ge1 lo,goi

Below is a simplified form of the same table:

Singular Plural

Form 1 lo,goj lo,goi

Form 2 lo,gou lo,gwn

Form 3 lo,gw| lo,goij

Form 4 lo,gon lo,gouj

The above simplified chart of  lo,goj provides a convenient way of writing the forms for practice. These
endings will be used for all second declension masculine nouns. Memorize the chart below. Again, it is
best to say these forms aloud as many times as you can. Practice writing the Vocabulary words with each
ending.

Singular Plural

Form 1 oj oi

Form 2 ou wn

Form 3 w| oij

Form 4 on ouj

1 I provided the Vocative forms, even though non-personal nouns such as  lo,goj do not use them. But other nouns in the
second declension are personal, and I will provide the form. Otherwise, I will leave them out of the charts.
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The Second Declension Neuter Case forms

The second declension contains  neuter nouns whose endings are quite similar to the masculine set, but
vary in certain particulars. Observe the following forms for the neuter nouns dw/ron and ièro,n.

Singular Plural Singular Plural

Form 1 – N dw/ron dw/ra ièro,n ièra,

Form 2 – G, A dw,rou dw,rwn ièrou/ ièrw/n

Form 3 – D, L, I dw,rw| dw,roij ièrw|/ ièroi/j

Form 4 – Acc dw/ron dw/ra ièro,n ièra,

Note that Forms 2 and 3 are identical to the masculine nouns. The differences occur in the Form 1 and
Form 4 only. Note also that with the neuter nouns Forms 1 and 4 are identical. Only context can tell
whether a noun is the subject of a sentence (the nominative), or the object (the accusative). In this way they
are like English, which has only context to determine the function of nouns.

The following chart contains the endings for the second declension neuter nouns. Memorize it!

Singular Plural

Form 1 on a

Form 2 ou wn

Form 3 w| oij

Form 4 on a

4.4 Word Order

Word Order in English

By and large, one determines English use of words in a sentence by word order. Most often the subject is
first, followed by the verb, followed by either the direct object or subject complement if the sentence has
one of them. Other parts of the sentence, such as prepositional phrases, may interrupt these basal parts, but
rarely do they occur out of the normal order. The exception in English is the question, which is often begun
with a verb or helping verb.

Indeed,  if we change the order, the meaning of the sentence changes. Note the following examples. The
subjects are underlined and the objects are over-lined:

Example: The car hit the dog.

Example: The dog hit the car.

Example: Did the car hit the dog?

Example: Did the dog hit the car?

It  is  evident  from  the  simple  sentences  above  that  a  change  of  order of  the  words  changes  the
subject/object relationship, and therefore the meaning of the sentence. Not so in Greek.

Word Order in Greek

Since Greek has inflectional  endings  for nouns,  the word order can be used for emphasis rather than
meaning. In other words, one does not need to rely on word order to determine the subject and object of a
sentence. Note the following examples:
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Example: o ̀avpo,stoloj ble,pei to,n uiòn.

Example: to,n uiòn ble,pei o ̀avpo,stoloj.

The two examples in Greek mean exactly the same thing. In the first example, the normal word order is
followed, but the important thing is that the word avpo,stoloj is in the nominative case and the word uiòn is
in the accusative case.

The second example turns the word order around. But  uiòn is still in the accusative case, and is still the
object, while  avpo,stoloj is still in the nominative case and is still the subject.  Both sentences must be
translated exactly the same way: The apostle sees the son, because in English the subject must come first.

In fact, any number of orders of words could be used in Greek, but the meaning would be the same. 

Example: to,n uiòn o ̀avpo,stoloj ble,pei.

Example: ble,pei to,n uiò,n o ̀avpo,stoloj.

Since Greek is flexible, writers and speakers could arrange words in order to emphasize something. If the
object occurs first in the sentence, it is because in the mind of the writer, the object is what he particularly
wanted to emphasize. Likewise, if the verb occurs first, it is because that verb is receiving emphasis. Also,
when you see a word at the end of a sentence that you would expect  to see elsewhere,  it  is receiving
secondary emphasis.

4.5 Diagramming

Because the word order is variable in Greek, as well as for other purposes, we have developed a method of
diagramming to help the student understand the word relationships. By using this method, we can put the
Greek words in the normal, or nearly the normal, word order in English for translation purposes.

Example:
avpo,stoloj ble,pei1 uiò,n

o` to,n
1 Present, transitive active, indicative, third person, singular, from ble,pw.

Once the sentence has been diagrammed, all verbs must be parsed. A simple way to do so is to use a
number to footnote the verb, and write the parsing beneath (or to the side, if room) of the sentence. More
on parsing later.

If the subject is not supplied, then the student must translate the verb with its understood pronoun.

Example: ble,pei to,n uiò,n = He (or she, or it) sees the son. 

If a woman is doing the seeing, the subject would change to She, as She sees the son. Likewise with the
neuter, the subject becomes It.1 When diagramming such a sentence supply an English subject:

He ble,pei1 uiò,n
to,n

1 Present, transitive active, indicative, 3rd person, singular, from ble,pw.

1 Words that are neuter in English are often masculine or feminine in Greek. If they are neuter in English, no matter the
Greek  gender,  they must  be  translated as  a  neuter!  Sometimes personal  nouns are  neuter,  and must  be translated as
masculine, or rarely, as a feminine. A good example is child, te,knon, when referred to by a Greek pronoun or adjective will
be neuter, but in English translation, the pronoun, when referring to a boy child, must be masculine, he, him, etc.
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Pay particular attention to the endings of the verbs! If there is no nominative case noun or pronoun
stated, the student must supply it. The following sentence must be translated “You see the son.”
ble,peij to,n uiò,n = You see the son.

Example:
You ble,peij1 uiò,n

to,n
1 Present, transitive active, indicative, 2nd person, singular, from ble,pw.

4.5 The Greek Article

In “Lesson Two” we learned the three Greek articles as they appear in Form 1:
Masculine Feminine Neuter

o` h̀ to,

Articles are adjectives, and must also agree with their nouns in three ways, gender, number, and case. 

In English only one spelling for  any adjective exists,  including the article  the.  But, since Greek is fully
inflected, the spelling of the article changes depending on the noun that it modifies. The masculine article o`
has four forms for each number, singular and plural. Note the following chart:

Singular Plural

Form 1 o ̀= the oi ̀= the

Form 2 tou/ = of, from the tw/n = of, from the

Form 3 tw/| = to, in, by the toi/j = to, in, by the

Form 4 to,n = the tou,j = the

The neuter form of the article is similar. The only differences are in Forms 1 and 4, singular and plural:

Singular Plural

Form 1 to, ta,

Form 2 tou/ tw/n

Form 3 tw/| toi/j

Form 4 to, ta,

It is NOT necessary to memorize the article chart. Simply observe the article with the noun, and place the
correct preposition before the translation “the” as indicated by the ending of the noun, NOT the form of the
article. The reason is that the noun, not the adjective that modifies it, carries the idea of case.

4.6 Exercises

Exercise: Write the second declension masculine endings in the following chart. You may desire to write
the case names or letters next to the chart. The nominative singular is supplied:

Singular Plural

Form 1 oj

Form 2

Form 3

Form 4
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Write the second declension neuter endings in the following chart. The nominative singular is supplied:

Singular Plural

Form 1 on

Form 2

Form 3

Form 4

4.7 Exercises

Memorize the words in the vocabulary list.

Learn the second declension masculine endings. Use the following chart for practice:

Singular Plural

Form 1

Form 2

Form 3

Form 4

Learn the second declension neuter endings. Use the following chart for practice:

Singular Plural

Form 1

Form 2

Form 3

Form 4

Translation and Diagramming

Exercise: Translate each Greek sentence word for word. Diagramming is not required; however, if you
would like to attempt to diagram, please diagram following sentences: 1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 8. You may do others as
well, if you have time. A translation and diagramming key is available for all sentences upon request.

1) o ̀avpo,stoloj le,gei to.n no,mon)

2) o ̀avdelfo.j gra,fei to.n lo,gon)

3) o ̀a;nqrwpoj avnaginw,skei (is reading) to.n no,mon)
4) lamba,nw dw/ra karpou/ kai. a;rtou)

5) oi ̀a;nqrwpoi qe,lousi ble,pein tou.j dou,louj tw/| oi;kw|)

6) e;comen to.n karpo,n)

7) o ̀a;nqrwpoj ginw,skei to.n no,mon)

8) o ̀dou/loj fe,rei dw/ron)

9) oi ̀avpo,stoloi fe,rousin a;rtouj tw/| ièrw/|)

10) ble,pomen tou.j oi;kouj tw/n o;clwn)
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11) oi ̀uiòi tw/n avnqrw,pwn a;gousi tou.j dou,louj)

12) gra,fomen lo,gouj toi/j avdelfoi/j)

13) oi ̀avdelfoi. avkou,ousi tou.j lo,gouj tou/ avgge,lou)

14) o ̀a;ggeloj le,gei lo,gouj qana,tou toi/j avnqrw,poij kai. toi/j uiòi/j)

15) oi ̀o;cloi ble,pousi tou.j li,qouj tw/| ièrw/| kai. tw/| oi;kw|)

16) oi ̀a;ggeloi ginw,skousi qa,naton kai. dida,skousin avnqrw,pouj lo,goij)

17) ble,pw to.n ku,rion tw/| oi;kw|)
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Nouns of the First Declension

5.1 Vocabulary List

avga,ph( h̀ love evntolh,( h̀ commandment, precept
avlh,qeia( h̀ truth evxousi,a( h̀ authority (never power)
àmarti,a( h̀ sin h̀me,ra( h̀ day
basilei,a( h̀ kingdom maqhth,j( o` disciple, learner
glw/ssa( h̀ tongue messi,aj( o` messiah
grafh,( h̀ writing, Scripture od̀o,j( h̀ way, road
didach,( h̀ doctrine, the thing taught parabolh,( h̀ parable
do,xa( h̀ glory profh,thj( o` prophet
eivrh,nh( h̀ peace w[ra( h̀ hour
evkklhsi,a( h̀ assembly, church zwh,( h̀ life

There are two different genders in this declension, feminine (the majority) and masculine. The masculine
occurs because the long form of the e, the h, shows up in the endings. Remember, a declension is a set of
endings, not necessarily of the same gender. Memorize the article with the noun to avoid confusion.

5.2 The Greek Masculine  and Neuter Article Review

In the previous lesson we observed this chart of the masculine and neuter articles.  All masculine and
neuter articles will follow these forms, no matter what the masculine or neuter ending set is.

Masculine Neuter

Singular Plural Singular Plural

Form 1 – N o` oi` to, ta,

Form 2 – G/A tou/ tw/n tou/ tw/n

Form 3 – D/L/I tw/| toi/j tw/| toi/j

Form 4 – Acc to,n tou,j to, ta,

5.3 The Greek Feminine Article

The following chart contains the feminine article, used only with feminine nouns,  but translated like the
masculine articles.  All feminine articles will follow these forms, no matter what the feminine ending set is.

Feminine

Singular Plural

Form 1 – N h̀ ai`

Form 2 – G/A th/j tw/n

Form 3 – D/L/I th/| tai/j

Form 4 – Acc th,n ta,j
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5.3 The Feminine Stem

The feminine nouns in the vocabulary list have three different stems. These are not obvious at first glance,
so the following chart will identify which nouns end in each stem. Note that the ending has been separated
from the stem by a dash for the purpose of emphasis. Observe the last letter of each stem. All feminine
nouns of the first declension will fit under one of these headings.

Stems ending 
in e( i( r

Stems ending 
in s( a sibilant, or ll

Stems ending 
in any other letter

avlh,qei&a glw/ss&a graf&h,

àmarti,&a do,x&a didac&h,

basilei,&a eivrh,n&h

evkklhsi,&a evntol&h,

evxousi,&a parabol&h,

h̀me,r&a zw&h,

w[r&a

Note that these endings are mostly alpha (a) in the nominative. A few have eta (h). For this reason the first
declension is called the alpha declension, or sometimes the alpha/eta declension.

 These stem endings are important. This is not as big a burden as it seems. For one thing, all the plural end-
ings are identical, no matter what the stem ending. Secondly, the changes are logical, and not random. 

5.4.1 The Inflectional Endings on a Feminine e( i( r Stem

The following chart shows the endings for h ̀avlh,qeia (the truth) in both singular and plural forms, with
translation. 

Form Singular Plural

Form 1 – N avlh,qeia truth avlh,qeiai truths

Form 2 – G/A avlhqei,aj of, from truth avlhqeiw/n of, from truths

Form 3 – D/L/I avlhqei,a| to, in, by truth avlhqei,aij to, in, by truths

Form 4 – Acc avlh,qeian truth avlhqei,aj truths

All first declension feminine nouns with the stem ending in e( i( or r will carry these endings.

Here is the noun h̀ w[ra (the hour) with exactly the same endings:

Form Singular Plural

Form 1 – N w[ra hour w[rai hours

Form 2 – G/A w[raj of, from hour wr̀w/n of, from hours

Form 3 – D/L/I w[ra| to, in, by hour w[raij to, in by hours

Form 4 – Acc w[ran hour w[raj hours
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5.4.2 The Inflectional Endings on a Feminine Sigma, Sibilant, Double Lambda Stem (s( z( x( y( ll)

The following shows the endings for h̀ do,xa (the glory). All first declension feminine nouns whose stems
end in a sigma, a sibilant, or double lambda will follow the same pattern.

Form Singular Plural

Form 1 – N do,xa glory do,xai glories

Form 2 – G/A do,xhj of, from glory doxw/n of, from glories

Form 3 – D/L/I do,xh| to, in by glory do,xaij to, in, by glories

Form 4 – Acc do,xan glory do,xaj glories

The following chart for h̀ glw/ssa has exactly the same set of endings:

Form Singular Plural

Form 1 – N glw/ssa tongue glw/ssai tongues

Form 2 – G/A glw,sshj of, from tongue glwssw/n of, from tongues

Form 3 – D/L/I glw,ssh| to, in, by tongue glw,ssaij to, in, by tongues

Form 4 – Acc glw/ssan tongue glw,ssaj tongues

5.4.3 The Inflectional Endings on a Feminine “any other letter” Stem.

The following chart shows the endings for h̀ grafh, (the writing, the Scripture).

Form Singular Plural

Form 1 – N grafh, writing grafai, writings

Form 2 – G/A grafh/j of, from writing grafw/n of, from writings

Form 3 – D/L/I grafh/| to, in, by writing grafai/j to, in, by writings

Form 4 – Acc grafh,n writing grafa,j writings

The following chart shows the same endings for the noun avga,ph)

Form Singular Plural

Form 1 – N avga,ph love avga,pai loves

Form 2 – G/A avga,phj of, from love avgapw/n of, from loves

Form 3 – D/L/I avga,ph| to, in, by love avga,paij to, in, by loves

Form 4 – Acc avga,phn love avga,paj loves
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5.4.4 A Chart that Includes All the Inflectional Endings for Every First Declension Feminine Stem Noun

The following chart lists the endings for each of the stem forms. Memorize this chart.

Singular Nouns Plural Nouns

Stems Ending
in e( i( r

Stems Ending
in s( a sibilant,

or ll

Stems Ending
in any other

letter

Any Noun of the
First Declension

Form 1 – N a a h ai

Form 2 – G/A aj hj hj wn

Form 3 – D/L/I a| h| h| aij

Form 4 – Acc an an hn aj

The first declension masculine plurals are identical to the first declension feminine plurals above. All the
plurals for all the stem endings are identical. The vocative carries the same endings as the nominatives.

5.5 The Masculine Stem and its Endings

A limited number of masculine nouns reside in the first declension. In the vocabulary list, we presented the
following first declension masculine nouns:

maqhth,j( o` disciple, learner
messi,aj( o` Messiah
profh,thj( o` prophet

Both maqhth,j and profh,thj follow the same pattern:

Form Singular Plural

Form 1 – N hj ai

Form 2 – G/A ou wn

Form 3 – D/L/I h| aij

Form 4 – Acc hn aj

Form 5 – Voc a

Note on messi,aj

The noun messi,aj is peculiar, since it is not actually a Greek word. It is a Hebrew word that was spelled
with Greek letters. When a noun from a different language is spelled with Greek letters, it is “transliter-
ated” rather than “translated” into Greek. This happens often with proper names such as Jesus, Simon,
Jerusalem, Abraham, Isaac, Jude, etc., all of which are Hebrew words. Also, such words were assigned a
set of Greek endings, which vary with the noun involved, and must be learned by observation. 

However, the noun messi,aj occurs only two times in the New Testament:

Verse Case Spelling

John 1:41 Accusative mesi,an or messi,an

John 4:25 Nominative mesi,aj or messi,aj 
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The two spellings (mesi,an or messi,an) occur because of the different manuscript families from which the
New Testament was copied. The majority of changes in manuscripts are spelling changes and do not bear
on  the  meaning  of  the  text.  Which  spelling  was  the  original  is  impossible  to  tell;  while the  older
manuscripts have the second spelling, changes may be for dialectical rather than age reasons.

5.6 Diagramming the Oblique Cases

As previously stated, the word oblique refers to any case other than the nominative. The genitive, ablative,
dative, locative, instrumental and accusative are the oblique cases.

When diagramming, first isolate the subject and predicate. Then determine whether there is a direct object.

Example: o ̀ avdelfo.j gra,fei to.n lo,gon) The brother writes the word.
avdelfo.j gra,fei1 lo,gon
o` to.n

1Present, transitive active, indicative, third person, singular, from gra,fw)

Note on the above parsing: If the subject of the verb is a singular noun or third person pronoun, the verb
will be third person singular in form. If the subject is plural, the form will become third person plural.

Example: e;comen to.n karpo,n) We have the fruit.
we e;comen1 karpo,n

to.n
1Present, transitive active, indicative, first person, plural, from e;cw)

When no stated subject is provided, the student must look to the ending of the verb for the subject. The
above example has no stated subject, so the subject pronoun has been provided in English.

Diagramming the Genitive Case

The following sentence shows an example of diagramming a noun in the genitive case:
Example: ble,pomen tou.j oi;kouj tw/n o;clwn) We see the houses of the crowds.

we ble,pomen1 oi;kouj 
tou.j
o;clwn
tw/n

1Present, transitive active, indicative, first person, plural, from ble,pw)

The genitive o;clwn shows to whom the noun oi;kouj belongs. It is a possessive genitive, and therefore acts
as an adjective. Nouns used as adjectives are common in many languages, including English. For instance,
in the sentence, “The apartment manager is on vacation,” the word apartment is a noun modifying  man-
ager, which makes it an adjective. Genitive nouns in Greek generally are adjectives.

Diagramming the Ablative Case

Example: ouv ga,r evstin diastolh1 te ivoudai,ou kai. e[llhnoj)  There is no distinction between Jew and
Greek. At times the ablative must be translated between. The from translation only works sometimes.

1 The word there in English is a place holder, and has no grammatical function in the sentence. It is a form of expletive. The
actual subject of this sentence is diastolh., distinction, of the “Any Other” first declension feminine type of noun.
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ga,r
diastolh evstin1

ouv
te
ivoudai,ou
kai.
e[llhnoj

1 Present, intransitive complete, indicative, third person, singular from eivmi,.

Diagramming dative and locative cases

Datives, locatives and instrumentals modify verbs. They are adverbial nouns, another common noun usage
in English. In the sentence, “The soldier went home yesterday,” the noun home is an adverbial noun telling
where the soldier went. The noun yesterday is an adverbial noun telling when the soldier went.

Example: oi ̀avpo,stoloi fe,rousin a;rtouj tw/|  ièrw/|) The apostles bring loaves to the Temple.
avpo,stoloi fe,rousin1 a;rtouj

oi` ièrw|/
tw/|

1Present, transitive active, indicative, third person, plural, from fe,rw)

The dative tw/| ièrw|/ tells where the apostles bring loaves, to the temple. How the third form is translated
depends on the meaning of the verb to which it is related. The following sentence uses the same form;
however, the meaning is not dative, but locative. Both indicate where, but in different ways.

Example: oi ̀o;cloi ble,pousi tou.j li,qouj tw/| ièrw/|) The crowds see the stones in the temple
o;cloi ble,pousi1 li,qouj
oi` ièrw/| tou.j

tw/|
1Present, transitive active, indicative, third person, plural, from ble,pw)

The locative tw/| ièrw/| tells where the crowds are seeing the stones.

Diagramming the Instrumental Case

Before discussing the instrumental case, it is best to study passive voice verbs. This will occur in a later
chapter, so we must wait until then to discuss the instrumental use of Form 3 in detail. But see the second
example below for one use of the instrumental.

Diagramming Compound Structures

The simple diagramming exercises included in this course will help the student understand the relationship
between words. One such relationship is called the compound structure. It often uses a conjunction to con-
nect two elements of equal grammatical weight. Note the following diagram.

Example: lamba,nw dw/ra karpou/ kai. a;rtou) I am receiving gifts of fruit and bread.
I lamba,nw1 dw/ra

karpou/
kai.
a;rtou

1Present, transitive active, indicative, first person, singular, from lamba,nw)
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This is a typical genitive compound structure, which is found many times in the Greek New Testament. 

Below is an example of a compound predicate:

Example: oi` a;ggeloi ginw,skousi qa,naton kai. dida,skousin avnqrw,pouj lo,goij)  The messengers know
death and teach the men with words.

ginw,skousi1 qa,naton
a;ggeloi kai.

oi` dida,skousin2 avnqrw,pouj
lo,goij

1Present, transitive active, indicative, third person, plural, from ginw,skw)
2Present, transitive active, indicative, third person, plural, from dida,skw)

5.7 Exercises

Review Exercises

Write the Second Declension Masculine endings in the following chart. You may look back at Lesson 4 if
necessary, but attempt to write the endings from memory.

Form Singular Plural

Form 1

Form 2

Form 3

Form 4

Write the Second Declension Neuter endings in the following chart. You may look back in Lesson 4 if nec-
essary.

Singular Plural

Form

Form 1

Form 2

Form 3

Form 4
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Fill in the blanks in the following chart. 

Singular Plural

Form Noun Stems
Ending in
e( i( r

Noun Stems End-
ing in a s( a sibi-

lant, or ll

Noun Stems
Ending in any

other letter

Any Feminine
Noun of the Sec-
ond Declension

Form 1 a

Form 2 hj

Form 3 h|

Form 4 aj

Translation and Diagramming

Do a word for word translation of the following sentences. Diagramming is not required; however, if you
would like to attempt to diagram, please diagram the following sentences: 1, 2, 3, 8, 13, 14.
1) o ̀messi,aj e;cei th.n didach.n do,xhj kai. eivrh,nhj)

2) o ̀avpo,stoloj le,gei tou.j lo,gouj parabolh/j th/| glw,ssh|)

3) o ̀profhvthj dida,skei parabolh.n toi/j avnqrw,poij)

4) o ̀a;ggeloj ble,pei to.n profh,thn th/| evkklhsi,a|)

5) o ̀maqhth.j tou/ messi,ou le,gei lo,gouj kai. no,mouj toi/j o;cloij)

6) oi ̀profh/tai le,gousi parabola,j th/j basilei,aj toi/j o;cloij)

7) oi ̀maqhtai. tw/n profhtw/n lu,ousin evkklhsi,aj kai. ièra. liqoij)

8) a;geij tou.j avgge,louj kai. le,geij parabolh,n th/j evkklhsi,aj)

9) le,gomen lo,gouj avlhqei,aj o;cloij avnqrw,pwn kai. maqhtw/n)

10) avkou,ete th.n parabolh.n th/j basilei,aj kai/ ginw,skete th.n do,xan avga,phj)

11) o ̀a;ggeloj ble,pei to.n messi,an kai. ginw,skei th.n h̀me,ran eivrh,nhj)

12) o ̀profh,thj lamba,nei a;rton kai. karpo.n tou/ uiòu/ tou/ maqhtou/)

13) oi ̀uiòi. ginw,skousi th.n evntolh.n kai. le,gousi th.n evntolh.n tw/| oi;kw/|)

14) o ̀avpo,stoloj gra,fei parabolh.n th/j basilei,aj kai. th/j evkklhsi,aj)

15) o ̀maqhth.j ginw,skei àmarti,an kai. le,gei lo,gouj avlhqei,aj)
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Adjectives of the First and Second Declensions

6.1 Vocabulary List

The following vocabulary contains adjectives with  three endings listed,  masculine, feminine and neuter.
This is normal for listing adjectives, because they must agree with the nouns they modify in gender. Note
the listing for avgaqo,j( &h,( &o,n) The first ending is &o,j( which is still attached to the stem. This is the Form 1
(nominative) ending. The other two endings are the feminine and neuter endings respectively.

When memorizing adjectives, say the three forms aloud. For avgaqo,j, memorize avgaqo,j( avgaqh,( avgaqo,n.

Adjectives
avgaqo,j( &h,( &o,n good kako,j( &h,( &o,n bad
avgaphto,j( &h,( &o,n beloved kalo,j( &h,( &o,n good, beautiful1

a[gioj( &a( &on holy mikro,j( &a,( &o,n small, little
a[gioi( oi` saints, “holy ones.” mo,noj( &h( &on only, alone
a;lloj( &h( &o other, another2 nekro,j( &a,( &o,n dead
di,kaioj( &a( &on righteous o[loj( &h( &on whole, all (in the sense of “total”)
e[kastoj( &h( &on each (not “every”) pisto,j( &h,( &o,n faithful, believable
e;scatoj( &h( &on last ponhro,j( &a,( &o,n evil
e[teroj( &a( &on another, different3 prw/toj( &h( &on first
kaino,j( &h,( &o,n new

Prepositions
dia, through, on account of eivj into, unto
evk( evx out of, out from evn in, by
ùpe,r in behalf of, over, above, beyond ùpo, by, under

6.2 The Definition and Description of the Adjective

An adjective is a noun modifier. It describes the noun by attributing to it a quality or state. In English
adjectives almost always precede the noun that they are modifying. In many languages it is more common
for the adjective to follow its noun. Greek does both with regularity. 

Example: The small boy.

Example: The other men.

In addition, an adjective may stand as a noun. This is called a substantive, or substantival adjective.

Example: The good die young.

Here, the adjective good stands for “a good person” or for “good people.”

Example: The alert are more likely to avoid traffic accidents than the sleepy.

1 Something may be both avgaqo,j and kalo,j at the same time.
2 a;lloj generally indicates another of the same kind.
3 Often e[teroj indicates another of a different kind.
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Both alert and sleepy are adjectives that stand for people who exhibit those conditions.

6.3 The Declensions of Adjectives

The declension of adjectives uses the same endings as the nouns, therefore, there should be no need to
memorize these endings.

The Second Declension Masculine Endings

The masculine second declension adjectives have the same endings as the masculine second declension
nouns:

Form Singular Plural
Form 1 avgaqo,j avgaqoi,
Form 2 avgaqou/ avgaqw/n
Form 3 avgaqw/| avgaqoi/j
Form 4 avgaqo,n avgaqou,j

Form 5 avgaqe,

The Second Declension Neuter Endings

The neuter second declension has the same endings as the neuter noun.

Form Singular Plural
Form 1 avgaqo,n avgaqa,
Form 2 avgaqou/ avgaqw/n
Form 3 avgaqw/| avgaqoi/j
Form 4 avgaqo,n avgaqa,

Form 5 avgaqe,

The First Declension Feminine Endings

The feminine first declension endings depend on the ending of the stem, just as first declension feminine
nouns do. They follow the same set of rules:

Stems ending in
e( i( r

Stems Ending in s,
a sibilant, or ll

Stems ending in 
any other letter

Form Singular Plural Singular Plural Singular Plural

Form 1 mikra, mi,rai pa/sa pa/sai avgaqh, avgaqai,
Form 2 mikra,j mi,krw/n pa,shj pasw/n avgaqh/j avgaqw/n
Form 3 mikra/| mikrai/j pa,sh| pa,saij avgaqh|/ avgaqai/j
Form 4 mikra,n mikra,j pa/san pa,saj avgaqh,n avgaqa,j

Form 5 mikre, pa/sa avgaqe,

6.4 The Agreement of Adjectives

An adjective must agree with its noun in three ways: gender, number, and case. If the noun is masculine,
singular,  neuter,  its  adjective  must  be  masculine,  singular,  neuter.  In  the  example  below  the  noun
avnqrw,pou is masculine, singular, genitive. Therefore the adjectives that precede it (tou/ and avgaqo,u) must be
masculine, singular, genitive.
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Example: tou/ avgaqo,u avnqrw,pou = of the good man.

If a noun is feminine, plural, accusative, the adjective will agree with it in all three ways.

Example: ta,j pa/sa prw/taj gra,faj = all the first writings.  (Note change in word order between Greek
and English)

6.5 Special Uses of the Adjective in Greek

When adjectives are used with nouns, they can be in one of two positions. These two positions are only
used when an adjective is modifying a noun, not when an adjective stands as a noun (the substantive use).

The Attributive Position

Whenever the article the, in any form, precedes the adjective, the adjective is in the attributive position. It
makes no difference what the word order is. If the adjective has the article, it is in the attributive position.
Note the following examples:

Example: o ̀avgaqo.j lo,goj = the good word.

Example: o ̀lo,goj ov avgaqo,j = the good word.

There is  NO difference in translation between the two above examples.  Both mean “the good word,”
because in both cases the word the (o`) stands before the adjective (avgaqo,j).

It makes no difference which case the noun is in. The important thing is whether the adjective has the
article or not. Note the following examples in the genitive (or ablative) case:

Example: tou/ avgaqou/ lo,gou = of (or from) the good word.

Example: tou/ lo,gou tou// avgaqou/ = of (or from) the good word.

Sometimes an adjective in the attributive position can be interrupted by another word.

Example: ta. dw/ra tou/ kuri,ou ta. kala. = the good gifts of the Lord. Literally, The gifts of the Lord, the
good ones.

Close observation shows that the articular adjective  ta. kala is accusative neuter plural, and must refer
back to the only accusative neuter plural noun in the context,  ta. dw/ra) It  cannot refer to  tou/ kuri,ou
because it is genitive masculine singular.1

The Predicate Position

The predicate position of the adjective is when the noun has the article, but the adjective does not and there
is no verb written. This is a use that is utterly foreign to English, because it presupposes the third person
form of the understood verb to be. In other words, the translator must supply either the singular verb is, or
the plural verb are in the sentence.

Example: ov lo,goj avgaqo.j = the word is good. Note that both the noun and the adjective are in the Form 1.

Example: avgaqo,j ov lo,goj = the word is good.  The word with the article is the noun, and without is the
adjective.

Once again, it makes no difference what order the words are in, as long as the noun, in this case lo,goj( has
the article, in this case ov( before it, and the adjective does not.

The predicate adjective construction can, however, be plural. Observe the following examples:

1 If this seems confusing, remember that children speaking Greek learned this from infancy. 
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Example: oi ̀lo,goi avgaqoi. = The words are good.

What about two nouns coming together, one with the article and one without? The same rule applies.

Example:

o ̀lo,goj qeo.j or, qeo.j o ̀lo,goj) The Word is God.

The Substantive Adjective

The substantive adjective is the adjective used as a noun. Masculine singulars refer to a man, plurals to
men or people. Feminine singulars refer to a woman, plurals to women. Neuter singulars refer to a thing,
plurals, to things.

Example: o ̀avgaqo,j = The good man. Example: oi ̀nekroi, = The dead ones or the dead people.

Example: h̀ mikra, = The small woman. Example: ai ̀avgaqai. = The good women.

Example: to, ponhro,n = the evil thing. Example: o ̀ponhro,j, = The evil man, or the evil one.1

6.6 Diagramming Adjectives

Adjectives in the Attributive Position

Example: oi` dou/loi oi` kakoi. lu,ousi to.n oi=kon tou/ avposto,lou)  =  The  bad slaves are destroying the
house of the apostle.
dou/loi lu,ousi1 oi=kon

oi` to.n
kakoi. avposto,lou

oi` tou/
1Present, transitive active, indicative, third person, plural, from lu,w)

Note that the adjective kakoi. has an article, as does the noun dou/loi) This is a common construction.

Adjectives in the Predicate Position

Example: avgaqh. h̀ evkklhsi,a kai. h̀ basilei,a kakh,) = The church is good and the kingdom is bad.
evkklhsi,a is avgaqh.
h̀

kai.
basilei,a is kakh,
h̀

When the verb is understood it must be supplied in English. The slanted line following the verb indicates
that the adjective is in the predicate position and refers back to the subject. This is a compound sentence
with two subjects and two predicate adjectives.

The Substantive Adjective

Example: oi ̀kakoi. lu,ousi to. ièro,n) = The bad men are destroying the temple.
kakoi. lu,ousi1 ièro,n
oi` to.

1Present, transitive active, indicative, third person, plural from lu,w)

1 o ̀ponhro,j, the evil one, is used in Scripture to refer to Satan.
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6.7 Exercises

Memorize  each  word  in  the  vocabulary  list.  Make  sure  you  memorize  it  in  all  three  forms  of  each
adjective: the masculine, the feminine, and the neuter.

Review all the noun and verb endings!1

Be able to distinguish between the following descriptions of the three uses of the adjective:

1. Whenever  the  article  the,  in  any  form,  precedes  the  adjective,  the  adjective  is  in  the  attributive
position.

2. The predicate position of the adjective is when the noun has the article, but the adjective does not, and
there is no verb written.

3. The substantive adjective is the adjective used as a noun.

Translate the following sentences. Diagramming is not required; however, if you would like to attempt to
diagram, please diagram the following sentences: 1, 2, 4, 6, 9, 12, 13, 16, 19, 20.
1) avgaqh. h̀̀ evkklhsi,a kai. h̀ basilei,a kakh,)

2) h̀ kakh. kardi,a tou/ avnqrw,pou ginw,skei qa,naton)

3) oi ̀avpo,stoloi ble,pousi tou.j mikrou.j kai. ta.j kaka.j od̀ou,j)

4) oi ̀dou/loi oi ̀kakoi. lu,ousi to.n oi=kon tou/ avposto,lou)

5) oi ̀kakoi. lu,ousi to. ièro,n)

6) o ̀ku,rioj th/j zwh/j evgei,rei tou.j nekrou,j)

7) oi ̀lo,goi th/j avlhqei,aj dida,skousi tou.j a;llouj avposto,louj)

8) oi ̀di,kaioi lamba,nousi ta. dw/ra tou/ kuri,ou ta. kala,)

9) o ̀kako.j ble,pei th.n e;rhmon kai. tou.j evsca,touj oi;kouj)

10) prw/toi oi ̀dou/loi\ e;scatoi oi ̀ku,rioi)

11) th/| evkklhsi,a| th/| mikra/| gra,fei o ̀ku,rioj lo,gon avgaqo,n)

12) tou.j pistou.j ble,pei o ̀pisto,j)

13) e;scatoi oi ̀dou/loi oi ̀kakoi,\ prw/toi oi ̀uiòi. oi ̀avgaqoi,)

14) o ̀uiò.j tou/ evsca,tou avdelfou/ ble,pei ta.j kala.j evkklhsi,aj tou/ kuri,ou)

15) a;llhn parabolh.n le,gomen th/| kakh/| basilei,a|)

16) prw,th h̀ evkklhsi,a\ evsca,th h̀ a;llh basilei,a)

17) tai/j pistai/j le,gei o ̀ku,rioj parabolh.n kalh.n kai. toi/j pistoi/j)

18) o ̀àgaqo.j gra,fei avgaqa,\ o ̀kako.j kaka,)

19) avgaqo.j o ̀dou/loj kai. le,gei kala,)

20) h̀ avlh,qeia pisth. kai. h̀ w[ra kakh,)

Review all the noun and verb endings!2

1 There’s a funny proverb about oiling raw wood furniture. “When oiling wood follow this formula: Oil the wood once a day
for a week, once a week for a month, once a month for a year, and once a year for the rest of your life.” Think of reviewing
endings in Greek like you are oiling precious furniture! After all, the Word of God is much more precious than some
perishable piece of wood.

2 Oil the furniture!
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The Greek Sentence

7.1 Vocabulary List

Nouns, Verbs, and Adjectives

àmartwlo,j( &h,( &o,n sinful; noun use = sinner me,llw I am about to, intend

avposte,llw I send (with a message) me,nw I remain, dwell, abide

ba,llw I throw, cast, put od̀o,j( h̀ road, way

bapti,zw I baptize, immerse ouvrano,j( ò heaven

eùriskw I find pa,lin again (adverb)

zwh,( h̀ life presbu,teroj( &a( &on older, elder

qeo,j( o` god, God suna,gw I gather together

ivoudai/oj( &a( &on Judean (as noun, Jew) te,knon( to, child

kefalh,( h̀ head tekni,a little children

ko,smoj( o` world to,poj( ò place

kri,nw I judge cai,rw I rejoice

lao,j( o` people (never “person”) cristo,j( o` Christ, anointed one.

li,qoj( o` stone

Prepositions
avpo, from kata, down, upon, against, along, according to
meta, with, after pro,j to, toward, with, at

7.2 The Parts of a Sentence

The Basal1 Parts

In Lesson Two we listed the parts of a sentence. These are often called basal parts by grammarians, as it is
a convenient way to distinguish them from other parts of a sentence.

Clauses

A clause is any set of words that contains at least one subject and one predicate. It may also contain one or
more of the other basal parts. However, it must have at least a subject and a predicate to be considered a
clause.

The Main Clause

Every sentence must have at least one main clause, which is sometimes called an independent clause. If a
sentence has only one main clause, it is called a  simple sentence. But it can have more than one main

1 The word is basal, not basic. Basal is a technical word referring to the major parts of a sentence or clause.
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clause, in which case, the sentence is considered a  compound sentence. Usually compound main clauses
are connected to one another by a coordinate conjunction such as and, or, or but.

The Subordinate Clause

A subordinate clause is sometimes called a  dependent clause because it cannot stand alone as a simple
sentence, but must have a main, or independent clause, to which it is related. Often a subordinate clause
will be connected to the main clause by a subordinate conjunction, such as after, when, while, if, that, etc.
Some subordinate clauses contain a  relative pronoun such as  who,  whom,  which, or  what, rather than a
subordinate conjunction.

7.3 Accidence and Syntax

Accidence

Traditionally, first year Greek grammars spend most of their time studying accidence. Accidence has to do
with the way the words of the language look, that is, their form. As we have seen, words in Greek change
their spelling according to their function is in their clause. 

Both nouns and verbs add endings, or suffixes, but verbs can add a prefix or an infix. A prefix is a letter or
letters added to the beginning of a word, while an infix is a letter or letters added in the middle of a word.

Syntax

Since learning vocabulary and accidence is so important to the understanding of the Greek Bible, most of
first year Greek is taken up in that area. But syntax is equally important. When we look at the parts of a
sentence,  we may start  by looking at  the suffixes,  etc.,  but we are actually studying syntax when we
consider the subject, the predicate, the direct object, phrases, dependent clauses, and so on.

The  syntax  of  a  sentence  is  determined  not  simply  by  inflection  (prefixes,  suffixes  etc.)  but  by  the
relationship between the words and clauses, which is primarily determined by studying context. In English,
the ONLY way to discover syntax is by contextual study. But in Greek, the inflectional system helps us
quite a bit in syntactical study. However, while helpful, the inflectional changes are not enough because
those changes do not determine the syntactical relationships. We must learn to examine the syntax through
observation of usage, not simply by observation of prefixes, suffixes, and infixes.

To help  the  student  develop his  study of  syntax,  this  first  year  Greek program provides  a  system of
diagramming  (see  below  under  “Diagramming  as  a  Syntactical  Device”).  By  the  end  of  the  year,  a
complete system of diagramming forms will be available. The advanced student should spend as much
time as he can practicing diagramming. It will become a primary means of syntax study as he continues in
the language. However, it is not required1 to diagram during the first year Greek course, so those students
who struggle memorizing vocabulary and endings should concentrate on that, rather than diagramming.

7.3 Translation from Greek to English

The student is not required to do a formal translation for this course. But, as noted, a word for word literal
translation is required in order to do the translation exercises. The student may smooth out the translation
just enough to be able to follow it using English custom of word order.

1 While not required, the instructor encourages each student to spend as much time diagramming as possible. Ultimately,
syntactical study is the basis for in-depth analysis of the language, which will be a great help in developing independence
in doctrinal development, as well as a basis for careful application of the text.
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7.4 Syntactical Study as a Step in the Interpretive Process

Some syntactical relationships are quite basic, such as the determining of the simple basal parts of the
sentence. But the further development of clausal structures must also be undertaken, so that the student can
discern the more complicated and refined structure.

Diagramming as a Syntactical Device

As a young man reading such analytical grammarians as John Eadie or Bishop Lightfoot, the author was
amazed at the grammatical discussion which they presented. It did not occur to him at the time to associate
their approach with something that he had already begun to learn in his junior and senior high school
English  classes.  In  those  classes,  diagramming was  required,  sometimes  with  and sometimes  without
explanation as to its ultimate goal. The author now knows that the “grammar” which he was studying those
days long ago was actually syntax.

Later, as a seminary student he began to apply a similar diagramming technique to the Greek text, and
came to realize what those scholars like Eadie were doing. They had mentally diagrammed the Greek text
and were explaining the reasons they accepted certain relationships and rejected others in words rather than
by physical diagram. Perhaps they did not actually do a physical diagram at all. But they had been trained,
either by others or themselves, to think diagrammatically.

That realization was like turning on a flood light, not only to their writings but to a correct syntactical
approach to the Greek Scriptures. One simply cannot accurately understand the interpretive meaning of the
Greek text  without  some form of  diagrammatical  thinking.  Those who are able  to  carry that  kind of
detailed information in their heads are fortunate, though rare.1 Most of us need a physical method of some
kind to perform the task.

The author learned much by reading those old analytical grammarians. The greatest lesson, however, was
not about grammar, but about interpretation. No matter how good you are in the Greek grammar, if your
preconceptions override the interpretive process, you will not interpret correctly. Many great grammarians
“toed the line” of their denomination or their academic coterie when interpreting, even when they knew
what the text actually said. It was amazing to see someone like Lightfoot accurately present the grammar
of a passage, and then completely miss the point of the passage. Though he did not do it often, when he did
misinterpret a statement, it  was invariably because he accepted a preconceived doctrinal conclusion or
denominational framework into which he needed to fit the meaning of the text. He was an Anglican bishop,
and that colored his thinking.

Diagramming is a wonderful tool,  but it is only a tool. It needs to be used in accordance with a correct
systematic method of interpretation. Otherwise it is just so much academic information that tends toward
intellectual arrogance.

The Diagramming Methodology

We have already learned how to do some diagramming. Now we will begin to systematize the method
itself.

All  technical  fields  maintain  a  specialized  vocabulary,  the  understanding  of  which  is  essential  to
comprehension in that field. Diagramming is no exception. To facilitate discussion of the diagramming
technique, it is important for the student to have a working knowledge of the following terms.

1 I cannot! Through the years I have gotten better at it, but I still produce physical diagrams when I’m studying a Greek
sentence. It’s good discipline. spou,dason) Be deligent! 2 Timothy 2:15.
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Basal Line

The  basal  line  is  a  straight  horizontal  line  upon  which  the  main  (basal)  parts  of  the  sentence  are
diagrammed, and to which other parts of the sentence are related. Each clause diagram, independent and
dependent, must have a basal line.

Predicate Line

The predicate line is a straight vertical line which bisects the basal line. It separates the subject of the
sentence from its predicate. The illustration below is from John 1:1.

lo,goj h=n (Word was.)

Object Line

The object line is a vertical line extending above the basal line, touching but not intersecting it. The object
line separates the direct object from its predicate.

o[soi e;labon auvto,n (As many as received Him. John 1:12)

Complement Line

The complement line also extends above the basal line. However, it  slants back toward the subject to
indicate the complementary nature of the predicate noun or adjective which follows it. This construction
occurs only with forms of the Greek state-of-being verbs (primarily eivmi,( gi,nomai( ùpa,rcw).

lo,goj h=n qeo.j (Word was God. John 1:1)

Observe that qeo.j is in the nominative case (Form 1). Although it is not the subject, it refers back to the subject,
and is connected to it by a “linking” verb.

Modifying Line

The modifying line extends below the basal line to the right beneath the word which is being modified.
This line works with both adjectives and adverbs. If more than one adjective or adverb modifies a word,
the modifying line is “stacked.”

de,ndron poiei/ karpou.j (Every good tree produces good fruit. Matthew 7:17)
pa/n  kalou.j
avgaqo.n

Particle Line

The particle line extends below the basal line to the left, under the subject of the sentence. It does NOT
indicate  a  modifier  of  the  subject.  Rather,  it  indicates  a  word  that  introduces  a  clause,  generally  a
subordinate conjunction. In this case, the word if (eva.n) indicates that the clause is subordinate to a main
clause (not provided here).
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We om̀ologw/men àmarti,aj (If we should confess our sins. 1 John 1:9)
eva.n ta.j

h̀mw/n

Tree

A tree is a device that is used to diagram compound constructions. A compound construction combines two
or more grammatical elements of equal weight, usually using a conjunction, in this case and (kai.).

pisto,j
He evstin kai. (He is faithful and righteous. 1 John 1:9)

di,kaioj

These two examples are both taken from 1 John 1:9. They are not the whole sentence, but the clauses are
directly related. That relationship is well exposed by putting the two diagrams together. First we diagram
the main clause. Then we diagram the subordinate clause beneath it,  even though it comes first in the
sentence. We bring a modifying line down from the main verb (if clauses are adverbial) and place the
subordinate if clause on a stilt, since it is a clause, and has it’s own subject and predicate.

pisto,j
He evstin kai. If we should confess our sins, He is faithful and righteous.

di,kaioj
We om̀ologw/men àmarti,aj

eva.n ta.j
h̀mw/n

This  is  only an example.  The actual sentence of which this  is  a part  is  more complicated,  and has a
compound predicate, that is, to verbs and associated words, to which the subordinate clause relates.

7.5 Diagramming Prepositional Phrases

Prepositional  phrases  consist  of  two  parts;  1)  The  preposition  itself;  2)  the  object  or  objects  of  the
preposition. The object(s) of the preposition will always be a noun or a substantive adjective (or in some
cases  an  infinitive).  Also,  the  object  of  the  preposition  will  regularly  have  an  adjective  or  adjectives
modifying it.

The entire prepositional phrase  acts as one word, grammatically speaking. The phrase itself is often an
adverb, and is diagrammed beneath the verb with which it is associated. An object line is placed between
each preposition and its object. 

Note the following examples:

oi` maqhtai. me,nousin evn tw/| ko,smw| = The disciples remain in the world. The prepositional phrase in the
world tells where the disciples remain. Therefore, it is an adverb modifying the verb remain.

maqhtai. me,nousin
oi` evn ko,smw|

tw/|
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o`  qeo.j pe,mpei tou.j  avgge,louj eivj  to.n ko,smon  =  God is  sending the  messengers  into  the  world.  The
prepositional  phrase  into the world (eivj to.n ko,smon)  is  telling  where God is  sending the messengers.
Therefore the phrase is an adverb modifying the verb is sending.

qeo.j pe,mpei avgge,louj 
o` eivj ko,smon tou.j 

to.n

However, prepositional phrases can also modify nouns, and are then adjectival. Adjectival phrases seem to
be somewhat more rare in the New Testament, but, even so, they are used quite a bit.

Note on parsing:  In the above examples there are  several  verbs that  do not  have direct  objects.  For
example, in the sentence oi` maqhtai. me,nousin evn tw/| ko,smw|, the verb me,nousin is an action verb without a
direct object, and therefore cannot be parsed as a transitive active. It must be parsed as follows: Present,
intransitive complete, indicative, 3rd, singular, from me,nw.

The  verb  evstin cannot be parsed as  a  transitive active,  as  well.  In  this  case it  is  to  be parsed as  an
intransitive copulative. All state of being verbs are either  intransitive copulative, if they have a subject
complement (Form 1), or intransitive complete if they have no complement.

7.6 Exercises

Translation and Diagramming

Translate each of the following sentences. Diagram 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 19
1) oi ̀maqhtai. tw/n profhtw/n me,nousin evn tw/| ko,smw|)

2) oi ̀kakoi. ba,llousin li,qouj eivj to.n oi=kon tw/n maqhtw/n)

3) o ̀qeo.j pe,mpei tou.j avgge,louj eivj to.n ko,smon)

4) o ̀profh,thj pe,mpei tou.j maqhta.j tou/ kuri,ou evk tw/n oi;kwn eivj th.n evkklhsi,an)

5) o ̀qeo.j evgei,rei tou.j nekrou.j evk qana,tou)

6) lamba,nete ta. kala. dw/ra avpo, tw/n te,knwn)

7) a;gomen ta. te,kna evk tw/n oi;kwn)

8) meta. tou.j avgge,louj pe,mpei o ̀qeo.j to.n uiò,n)

9) meta. tw/n avgge,lwn a;gei ò ku,rioj tou.j dikai,ouj eivj to.n ouvrano,n)

10) dia. tw/n od̀w/n th/j evrh,mou fe,rousin oi ̀dou/loi ta. dw/ra eivj a;llon to,pon)

12) dia. th.n do,xan tou/ qeou/ evgei,rei ò ku,rioj tou.j nekrou,j)

13) fe,rousin tou.j nekrou.j eivj th.n e;rhmon)

14) oi ̀maqhtai. dida,skousi ta. avgaqa. te,kna evn th/| evkklhsi,a|)

15) o ̀ku,rioj le,gei parabolh.n toi/j maqhtai/j evn tw/| ièrw/|)
16) dia. th.n avlh,qeian ble,pousin oi ̀profh/tai to.n qa,naton)

17) avpo. th/j evrh,mou a;gousin oi` maqhtai. tou.j avgaqou.j dou,louj kai. tou.j uiòu.j tw/n profhtw/n pro.j tou.j
mikrou.j oi;kouj tw/n maqhtw/n)

18) dia. th.n basilei,an tou/ qeou/ fe,romen ta. kaka,)

19) dia. ta.j yuca.j tw/n avdelfw/n ble,pei kaka,)

20) kalo.j o ̀ouvrano,j\ kako.j o ̀ko,smoj)
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Prepositions

8.1 Vocabulary List

We have already seen that prepositions can have their objects in more than one form. This is important,
because some prepositions change meaning depending on the form of their objects.

Seven Prepositions Used With Only One Form

Preposition Form Translation(s)
avna accusative (Form 4) up, among, between
avnti, genitive (Form 2) opposite, instead of, against
avpo, ablative (Form 2) from, away from
eivj accusative (Form 4) into, unto, to, in, for
evk( evx ablative (Form 2) out of, out from
pro, ablative (Form 2) before
su,n locative (Form 3) with, together with

Seven Prepositions Used With Two Forms
dia, ablative (Form 2) through

accusative (Form 4) because of, on account of
evn locative (Form 3) in, at, on

instrumental (Form 3) by, by means of
kata, genitive (Form 2) down, upon, against

accusative (Form 4) according to, along
meta, genitive (Form 2) with

accusative (Form 4) after
peri, genitive (Form 2) about, concerning

accusative (Form 4) around, about
ùpe,r genitive (Form 2) in behalf of, for the sake of

accusative (Form 4) over, above, beyond
ùpo, ablative (Form 2) by (agency)

accusative (Form 4) under

Three Prepositions Used With Three Forms
evpi, genitive (Form 2) on, upon, over (contact or position implied)

locative (Form 3) on, in, above (position implied)

accusative (Form 4) over, across (motion implied)
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para, ablative (Form 2) from (motion implied)

locative (Form 3) with, beside (position implied)

accusative (Form 4) beside, beyond, along
pro,j genitive (Form 2) for, for the sake of

locative (Form 3) at, on, near (position implied)

accusative (Form 4) to, toward (motion implied), with, at

8.2 The Spacial Force of Some Prepositions

Besides the actual spacial meanings, however, are the non-spacial meanings. Outside the gospels, the great
majority of the uses of prepositions in the New Testament will not be of the spacial type. Even in the
Gospels the logical relationships of the Greek prepositions present themselves in great number.

8.3 The Function of Prepositional Phrases

Kinds of Prepositional Phrases

A phrase is a group of words that act like one word. The phrase is considered a single part of speech. The
most common phrases in Greek are prepositional phrases, which are normally used as one of two parts of
speech, either an adverb, or an adjective. In English, adjective prepositional phrases are common, while in
Koiné Greek, they are more rare. However, both adjective and adverbial prepositional phrases do occur in
the  New  Testament.  As  with  all  adjectives,  adjective  prepositional  phrases  modify  nouns.  Adverbial
prepositional phrases modify verbs. Context is the final determining factor as to which function the phrase
fulfills.

Purpose of the Greek Preposition

Greek  prepositions  help  refine  the  case  function  of  a  noun.  For  instance,  an  ablative  noun  is  often
translated with “from” as though it were a prepositional phrase. Since the basic meaning of the ablative is
“separation,” it is possible to be separated from something in a way that cannot be expressed by the word
“from.”  The word  pro, followed by a noun in the ablative means “before,” a word that also relates to
separation. The object of pro, is always in the ablative case (Form 2), as in the following example. 

Example: oi ̀profh,tai hvsan pro. tou/ cristou/ = The prophets were before Christ.

Without the preposition, the Form 2  tou/ cristou/  could mean either “of Christ,” as a genitive, or “from
Christ,” as an ablative. The preposition pro, narrows the meaning of tou/ cristou/ to the ablative meaning
“before Christ.”

Insufficiency of the Greek Preposition

Many other examples could be given, but it is evident that the simple use of the case system itself without
prepositions is not sufficient to express all the meanings needed in a language. Prepositions, then, help the
case functions by refining them beyond their simple meaning. Sometimes a form can occur where we
might expect a different form (ùpo followed by a noun in Form 2, indicating agency,1 for example.) Since
each of the Greek cases carries its own force, the prepositions indicate an extension of that force. For
general information purposes, note the following chart:

1 Agency is normally indicated by the instrumental case (Form 3).
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Case Force Prepositions

Nominative The “naming” case None

Genitive The “description” case avnti,( kata,( meta,( peri,( ùpe,r( evpi,( pro,j

Ablative The “separation” case avpo,( evk( pro,( dia,( ùpo,( para,(

Dative The “interest” case None

Locative The “location” case su,n( evn( evpi,( para,( pro,j

Instrumental The “means” case evn

Accusative The “limitation” case avna( dia,( eivj( kata,( meta,( peri,( 

ùpe,r( ùpo,( evpi,( para,( pro,j

The vocabulary list  for this  lesson identifies 17 prepositions.  There are other  “irregular prepositions”1

which must be identified as they occur. For most uses, the prepositions listed in this lesson are all there are,
making Greek very weak in its number of prepositions. Compare this lack of prepositions in Greek with
English, which is very rich in prepositions. The following provides the 52 most common  single word
English prepositions:

about besides inside since

above between into through

across beyond like throughout

after but near till

against by of to

along concerning off toward

around down into underneath

at during out until

before except outside up

behind excepting over upon

below for past with

beneath from regarding within

beside in round without

In addition  to  the above list,  English has  several  multiple  word prepositions.  Below are  the 24 most
common multiple word English prepositions:

according to by way of in spite of

along with due to instead of

apart from except for on account of

as for in addition to out of

as regards in case of up to

as to in front of with reference to

1 An irregular preposition is actually an adverb used as a preposition.
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by means of in place of with respect to

by reason of in regard to with the exception of

 There are 76 prepositions in these two lists! Clearly Greek is deficient in prepositions, while English is
rich. The Greek prepositions must do multiple work, and as we study we will begin to see how that works
out in practice.

The Translation of Prepositions

The  vocabulary  list  provides  sufficient  translations  for  each  preposition  for  first  year  studies.  In
intermediate Greek (second year), one studies the prepositional system in detail, at which time the student
will  examine several  other  translations  of  the  Greek prepositions.  However,  this  does  remind us  that
translation is  not the ultimate goal of studying Greek. Sometimes prepositions will be translated without
the use of English prepositions. This is because English cannot accurately translate all the prepositional
uses,  so we must  get  as  close  as  we can,  while  realizing  that  some grammatical  elements  cannot  be
translated accurately, but must be explained by the teacher.

8.4 The Dropping of Final Letters in Prepositions

Sometimes we drop a letter in English, especially in contractions. The words “do not” are contracted to
“don’t.” The apostrophe indicates that we dropped the letter “o” from “not.” The dropping of a letter is
called elision.

Greek also elides letters, often in prepositions. If the preposition ends in a short vowel, and the next word
begins with a vowel, the common practice was to drop the final vowel of the preposition. 

In addition, if the following word has a rough breathing, it can affect the final consonant of the preposition
according to the square of the mutes (Lesson One, page 3). Note the following changes:

Basic
Preposition

Before Smooth
Breathing

Before Rough
Breathing

avnti, avnti, avnqV

avpo, avpV avfV

dia, diV diV

kata, katV kaqV

meta, metV meqV

ùpo, ùpV ùfV

para, parV parV

evpi, evpV evfV
8.5 Prepositions Added to the Beginning of Verbs

Sometimes Greek adds prepositions to the beginning of verbs to extend or intensify their meaning. The use
is called the “perfective preposition” because the preposition somehow changes, or perfects, the meaning
or intensity of the verb itself. 

Note the following:
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Basic Verb
Form

Meaning Perfective Verb
Form

Meaning

lamba,nw I take, lay hold of, 
receive

paralamba,nw I take, receive from another

ba,llw I cast, throw paraba,llw I throw beside, as fodder to 
horses; I lay beside; I compare, I 
cross over

evkba,llw I cast out, throw out
ble,pw I see avnable,pw I look up, I recover sight
ginw,skw I know, come to know avnaginw,skw I read (know again)
le,gw I say avntile,gw I contradict, oppose

Also, if a verb is used before a prepositional phrase, often that preposition will be attached to the beginning
of  the  verb  without  either  extending  or  intensifying  its  meaning.  Ray  Summers  uses  the  following
example:

Example: evkfe,rw dw/ra evk tou/ oi;kou = I bring gifts out of the house. 

8.6 Diagramming Prepositional Phrases

As noted in section 8.3, prepositional phrases act as a single part of speech, usually as an adverb, but
sometimes as an adjective.

When diagramming a prepositional phrase as an adverb, place the phrase on a modifying line beneath the
verb which it modifies, with an object line between the preposition and its object.

Example: evgeno,mhn dia,konoj kata. th.n dwrea.n ca,ritoj  =  I became a servant according to the gift of
grace.

I  evgeno,mhn1  dia,konoj
kata. dwrea.n

th.n
ca,ritoj

1 Aorist, Intransitive Copulative, Indicative, First Person, Singular, from gi,nomai.

When  diagramming  a  prepositional  phrase  as  an  adjective,  place  it  on  a  modifying  line  beneath  the
substantive which it modifies.

Example:  evgw. pau/loj o` de,smioj ùpe.r tw/n evqnw/n gnwri,zw ùmi/n to,n lo,gon) = I, Paul, the prisoner in
behalf of the Gentiles make known the word.

evgw.  ↔ pau/loj  de,smioj↔ 1 gnwri,zw1 lo,gon
o` to,n
ùpe.r evqnw

tw/n
1 Present, Active, Indicative, First Person, Singular, from gnwri,zw.

1 Both pau/loj and de,smioj stand in apposition, signified by the double arrow. Apposition is the adding of a substantive to a
previous substantive, either a noun or pronoun, to more specifically identify the previous substantive. In this case, pau/loj
more specifically identifies evgw ., and de,smioj more specifically identifies pau/loj.
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8.7 Exercises

Translation and Diagramming

Translate each of the following sentences. Diagram 2, 5, 8, 9, 10, 13.

1) oi ̀avposto,loi dida,skousin evn th/| evkklhsi,a|)

2) o ̀a;nqrwpoj ba,llei to.n li,qon evpi. th/j od̀ou/)

3) fe,rousin a;rton evk tou/ oi;kou kai. pro.j tou.j avnqrw,pouj)

4) oi ̀uiòi. tou/ profh,tou le,gousi lo,gouj kata. th.n avlh,qeian)

5) le,gousin tw/| profh,th| peri. tw/n avdelfw/n)

6) dia. tw/n grafw/n tou/ mwse,wj (of Moses) ginw,skomen to.n no,mon)

7) o ̀avdelfo.j pe,mpei tou.j maqhta.j evk tw/n oi;kwn kai. eivj th.n evkklhsi,an)

8) o ̀messi,aj le,gei parabolh.n evn lo,goij avlhqei,aj)

9) o ̀ku,rioj le,gei parabolh.n toi/j maqhtai/j evn tw/| ièrw/|)

10) o ̀ku,rioj evgei,rei tou.j nekrou.j evk qana,tou)
11) a;gei ò Cristo.j tou.j maqhta.j eivj a;llon to,pon kai. avkou,ousi tou.j lo,gouj avlhqei,aj)

12) evgei,rei o ̀cristo.j tou.j nekrou.j dia. th.n avga,phn tou/ qeou/)

13) avpo th/j evrh,mou a;gei avnqrw,pouj eivj th,n avlh,qeian)

14) o ̀a;ggeloj avpV ouvranou/ avposte,llei tou.j maqhta.j eivj to.n ko,smon ponhrw/n avnqrw,pwn)

15) evk tou/ ko,smou eivj th.n basilei,an oi` pistoi. avdelfoi. kai. ai` pistai. avdelfai.  (sisters) a;gousi ta.
te,kna)

16) lamba,nomen a;rton avpo. tou/ kuri,ou eivj to.n oi=kon)

17) no,mou parabolh.n gra,fei avpo,stoloj evkklhsi,a|)

18) gra,fei evkklhsi,a| uiò.j avposto,lou)

19) o ̀ponhro.j a;nqrwpoj gra,fei kakou.j no,mouj kai. evntola.j tai/j pistai/j

20) o ̀avdelfo.j di,kaioj ble,pei to.n a;nqrwpon e[teroj kai. ò dou/loj pisto.j ble,pei to.n avgaphto.n maqhth.n)
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Personal Pronouns

9.1 Vocabulary List

ai;rw I take up, take away
avmh,n truly, amen
avnabai,nw I ascend, go up
auvto,j( &h,( &o, he, she, it
de, but, and, now (coordinate conjunction)
doxa,zw I glorify (not praise)
evgw.* h̀mei/j I, we
eivmi, I am
evsqi,w I eat
i;dioj( &a( &on one’s own
kavgw, and I, I also (contraction of kai, ! evgw,)
katabai,nw I descend, go down
me,n adds emphasis; untranslatable unless 

associated with de, (see next)
me,n)))de, on the one hand...on the other hand
ouv( ouvk( ouvc no, not
pau/loj( ò Paul
pe,troj( o` Peter
su,* ùmei/j you; you (plural)
te,knon( to, child

9.2 Parts of Speech

It is time to review the parts of speech studied thus far. We have dealt with nouns, verbs, coordinate con-
junctions and adjectives. 

Nouns Name a person, place, or thing

Verbs Affirm an action or state of being

Coordinate
Conjunctions

Connect  two  things  of  equal
grammatical weight

Adjectives Modify or describe nouns

The Co-Relative Conjunction

In this lesson we add pronouns and another coordinate conjunction, de,( as well as a new kind of conjunc-
tion called the co-relative conjunction.
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Co-relative conjunctions are  compound conjunctions. They consist of two or more words separated by
other words. They function as an intensive coordinate conjunction.

Example: Both John and his mother were away from home when I arrived.

“Both...and” is a co-relative conjunction connecting two things of equal grammatical weight. In this case
the conjunction is connecting compound subjects. However, it could connect objects, entire predicates, or
even compound sentences.

Example: The child not only fell off his bicycle, but he also injured his hand on the pavement.

The co-relative conjunction is “not only...but also” and it connects two clauses of a compound sentence. It
is peculiar, because the “but also” part can itself be interrupted by another word in English “but he also,”
as in the above example. me,n)))de, is a co-relative conjunction. In Greek the me,n)))de, construction functions
like “not only...but also.” It is generally translated “on the one hand...on the other hand.” Or sometimes it’s
not translated at all, except for the de, which is simply translated “but.” We will study other co-relative con-
junctions later.

The Postpositive Conjunction

Greek has a strange idiom called the postpositive function. This means that certain words cannot stand first
in their clause. One of these words is de,, which can be translated either and or but. A translator can occa-
sionally also translate  de, now, or even  now then. Such translations indicate a continuation rather than a
mere connection. It must stand second (usually) or third in its clause rather than first. 

Example: oi ̀de. o;cloi ble,pousi to.n kurio.n = And the multitudes see the Lord.

9.3 The Function of Pronouns

A pronoun takes the place of a noun. It does so to avoid the monotony of repeating nouns.

Example: The lion hunted for food, but the lion found nothing to eat.

In this example the noun lion is repeated. The sentence sounds strange to our ears, because we automati-
cally recognize that the second “the lion” should be replaced by “he.”

Example: The lion hunted for food, but he found nothing to eat.

Just think what language would be like without pronouns! It would get very boring, indeed, if a person had
to use nothing but nouns to express ideas.

The Antecedent of a Pronoun

A pronoun generally has an antecedent, that is, a word to which it refers. Usually the antecedent1 comes
before the pronoun, though there are rare times when it follows.

A pronoun must agree with its antecedent in gender and number, but, unlike adjectives, not in case, which
is taken from the clause in which the pronoun occurs. In the example about the lion, the pronoun “he”
agrees with lion, since the noun “lion” is masculine and singular. However, if the noun were lioness, the
pronoun must change to “she” to agree in gender. If the noun “lion” were the plural “lions” the pronoun
would change to “they” to agree in number.

Because this is true, all pronouns in Greek have three gender forms and two numbers, just like adjectives.
In addition, all four forms, both singular and plural, occur with most pronouns.

1 The word antecedent means “something which goes before,” from the Latin ante (before) + cedere (to go).
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9.4 The Declension of Pronouns

In this lesson we will study the personal pronouns. As in English, there are three personal pronouns, first,
second and third person. Also, there are eight forms for each pronoun.

The First Person Personal Pronoun

The first person personal pronouns for English are as follows: I, me, my, we, us, and our. These six pro-
nouns are all considered first person, but are different cases. Greek has eight first person pronouns rather
than six. Below is the declension of the first person pronoun evgw,( h̀mei/j (I, we).

First Person Pronoun

Form Singular Plural

1 evgw, I h̀mei/j we

2 evmou/ or mou1 of me (my); from me h̀mw/n of us (our); from us

3 evmoi, or moi to, in, by me h̀mi/n to, in by, us

4 evme, or me me h̀ma/j us

The first person genitive/ablative personal pronoun is almost always in the genitive. Furthermore, it is al-
most always a possessive genitive. As such it can be translated my in the singular, and our in the plural.

The Second Person Personal Pronoun

The English second person pronoun has only two forms, you and your. However, Greek has eight forms.
See the chart below:

Second Person Pronoun

Form Singular Plural

1 su, you ùmei/j you

2 sou/ of you (your); from you ùmw/n of you (your); from you

3 soi, to you; in you; by you ùmi/n to you; in you; by you

4 se, you ùma/j you

The Third Person Personal Pronoun

Like English the third person pronoun has masculine, feminine and neuter forms. The endings for the third
person pronouns follow the same endings for the nouns. Note the three charts below:

Third Person Pronoun Masculine

Form Singular Plural

1 auvtoj he auvtoi, they

2 auvtou/ of him (his); from him auvtw/n of them (their); from them

3 auvtw/| to, in, by him auvtoi/j to, in, by them

4 auvto,n him auvtou,j them

1 The forms evmou/( evmoi, and evme, are considered emphatic. They are generally the forms that follow prepositions, so one could
see avpV evmou/ rather than avpo. mou)
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Third Person Pronoun Feminine

Form Singular Plural

1 auvth. she auvtai, they

2 auvth/j of her (her); from her auvtw/n of them (their); from them

3 auvth/| to, in, by her auvtai/j to, in,  by them

4 auvth,n her auvta,j them

Third Person Pronoun Neuter

Form Singular Plural

1 auvto, it auvta, they

2 auvtou/ of it (its); from it auvtw/n of them (their); from them

3 auvtw/| to, in, by, it auvtoi/j to, in, by them

4 auvto, it auvta, them

9.5 The Use of the Nominative Pronoun

The Use of the First and Second Person Nominative Pronoun with a Verb

Do you remember this chart of lu,w?

Singular Plural

Person Greek English Greek English

1st lu,w I loose lu,omen we loose

2nd lu,eij you loose lu,ete you loose

3rd lu,ei he, she, it looses lu,ousi(n) they loose

The verb carries the nominative  personal pronoun  in its personal endings. The endings, by themselves,
mean I, you, he, she, it, they. NO PERSONAL PRONOUN IN THE NOMINATIVE IS NEEDED.

Therefore,  evgw,  lu,w does not simply mean “I loose.” The nominative personal pronoun evgw is added for
emphasis. Sometimes the emphasis is to indicate “I and no other.” Other times, it simply emphasizes the
subject of the sentence as doing the work of the verb. Only context can tell.

A convenient way to translate the nominative pronoun when it occurs with a verb is to use the emphatic
pronouns myself, yourself, himself, herself, etc. In other words,  evgw,  lu,w could be translated “I myself
loose.” This emphasizes the subject “I” much like the use of the pronoun does in Greek.

The Use of the First and Second Person Nominative Pronoun Without a Verb

On occasion a writer will use the pronoun without a verb. In this case, the verb must be supplied by the
translator from the context.
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The Strange Case of the Third Person Pronoun auvto,j( auvth.( auvto,

auvto,j( auvth.( auvto, (he, she, it) rarely occurs as the subject of a sentence. There are three peculiar uses of this
pronoun:
1. When the 3rd person pronoun has an article (the attributive position) it is translated the same.

Example: o ̀auvto,j a;nqrwpoj = the same man

Example: o ̀a;nqrwpoj o ̀auvto,j = the same man
2. When the third person pronoun has no article, but the noun does (the predicate position), the pronoun

is translated himself, herself, or itself, depending on the English gender.

Example: auvto.j o ̀a;nqrwpoj or o ̀a;nqrwpoj auvto.j = the man himself.

Example: auvth. h̀ evkklhsi,a or h̀ evkklhsi,a auvth. = the assembly itself.
3. When auvto,j or auvtoi, stand before a verb in any person, it intensifies the subject, and can be translated

myself or ourselves (first person), yourself or yourselves (second person) or himself,  herself, or itself
(third person singular) or themselves (third person plural).1

Example: auvto.j lu,w or auvto.j evgw. lu,w = I myself loose.

Example: auvto.j su. lu,eij = you yourself loose.

Example: auvtoi. lu,omen = we ourselves loose.

The Greek Possessive Pronoun

The Greek language does have possessive pronouns; however, they are rarely used. Instead, the genitive
form of the personal pronoun functions as a possessive. 

Example: o ̀oivko.j mou = my house, lit. the house of me.

Example: o ̀oivko.j sou = your house, lit. the house of you.

Example: o ̀oivko.j h̀mw/n = our house, lit. the house of us.

Example: o ̀oivko.j auvtou/ = his house, lit. the house of him.

Example: o ̀oivko.j auvth/j = her house, lit. the house of her.

9.6 The Verb “To Be”

In many languages the verb to be is irregular. That is, it follows no definite form or has no regular endings.
Note the English present tense verb to be, followed by the Greek on the next page, which the student must
memorize:

Person Singular Plural

1st I am we are

2nd you are you are

3rd he, she, it is they are

1 There is no such English word as theirselves.
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Person Singular Plural

1st eivmi, I am evsme,n we are

2nd ei= you are evste, you are

3rd evsti,$n% he, she, it is eivsi,$n% they are

The State-of-Being Verbs

The verb eivmi, is one of three regular state-of-being verbs in Greek. Later we will cover the other two.

What is a state-of-being verb? Any verb that affirms a state of existence (or being) concerning its subject is
a state-of-being verb. They are contrasted with action verbs, which affirm acts rather than states.

Example: I am a father. The verb “am” affirms a state of existence concerning the subject “I.”

Example: Mother is important. Again, the verb “is” indicates a state of existence of the subject, “Mother.”

Several observations need to be made concerning state-of-being verbs.
1. State of being verbs have no voice. Since all verbs in Greek look like they have a voice, sometimes

lexicons and lexical helps will parse a state-of-being verb as having the voice that is reflected in its
form. This is unfortunate, since it ties voice to the form of the verb rather than to its function.

Note the following review of voice:

Definition of voice: Voice is the characteristic of the transitive verb that indicates whether the subject
of the verb is acting, or being acted upon. When the subject is acting, the verb is in the transitive ac -
tive voice. When the subject is being acted upon, the verb is in the transitive passive voice.

Example: The man is building the house. The verb “is building” is transitive active because the sub-
ject “man” is doing the action.

Example: The house is being built by the man. The verb “is being built” is transitive passive because
the subject “house” is not doing the building, but is being built.

Greek grammars commonly to refer to the “middle voice.” This is because the form for the passive is often
not passive. The term “middle” is misleading, as this form can be transitive active, transitive passive, in-
transitive copulative, or intransitive complete. When this form has a direct object, it is transitive active be-
cause direct objects indicate the voice of the verb is active. We will study these so-called “middle voice”
verbs in detail as we continue.

Since state-of-being verbs do not state an action, they cannot have voice. The are intransitive.

Parsing the state-of-being verb: The verb  eivmi, is parsed as a Present, Intransitive (either copulative or
complete), Indicative, 1st person singular, from  eivmi,)  No voice is stated, because no voice exists, even
though the ending -mi is considered an active voice ending by traditionalists. So, instead of voice, one
states its intransitive nature, followed by whether it is copulative or complete (with or without a comple-
ment).
2. State-of-being verbs cannot take a direct object. If the state-of-being verb is followed by a noun or ad-

jective, that noun or adjective must be in the nominative case, not in the accusative or one of the other
oblique cases. The noun or adjective is called a complement, because it renames (noun) or describes
(adjective) the subject of the sentence.

Diagramming is particularly helpful in this case.
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Example: o` qeo.j a;gei ta. te,kna = God leads the children. The noun te,kna is in the accusative case, since
the verb a;gei is a transitive active action verb.

qeo.j a;gei1 te,kna
o` ta.

Example: o` qeo,j evstin avga,ph) = God is love. The noun avga,ph is in the nominative case since the verb
evstin is an  intransitive copulative state-of-being verb, and the noun  avga,ph refers back to  qeo,j.  Note the
backward slanting line in the diagram.

qeo,j evstin1 avga,ph
o`

3. The verb eivmi, in its various forms is not always supplied in the clause.  This is quite common in the
New Testament. We’ve already seen that the verb “is” must be supplied when the adjective is in the
predicate position. The same is true of the predicate noun, such as avga,ph above. The Greek clause o`
qeo,j evstin avga,ph could be rendered without the verb. When the state-of-being verb is not written, the
construction is called a noun clause.

Example: o` qeo,j avga,ph) = God is love. The verb “is” must be supplied in the translation as well as in the
diagram.

qeo,j is avga,ph
o`

9.7 Particles

Particles are simply short  words. Summers’ Revised Grammar (pg. 42) makes the incorrect statement,
“These words do not properly fit any other category such as noun, verb, or adjective.” In fact, most parti-
cles do function as a conjunction, an adjective or an adverb. Of the three examples that Summers lists
(de( ouv( ouvk( ouc( and avmh.n), only one is regularly an “expletive,” that is, not grammatically related to the
sentence.

The particle de, (but, and) is almost always a coordinate conjunction, though in the construction me,n)))de it is
called a  co-relative conjunction. In either case, it is a recognizable part of speech, a conjunction. Even
when de, is left untranslated, it still functions as a transitional conjunction, though Summers implies other-
wise.

Likewise, the particles ouv( ouvk( ouc (no, not) are adverbs, pure and simple, and always modify a verb. This
negative adverb generally occurs before the verb which it modifies.

The particle avmh.n is an expletive much of the time, but not always. When it ends a phrase, such as a bene-
diction or prayer, it is an expletive, and therefore has no function in the sentence. But when Jesus used it in His
statements, avmh.n le,gw um̀i/n (Truly, I say to you...) the word avmh.n is an adverb since it describes the verb le,gw.

Example: avmh.n le,gw um̀i/n = Truly, I speak to you.
I le,gw1

ùmi/n
avmh.n

There are untranslatable particles used for emphasis, though they are generally adverbs. We will study
these at a later time.
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9.8 Introductory Conjunctions

Like English, the words kai, (and) or de, (but, and) can be used as a loose transitional conjunction between
sentences. Sometimes it is difficult to discern when one of these words is actually connecting two clauses,
or acting as a transition between sentences. The apostle John particularly used kai, as a transition between
sentences.

The sentence in 1 John 2:2 states: kai. auvto.j il̀asmo,j evstin peri. tw/n àmartiw/n h̀mw/n) = And He (Himself)
is the propitiation concerning our sins. The conjunction kai, introduces the sentence and is transitional.

Introductory conjunctions are placed on a line above and connected to the subject of the sentence.

Example: kai. auvto.j evstin1 il̀asmo,j peri. tw/n àmartiw/n h̀mw/n = And He Himself is the propitiation for our
sins.

kai.
auvto.j evstin1 il̀asmo,j

peri. àmartiw/n
tw/n
h̀mw/n

The kai, sits on an introductory conjunction line. Its function is transitional, to show a close relationship be-
tween its sentence and the sentence preceding. Occasionally, de, can also be used in this manner, though it
is less frequent.

9.9 Proclitics and Enclitics

One of the most irrelevant elements in Koiné Greek Grammar is the discussion of proclitics and enclitics.
When the Greek scholars developed the accenting style hundreds of years after the writing of the New Tes-
tament, they decided to attempt to indicate when words were pronounced closer together than normal.
Hence, some words were normally pronounced closely with the words that followed, such as the article,
the negative, and certain prepositions, which grammarians called proclitics. Some words were normally
pronounced closely with the words that preceded them, such as certain personal pronouns, the conjunction
de, and most forms of the present tense of eivmi,, called enclitics.

Today most students do not even look at the accenting patterns unless something or someone brings their
attention to it.

Undoubtedly these associations  were important  while  the language was still  being spoken.  But  Koiné
Greek is no longer a living language. It has been dead for some fifteen hundred years or more. Yet Greek
grammarians still get hot and bothered by the rules of accenting, including proclitics and enclitics.

Since we no longer attempt to speak the language, except for academic purposes, it is enough to know that
sometimes words are accented with either the word that follows them or the word that precedes them. Re-
member, in the original biblical text, accents were NOT written. They are a much later addition.

9.10 Exercises

Translation and Diagramming

Translate each of the following sentences. Diagram 2, 3, 6, 10, 15, 20.

1) dida,skw tou.j avdelfou.j mou kai. le,gw auvtoi/j parabolh,n)

2) diV evme. ble,peij su. to.n qa,naton( soi. de. evgw. le,gw lo,gouj kakou,j)

3) diV h̀ma/j me,nei ò ku,rioj evn tw/| ko,smw|)
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4) avgaqo,j evstin o ̀ku,rioj kai. avgaqoi, evste ùmei/j)

5) meqV hm̀w/n ble,peij auvto,n)

6) a;gei me o ̀ku,rioj pro,j tou,j maqhta.j auvtou/)

7) dia. sou/ a;gei o ̀qeo.j tou.j pistou.j eivj th.n basilei,an auvtou/ kai. diV auvtw/n tou.j a;llouj)

8) evgw, eivmi dou/loj( su. de. avpo,stoloj)

9) meqV ùmw/n evsmen evn toi/j oi;koij ùmw/n)

10) maqhtai, evste tou/ kuri,ou kai. avdelfoi. tw/n avposto,lwn auvtou/)

11) dou/loi evsme,n( dou,louj de. dida,skomen)

12) ginw,skomen th.n od̀o,n( kai. diV auvth/j a;gome,n se eivj to.n oi=kon h̀mw/n)

13) h̀ evkklhsi,a pisth, evstin( h̀mei/j de. ble,pomen auvth,n)

14) meta. ta.j h̀me,raj ta.j kaka.j ble,pomen th.n basilei,an tou/ kuri,ou hm̀w/n)

15) ble,pome,n se kai. le,gome,n soi parabolh,n)

16) o ̀avpo,stoloj pisto,j evstin( oi ̀de. dou/loi auvtou/ kakoi,)

17) avfV ùmw/n lamba,nei o ̀avdelfo,j mou dw/ra kala,( kai. pe,mpei auvta. pro,j me dia. tw/n dou,lwn auvtou/)

18) oi ̀maqhtai, sou ginw,skousi th.n basilei,an kai. a;gousi tou.j avdelfou.j auvtw/n eivj auvth.n)

19) meta. tw/n avdelfw/n h̀mw/n ble,pomen tou.j maqhta.j tou/ kuri,ou hm̀w/n)
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Lesson Ten

Demonstrative Pronouns

10.1 Vocabulary List

àmarta,nw I sin
avnoi,gw I open
ga,r for (conjunction - postpositive)
dida,skaloj( ò teacher
evkei/noj( &h( &o that, those (far demonstrative pronoun)
evpaggeli,a( h̀ promise
e;rgon( to, work
e;rhmoj( ò wilderness, deserted place, desert
euvagge,lion( to, gospel, good news
im̀a,tion( to, garment, clothing
khru,ssw I proclaim
o[soj( &h( &on as much as, as great as, as many as
o[ti that, because
ou-toj( au-th( tou/to this, these (near demonstrative pronoun)
paidi,on( to, child
pisteu,w I believe, have faith
to,poj( o` place
cara,( h̀ joy

10.2 The Demonstrative Pronouns

What is a Demonstrative Pronoun?

A demonstrative  pronoun is  a  pronoun that  points  out  something or  someone.  Like  all  pronouns,  the
demonstratives  have  masculine,  feminine  and  neuter  forms.  Also,  like  Greek  personal  pronouns,  the
demonstratives have four forms for the cases and two numbers, so that they can agree with the nouns to
which they are pointing.

As shown above, one translates the near demonstrative,  ou-toj( au-th( tou/to,  “this” in the singular and
“these” in the plural. If the demonstrative stands alone (substantive use), it may be translated “this man,”
“this woman,” or “this thing.” But the majority of the time “this” is the best translation.

Demonstrative pronouns are strange, because they have both antecedents and head nouns.1 When they do
have antecedents, they function as “pronouns.” When they stand directly before a noun in an attributive
function, they function as adjectives rather than pronouns. Demonstratives usually refer backward to an
antecedent, and forward to a “head noun.”

1 Sometimes a head noun is called a postcedent.
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Example: ou-to,j evstin o` uiò,j mou = This is my Son (Matthew 3:17).  Ou-to,j (this, this man, or this one)
points back to its antecedent o ̀ivhsou/j (Jesus) in verse 16. This is the substantive use of the demonstrative.

Example: au[th h=n  plh,rhj  avgaqw/n  e;rgwn =  This  woman  was  full  of  good  works  (Acts  9:36).  The
demonstrative pronoun au[th points back to its antecedent tabhqa, (Tabatha) in the previous clause. This is
also an example of the substantive use of the demonstrative.

Example: ou-toi oi` a;nqrwpoi evktara,ssousin h̀mw/n th.n po,lin = These men agitate our city (Acts 16:20).
The plural pronoun  ou-toi (these)  points forward to  its head noun oi` a;nqrwpoi (men), as well as to its
antecedent in vs. 19, pau/lon kai. to.n sila/n, Paul and Silas. This is an example of the attributive use of the
demonstrative. Notice that the noun a;nqrwpoi has the article oi`. Usually nouns preceded by demonstratives
have the article. Ou-toi is an adjective and a pronoun in this case, sometimes called a pronominal adjective.

Example: kai. tou/to ouvk evx ùmw/n( qeou/ to. dw/ron = and this  is not out of you, (this) is the gift of God.
(Ephesians 2:8). The demonstrative pronoun tou/to (this) both points back to th/j pi,stewj (the faith) in the
previous clause, and forward to to. dw/ron in the following clause. Note that tou/to is neuter, because it is
connected to the neuter to. dw/ron with the understood intransitive copulative (state-of-being) verb “is.”

Example: avpw,lesen tou.j fonei/j evkei,nouj = he destroyed those murderers (Matthew 22:7). Even though
evkei,nouj (those) follows  tou.j fonei/j (murderers), it has the attributive function, and points “forward” to
the noun. This  demonstrative is  an attributive adjective,  with its  antecedent  back in  vs.  3,  those who
refused to come to the wedding feast.

10.3 The Forms of the Near Demonstrative ou-toj( au-th( tou/to

The endings for the demonstrative pronouns follow those of the nouns already learned. The actual forms of
the near demonstrative vary because the word itself is irregular. The nominative (Form 1) feminine looks
like the feminine personal pronoun auvth,) However, whereas the feminine personal pronoun has a smooth
breathing, the feminine demonstrative pronoun has a rough breathing.

The neuter singular nominative  (Form 1) and accusative  (Form 4)  have an -o rather than an -on for an
ending. This occurs frequently with neuter pronouns and adjectives. Learn the following chart.

The Near Demonstrative ou-toj( au-th( tou/to

Singular

Masculine Feminine Neuter

Form 1 ou-toj au-th tou/to this

Form 2 tou,tou tau,thj tou,tou of, from this

Form 3 tou,tw| tau,th| tou,tw| to, in, by this

Form 4 tou/ton tau,thn tou/to this

Plural

Masculine Feminine Neuter

Form 1 ou-toi au-tai tau/ta these

Form 2 tou,twn tou,twn tou,twn of, from these

Form 3 tou,toij tau,taij tou,toij to, in, by these

Form 4 tou,touj tau,taj tau/ta these
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10.4 The Forms of the Far Demonstrative evkei/noj( &h( &o

The far demonstrative is  more regular than the near demonstrative.  The stem stays the same, and the
regular noun endings are added to it. The neuter singular nominative and accusative end with -o rather than
-on.

The wise student will master the following chart:

The Far Demonstrative evkei/noj( &h( &o

Singular

Masculine Feminine Neuter

Form 1 evkei/noj evkei,nh evkei/no that

Form 2 evkei,nou evkei,nhj evkei,nou of, from that

Form 3 evkei,nw| evkei,nh| evkei,nw| to, in, by that

Form 4 evkei/non evkei,nhn evkei/no that

Plural

Form 1 evkei/noi evkei/nai evkei/na those

Form 2 evkei,nwn evkei,nwn evkei,nwn of, from those

Form 3 evkei,noij evkei,naij evkei,noij to, in, by those

Form 4 evkei,nouj evkei,naj evkei/na those

10.5 Diagramming the Demonstrative Pronoun

The demonstrative pronoun is  diagrammed as either an adjective or a pronoun, depending on its  use.
Remember that adjectives can stand for nouns, as in the following example.

Example: au[th h=n plh,rhj avgaqw/n e;rgwn = This woman was full of good works (Acts 9:36).

au[th h=n1 plh,rhj
e;rgwn
avgaqw/n

Example: ou-toi oi ̀a;nqrwpoi evktara,ssousin h̀mw/n th.n po,lin = These men agitate our city (Acts 16:20).

a;nqrwpoi evktara,ssousin1 po,lin
oi` th.n
ou-toi h̀mw/n

10.6 The Strange Case of the Neuter Plural Subject

A subject that is neuter plural regularly has its verb in the third person singular, but must be translated as a
plural.  Blass  and Debrunner  say  that  this  is  because  “neuter  plurals  were  originally  in  part  feminine
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singular collectives.”1 Dana and Mantey state, “This is doubtless because a neuter plural usually refers to
inanimate objects, which are viewed in mass rather than as distinct individuals.”2

Example: fanerwqh/| ta. e;rga tou/ qeou/ evn auvtw/| = The works of God may be manifested in him (John 9:3).

e;rga fanerwqh/|/1

ta. evn auvtw/|
qeou/
tou/

10.7 Exercises

Translation and Diagramming

Translate each of the following sentences. Diagram numbers 2, 4, 6, 7, 8, 10.
1) ou-toj o ̀a;nqrwpoj ginw,skei evkei/non to.n a;nqrwpon)

2) o ̀àmartwlo.j e;cei àmarti,an evn th/| kardi,a| kai. ouv ginw,skei cara,n)

3) avkou,omen tau,thn th.n parabolh.n peri. th/j evkklhsi,aj)

4) eivj th.n auvth.n evkklhsi,an a;gomen tou,touj tou.j àmartwlou.j kai. evkei/na ta. te,kna)

5) au[th avkou,ei th.n evpaggeli,an tou/ kuri,ou auvth/j kai. le,gei to. euvagge,lion tw|/ law|/)

6) ou-toj evstin a;nqrwpoj tou/ ko,smou( evkei/noj de, evstin a;nqrwpoj th/j basilei,aj tou/ cristou/)

7) o ̀ku,rioj auvto.j le,gei lo,gouj cara/j kai. evgw. auvto.j lamba,nw tou,touj eivj th.n kardi,an mou)

8) oi ̀de, avdelfoi. eivsi prw/toi( oi ̀de. dou/loi eivsin e;scatoi)

9) evkei/noi oi` a;ggeloi, eivsin maqhtai. tou/ auvtou/ didaska,lou kai. khru,ssousi tau,taj ta.j parabola.j peri.
àmarti,aj kai. àmartwlw/n)

10) ou-toj dida,skei tou.j avgaqou.j kai. auvto.j dida,sketai (is being taught) ùpo. tou/ kuri,ou)
11) cristo,j evstin ku,rioj tou/ ko,smou kai. fe,rei avga,phn kai. eivrh,nhn kai. cara.n pro.j auvto,n)

12) h̀ me.n evkklhsi,a pisth, evstin h̀mei/j de. ble,pomen auvth,n)

13) cristo.j avpe,qanen (died) up̀e.r tw/n àmartiw/n hm̀w/n kata. ta.j grafa,j (1 Corinthians 15:3).

14) tekni,a mou( tau/taj gra,fw um̀i/n)

15) o` me.n cristo.j le,gei th.n avlh,qeian toi/j  vIoudaioij( o` de.  a;nqrwpoj le,gei tou.j tou,touj lo,gouj tou.j
ponhrou.j evk tou/ ponhrou/)

16) evkei,nh le,gei lo,gouj tou/ ponhrou/( au-th de, le,gei parabolh.n evn lo,goij avlhqei,aj)

1  F. Blass and A. Debrunner, A Greek Grammar of the New Testament and Other Early Christian Literature, pg. 73.
2  H. E. Dana and Julius R. Mantey, A Manual Grammar of the Greek New Testament, pg. 165.
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Present -omai Indicative Verb

11.1 Vocabulary List

avpokri,nomai I answer (takes the Form 3 for its direct object)

a;rcw I rule

a;rcomai I begin

ba,llw I throw, cast

gi,nomai I become, come to be (takes a complement like eivmi,)

de,comai I receive

e;rhmoj( h̀ deserted place (desert), wilderness

e;rcomai I come, go

 avpe,rcomai I go away, depart

 die,rcomai I go through

 eivse,rcomai I go into, enter

 evxe,rcomai I go out of

 prose,rcomai I go to, come to

 sune,rcomai I come with, come together

kardi,a( h̀ heart

khru,ssw I proclaim

ourvano,j( o` heaven

poreu,omai I go

sw|,zw I save

fwnh,( h̀ voice, sound, noise

11.2 Vocabulary Form

Three common vocabulary forms for verbs exist in Koine, Attic Greek. The vocabulary form of the verb is
the form used when looking up the word in a dictionary or lexicon.  The Greek  form is the first person
singular of the present indicative of the verb.

We studied  the  first  vocabulary  form beginning  in  Lessons  Two  and  Three.  These  are  verbs  whose
vocabulary forms that end in -w, exemplified by the verb lu,w, I loose.

In Lesson  Nine the -mi vocabulary form occurs, exemplified by the verb  eivmi,. The -mi conjugation has
several verbs, which will occur in subsequent lessons.

The third common vocabulary form is the -omai form, introduced in this lesson. Technically, it is a sub-set
of the -w form, but in practice it is actually a separate form. This form is regularly referred to as a passive
voice form, which is misleading. It is true that the form can indicate a passive use of an action verb. How-
ever, many verbs take the -omai form that cannot be passive, and several occur in this lesson. For instance,
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the verb  gi,nomai cannot be passive because it’s a state-of-being verb. Also  e;rcomai and its related verbs
cannot be passive because they cannot be active. These verbs are, by nature, intransitive. Only transitive
verbs, that is, verbs that can take a direct object, can also be passive. Some verbs that are by nature intran-
sitive regularly take -omai as their vocabulary form.

Another function of the -omai form is to change the meaning of a stem. Note again that the vocabulary
forms of two verbs occur, a;rcw and a;rcomai. These verbs share a stem, a;rc-, meaning be first. But by us-
ing different vocabulary forms, the Greek expresses two different emphases of being first:  a;rcw, first in
position, I rule, a;rcomai first in time, I begin.

Unfortunately, Greek grammarians have muddled the teaching of the -omai form. As noted above, verbs
with -omai endings can be passive, and so grammarians often call this set of endings the passive form.1

However, as noted this is incorrect. The -omai verbs can take an object, and so can be active voice.

Furthermore, verbs who have only -omai forms, such as several in the vocabulary list for this lesson, are
thought to have “lost” their -w forms, and are often called  deponent verbs,2

 which are then identified as
“verbs in the passive form, but with active meanings.” This is also incorrect.3

A third problem is the use of the phrase middle voice. Summers defines the middle voice to mean that “the
subject is acting so as to participate some way in the results of the action.” The problem with this approach
is two-fold: 1) sometimes verbs with the -w set of endings also do something similar because they can be
intransitive complete and also emphasize the subject as acting, and, 2) the reason for calling the -omai form
middle voice is actually a function of the context in which verbs can emphasize the subject in some way. In
other words, contextual considerations have been confused with a set of endings, which are said to indicate
that the subject somehow participates in the results of the action. Indeed, Summer’s definition of the mid-
dle voice could also be applied to the passive voice, in which the subject also participates in the results of
the action.

This grammar approaches the use of the -omai endings in a much simpler way, emphasizing contextual and
lexical uses over the application of something called the middle voice. Nevertheless, the student must be
familiar with the phrase, since it occurs regularly in the traditional approach to Greek grammar lexical
studies. Some use the term middle to indicate that the verb has the -omai ending. Other times its use seems
to indicate that a verb has changed from an -w set of endings to an -omai set of endings.

11.3 Voice in Verbs

People use voice in verbs instinctively from childhood. Nevertheless, it is a difficult idea to explain. As
stated, voice refers to whether the action of a verb is received by a direct object, or by its subject. Only ac -
tion verbs can have voice.  Only two voices exist, active and passive. Both are transitive, and should be
referred to as transitive active, and transitive passive.

1 Ray Summers in “Lesson 8” of  Essentials of New Testament Greek  refers to these as “primary passive endings,” which
characterizes the basic function of the ending set as being passive. This is the normal traditional approach. However, a
great number of verbs that end in -omai are not passive at all, and some simply can never be passive, because they are by
nature intransitive. We must conclude that to call these “passive endings” is simply inaccurate. They are not, and have
never been, exclusively passive endings.

2 Deponent is from the Latin deponere, to lay aside, as though these verbs have “laid aside” their active form. Even Merriam
Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary, under the word deponent, expresses this fallacy.

3 An example of one who still uses the term deponent is Daniel Wallace in his terribly flawed Greek Grammar, Beyond the
Basics. While there is much useful material in the book, Wallace’s philosophical approach to grammar is so wrong-headed
as to make his entire approach suspect. For a better approach to intermediate grammar, see James A. Brooks & Carlton L.
Winbery, Syntax of New Testament Greek. However, even this fine work struggles with the distinction between transitive
and intransitive, stating that passive verbs are intransitive. Actually, they are transitive passive.
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The transitive active  voice (Again, do not confusion active with  action!) indicates that a direct object is
receiving the action of an action verb. If an action verb does not have a direct object, it cannot be active
voice, even though it takes the same form as an active voice verb. If an action verb has no direct object, but
the subject is acting, the verb is intransitive complete.

If the subject is acting, and the sentence has a direct object, the verb is transitive active.

Example:  The baseball player threw the ball.  The verb is  transitive active  because the subject (player)
performed the action (threw), and the object (ball) received the action of being thrown.

Remember, if a subject acts, but the action verb has no direct object, the verb is intransitive complete.

Example: The half-back ran to the end-zone. The subject performed the action (ran), but there being no
direct object, the action verb is intransitive complete. The verb is a voiceless action verb. Often intransitive
complete action verbs are followed by prepositional phrases, but it is not required that they do so. Intransi-
tive complete action verbs emphasize the subject as acting. (Intransitive complete state-of-being verbs em-
phasize the subject as being.)

If the subject receives the action of an action verb, the voice of the verb is transitive passive.

Example: The ball was thrown to the catcher. The verb was thrown is transitive passive because the sub-
ject (ball) is receiving the action of being thrown, rather than doing the throwing. The actor is unknown.

Example: The ball was thrown to the catcher by the pitcher. Again the verb is transitive passive, but here
the actor is known because it is stated in the prepositional phrase “by the pitcher.”

11.4 The Forms of the Present Transitive Passive

The forms for the present transitive passive of lu,w is in the following chart:

Present Transitive Passive Indicative of lu,w

Person Singular Plural

1st lu,omai I am loosed1
 luo,meqa we are loosed

2nd lu,h| you are loosed lu,esqe you are loosed

3rd lu,etai he, she, it is loosed lu,ontai they are loosed

Infinitive lu,esqai to be loosed

As noted above, these endings are not limited to transitive passive verbs. They also occur on 1) transitive
active, 2) intransitive complete, and 3) intransitive copulative (state-of-being) verbs. Only context can de-
termine which is true.

Generally speaking, if the vocabulary form of a verb has an -w ending like lu,w, it is likely that the change
to the -omai set of endings indicates that the verb has changed from transitive active to transitive passive.
However, please note that this is not universally true.

For instance, an -w verb can change to an -omai verb to 1) change the meaning of the root, or 2) to indicate
an intransitive function that is not passive, such as emphasizing the subject as acting or even as a possible
reflexive use (where the reflexive pronoun must be supplied). Ultimately, context is the determining factor.

Memorize the following endings: 

The following set of endings when used with action verbs are often transitive passive. If you try a passive 
translation, and it doesn’t work, look for a direct object. If it has one, it is transitive active. If there is none,

1 These verbs can also be translated “being loosed,” as in “I am being loosed,” “you are being loosed,” etc.
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it’s possible that the verb is intransitive complete, or reflexive, in which case when it is translated it is to be
followed by a reflexive pronoun such as himself, herself, itself, ourselves, yourselves, or themselves. 

If the verb is a state-of-being verb, it can be either intransitive copulative, which is followed by a noun or 
adjective referring back to the subject, or it can be intransitive complete.

Present -omai Endings with o/e Thematic Vowel

Person Singular Plural

1st &omai &omeqa

2nd &h| &esqe

3rd &etai &ontai

Infinitive &esqai

11.5 How the Passive Voice Works

Since the passive voice indicates that the subject is not acting, one may not know who is performing the
verbal action. When the actor is expressed in the sentence, one finds it in a prepositional phrase. Such
phrases are said to indicate the agent of the action. When it comes to agency, four possibilities exist.

1. No Agent Expressed

The passive voice action verb may have no expressed agent. This is common in the New Testament. The
student should always look to find an expressed agent, but not speculate as to agency if no agent is ex-
pressed. Assume that the author left out the agent for a reason. However, the agent may be implied by the
context, especially if somewhere in the context the action is being performed by an individual and is so
stated.

2. The Direct Agent

The direct agent of a passive voice verb indicates who performs the action of the verb. The preposition ùpo,
followed by an object in the ablative case (Form 2) indicates direct agency.

Example: evgei,rontai ùpo. tou/ kuri,ou) = They are being raised by the Lord.

3. The Intermediate Agent

The intermediate agent is the individual through whom the direct agent acts. Again, the agent is doing the
action of the verb, but the implication is that there is another individual acting behind the intermediate
agent. Verbs other than passives can take an intermediate agent.

The preposition di,a with its object being in the ablative1
 case indicates intermediate agency. It is best trans-

lated through, rather than by, though in some instances the English cannot use “through,” so “by” is the
only alternative.

Example:  i[na plhrwqh/| to. r̀hqe.n ùpo. tou/ kuri,ou dia. tou/ profh,tou = in order that might be fulfilled2
 the

utterance by the Lord through the prophet (Matthew 1:22). The direct agent is ùpo. tou/ kuri,ou( while the
intermediate agent is dia. tou/ profh,tou.

4. The Impersonal Agent

This is an unfortunate designation. Sometimes the “impersonal agent” is a person, such as the Holy Spirit 

1 Here ablative (Form 2) is correct. There is an implication of separation by an intermediate agent.
2 The translation of the clause is according to the original word order. In practice,  one would “smooth” the translation by

placing the subject before the verb, “in order that the utterance might be fulfilled by the Lord through the prophet.”
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or even Satan. Impersonal agency uses the preposition evn with its object in the instrumental (Form 3). 

Example: evn tw/| a;rconti tw/n daimoni,wn evkba,llei ta. daimo,nia = By the prince of the demons, he casts

out the demons (Matthew 9:34). Here the preposition evn is instrumental (by or with) rather than locative 
(in).

Example: evn èni. pneu,mati h̀mei/j pa,ntej eivj e]n sw/ma evbapti,sqhmen = by one spirit we all into one body 
were baptized (1 Corinthians 12:13).

11.6 Verbs Whose Objects are not in Form 4

Some transitive active verbs occur with their direct objects in some form other than Form 4. Some verbs
have objects in more than one form, such as avkou,w, which objects can be either Form 2 or Form 4. a;rcw
may have an object in Form 2, but may also have an infinitive as an object. When a;rcw has its object in
Form 2 it means “I rule.” But when a;rcw is in the -omai vocabulary form, it means “I begin,” and its object
may be an infinitive, which makes it transitive active in both cases.

Both the verbs pisteu,w and avpokri,nomai regularly take their objects in the Form 3. The object of pisteu,w
is often a personal locative, as we say in English “I believe in him.” Thus, this verb is often intransitive,
and is followed by a prepositional phrase, often ei,j with the accusative (Form 4).

Technically, all these forms act as limiting the verb action, which is generally ascribed only to Form 4.
Even though there are linguistic reasons for the occurrence of such objects in either Form 2 or Form 3,
they are still functioning, no matter the form, as accusative case nouns, and therefore limit the action of the
verb.

11.7 Diagramming the Passive Voice Verb

The agent of a passive voice verb is diagrammed beneath the verb itself.

Example: h̀ avlh,qeia dida,sketai evn toi/j lo,goij tou/ avposto,lou)

avlh,qeia dida,sketai1 The truth is being taught by the words of the apostle.
h̀ evn lo,goij

toi/j
avposto,lou

tou/
1Present, transitive passive, indicative, third person, singular, from dida,skw)

11.8 Exercises

Translation and Diagramming

Translate each of the following sentences. Diagram numbers 1, 6, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14, 17, 20.
1) oi ̀oi=koi lu,ontai ùpo. tw/n ponhrw/n avnqrw,pwn)
2) h̀ avlh,qeia dida,sketai evn toi/j lo,goij tou/ avposto,lou)
3) oi ̀a;nqrwpoi lamba,nontai a;rton kai. karpo,n)
4) oi ̀maqhtai. dida,skontai to.n lo,gon th/j avlhqei,aj)
5) o ̀pisto.j avdelfo.j sw,zetai ùpo. tou/ maqhtou/ tou/ messi,ou)
6) o ̀messi,aj suna,getai tou.j o;clouj eivj th.n basilei,an)
7) oi ̀pistoi. avdelfoi. avnabai,nousi pro.j to. ièro.n su.n toi/j uiòi/j tw/n profhtw/n)
8) o ̀uiò.j tou/ qeou/ khru,ssei avga,phn kai. avlh,qeian)
9) o ̀a;ggeloj avposte,lletai ùpo. tou/ qeou/ evk tou/ oi;kou kai. eivj th.n er; hmon)
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10) zwh. avpo. tou/ uiòu/ me,nei evn toi/j dikai,oij avnqrw,poij)
11) ai;rousi li,qouj kai. ba,llousi tou.j avposto,louj evk tou/ ièrou/ eivj th.n od̀o,n)
12) fwnh. avkou,etai evn th/| evrh,mw| kai. òdo.j ble,petai eivj ouvrano,n)
13) o ̀avgaqo.j profh,thj bapti,zei ta. te,kna)
14) h̀ fwnh. tou/ profh,tou avkou,etai kai. ponhroi. a;nqrwpoi avnabai,nousi evk th/j kakh/j od̀ou/ eivj th.n òdo.n

avga,phj kai. eivrh,nhj)
15) oi ̀o;cloi evsqi,ousin a;rton kai. ò cri,stoj doxa,zetai)
16) a;nqrwpoi tou/ ko,smou doxa,zontai\ di,kaioi a;nqrwpoi doxa,zousi to.n qeo,n)
17) o ̀qeo.j ginw,skei ta.j kardi,aj tw/n avnqrw,pwn kai. pe,mpei parabolh.n zwh.j)
18) avgaqoi. a;nqrwpoi dida,skontai tou.j no,mouj kai. ta.j evntola.j tou/ qeou/)
19) oi ̀a;ggeloi avposte,llontai pro.j tou.j uiòu.j avnqrw,pwn evn tai/j evkklhsi,aij)
20) o`  qeo,j  avposte,llei  to.n  messi,an  eivj  to.n  ko,smon  kai.  o`  messi,aj  pe,mpei  dw/ra  th/j  avga,phj  toi/j

maqhtai/j)

21) avnaginw,skomen (we read) th.n grafh.n kai. ginws, komen th.n òdo.n avga,phj)
22) oi ̀o;cloi avkou,ousi ta. avgaqa. th/j basilei,aj tou/ qeou/ kai. sw,zontai evk tou/ ko,smou)

23) ai ̀grafai. ànaginws, kontai (are being read)( a;nqrwpoi sw,zontai( kai. oi ̀nekroi. evgei,rontai)
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The Imperfect Tense with the -w Verb

12.1 Vocabulary List

avlla, but (conjunction)

avpoktei,nw I kill

galilai,a( h̀ Galilee

gh/( h̀ earth, land

e;ti yet, still (adverb)

ètoima,zw I prepare

qerapeu,w I heal

 ivhsou/j( ò Jesus, Joshua (partially declinable)1

 ivsrah,l( o` Israel (indeclinable)

 ivwa,nnhj( o` John (partially declinable)

kra,zw I cry out

nu/n now (adverb)

ouvke,ti no longer (adverb)

skoti,a( h̀ darkness

to,te then (adverb)

ùpa,rcw I exist

wj̀ as, like, (adverb); as (subordinate conjunction)

12.2 Review of Verb Endings

Three sets of present tense endings exist, the -mi set, the -w set, and the -omai set. They are called primary
because they are attached to the present tense. Below are the -w and -omai sets of endings.

Primary -w Endings
with o/e Thematic Vowel

Primary -omai Endings
with o/e Thematic Vowel

Singular Plural Singular Plural

1st &w -omen &omai &omeqa

2nd &eij -ete &h| &esqe

3rd &ei -ousi$n% &etai &ontai

Infinitive &ein &esqai

1 This noun, and two that follow, are proper nouns, and therefore capitalized in English. Many Greek New Testaments use
the uncial alphabet as capitals. However, those two alphabets should never be mixed.
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The o/e thematic vowel is a buffer vowel between the stem and the ending. If the personal ending is a long
vowel (w and h) the thematic vowel combines with it, and is not visible. The thematic vowel is sometimes
called a  variable vowel, not because it changes from  omicron to  epsilon, but because in other tenses it
changes to another vowel altogether, or drops out altogether. We will see this in subsequent lessons. For
instance, in the aorist tense, the variable vowel is an alpha (a).

12.3 The Regular Forms of the Imperfect Tense

The Imperfect Active Endings

Greek has two past tenses, the imperfect and the aorist. They correspond roughly to the past progressive
(imperfect) and simple past (aorist). The endings for the imperfect tense are in the chart below. They are
generally called the Secondary Active Endings with o/e Thematic Vowel, though like all so-called “active”
endings they may be attached to intransitive complete verbs. This grammar calls them simply -w verbs,
which can take -omai endings for certain reasons (to turn an -w verb to a passive or reflexive).

Secondary -w Indicative
Endings with o/e
Thematic Vowel

Singular Plural
&on &omen

&ej &ete

&e(n) &on

Note that  the third person singular  form,  &e(n),  has  no actual ending.  Only the thematic vowel  exists,
though it sometimes has the movable nu (n) for pronunciation purposes. 

Another peculiarity of this set is that the first person singular and the third person plural share the same
ending. Only context can determine the distinction.  The Greeks knew this,  so the common use in the
language was to use the endings so as to avoid ambiguity, sometimes by supplying a subject pronoun.
These endings are considered secondary because they go with past, or secondary tenses. 

Remember, these endings are considered active in form by most grammarians, but are not always attached
to a transitive active verb. Rather, the verb may be intransitive complete, a verb with no direct object, in
which case the verb technically has no voice. These endings are never passive.

The Augment

The imperfect tense changes the spelling of the stem by adding the letter epsilon (e) before it. This is called
an augment. All past time1 verbs in Greek begin with an augment; it is the augment that indicates that the
time is past, not the ending.

All verbs studied thus far have been in the indicative mood. As we shall see, once we leave the indicative
mood, time ceases to be a factor with verb tense, and only the kind of action or state is involved. In the
case of a non-indicative mood verb in what would otherwise be a past time, such as the aorist, the augment
drops off, while the regular secondary endings remain. This is because the augment tells past time, not the
endings, and outside the indicative mood, including the infinitive, there is no time expressed by the verb.

1 Note that we did not say “past tense,” but “past time.” Time only occurs in the indicative mood. Verbs in the aorist tense,
which carries the past time only in the indicative mood, do not carry it in the subjunctive or imperative moods. Therefore,
aorist tense verbs in those moods will NOT have an augment, because in those moods time is relative, and the event only
potential. Only the augment indicates past time, and it only occurs in the indicative mood.
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The following chart of the imperfect indicative verb includes no infinitive ending. Tense with infinitives
indicate only the kind of action, not the time. All infinitives, irrespective of tense, indicate a potential act,
which if it occurs at all, is after the time of the initial expression ) The present infinitive indicates kind of
action, linear, which is identical to the imperfect. Hence, the imperfect has no infinitive form.

Imperfect Indicative Transitive Active/Intransitive Complete of lu,w

Person Singular Plural

1st e;luon I was loosing evlu,omen we were loosing

2nd e;luej you were loosing evlu,ete you were loosing

3rd e;lue(n) he, she, it was loosing e;luon they were loosing

Variations with the Augment

If the first letter of a Greek verb stem is a vowel, the augment contracts with it according to established
rules. The chart below indicates the most common contractions:

e added before an initial a combines to become h

e added before an initial o combines to become w

e added before an initial ei combines to become h|

e added before an initial oi combines to become w|

Example: avkou,omen (we hear, are hearing) becomes hvkou,omen (we were hearing).

While these are by far the most common contractions, others are possible, and must be learned when they
occur. An analytical Greek lexicon is useful in these cases.

The Augment with Prefixed Prepositions

Augments are attached to the stem, not to the prefixed preposition. The order with verbs which have a
prefixed preposition is: preposition + augment + stem + thematic vowel + ending.

Example: The imperfect of  avnabai,nw  (I go up) is  avne,bainon (I was going up). The last  vowel of the
prefixed preposition avna drops off, and the e augment is added to the stem. This regularly occurs when the
prefix preposition ends in a vowel. avne,bainon is broken down thusly:

Prefixed
Preposition

Augment Stem Thematic
Vowel

Ending

an(a) e bain o n

12.4 The Irregular Forms for the Imperfect of the State-of-Being Verb eivmi,)

Previously we studied the forms for the present tense of the verb eivmi, as seen in the following chart:

Person Singular Plural

1st eivmi, I am evsme,n we are

2nd ei= you are evste, you are

3rd evsti,$n% he, she, it is eivsi,$n% they are

Infinitive ei=nai to be

The following chart presents the imperfect forms for the verb eivmi,. 
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Person Singular Plural

1st h;mhn I was h=men we were

2nd h=j you were h=te you were

3rd h=n he, she, it was h=san they were

These forms for both tenses must be memorized. Again, no infinitive for the imperfect tense exists.  The
present infinitive does the job for both tenses, since both are linear tenses.

12.5 The Function of the Imperfect Tense

The student will recall that  in the indicative mood the verb indicates both  time and  kind of action. The
present tense is a linear or continuous tense, because the kind of action or state is on-going. The same is
true of the imperfect. In the indicative mood, it is past time, linear action. Indeed, the Greek imperfect
tense in some ways corresponds to the English past progressive. Hence we translated the verb e;luon I was
loosing, you were loosing, etc. However, there are subtle differences that must be observed. Dana and
Mantey list three regular uses of the imperfect tense.1

The Progressive Imperfect

Like the present, the simple use of the imperfect is linear action. This is sometimes called the “descriptive”
imperfect because it describes the action as going on over a period of time.

Example: ...kai.  polloi.  plou,sioi e;ballon polla, =...and many rich people  were  casting  many  coins.
(Mark 12:41) The word coins is implied by the previous part of the sentence.

The Customary Imperfect

This Greek usage corresponds to the strange English idiom “used to,” as when we say, “We used to go to
the beach, but now we go to the desert.” Greek has no direct way to indicate past customary action other
than the imperfect  tense,  and there are  a  number of examples of this  in the New Testament.  Context
determines when the customary imperfect is being used.

Example: kata. de. èorth.n avpe,luen auvtoi/j e[na de,smion = And during the feast, he used to set free for them
one prisoner.  (Mark 15:6) In this example, the imperfect tense verb  avpe,luen is derived from avpolu,w(  I
release, set free.

The Iterative Imperfect

When an action repeats at various intervals in the past, the author uses the imperfect tense. Some translate
this using the vernacular English “kept on.” 

Example: kai. e;legon( cai/re( o` basileu.j tw/n  ivoudai,wn =  And they kept on saying, “Hail, king of the
Jews!” (John 19:3).

1 Dana & Mantey, pages 187-189. Starting on pg. 189 and continuing to the top of page 191, Dana and Mantey explain three
“Special Uses of the Imperfect,” namely, the Tendential Imperfect, the Voluntative Imperfect, and the Inceptive Imperfect.
I highly recommend that you study that section as well.
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12.6 The Strange Case of the Imperfect Form of the Verb e;cw 

All regular transitive/intransitive omega verbs form their imperfect tense using the charts presented in this
lesson with one exception. The verb e;cw looks strange because of how the augment affects its stem. The
irregular imperfect of the verb e;cw is in the following chart:

Imperfect -w Indicative of  e;cw

Person Singular Plural

1st ei=con I was having ei;comen we were having

2nd ei=cej you were having ei;cete you were having

3rd ei=ce(n) he, she, it was having ei=con they were having

12.7 Exercises

Writing the Imperfect Forms

Write the imperfect conjugation of the following verbs, making sure to write the breathing marks (accents
aren’t necessary, but don’t forget the augments):

avpoktei,nw ètoima,zw qerapeu,w kra,zw ba,llw pisteu,w cai,rw

avnabai,nw katabai,nw avposte,llw bapti,zw kri,nw suna,gw le,gw

ginw,skw gra,fw dida,skw evgei,rw qe,lw lamba,nw

pe,mpw fe,rw a;gw avkou,w ble,pw evsqi,w

Translation and Diagramming

Translate each of the following sentences. Diagram all ten.
1) evn tw/| ko,smw| h=j( kai. ò ko,smoj ouvk evgi,nwsken se)

2) oi ̀a;ggeloi oi ̀ponhroi. avpe,kteinon ta. te,kna su.n toi/j avdelfoi/j auvtw/n)

3) o ̀avpo,stoloj avpe,stellen avgge,louj pro,j um̀a/j)

4) nu/n me.n didasko,meqa ùpo. tou/ kuri,ou( to,te de. evdida,skomen th.n evkklhsi,an)

5) ponhroi. h;san( avgaqoi. de, evste)

6) dia. me.n th,n avga,phn tou/ qeou/ avpoqnh,skomen (we are dying) evn th/| basilei,a| tou/ avnqrwpou/( deco,meqa de. th,n
zwh,n evn th/| basilei,a| tou/ uìou/ th/j avga,phj auvtou/)

7) h̀toi,mazon oi`  ponhroi.  uìoi. ta.j  kardi,aj  auvtw/n o[ti h;kouon tw/n logw/n tou/  qeou/  kai.  evpi,steuon
auvtoi/j)

8) evn evkei,naij tai/j h̀me,raij o` ivhsou/j cristo,j evqera,peue to.n lao.n( kai. e;swzen auvtou.j avpo. tw/n àmartiw/n
auvtw/n)

9) avmh.n (truly)1 ga.r le,gw ùmi/n( ou-toi eivse,rcontai eivj th.n basilei,an tou/ qeou/( oì de. evkei,noi ouvk eivse,rcontai.)

10) to,te hvkou,ete th/j fwnh/j tou/ qeou/( nu/n de. ouvke,ti avkou,ete au,th/j)

1 avmh.n is an adverb, to be diagrammed beneath the verb to which it is related.
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The Imperfect Tense with the -omai Verb

13.1 Vocabulary List

avpoqnh|,skw I die

bibli,on( to, book, scroll

daimo,nion( to, demon

du,namai I can, I am able

evkba,llw I cast out, throw out, drive out

ekvporeu,omai I go out, come out

euvqu,j immediately (adverb)

h; or (coordinate conjunction)

qa,lassa( h̀ sea

qro,noj( ò throne

kaqari,zw I clean, cleanse, purify

ouvde, and not, nor, not even (coordinate conjunction)

ouvde,)))ouvde, neither...nor (correlative conjunction)

ou=n therefore (conjunction), then, now (adverb)1

ou;pw not yet (adverb)

ou;te not, no (adverb) nor (coordinate conjunction)

ploi/on( to, boat

te, and (coordinate conjunction, weaker than kai,)

te,)))te, and te,)))kai, both...and (correlative conjunction)

It is time to review all vocabulary from Lesson One through Lesson Twelve. Oil the furniture!

13.2 Transitive and Intransitive Review

Each verb or verbal within a clause is either transitive or intransitive, one of the four following types:

Type of Verb Characteristic

Transitive Active These verbs are action verbs. The subject acts, which makes them active voice. In
use they must have a direct object which receives the action of the verb. 

Transitive Passive These verbs are action verbs. The subject does not act, but receives the action of

1 ou=n is used 523 times in the majority text. The inferential use “therefore” is used about two hundred times in the New
Testament. The temporal use “then,” or “now” is used about one hundred seventy times, mainly in John’s writings. The
study of other uses of ou=n must wait for second year Greek.
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the verb. Hence, such verbs have no direct object.2

Intransitive Copulative These  verbs  are  always  state-of-being verbs.  They  connect  the  subject  with  a
subject complement following the verb. They must have a subject complement.

Intransitive Complete These may be either  action or  state-of-being verbs.  They take  neither a  direct
object  nor a complement. In many cases the subject of complete verbs is being
emphasized in some way.

13.3 The Primary and Secondary -w and -omai Indicative Mood Verbs Review

The following chart shows all the endings studied thus far. It is imperative that the student master these
endings, along with their meanings.

Primary -w Endings with o/e
Thematic Vowel

Primary -omai Endings with o/e
Thematic Vowel

Person Singular Plural Person Singular Plural

1st &w &omen 1st &omai &omeqa

2nd &eij &ete 2nd &h| &esqe

3rd &ei &ousi(n) 3rd &etai &ontai

Infinitive &ein Infinitive &esqai

Secondary -w Endings with o/e
Thematic Vowel

Person Singular Plural

1st &on &omen

2nd &ej &ete

3rd &e(n) &on

11.4 The Secondary -omai Verbs

To the above set of endings we add the following secondary -omai endings with o/e thematic vowel:

Secondary -omai Endings with o/e
Thematic Vowel

Person Singular Plural

1st &omhn &omeqa

2nd &ou &esqe

3rd &eto &onto

2 There are a few instances of the passive taking a “retained object.” While rare, it does occur in the New Testament, but
only when the sense of the verb allows it. For example, 2 Thessalonians 2:15 contains the relative clause, a]j evdida,cqhte,
“which you were taught.” The subject is the plural you, the passive voice verb is were taught, having the retained object
which, a relative pronoun.  Teach, in its various forms, is one of those rare verbs that can appear in the passive with a
retained object, and is used that way in both English and Greek. An English example would be, “The boys were taught
tennis by the gym teacher.”
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This completes the ending sets for the omega (-w) conjugation of Greek verbs. All subsequent endings in
the omega conjugation will be variations of these four sets. Verbs with -omai endings in the present also
have -omai endings in the imperfect, and will take the above set of endings.

Example: poreu,omai = I go, present. evporeuo,mhn = I was going, imperfect.

The  following  charts  present  the  verb  lu,w with the  imperfect  -omhn indicative  forms.  The  student  is
encouraged to review section 12.5 which deals with the function of the imperfect tense.

Remember, verbs with the -omai/omhn ending are  sometimes transitive passive, or reflexive. So  evluo,mhn
can be translated either I was being loosed, you were being loosed, etc., or I was loosing myself, you were
loosing yourself, etc. 

Imperfect -omai Form of the
Indicative of lu,w

Person Singular Plural

1st evluo,mhn evluo,meqa

2nd evlu,ou evlu,esqe

3rd evlu,eto evlu,onto

13.4 Review of the Imperfect of e;cw)

Imperfect -w Indicative of e;cw

Person Singular Plural

1st ei=con I was having ei;comen we were having

2nd ei=cej you were having ei;cete you were having

3rd ei=ce(n) he, she, it was having ei=con they were having

13.5 The Use and Diagramming of Conjunctions

Conjunctions connect two grammatical elements. When two elements of equal force are connected, the
conjunction is called a coordinate conjunction. Such constructions are compound. 

A sentence can have compound subjects, compound predicates (verbs), compound direct objects, com-
pound subject complements, compound prepositional phrases, and even compound subordinate clauses. So
far we’ve learned the following coordinate conjunctions:

kai, = and

avlla, = but

de, = and, but

ouvde, = and not, nor, not even

te, = and

ou=n = therefore

h; = or

ou;te = nor
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We will study the function and diagramming of  subordinate conjunctions, beginning with  o[ti in section
13.6 below.

Example: ai` proseucai, sou kai. ai` evlehmosu,nai sou avne,bhsan eivj mnhmo,sunon evnw,pion tou/ qeou/ = Your
prayers and your alms went up for a memorial in the presence of God (Acts 10:4). Here we find a simple
compound subject. Note the diagram.

proseucai,
ai`
sou

kai. avne,bhsan1

evlehmosu,nai eivj mnhmo,sunon
ai` evnw,pion qeou/
sou tou/

 
1Aorist, intransitive complete, indicative, third person,  plural from avnabai,nw, I go up.

A special kind of coordinate conjunction is the correlative conjunction. A correlative conjunction consists
of two words separated by other words. We have studied the following correlative conjunctions:

kai,)))kai, = both...and

ouvde)))ouvde = neither...nor

me,n)))de, = on the one hand...on the other hand

te,)))te, = both...and

te,)))kai, = both...and

Sometimes, depending on context,  me,n)))de, are difficult to translate. When the above translation does not
fit, try leaving me,n untranslated, and translate de, and or but.1

Example:  avneu/ran te maria.m kai. to.n ivwsh.f kai. to. bre,foj kei,menon evn th/| fa,tnh| = They found both
Mary and Joseph, and the baby lying in the manger (Luke 2:16). Here we find a compound direct object,
with te, and kai( meaning both...and.

te 
maria.m

they avneu/ran1 kai.
ivwsh.f

to.n
kai.
bre,foj
to.
kei,menon2

evn fa,tnh|
th/|

1Aorist, transitive active, third person, plural from avneuri,skw)
2Present, intransitive complete, participle, nominative, singular, accusative from kei/mai)

1 These are the common translations, but correlative pronouns have a variety of uses that can only be learned by checking a
good Greek lexicon for each.
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13.6 Diagramming the o[ti clause

When two clauses of  unequal  grammatical  weight, that is, a main clause and a subordinate clause, are
connected, the conjunction is called a subordinate conjunction. 

The subordinate conjunction  o[ti is special,  as it  regularly connects two different kinds of subordinate
clauses to the main clause, the subordinate noun clause, and the subordinate adverb clause.

When o[ti is translated that it is connecting a subordinate noun clause to the main clause. A noun clause
can function in any way that a noun can function, as a subject, an object, in apposition, or as a complement.

Example: eva.n ei;pwmen o[ti àmarti,an ouvk e;comen))) = If we should say that we have no sin... (1 John 1:8).
This partial sentence presents the o[ti clause as the direct object of the verb. Notice that it is diagrammed
on a stilt on the basal line after the object line on.

we e;comen2 àmarti,an
o[ti ouvk

we ei;pwmen1

eva.n
1Aorist, transitive active, subjunctive, first person, plural from le,gw)
2Present, transitive active, indicative, first person, plural from e;cw)

Example: pa,lin evntolh.n kainh.n gra,fw ùmi/n)))o[ti h̀ skoti,a para,getai kai. to. fw/j to. avlhqino.n h;dh
fai,nei = Again a new commandment I write to you...that the darkness is passing away and the true light
already shines (1 John 2:8). 

This partial sentence contains a  compound o[ti noun clause standing in apposition to the noun  evntolh.n.
Nouns standing in apposition re-name and more specifically identify their referent noun.  Here, the noun
evntolh.n (commandment) is more specifically identified by the o[ti clause, indicated by the double arrow.

skoti,a para,getai2

h̀
kai.

o[ti fw/j fai,nei3

to. h;dh
avlhqino.n

I gra,fw1 evntolh.n ↔ to.
pa,lin kainh.n
ùmi/n

1Present, transitive active, indicative, first person, singular, from gra,fw)
2Present, intransitive complete, third person, singular, from para,gw) Note the -omai ending.
3Present, intransitive complete, indicative, third person, singular, from fai,nw)

When o[ti is translated “because” it is connecting an adverb clause to the main clause. o[ti adverbial clauses
give the reason for the action of the main verb.

Example: gra,fw ùmi/n neani,skoi o[ti nenikh,kate to.n ponhro,n = I am writing to you, young men, because
you have overcome the evil one (1 John 2:13).

Here, since the o[ti clause answers the question, “Why am I writing?” it is adverbial.
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neani,skoi
I gra,fw1

ùmi/n
you nenikh,kate2 ponhro,n

o[ti to.n

1Present, intransitive complete, first person, singular, from gra,fw)
2Perfect, transitive active, indicative, second person, plural from nika,w)

13.7 Exercises

Remember that neuter plural subjects (Form 1 nominatives) take singular verbs. Also, the conjunction kai,
(and, both...and) can also be an adverb translated either also or even.

Translate the following sentences. Diagram 2, 5,  6, 7, 8, 12, 14, 15, 18, 19.

1) hvrco,mhn pro.j to.n ku,rion( h=gon de. kai. tou.j a;llouj)

2) hvkou,onto kai. h;kouon\ avkou,ontai kai. avkou,ousin)

3) tau/ta ta. daimo,nia evxh,rceto dia. to,n lo,gon auvtou/)

4) evxh,rcesqe evk tw/n oi;kwn ùmw/n)

5) evn tw/| ploi,w| evporeuo,mhn pro.j to.n ku,rion dia. th/j qala,sshj)

6) ouvk e;stin maqhth.j ùpe.r to.n dida,skalon auvtou/ ouvde. dou/loj ùpe.r to.n ku,rion auvtou/)

7) ùpe.r th/j evkklhsi,aj auvtou/ avpe,qnhsken o ̀ku,rioj)

8) ouvde. auvto.j ponhro.j ouvde. ta. e;rga ponhra.)

9) sunh,rconto oi ̀maqhtai. pro.j tou/ton)

10) evgra,fonto ou-toi oi ̀lo,goi evn tw/| bibli,w|)

11) evdidasko,mhn ùp v auvtou/ evk tw/n bibli,wn tw/n profhtw/n)

12) evn evkei,naij tai/j h̀me,raij kai. evdidasko,meqa ùp v auvtou/ kai. evdida,skomen tou.j a;llouj( avlla. nu/n ouvde
didasko,meqa ouvde. dida,skomen)

13) avph,rconto oi ̀àmartwloi. pro.j th.n qa,lassan)

14) evxeporeu,eto pro.j auvto.n h̀ evkklhsi,a( avlla. nu/n ouvke,ti ekporeu,etai)

15) ou;pw ble,pomen to.n ku,rion evn th/| do,xh| au,tou( avlla. evdidasko,meqa ùp v auvtou/ kai. evn tai/j h̀me,raij tai/j
kakai/j)

16) evle,geto evn tw/| ièrw/| kalo.j lo,goj peri. tou,tou tou/ avposto,lou)

17) peri. auvto.n evble,peto h ̀do,xa auvtou/)

18) ta. e;rga tou/ ponhrou/ ponhra, evstin)

19) evfe,reto ta. dw/ra kai. pro.j tou.j ponhrou,j)

20) evde,cou ta. bibli,a avpo. tw/n profhtw/n)
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The Future Indicative Verb

14.1 Vocabulary List

a;xw I shall lead (future1 of a;gw)
avkou,somai I shall hear (future of avkou.w)
avpostelw/ I shall send (irregular future2 of avposte,llw)
ble,yw I shall see (future of ble,pw)
avnable,pw I look up, receive sight
avnable,yw I shall look up (future of avnable,pw)
genh,somai I shall become (irregular future3 of gi,nomai)
gnw,somai I shall know (irregular future of ginw,skw)
dida,xw I shall teach (future of dida,skw)
diw,kw I pursue, persecute
diw,xw I shall pursue, persecute (future of diw,kw)
doxa,sw I shall glorify (future of doxa,zw)
e;xw I shall have (future of e;cw)
e;somai I shall be (irregular future of eivmi,)
evleu,somai I shall come, go (irregular future of e;rcomai)
katabh,somai I shall go down (irregular future of katabai,nw)
khru,xw I shall proclaim (future of khru,ssw)
lh,myomai I shall take, receive (irregular future of lamba,nw)
menw/ I shall remain, abide (future of me,nw)
paralh,myomai I shall take, take along, receive (irregular future of paralamba,nw)
pei,qw I persuade
pei,sw I shall persuade (future of pei,qw)
proseu,comai I pray
proseu,xomai I shall pray (future of proseu,comai)
sw,sw I shall save (irregular future of sw,|zw)

tuflo,j, -h,, -o,n blind (o ̀tuflo,j = blind man) 

1 The regular future adds a sigma (s) to the end of the stem. Here the sigma combines with the gamma (g) for form x. But the
sound of the sigma remains. See the discussion of the Square of the Mutes below.

2 Because the sound of the sigma (s) drops out, many grammarians consider this an irregular future.
3 A true irregular future stem is spelled differently that a regular future stem. It may or may not contain the sigma sound at

the end of the stem.
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14.2 The Future Tense

The Regular Future

The regular future -w and -omai indicative is built on the present tense stem. The future takes the same
endings as the present tense, that is, it takes primary endings with  o/e  thematic vowel. It is, therefore,
considered a primary tense, and as such has no augment. The regular future differs from the present by
adding a sigma to the present stem. This is called a sigma tense suffix. Hence, the future -w and -omai verbs
will have the present stem + the sigma tense suffix + the thematic vowel + the ending. This is true of all
omega verbs whose stems end with a vowel. 

Unlike the present, however, the future of verbs having their vocabulary form in -omai do not follow the
same pattern. We will study the future -omai verbs in a subsequent lesson. The following chart shows all
the regular future forms for lu,w, both -w and -omai forms. If the vocabulary form of a verb is -w, the future
-omai form will be reflexive, copulative, or complete. They cannot be passive.

Future -w Indicative of lu,w

Person Singular Plural

1st lu,sw I shall loose1 lu,somen we shall loose

2nd lu,seij you shall loose lu,sete you shall loose

3rd lu,sei he, she, it shall loose lu,sousi(n) they shall loose

Future -omai Indicative of lu,w

Person Singular Plural

1st lu,somai I shall loose myself2 luso,meqa we shall loose ourselves

2nd lu,sh| you shall loose yourself lu,sesqe you shall loose yourselves

3rd lu,setai he, she, it shall loose 
himself, herself, itself

lu,sontai they shall loose themselves

The Irregular Future

When the stem of a future tense verb ends in a letter other than a vowel, the form becomes irregular. For
instance, if the stem ends in a liquid consonant (l( m( n( r) it causes changes when the s is added. Such
verbs usually drop the s and put a circumflex accent3 over the w. Sometimes the stem will actually change
spelling. For that reason irregular futures must be memorized as such. Note the irregular future of the verb
avposte,llw in the vocabulary list. Since its stem ends in a liquid consonant (l), it changes to avpostelw/ in
the future. Not only has the s tense suffix dropped, one l has also dropped.

Review the square of the mutes below, which comes into play here. Here a column is added to indicate the
sibilant letter for each type of mute. When a verb stem ends in a mute, the s combines with the mute to
form a sibilant. For instance, a;gw, instead of becoming a;gsw, becomes a;xw( in the future, because the mute
g combines with the s to become x.

The Square of the Mutes with Sibilant

1 These future verbs can be transitive active, or intransitive complete, but they cannot be transitive passive.
2 Note that we have included the reflexive translation for these -omai verbs. In this case, the future -omai forms cannot be

passive, but they can be reflexive, transitive active, or intransitive complete.
3 The inclusion of the circumflex accent was undoubtedly the editor’s way of saying that the future of such verbs, while

loosing the sigma, had a somewhat different tonal inflection than the present tense form of the verb.
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Voiceless Voiced Aspirants Sibilant Letter
Palatal: k g c x
Labial: p b f y
Dental: t d q z

Some verbs have a different stem in the future than the present. This happens with both -w and -omai verbs.
For instance, the verb stem for  ginw,skw changes from  ginw- to  gnw-, with the result that the future of
ginw,skw is gnw,somai( an -omai future that still has the s attached to the stem. The verb lamba,nw becomes
the totally different lh,myomai in the future. The fact is, irregular futures must be memorized as though they
were separate vocabulary words. (After all, that’s the way baby Greeks did it!)

14.3 Review the Present and Imperfect Tenses of eivmi,)

Again we note the irregularity of the verb eivmi,. The following chart will review the present and imperfect
forms of eivmi,.

The Present Indicative of eivmi, 

Person Singular Plural

1st eivmi, I am evsme,n we are

2nd ei= you are evste, you are

3rd evsti,$n% he, she, it is eivsi,$n% they are

Infinitive ei=nai to be

The Imperfect Indicative of eivmi,

Person Singular Plural

1st h;mhn I was h=men we were

2nd h=j you were h=te you were

3rd h=n he, she, it was h=san they were

14.4 The Future Indicative of eivmi,)

As  with  the  present  and  the  imperfect,  the  future  of  eivmi,  follows  no  regular  pattern,  and  must  be
memorized.

The Future Indicative of eivmi,

Person Singular Plural

1st e;somai I shall be evso,meqa we shall be

2nd e;sh| you shall be e;sesqe you shall be

3rd e;stai he, she, it shall be e;sontai they shall be

14.5 How the Future Tense Works

“The future is primarily an indicative tense, and hence the element of time is very pronounced. It does,
however, signify to a large degree the character of the verbal idea, but instead of presenting progress as the
leading  idea—as  do  the  present  and  imperfect—the  general  significance  is  indefinite  (aoristic  or
punctilliar).”1 

1 Henry E. Dana and Julius R. Mantey,  A Manual Grammar of the Greek New Testament,  pg. 191. According to A. T.
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In other words, the future does not present the act as on-going. This does not mean that the future cannot
refer to on-going action, but only that progress is not inherent in the tense as it  is in the present and
imperfect. If there is progress in the future (the progressive future) it is determined either by the context, or
by the nature of the verbal idea.

Dana and Mantey list five uses of the future. A thorough discussion must wait for second year Greek.
However, the most common functions need to be understood by the first year student.

The Predictive Future

This is the ordinary significance of the future tense. It looks forward to an event in the future. 

 Example: evkei/noj ùma/j dida,xei pa,nta = That one will teach you all things (John 14:26)

The Progressive Future

Although the future is an aoristic tense, sometimes the context, or the nature of the verb itself, requires
progressive understanding. This progressive idea is not built into the tense, but it is nevertheless real, and
must be understood by the careful student of Scripture when it occurs. Some grammarians suggest using
the English idiom “keep on” as a translation for the progressive future (Brooks and Winbery, for instance).

Example: kai. poiei/te kai. poih,sete = you are both doing, and you will   keep on   doing   (2 Thessalonians
3:4).

The Imperative Future

Like English, Greek uses the future with the force of a command. In English, such a use is considered a stronger
command than using the simple imperative. Note the force change in the following English sentences.

Example: Go to the store and buy some bread. (simple imperative)

Example: You will go to the store and will buy some bread. (future as an imperative)

Whether such a change in force is true in Greek is problematic, though some passages seem to indicate that
the future as an imperative might be of a stronger force than the simple imperative. 

Example: kale,seij to. o;noma auvtou/ ivhsou/n = You shall call his name Jesus (Matthew 1:21). This is not a
simple predictive future. The angel is commanding the action.

14.6 Exercises

Form the -w and -omai forms in the indicative mood for each of the following verbs. Check the principal
parts list in the appendix for help.

avpoktei,nw ètoima,zw qerapeu,w kra,zw ba,llw pisteu,w evsqi,w

avnabai,nw katabai,nw avposte,llw bapti,zw kri,nw suna,gw cai,rw

ginw,skw gra,fw dida,skw evgei,rw qe,lw lamba,nw le,gw

pe,mpw fe,rw a;gw avkou,w ble,pw

Translate the following sentences. Remember that neuter plural subjects take singular verbs. Diagram
1, 3, 8, 9, 10. 

1) ei= ponhro,j( avll v e;sh| avgaqo,j)

2) evso,meqa su.n auvtw/| evn th/| evkklhsi,a| au,tou/)

Robertson, the indefinite significance of the tense “is due partly to the nature of the case, since all future events are more or
less uncertain.” This is also quoted in Dana and Mantey, taken from Robertson’s  A Short Grammar of the Greek New
Testament.
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3) oi ̀maqhtai. avkou,ousi th/j fwnh/j tou/ kuri,ou auvtw/n kai a;xousi ta. te,kna pro.j auvto,n)

4) khru,xousi to. euvagge,lion kai. de,xontai àmartwlou.j meta. cara/j)

5) ta. te,kna ble,yei to.n a;ggelon evn th/| evkklhsi.a)

6) ai ̀h̀me,rai ai ̀kakai. evleu,sontai)

7) ouvde. evgw. tau/ta gnw,somai)

8) lh,myesqe kai. ta. dw/ra kai. tou.j oi;kouj)

9) to,te gnw,sontai o[ti auvto,j evstin o ̀ku,rioj) (See previous lesson on how to diagram o[ti clauses.)
10) àmartwloi. me,n evste( genh,sesqe de. uiòi tou/ qeou/)

11) evn evkei,nh| th|/ h̀me,ra| ò messi,aj evleu,setai su.n toi/j avgge,loij auvtou/)

12) o ̀cristo.j a;xei tou.j maqhta.j auvtou/ eivj th.n od̀o.n th/j avga,phj)
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The First Aorist -w and -omai Indicative Verb

15.1 Vocabulary List

The Aorist Forms of 

Previously Learned Verbs

New Vocabulary With Future 

and Aorist forms of Verbs
h;kousa I heard avpolu,w I release (avpolu,sw( avpe,lusa)
avpe,steila I sent evpistre,fw I turn, return (evpistreyw( evpe,streya)
hvrxa,mhn I began ètoima,zw I prepare (ètoima,sw( h̀toi,masa)
evba,ptisa I baptized h;dh already (adverb)
e;bleya I saw qauma,zw I wonder, marvel (qauma,sw( evqau,masa)
e;graya I wrote ùpostre,fw I return ( ùpostre,yw( ùpe,streya)
evdexa,mhn I received
evdi,daxa I taught
evdo,xasa I glorified
hvqe,lhsa I desired, willed
evqera,peusa I healed
evkh,ruxa I proclaimed
e;peisa I persuaded
e;pemya I sent
evpi,steusa I believed, had faith
e;swsa I saved
hvnegka I bore, brought (from fe,rw) sa the note in 15.5 below on this strange form)

15.2 The First, or Regular Aorist

Greek scholars  use  the  term “first  aorist”  when they mean the  regular aorist.  The  “second aorist”  is
irregular in form, but there is no difference in meaning between the two aorists. 

Like the imperfect, in the indicative mood the aorist indicates past time. Also like the imperfect, the first
aorist is built on the present stem. In the case of  lu,w the stem is  lu. Since the aorist is past time in the
indicative mood (and only in the indicative mood), it has the epsilon (e) augment. See Lesson Twelve for a
review of the augment.

The next element is called the  sigma (s)  tense suffix, attached to the end of the stem, followed by the
thematic  vowel  and the endings.  Since the aorist  is  a  past  tense,  it  takes  secondary endings,  like the
imperfect.  However,  it  does  not take  the  omicron/epsilon  (o/e)  thematic  vowel.  Rather,  it  takes  an
alpha/epsilon (a/e) thematic vowel. The following chart shows the regular -w and -omai endings with the
alpha/epsilon thematic vowel.
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-w Endings -omai Endings
&a &amen &amhn &ameqa

&aj &ate &w &asqe

&e(n) &an &ato &anto

The best  way to memorize  the  aorist  verb  endings  is  with  the  sigma tense  suffix  attached.  Note  the
following chart.

-w Endings -omai Endings
&sa &samen &samhn &sameqa

&saj &sate &sw &sasqe

&se(n) &san &sato &santo

15.3 A Review of the Future Indicative of lu,w

Below is a review of the future -w and -omai forms of lu,w. Remember, like the first aorist the future is built
on the present stem, but it has no augment. It does have a sigma tense suffix, but it has the primary endings
with o/e thematic vowel.

Future -w Indicative of lu,w

Person Singular Plural

1st lu,sw I shall loose lu,somen we shall loose

2nd lu,seij you shall loose lu,sete you shall loose

3rd lu,sei he, she, it shall loose lu,sousi(n) they shall loose

Future -omai Indicative of lu,w

Person Singular Plural

1st lu,somai I shall loose myself1 luso,meqa we shall loose ourselves

2nd lu,sh| you shall loose yourself lu,sesqe you shall loose yourselves

3rd lu,setai he, she, it shall loose 
himself, herself, itself

lu,sontai they shall loose themselves

Below are the charts for the first aorist active indicative and the aorist -omai indicative of lu,w. Note the
infinitives have no augment since they are not indicative mood.

15.4 The First Aorist Indicative of lu,w with augment, sigma tense suffix, and a/e thematic vowels.

Aorist -w Indicative of lu,w

Person Singular Plural

1st e;lusa I loosed evlu,samen we loosed

2nd e;lusaj you loosed evlu,sate you loosed

3rd e;luse(n) he, she, it loosed e;lusan they loosed

Infinitive lu/sai to loose

1 Once again I have included the reflexive translations for these forms. Remember, the -omai forms in the future indicative
can be transitive active, intransitive complete or, on occasion, reflexive. They cannot be transitive passive.
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Aorist -omai1 Indicative of lu,w

Person Singular Plural

1st evlusa,mhn I loosed myself evlusa,meqa we loosed ourselves

2nd evlu,sw you loosed yourself evlu,sasqe you loosed yourselves

3rd evlu,sato he, she, it loosed himself, etc. evlu,santo they loosed themselves

Infinitive lu,sasqai to loose oneself

Like the future, the aorist has a different set of endings for the transitive passive than the simple addition
of the -omai ending.

The sigma of the aorist  follows the same changes as the future did. For instance, when the future tense
stem ended in a mute the sigma was absorbed into the mute. Hence k + s becomes x, b + s becomes y, and
so forth. Also, if the stem ends in a sibilant, the sibilant drops off, and only the sigma is left, which is also
true with aspirants such as  q. Liquids cause the sigma itself to drop. The same is true of the first aorist.
Therefore, the first aorist of  dida,skw is  evdi,daxa, the first aorist of  doxa,zw becomes  evdo,xasa, and the first
aorist of avposte,llw becomes avpe,steila.

15.5 The Unusual Forms of fe,rw

Some classify the aorist of fe,rw (hvnegka) as a second aorist because it incorporates a stem change, rather
than simply adding to the stem. However, it is probably a first aorist because it uses the alpha/epsilon
thematic vowel, which is different than the thematic vowel of the second aorist (Lesson Sixteen).

15.6 How the Aorist Tense Works

As one might expect, the aorist is the most common tense in the New Testament. The word aorist means
“without limits” or “undefined.” The aorist, no matter what its form, is a simple past tense in the indicative
mood. However, the imperfect indicates progressive action or state, while the aorist does not. Therefore,
translate the aorist as a simple past. See the above chart for the simple translations of lu,w.

The aorist represents the action or state of the verb without any assumption of progression, and is, hence,
unlimited  in  its  use.  Only  context  can  tell  the  actual  kind  of  action,  if  any.  Lacking  any  contextual
consideration, it is best to think of the aorist as simply identifying an act or state.2

There are three regular uses of the aorist.

The Constative Aorist

The aorist views the action or state in its entirety. In other words, it views the act or state as a whole,
regardless of of the length of time it covers, or whether it was a complete act or state at the time of the

1 Unlike the present, both the future and the aorist -omai forms are different than their passive forms, which take a different
set of endings altogether. Traditional grammars incorrectly call these middle voice. We will study the future passive and the
aorist passive in Lesson Seventeen. The reflexive pronouns are included, to show that this is not a passive. However, it
could  be  an  intransitive  complete or  a  transitive  active verb  under  certain  conditions,  or,  with  state-of-being  verbs,
intransitive copulative.

2 Concerning the aorist tense, Dana and Mantey state, “It has no essential temporal significance, its time relations being
found only in the indicative, where it is used as past, and hence augmented. Its true function is best seen in the potential
moods, and should be carefully considered in interpretation. The aorist signifies nothing as to completeness, but simply
presents the action as attained. It states the fact of the action or event without regard to its duration.” Pg. 193.
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writer  or  speaker.  This  is  the  basic  use  of  the  aorist,  and  unless  contextual  considerations  force  the
interpreter to seek for other uses, this use should be assumed.

Example: avpe,qanon ou-toi pa,ntej = All these people died...(Hebrews 11:13).

The Ingressive Aorist

Sometimes an aorist is used to indicate the beginning of an action or state.1 It is often to be translated with
“became” plus a noun or adjective to indicate the verbal meaning.

Example: evsi,ghsen de. pa/n to. plh/qoj = And all the crowd became silent (Acts 15:12). The aorist evsi,ghsen
is from siga,w, meaning “I am silent.”

The Culminative Aorist

This use of the aorist is directly related to the constative aorist above. It views the entire act, but regards it
from the viewpoint of its existing results. In other words, it views the action as having culminated at the
time of the speaker or writer. Since English uses the perfect tense to indicate the culminative idea, the
aorist may be translated using the English helping verbs “have” or “has.”

Example: evgw. ga.r e;maqon)))auvta,rkhj ei=nai =  For I have learned...content to be (Philippians 4:11). The
verb e;maqon is the second aorist of manqa,nw, meaning “I learn.”

15.7 The Aorist Infinitive 

An infinitive is a verbal noun. As such, it names the act indicated by the verb. However, it has a variety of
uses, including substantive (noun) and adverbial functions, which we will learn as it occurs.

Unlike the present Greek infinitive, which implies on-going action or state, the aorist infinitive simply
indicates the simple fact of the action or state.

Since tense only tells time in the indicative mood, the infinitive has no augment, since it is outside the
indicative  mood.  Indeed,  the  infinitive  is  “amodal,”  meaning  that  it  has  no  mood.  Left  to  itself,  the
infinitive indicates that the action or state is only potential. It is not viewed as happening at the time of the
main indicative mood verb of the sentence in which it occurs, only that it could happen after the time of
the main indicative mood verb. Grammarians sometimes refer to this potential action or state as futuristic.
The aorist infinitive, therefore, indicates a simple action or state as potentially occurring after the time of
the main indicative verb of the sentence in which it resides.

Furthermore, since we have only one infinitive in English, the aorist infinitive has the same translation in
English  as  the  present  infinitive.  Hence,  the  reason  for  the  infinitive  use  cannot  be  determined  by
translation. 

Example: o[soi de. e;labon auvto,n e;dwken auvtoi/j evxousi,an te,kna qeou/ gene,sqai = But as many as received
Him, He gave to them authority children of God to become (John 1:12). 

John  1:12 is  in  the context  of the Lord’s  earthly sojourn.  John states,  when he wrote  years  after  the
ascension  of  Christ,  that  as  many  as  received Christ  at  the  time  of  His  earthly  ministry Christ  gave
authority “to become” children of God in their future.  He does not state that they  did indeed  become
children of God, as he was referring to the act of New Testament regeneration, which John knew full well
did not  occur  until  the residential  ministry of  the Holy Spirit  began in  Acts 2,  a  time future of their
receiving Him as Messiah during His sojourn on earth.

1 This is often used with verbs that indicate a state or condition. It is similar to the Hebrew stative verbs which are related to
adjective forms. Some grammarians call this use inceptive rather than ingressive.
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Individuals today do not “receive Christ to become children of God” in their future. They believe the
gospel of His death and resurrection (1 Corinthians 15:1-4) and immediately become children of God. In
other words, “receiving Christ” has to do with His earthly messianic ministry, not with His current post-
ascension function as the savior of mankind. His people, the Israelites, received Christ as Messiah, the king
of Israel.

15.8 Exercises

Translate the following sentences. Diagram numbers 2, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 14, 15, 19.

1) ouvde. hvkou,samen to.n ku,rion ouvde. evpisteu,samen eivj auvto,n)

2) evde,xw su. to. euvagge,lion( ou[toi de. ouv de,xontai auvto,)

3) h;kousan auvtou/ kai. evqau,masan)

4) avpe,lusen o ̀ku,rioj to.n dou/lon auvtou/( ò de. dou/loj ouvk avpe,luse to.n a;llon)

5) kai. evpi,steusaj eivj au,vto.n kai. pisteu,seij)

6) evpisteu,samen eivj to.n ku,rion kai. sw,sei h̀ma/j)

7) h;dh evpe,streyan ou-toi pro.j to.n ku,rion( evkei/noi de. evpistre,yousin evn tai/j h̀me,raij tai/j kakai/j)

8) evn evkei,nh| th/| w[ra| evxeleu,sontai evk tou/ ko,smou( to,te de. evde,xanto h̀ma/j)

9) to,te hvkou,samen tau,taj ta.j evntola,j( a;llaj de. avkou,somen evn th/| evkklhsi,a|)

10) evdi,daxa,j me evn tw/| ièrw/|)

11) ponhroi. h=san au,toi,( ponhrou.j de. e;pemyan eivj th,n evkklhsi,an)

12) ùpe,streyaj pro.j to.n ku,rion kai. evde,xato, se eivj th.n evkklhsi,an auvtou/)

13) evn evkei,naij tai/j h̀me,raij evporeu,esqe evn tai/j od̀oi/j tai/j kakai/j)

14) evpestre,yate pro.j to.n ku,rion kai. evqera,peusen ùma/j)

15) evkei/noi ponhroi,( avll v hm̀ei/j evpei,samen auvtouj)

16) h̀toi,masa ùmi/n to,pon evn tw/| ouvranw/|)

17) e;swsa ùma/j evgw,( ùmei/j de. evme. ouvk evde,xasqe eivj tou.j oi;kouj ùmw/n)

18) avne,bleyan oi` tufloi,)

19) evdexa,mhn se eivj to.n oi=ko,n mou,( avll v ou-toi oi ̀ponhroi. ouvk evde,xanto)
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Lesson Sixteen

The Second Aorist -w and -omai Indicative Verb

16.1 Vocabulary List

The Second Aorist Forms of Previously
Learned Verbs

New Vocabulary

h;gagon I led (from a;gw) lei,pw I leave (2nd aorist = e;lipon( I 
left)

avpe,qanon I died (from avpoqnh,|skw) or̀a,w I see (2nd aorist = ei;don1, I saw)
e;balon I threw, cast (from ba,llw) o;yomai I shall see (defective fut. of 

or̀a,w)
evgeno,mhn I became (from gi,nomai) pi,ptw I fall (2nd aorist = e;peson)
e;gnwn I knew (from ginw,skw) prosfe,rw I bring to 
h=lqon2 I came, went (from e;rcomai)
e;fagon I ate (from evsqi,w)
e;scon I had (from e;cw)
e;labon I took, received (from lamba,nw)
ei=pon I said, spoke (from le,gw)
pare,labon I took, received, took along (from paralamba,nw)
e;paqon I suffered (from pa,scw)
h;negka I bore, brought (from fe,rw)
h;negkon3 I bore, brought (from fe,rw)

16.2 The Nature of the Second Aorist

The Relationship Between the First and Second Aorists

The second aorist is not a different tense from the first aorist, but only a different form. The two forms of
the aorist perform exactly the same way. Hence, the second aorist can, like the first aorist, be constative,
ingressive, or culminative. See Section 15.6.

A few verbs have both first and second aorist forms, and this will be indicated in the principal parts list.
Since one cannot determine from the vocabulary form whether a verb is first or second aorist, the student
must memorize the aorist form of a verb as a separate vocabulary form.

Differences in Formation Between the First and Second Aorist

The second aorist, in all moods, differs from the first aorist by not adding a sigma (s) tense suffix. It also
does not have an alpha/epsilon (a/e) thematic vowel. Therefore, unlike the first aorist, the sigma alpha (sa)

1 Some (such as Summers) list this as the second aorist of ble,pw. However, this association is not followed by most modern
lexicons. Both DBAG and Abbott-Smith list it as the second aorist of or̀a,w( I see.

2 e;rcomai is defective in the present tense, but is active form (h=lqon) in the aorist tense, though still intransitive complete.
3 fe,rw has both first and second aorist forms. In Lesson 15 we learned that the aorist form was h;negka. It appears to be the

first aorist because of the a/e thematic vowel. We classify h;negkon as 2nd aorist because it takes the o\e thematic vowel.
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signal is missing in the second aorist. Instead, an internal stem change signals the second aorist. Often the
change brings the second aorist stem closer to the ancient root of the word. For instance, lamba,nw has the
second aorist  e;labon. The stem of the present tense is lamban, while the stem of the second aorist is lab,
which is undoubtedly the ancient root of the word.1 Sometimes the ancient root of a word is instructive as
to the meaning of words that one might not expect to be related. This is not to say that the ancient root
determines the meaning of a later Greek word, only that it can illustrate relationships between words that
might not otherwise be obvious.2 Meaning is determined by usage in context, not by the history of the
word.

16.3 The Form of the Second Aorist

The second aorist of the -w and -omai verbs are formed on the second aorist stem. As with the first aorist
and the future, the second aorist passive form is different than the -omai form. Some second aorist stems
differ radically from their present stem.

Example: evlipo,mhn is  not  the  passive of  lei,pw.  It  can  be  transitive  active,  intransitive  complete,  or
reflexive, but never as a transitive passive, I was left. We will learn the aorist passives in the next lesson.

Since the second aorist is a  secondary tense, like the first  aorist,  it takes an  augment in the indicative
mood. It also has the o/e thematic vowel, and takes secondary endings. Hence it is similar to the imperfect.
However, its stem differs radically from the imperfect. The imperfect  has the  present stem. The second
aorist has the aorist stem, which will not look like the present. 

Example: The  imperfect of  lei,pw is  e;leipon. The  second aorist of  lei,pw is  e;lipon)  Note that the stem
changes  spelling  from leip&  to lip&)  The  student  must  be observant.  Therefore,  the  student  must
memorize the second aorist form for each verb. Some lexicons provide the second aorist stem of verbs.3

The second aorist transitive active/intransitive complete form of the verb lei,pw is as follows:

Second Aorist Active Indicative of lei,pw

Person Singular Plural

1st e;lipon I left evli,pomen we left

2nd e;lipej you left evli,pete you left

3rd e;lipe(n) he, she, it left e;lipon they left

Infinitive li,pein to leave

Since  lu,w does not have a second aorist form, the verb the examples will use the verb  lei,pw. The  first
person singular -w  second aorist form of e;lipon breaks down like this:

Augment Stem Thematic vowel Personal ending
e lip o n

The second aorist -omai form of the verb lei,pw is as follows:

1 See Bruce Metzger, Lexical Aids for Students of New Testament Greek, page 61.
2 The relationship between ancient roots and later forms is the science of etymology. The idea that ancient roots determine

later meaning is called the etymological fallacy.
3 Again, I encourage the student to learn these forms aloud, not silently in your head. The change from leip& to lip& is a

good example for the need of such a practice.
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Second Aorist -omai Indicative of lei,pw1

Person Singular Plural

1st evlipo,mhn I left myself evlipo,meqa we left ourselves

2nd evli,pou you left yourself evli,pesqe you left yourselves

3rd evli,peto he, she, it left himself, herself, itself evli,ponto they left themselves

Infinitive lipe,sqai to leave oneself

The translation provided is the reflexive form, but like the present tense, this aorist tense can be transitive
active, transitive complete, or reflexive. It cannot be passive like the -omai form can in the present tense.

The first person singular of the secondary -omai form breaks down as follows:

Augment Stem thematic vowel personal ending

e lip o mhn

16.4 Diagramming Subordinate Clauses Indicated by ga,r

Let us review subordinate clauses. So far we have had only one subordinate conjunction,  o[ti. Whenever
the student sees this conjunction, he knows that he is dealing with a subordinate clause, that is, a clause
that is not the main clause of the sentence. 

If  the conjunction  o[ti means that, then the subordinate clause is a noun clause. If  it means because, the
clause is adverbial. See Section 13.6 for examples for diagramming the o[ti clause.

In this lesson, we find that the introductory conjunction ga,r can be used as a subordinate conjunction. This
is  a  common  use  for  the  word  ga,r,  either  used  as  introductory to a  sentence,  or  as  a  subordinate
conjunction within a sentence. When it is a subordinate conjunction, it is diagrammed the same way as the
adverbial use of o[ti. 

It is called the illative use of ga,r by Dana and Mantey, which means inferential. However, it is simpler to
think of this use of ga,r as telling the reason or ground for the main statement in the sentence, as it does in
exercise 5 below, where the ga,r clause indicates the ground for the statement in the main clause.2 This is
the most common use of ga,r in the New Testament. It also has explanatory and emphatic uses in the New
Testament. In fact, ga,r has over 1060 uses in the New Testament.

16.5 Exercises

Translate the following sentences. Diagram 3, 4, 5, 6, 11, 13, 14, 17, 19.

1) ei=don oi ̀a;nqrwpoi to.n uiò.n tou/ qeou/\ evge,neto ga,r auvto.j a;nqrwpoj kai. e;menen evn tou,tw| tw/| ko,smw|)

2) sunh,gagen h̀ma/j auvto.j eivj th.n evkklhsi,an auvtou/)

3) h;lqete pro.j to.n ku,rion kai. parela,bete par v auvtou/ tau/ta)

4) to,te me.n parela,bete th.n evpaggeli,an para. tou/ kuri,ou( nu/n de. kai. khru,ssete auvth.n evn tw/| ko,smw|)

5) tau,taj ta.j evntola.j e;labon avpo. tou/; kuri,ou( h;mhn ga.r maqhth.j auvtou/)

1 The reflexive translation is included to indicate that aorist -omai form cannot be passive,  as it is only in the present and
imperfect. The aorist -omai form can be either transitive active or intransitive complete, and not reflexive.

2 Remember that  ga,r is postpositive,  meaning that it  cannot occur as the first word in its clause. In exercise 5,  ga,r is
preceded by the verb of the clause, h;mhn.
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6) o ̀me.n ku,rioj evxh/lqe to,te evk tou/ kovsmou( oi ̀de. maqhtai. auvtou/ e;ti me,nousin evn auvtw/|)

7) to,te ovyo,meqa to.n ku,rion evn th/| do,xh| auvtou/\ evpisteu,samen ga.r eivj auvto,n)

8) to,te me.n eivsh,lqete eivj th.n evkklhsi,an( evn evkei,nh| de. th/| hm̀e,ra| eivseleu,sesqe eivj to.n ouvrano,n)

9) tau/ta me,n ei=pon ùmi/n evn tw/| ièrw/|( evkei/na de. ou;pw le,gw)

10) evpisteu,samen eivj to.n ku,rion( oi ̀ga.r maqhtai. h;gagon h̀ma/j pro.j auvto,n)

11) nu/n me.n le,gete lo,gouj avgaqou,j( ei=pon de. ou-toi tou.j auvtou.j lo,gouj kai. evn tai/j h̀me,raij evkei,naij)

12) ouvk evkh,ruxaj to. euvagge,lion evn th/| evkklhsi,a|( ouvde. ga.r evge,nou maqhth,j)

13) tou.j me.n ponhrou.j sunhga,gete ùmei/j eivj tou.j oi;kouj ùmw/n( tou.j de. avgaqou.j h̀mei/j)

4) ta. me.n daimo,nia evxeba,lete( ta. de. te,kna evqerapeu,sate)

15) e;peson evk tou/ ouvranou/ oi ̀a;ggeloi oi ̀ponhroi,)

16) prose,feron auvtw/| tou.j tuflou,j)

17) ou-toi me,n evge,nonto maqhtai. avgaqoi,( evkei/noi de. e;ti h-san ponhroi,)

18) evn evkei,nh| th/| w-ra| evge,nonto maqhtai. tou/ kuri,ou)

19) ouvde. ga.r eivsh/lqej eivj tou.j oi;kouj auvtw/n ouvde. eip=ej auvtoi/j parabolh,n)

20) kai. ei;domen to.n ku,rion kai. hvkou,samen tou.j lo,gouj auvtou/)
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The Aorist and Future Transitive Passive Indicative Verb

17.1 Vocabulary List

The Aorist Transitive Passive of Previously Learned Verbs
avpekri,qhn I answered (from avpokri,nomai) evlei,fqhn I was left (from lei,pw)
avpesta,lhn I was sent out (from avposte,llw) evpe,mfqhn I was sent (from pe,mpw)
evblh,qhn I was thrown (from ba,llw) evporeu,qhn I went (from poreu,omai)
evgenh,qhn I became (defective from gi,nomai) evsw,qhn I was saved (from sw|zw)
evgnw,sqhn I was known (from ginw,skw) hvge,rqhn I was raised up (from evgei,rw)
evgra,fhn I was written (from gra,fw) hvkou,sqhn I was heard (from avkou,w)
evdidacqhn I was taught (from dida,skw) hvne,cqhn I was born, brought (from fe,rw)
evdoxa,sqhn I was glorified (from doxa,zw) h;cqhn I was led (from a;gw)
evkhru,cqhn I was proclaimed (from khru,ssw) w;fqhn I was seen (from or̀a,w)
evkri,qhn I was judged (from kri,nw) New Vocabulary
evlh,mfqhn I was taken (from lamba,nw) pro,swpon( to, face

17.2 The Forms of the First and Second Aorist Transitive Passive Indicative

The aorist passive stem must be learned individually for each verb. A few are regular like lu,w. (See chart
below.) However,  many have a recognizable relationship to the present stem. Some, like the aorist  of
lamba,nw( are totally irregular and must be memorized.

The endings for the first and second aorist passive indicative are identical to the secondary active endings.
That’s right! The aorist passive takes active endings! They also take the eta (h) thematic vowel. They are:

Singular Plural

1st &hn &hmen

2nd &hj &hte

3rd &h &hsan

Infinitive &hnai

However, the first aorist also has a qe indicator, which the second aorist does not have. It is also found in
the future tense. In the indicative mood, the e lengthens to an h. Hence, with the tense suffix the first aorist
appears as the following:

Singular Plural

1st &qhn &qhmen

2nd &qhj &qhte

3rd &qh &qhsan

Infinitive &qhnai
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Since the aorist passive is a secondary tense, it has an augment in the indicative mood. The aorist passive
of lu,w breaks down as follows:

Augment Stem Sign of the Passive Voice Personal ending

e lu qh n

The following chart contains the first aorist passive of lu,w.

First Aorist Transitive Passive Indicative of lu,w

Person Singular Plural

1st evlu,qhn I was loosed evlu,qhmen we were loosed

2nd evlu,qhj you were loosed evlu,qhte you were loosed

3rd evlu,qh he, she, it was loosed evlu,qhsan they were loosed

Infinitive luqh/nai to be loosed

The second aorist passive has no qh indicator. The q has dropped out, and only the h remains. However, it
has the same set of endings as the first aorist, as well as the augment. It is not possible to tell from the
aorist active whether the  aorist passive will be first or second aorist; it  must be memorized. Note the
following charts of second aorist passive verbs.

Second Aorist Transitive Passive Indicative of gra,fw

Person Singular Plural

1st evgra,fhn I was written evgra,fhmen we were written

2nd evgra,fhj you were written evgra,fhte you were written

3rd evgra,fh he, she, it was written evgrafhsan they were written

Infinitive grafh/nai to be written

The above verb gra,fw is a good example of limitations on the passive voice. Some verbs normally can be
passive only in the third person or the infinitive. The first and second persons make no sense unless some
figure of speech is involved. Observe, however, the following second aorist. It makes sense in all persons.

Second Aorist Transitive Passive Indicative of avposte,llw

Person Singular Plural

1st avpesta,lhn I was sent avpesta,lhmen we were sent

2nd avpesta,lhj you were sent avpesta,lhte you were sent

3rd avpesta,lh he, she it, was sent avpesta,lhsan they were sent

Infinitive avpostalh/nai to be sent

17.3 The Future Transitive Passive Indicative

Important! The future passive indicative is built on the aorist passive stem. However, since the future is a
primary tense,  it has no augment, but it does retain the sigma (s) tense suffix. Also, the endings are not
active -w endings, but the primary -omai endings. The future passive looks like the regular future -omai
form. However, it inserts, before the sigma tense suffix and the o/e thematic vowel, the qh sign of the aorist
passive. Below is a chart of the combined endings of the future passive.
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Singular Plural

1st &qhsomai &qhsomeqa

2nd &qhsh| &qhsesqe

3rd &qhsetai &qhsontai

Infinitive &qhsesqai

The future transitive passive indicative of lu,w breaks down as follows:

Stem Sign of the Aorist
Passive

Sigma Tense
Suffix

o/e thematic
vowel

Personal
Ending

lu qh s o mai

Below is a chart of the future transitive passive of indicative lu,w) 

Future Passive Indicative of lu,w

Person Singular Plural

1st luqh,somai I will be loosed luqhso,meqa we will be loosed

2nd luqh,sh| you will be loosed luqh,sesqe you will be loosed

3rd luqh,setai he, she, it, will be 
loosed

luqh,sontai they will be loosed

Infinitive luqh,sesqai to be loosed

17.4 The Aorist Passive of Verbs with Stems Ending in a Consonant

Like other forms, when a verb stem ends in a consonant, strange changes can occur. For instance, before
the q of the aorist passive indicator, a final p or b of the verb stem changes to f, a final k or g changes to a
c, and final t, d, or q changes to s.

Examples: The aorist passive of pe,mpw = evpe,mfqhn( of a;gw = h;cqhn( of pei,qw = evpei,sqhn)

17.5 Aorist and Future of -omai Verbs

Some -omai verbs have passive forms, rather than the regular -omai forms. Nevertheless, since they are -
omai verbs, their voice is not passive, but transitive active, or intransitive complete. However, they never
have in the pure reflexive function.

Example: The aorist of  avpokri,nomai( I answer, is  avpekri,qhn( I answered. It is not passive, and does not
mean “I was answered” even though the form looks passive. This is another example of the fact that form
does not determine function. 

Some -omai verbs have both -omhn and -qhn forms with  no difference in meaning. This is true with the
state-of-being verb, gi,nomai, which can never be transitive, either active or passive. It is purely intransitive.

Example: The aorist of  gi,nomai( I become, is either  evgeno,mhn  or  evgenh,qhn) Both are to be translated  I
became. Again, the reason is probably because this verb is intransitive by nature, and the passive form
reflects that idea. Intransitive verbs cannot have a passive function, no matter what they look like.

17.6 Exercises

Translate the following sentences into English. Diagram the following:1, 3, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12, 13, 17, 18.
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1) ovyo,meqa me.n tou.j avgge,louj( ovfqhso,meqa de. kai. ùp v auvtw/n)

2) prw/to,j eivmi tw/n àmartwlw/n( evsw,qhn de. kai. evgw,)

3) evn tw/| mikrw/| oi;kw| avkouqh,setai h̀ fwnh. tou/ avposto,lou)

4) ei=don ou-toi to. pro,swpon tou/ kuri,ou kai. h;kousan th/j fwnh/j auvtou/)

5) ta. te,kna proshne,cqhsan tw/| kuri,w|)

6) ètoimasqhsetai h̀mi/n to,poj evn ouvranw/| kata. th.n evpaggeli,an tou/ kuri,ou)

7) to. euvagge,lion evkhru,cqh evn tai/j h̀me,raij evkei,naij( khrucqh,setai de. kai. nu/n)

8) evdoxa,sqh o ̀qeo.j ùpo. tou/ uiòu/( evdo,xase de. auvto,n)

9) evporeu,qhmen eivj e[teron to,pon\ ouv ga.r de,xontai h̀ma/j ou-toi)

10) oi ̀àmartwloi. evsw,qhsan evn evkei,nh| th/| w-ra| kai. evgenh,qhsan maqhtai. tou/ kuri,ou)

11) evpisteu,qh evn ko,smw|( avnelh,mfqh evn do,xh/|)

12) eivsh/lqej eivj th.n evkklhsi,an kai. evbapti,sqhj)

13) pe,mpontai me.n kai. nu/n oi` maqhtai,( evpe,mfqhsan de. to,te oi` avpo,stoloi kai. pemfqh,sontai evn evkei,nh|
th/| h̀me,ra| kai. oi ̀a;ggeloi)

14) evxeblh,qh ta. daimo,nia\ o ̀ga.r ku,rioj evxebalen auvta,)

15) ou-toi oi ̀tufloi. sunh,cqhsan eivj th.n od̀o.n)

16) evgerqh,sontai oi ̀nekroi. tw/| lo,gw| tou/ kuri,ou)

17) evlh,mfqhsan oi ̀pistoi. eivj to.n ouvrano,n( evxeblh,qhsan de. evx auvtou/ oi ̀a;ggeloi oi` ponhroi,)

18) evdida,xate ta. te,kna( evdida,cqhte de. kai. auvtoi. ùpo. tou/ kuri,ou)

19) tau/ta evgra,fh evn toi/j bibli,oij)

20) evpisteu,samen eivj to.n ku,rion kai. evgnw,sqhmen ùp v auvtou/)
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The Third Declension – Liquid and Mute Stem Nouns

18.1 Vocabulary List

All third declension nouns will be listed with the nominative (Form 1) and genitive/ablative (Form 2)
forms. The nominative is the vocabulary form, but the stem of the word is found in Form 2.

Liquids Mutes
aivw,n( aivw/noj( ò age1 a;rcwn( a;rcontoj( o` ruler
avnh,r( avndro,j( o` man (male), husband gunh,( gunaiko,j( h̀ woman, wife
quga,thr( qugatro,j( h̀ daughter evlpi,j( evlpi,doj( h̀ hope
mh,thr( mhtro,j( h̀ mother nu,x( nukto,j( h̀ night
path,r( patro,j( o` Father pou,j( podo,j( ò foot
pu/r( puro,j( to, fire sa,rx( sarko,j( h̀ flesh
cei,r( ceiro,j( h̀ hand fw/j( fwto,j( to, light

ca,rij( ca,ritoj( h̀ grace

Other Vocabulary
avggeli,a( h̀ message mwu?sh/j( mwu?se,wj( o` Moses (Hebrew transliteration)
avrch,( h` beginning oivki,a( h̀ house, household
eiv mh, except, unless o[te when, while (conjunction, adverb)
koinwni,a( h` fellowship ou[twj $ou[tw% thus, so, in this manner

18.2 Review the Second Declension Endings

Masculine Nouns Neuter Nouns

Singular Plural Singular Plural

Form 1 &oj &oi &on &a

Form 2 &ou &wn &ou &wn

Form 3 &w| &oij &w| &oij

Form 4 &on &ouj &on &a

1 eivj to.n aivw/na is generally translated “forever.” eivj tou.j aivw/naj tw/n aivw,nwn is generally translated “forever and ever.”
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18.3 Review the First Declension Endings

Singular Plural

Noun Stems Ending
in e( i( r

Noun Stems Ending in
s( a sibilant, or ll

Noun Stems Ending in
any other letter

Any Noun of the
Second Declension

Form 1 &a &a &h &ai

Form 2 &aj &hj &hj &wn

Form 3 &a| &h| &h| &aij

Form 4 &an &an &hn &aj

The following chart has the endings for the few masculine nouns of the first declension. Note that the
plurals for both feminine and masculine nouns of the first declension are identical:

Singular Plural

Form 1 &hj &ai

Form 2 &ou &wn

Form 3 &h| &aij

Form 4 &hn &aj

Form 5 &a

18.4 The Third Declension

The Classes of Third Declension Nouns1

The third declension has four distinct classes of nouns. These are classified in various ways. In this lesson
we will study nouns whose stems end in either a  liquid or a  mute consonant. In the next lesson we will
study vowel stem nouns and neuter nouns of the third declension.

Unlike the first and second declensions, the third declension does not always show the stem of the word in
its vocabulary form. One must know the genitive/ablative form to discover the stem.

Example: The liquid stem noun avnh,r (ending with the letter r) does not include the stem in the nominative
singular (vocabulary) form. Rather one must look at the genitive/ablative Form 2 avndro,j. The actual stem
is avndr, with a delta (d) added, and ending in the liquid consonant r.

Example: One cannot find the stem of the mute stem noun a;rcwn in Form 1. It is found in the Form 2,
a;rcontoj. The actual stem is a;rcont( ending in the mute consonant t.

As previously stated, the student must memorize both the nominative (Form 1) and genitive/ablative (Form
2) for all third declension nouns, as well as the article for each noun. These are some of the most important
doctrinal nouns in the New Testament.

1 Some students get overly concerned in this chapter. There is, they think, too much to learn. Few people remember all this
information at first, and it is not necessary to do so. Familiarize yourself with these forms, and as much as possible. Why?
Remember, all these nouns may have articles or adjectives occurring with them. One can often determine the case function
of the noun by looking at the article or adjective in its context. Often, the ending changes are not necessary to remember if
such an adjective is found with the noun. In other words, third declension nouns are not as difficult as they may seem at
first glance. Use this chapter for reference, when necessary. If necessary, use an analytical lexicon to confirm the case func-
tion. So, keep working at memorization as you study the New Testament. Be diligent, and eventually you will remember.
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The Forms for the Third Declension

All classes of third declension nouns carry the same set of endings. Some variations do occur, and must be
learned individually. Form 1 often carries no ending with masculine and feminine nouns, and when an
ending does occur in Form 1 singular it is generally a sigma (j). 

Third declension neuter nouns have no regular ending in Form 1 singular nor the  Form 4 singular. The
following chart indicates the third declension endings for all masculine, feminine and neuter nouns:

Third Declension Endings

Masculine and Feminine

Singular Plural

Form 1 &j (or none) &ej

Form 2 &oj &wn

Form 3 &i &si(n)

Form 4 &n or &a &aj

Neuter

Singular Plural

Form 1 none &a

Form 2 &oj &wn

Form 3 &i &si(n)

Form 4 none &a

Paradigm for Liquid Stem Nouns

Singular Plural

Form 1 aivw,n aivw/nej

Form 2 aivw/noj aivw,nwn

Form 3 aivw/ni aivw/si(n)

Form 4 aivw/na aivw/naj

Paradigm for Syncopated Liquid Stem Nouns

Singular Plural

Form 1 path.r pate,rej

Form 2 patro,j pate,rwn

Form 3 patri, patra,si$n%

Form 4 pate,ra pate,raj

Form 5 pa,ter pate,rej
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Note that the n after the w has 
dropped off before the ending si 
was added.

Note that the h has been shortened to e 
before r in Forms 4 and 5 singular, and 
in Forms 1, 2, and 4 plural.

When the noun stem ends in p( b(
f( the ending -si becomes yi.

When the noun stem ends in k( g(
c( the ending -si becomes xi.

When the noun stem ends in t( d(
q( the stem ending consonant 
drops out, leaving si.

When the noun stem endings in n
or nt, the n or nt drops out, 
leaving si.

Note that h has dropped off in the 
Forms 2 and 3 singular forms as well 
as Form 3 plural.

Some third declension nouns have changes in the actual stem which do not affect the endings, but do
affect the look and pronunciation of the word. These are called syncopated stems, and they generally
have an  eta (h) before the liquid stem ending in the vocabulary. In the vocabulary list for this lesson,
four nouns are syncopated: avnh,r( quga,thr( mh,thr( and path,r)

The Form 3 plural ending begins 
with a sigma (s) which causes 
unanticipated changes in the 
endings of some nouns.
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Paradigm for Mute Stem Nouns

evlpi,j( evlpi,doj( h̀ ca,rij( ca,ritoj( h̀

Singular Plural Singular Plural

Form 1 evlpi,j evlpi,dej ca,rij ca,ritej

Form 2 evlpi,doj evlpi,dwn ca,ritoj cari,twn

Form 3 evlpi,di evlpi,si$n% ca,riti ca,risi$n%

Form 4 evlpi,da evlpi,daj ca,rin ca,ritaj

18.5 Irregular Third Declension Nouns

Two nouns  in  today’s  lesson  are  considered  irregular  third  declension  nouns,  pou,j and  mwu?sh/j.  The
paradigms for these two nouns are included for reference. Only the forms that actually occur in the New
Testament are listed.

Singular Plural Singular No Plurals for 

Proper NamesForm 1 pou,j po,dej mwu?sh/j

Form 2 podo,j podw/n mwu?se,wj $mwu?sh/|%

Form 3 No Form 3s occur in the N.T. mwu?sei/

Form 4 po,da po,daj mwu?sh/n

18.6 Exercises

Translate the following sentences, and diagram 1, 3, 4, 7, 10, 12, 15 (two sentences), 16, 17,18.

1) dia. th.n evlpi,da th.n kalh.n h;negkan tau/ta oi ̀maqhtai. tou/ kuri,ou)

2) ouvke,ti kata. sa,rka ginw,skomen to.n ku,rion)

3) ble,pomen to. pro,swpon tou/ kuri,ou kai. evn nukti. kai. evn h̀me,ra|)

4) evdi,daxan oi ̀maqhtai. kai. tou.j a;rcontaj kai. tou.j dou,louj)

5) evn evkei,nh| th/| nuvkti. ei;dete to.n a;rconta to.n ponhro.n)

6) meta. de. evkei,nhn th.n nu,kta h=lqen ou-toj eivj th.n e;rhmon)

7) oì a;ndrej oì ponhroi. ouvk evpi,steusan ei,j to.n ku,rion)

8) meta. tw/n qugate,rwn h;mhn evn evkei,nw| tw/| oi;kw|)

9) avga,ph kai. evlpi.j me,nousi eivj to.n aivw/na)

10) o ̀uiò.j kai. h̀ quga,thr lamba,nousi kala. dw/ra avpo. th/j mhtro.j auvtw/n)

11) o ̀ku,rioj dida,skei o[ti o ̀qeo,j evstin o ̀path.r avgaqw/n avnqrw,pwn)
12) h ̀ga.r gunh. evk tou/ avndro,j ou[twj kai. ò avnh.r dia. th/j gunaiko,j)

13) avpekri,qh ou=n auvtw/| o ̀o;cloj( h̀mei/j hvkou,samen evk tou/ no,mou o[ti o ̀cristo.j me,nei eivj to.n aivw/na)

14) kai. o[te ei=don auvto,n e;pesa pro.j tou.j po,daj auvtou/ wj̀ nekro,j)

15) o ̀de. dou/loj ouv me,nei evn th/| oivki,a| eivj to.n aivw/na\ o ̀uiò.j me,nei eivj to.n aivw/na)

16) e;rga tw/n ceirw/n sou, eivsin oi ̀ouvranoi,)

17) evn avrch/| h=n o ̀lo,goj( kai. o ̀lo,goj h=n pro.j to.n qeo,n( kai. qeo.j h=n ò lo,gojÅ

18) o ̀qeo,j evstin avgaqo.j kai. oi ̀uiòi. me,nousin evn auvtw/| eivj tou.j aivw/naj tw/n aivw,nwn)
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19) th/| ca,riti auvtou/ o ̀qeo,j e;swsen àmartwlou,j)

20) a;rcwn h=lqe pro.j to,n cristo.n kai. evdida,cqh th.n od̀o.n th/j zwh/j)
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The Third Declension – Vowel Stem and Neuter Nouns

19.1 Vocabulary List

Vowel Stem Nouns

Stems Ending in i Stems Ending in eu

avna,stasij( avnasta,sewj( h̀ resurrection àlieu,j( àlie,wj( ò fisherman

gnw/sij( gnw,sewj( h̀ knowledge avrciereu,j( avrciere,wj( o` high (chief) priest

du,namij( duna,mewj( h̀ power basileu,j( basile,wj( o` king

kri,sij( kri,sewj( h̀ judgment grammateu,j( grammate,wj( o` scribe

pi,stij( pi,stewj( h̀ faith, belief ièreu,j( ière,wj( o` priest

po,lij( po,lewj( h̀ city Stems Ending in u

sta,sij( sta,sewj( h̀ dissension ivcqu,j( ivcqu,oj( o` fish

sta,cuj( sta,cuoj( o` head of grain, wheat1

Neuter Noun Stems Ending in ej Neuter Noun Stems Ending in at

ba,qoj( ba,qouj( to, depth ba,ptisma( bapti,smatoj( to, baptism

ge,noj( ge,nouj( to, generation, race qe,lhma( qelh,matoj( to, desire, wish

e;qnoj( e;qnouj( to, nation, Gentile o;noma( ovno,matoj( to, name

e;qoj( e;qouj( to, custom pneu/ma( pneu,matoj( to, spirit

e;leoj( evle,ouj( to, mercy rh̀/ma, r̀h,matoj( to, word, utterance

o;roj( o;rouj( to, mountain sto,ma( sto,matoj( to, mouth

sko,toj( sko,touj( to, darkness sw/ma( sw,matoj( to, body

te,loj( te,louj( to, end u[dwr* u[datoj( to, water

gra,mma( gra,mmatoj( to, letter (of the alphabet)

ai-ma( ai[matoj( to, blood

Other Vocabulary

gewrgo,j( o` vine dresser, farmer ni,ptw I wash

dia,boloj( o` devil oi=noj( ò wine

1 This noun is translated “corn,” or even “ear of corn” in some versions. However, it does not refer to corn as known in the
Americas, but rather to any grain that grows with a head on the stalk, such as wheat.
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19.2 The Forms of the Third Declension Vowel Stem Nouns

Nouns with Stems Ending in i

The third declension has several doctrinally important  nouns.  We provided a large enough set for the
serious student to begin translating these words. Nouns whose stems end in i are all feminine.

Unlike most third declension nouns, those with stems ending in i will find their stems in the nominative
rather than the genitive/ablative. However, it is still necessary to memorize the genitive/ablative form, for
it signals a common change, where the i changes to e. For example, the stem of gnw/sij is gnw/si, and as we
will see that stem follows in most forms. But the stem for the genitive/ablative gnw,sewj is gnw,se. In other
words, the G/A stem ends in e rather than i. This change will occur in the rest of the forms except for the
nominative and accusative, as well as the vocative singular. Note the following charts:

Singular Plural Singular Plural

Form 1 pi,stij pi,steij du,namij duna,meij

Form 2 pi,stewj pi,stewn duna,mewj duna,mewn

Form 3 pi,stei pi,stesi duna,mei duna,mesi

Form 4 pi,stin pi,steij du,namin duna,meij

Form 5 pi,sti pi,steij du,nami duna,meij

Nouns with Stems ending in eu

Nouns with stems ending in eu are all masculine. Again, the stem is found in the nominative. For instance,
the stem for  ièreu,j is  ièreu,. However, this  upsilon (u) ending is weak, and drops off before an ending
beginning with a vowel.

Singular Plural

Form 1 ièreu,j ièrei/j

Form 2 ière,wj ière,wn

Form 3 ièrei/ ièreu/si

Form 4 ière,a ièrei/j

Form 5 ièreu/ ièrei/j

Nouns with Stems ending in u

Nouns with stems ending in u are mostly masculine. There are a few feminine, and only one neuter in the
New Testament, the noun  da,kru, meaning  a tear. The stem is again found by dropping the  j from the
nominative. The actual stem is found in the vocative singular.

ivcqu,j( ivcqu,oj( o`

Singular Plural

Form 1 ivcqu,j ivcqu,ej

Form 2 ivcqu,oj ivcqu,wn

Form 3 icqu,i ivcqu,si

Form 4 ivcqu,n ivcqu,aj( ivcqu,j

Form 5 ivcqu, ivcqu,ej
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endings are identical.
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19.3 The Forms of the Third Declension Neuter Nouns

The neuter nouns of the third declension, not including da,kru mentioned above, follow one of two forms,
those whose stems end in ej, and those whose stems end in at.

Nouns with Stems Ending in ej

This class of third declension nouns has a history. Evidently the ancient stems actually ended in ej, but at
some point changes took place. For instance, the Form 1 noun ge,noj was originally ge,nej. The chart below
reflects  these  changes  in  all  their  forms.  It  is  not  necessary  to  memorize  this  entire  chart;  it  is  for
information  purposes  only.  However,  the  student  should learn  the  New Testament  forms for  the word
ge,noj( ge,nouj( to,.

Singular Plural

Original N.T. Form Original N.T. Form

Form 1 ge,nej ge,noj ge,nesa ge,nh

Form 2 ge,nesoj ge,nouj gene,swn genw/n

Form 3 ge,nesi ge,nei ge,nessi ge,nesi

Form 4 ge,nej ge,noj ge,nesa ge,nh

Nouns with Stems Ending in at

The  at stem nouns once again find their stems in Form 2 singular. For instance, the stem of  qe,lhma is
qelh,mat. According to Bruce Metzger, nouns ending in ma in their nominative form indicate the result of an
action. He uses  ba,ptisma as an illustration, indicating that it indicates the result of the act of baptizing
(bapti,zw).  He contrasts  this  with the -moj noun  baptismo,j,  which he states,  “names the act  of  which
ba,ptisma is the result.”1

sw/ma( sw,matoj( to,

Singular Plural

Form 1 sw/ma sw,mata

Form 2 sw,matoj swma,twn

Form 3 sw,mati sw,masi$n%

Form 4 sw/ma sw,mata

Form 5 sw/ma sw,mata

19.4 Exercises

Translate the following sentences, and diagram 3, 6, 7, 8, 10 (2 sentences), 13, 16, 19, 20.

1) evlpi,da ouvk e;cousin ouvde. to. pneu/ma to. a[gion)

2) tau/ta evstin ta. rh̀.mata tou/ àgi,ou pneu,matoj)

3) evgra,fh ta. ovno,mata ùmw/n ùpo. tou/ qeou/ evn tw/| bibli,w| th/j zwh/j)

4) auvto.j ùma/j bapti,sei evn pneu,mati àgi,w| kai. puri,)

5) kai. ò VIhsou/j ei=pen tou/to, evstin to. sw/ma, mou)

1 Bruce M. Metzger, Lexical Aids for Students of New Testament Greek, pg. 43. The author highly recommends this work for
each student’s Greek study tools library.
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6) kai. to. ai-ma VIhsou/ Cristou/ tou/ uiòu/ auvtou/ kaqari,zei h̀ma/j avpo. àmarti,aj)

7) e;rcontai pro.j auvto.n oi ̀avrcierei/j kai. oi ̀grammatei/j kai. oi ̀presbu,teroi)

8) o;yesqe ùmei/j to. pro,swpon tou/ kuri,ou eivj to.n aivw/na( avll vouvk o;yontai auvto. oi` ponhroi,( o[ti ouvk
evpi,steusan eivj to. o;noma auvtou/)

9) ouvke,ti kata. sa,rka ginw,skomen to.n ivhsoun)

10) e;rcetai ou-n pro.j si,mwna pe,tron. le,gei auvtw/| evkei/noj( ku,rie( su, mou ni,pteij tou.j po,daj*

11) ou-toj h=n evn avrch/| pro.j to.n qeo,n)

12) le,gei h̀ mh,thr tou/ ivhsou/ pro.j auvto,n( oi=non ouvk e;cousin)

13) evn auvtw/| zwh. h=n kai. h̀ zwh. h=n to. fw/j tw/n avnqrw,pwn)

14) ùmeij evk tou/ patro.j tou/ diabo,lou evste,)

15) kai. o ̀path,r mou o ̀gewrgo,j evstin)

16) o[soi de. e;labon auvto,n e;dwken $gave% auvtoi/j evxousi,an te,kna qeou/ gene,sqai)
17) tou/to ga,r evstin to. qe,lhma tou/ patro,j mou)

18) o ̀no,moj dia. mwse,wj evdo,qh( h̀ ca,rij kai. h̀ avlh,qeia dia. ivhsou/ cristou/ evge,neto)

19) oi ̀maqhtai. tou/ kuri,ou evsqi,ousi a;rton kai. ivcqu.n kai. sta.cuaj)

20) o` messi,aj evkh,russe to. euvagge,lion toi/j àlieu/si( kai. oi` avrcierei/j kai. oi` grammatei/j e;pempon tou.j
dou,louj auvtw/n avkou,ein auvto,n)

Supplementary Sentences for Third Declension Nouns

1) evsw,qhmen th/| ca,riti dia. pi,stewj)

2) evn th/| po,lei o ̀basileu.j me,nei( oi ̀de. àliei/j para. th/| qala,ssh|)

3) o ̀qeo.j e;cei th.n du,namin kri,sewj evn tw/| ko,smw| kai. evn tw/| ouvranw/|)

4) oi ̀ièrei/j ginw,skousi to.n no,mon( avll v ouv ginw,skousi ca,rin kai pi,stin)

5) evn th/| avnasta,sei tou/ cristou/ evla,bomen zwh.n kai. eivrh,nhn)

6) sta,sij evn th/| evkklhsi,a| evsti. kakh,)

7) o ̀basileu.j o ̀avgaqo.j ble,pei th.n h̀me,ran tou/ kuri,ou)

8) lh,myesqe du,namin avpo. tou/ qeou/ kai. e;sesqe oi ̀maqhtai. auvtou/)

9) ginw,skomen kai. to. qe,lhma kai. th.n avga,phn tou/ qeou/)

10) o ̀ku,rioj eivsh/lqen eivj to. ièro.n kata. to. e;qoj auvtou/)

11) o ̀cristo.j evdi,daske tou.j o;clouj e,n tw/| o;rei)

12) to. sw/ma tou/ kuri,ou evdoxa,sqh meta. th.n avna,stasin)

13) evn tw/| ovno,mati tou/ cristou/ e;comen evlpi,da th/j zwh/j)

14) h;kousan ta. rh̀,mata tou/ sto,matoj auvtou/ kai. e;labon to. e;leoj auvtou/)

15) ta. e;qnh ouv ginw,skei to. ba,qoj tou/ evle,ouj tou/ qeou/)

16) h̀mei/j evbapti,sqhmen ùpo. tou/ cristou/( ùmei/j de. evbapti,sqhte ùp v avposto,lou auvtou/)

17) oi ̀maqhtai. evba,ptizon evn tw/| ono,mati tou/ patro.j kai. tou/ uiòu/ kai. tou/ pneu,matoj)

18) oi` ponhroi. me,nousin evn tw/| sko,tei th/j àmarti,aj( oi` de. pistoi. avkou,ousi ta. rh̀,mata tou/ kuri,ou kai.
gi,nontai avgaqoi. maqhtai,)

19) evgw. me.n bapti,zw ùma/j evn u;dati( evkei/noj de. bapti,sei ùma/j evn tw/| pneu,mati)

20) o[tan (while) evn tw/| ko,smw| eivmi( fw/j eivmi tou/ ko,smou)
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The Participle: Present and Future

20.1 Vocabulary List

avdiki,a( h̀ unrighteousness ovfei,lw I owe, ought
dei/ it is necessary (from de,w( I must; imperfect 

= e;dei( it was necessary; infinitive = dei/n( to 
be necessary; participle = de,on( being 
necessary)

ovfqalmo,j( ò eye

evpei, since, when, because (conjunction) para,klhtoj( ò advocate, comforter
e[wj until, while (conjunction) pw/j how, in what way or 

manner (adverb)
mari,a
$maria,m%( h̀

Mary (indeclinable) ska,ndalon( to, stumbling block

mh, not (used with non-indicative mood verbs 
and verbals)

fai,nw I shine, cause to shine

mhde, and not, nor, not even (conjunction or 
adverb)

yeu,domai I lie, deceive

o[tan when, whenever (adverb) yeu,sthj( ò liar, deceiver
cei,r( ceiro,j( h̀ hand

20.2 Definition of a Participle

The participle is a verbal adjective. Its primary function is as an adjective, but it is built on a verb stem.
Therefore, it has elements of both the adjective and the verb, and a variety of functions unique to the Greek
language. The participle lends an element of precision to the language that is sometimes unsettling to the
English reader. Because of its common use, the participle is worthy of the student’s time and effort.

The verbal characteristics of the participle are as follows:

a. It has tense. Participles occur in only the present, the future, the aorist, and the perfect tenses.

b. It can have voice. Like verbs, participles can be either transitive or intransitive.

c. It has NO mood. Participles, like infinitives, are amodal.1 While its amodal character does not affect its
voice, it greatly affects the way tense works in participles. In general, the tense does not tell time with
participles, but only relates the time of the participle action or state to that of the main indicative mood
verb. For more information, see below under “The Function of the Greek Participle.”

d. It may take a direct object. This will occur, of course, only if the participle is transitive.

e. If  it  is  a  participle  from  a  state-of-being  verb,  it  may  take  a  subject  complement.  The  subject
complement of the participle will be in the nominative case (Form 1).

f. It may function as an adverb to the main verb of its clause. In such cases it is often translated with a
temporal conjunction, such as when, while, as, after, or before.

1 Amodal is made up of the prefixed alpha, meaning no, and the word modal, meaning mood.
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g. The participle itself may be modified by an adverb. Since the word “not” is an adverb, it is found with
participles. However, the form of the adverb “not” will no longer be ouv, but will be mh,.

The adjectival characteristics of the participle are as follows:

a. A participle will have case, gender and number. When functioning as a true adjective, it will take its
case, gender, and number from the noun which it modifies, as does any adjective.

b. It may be used as a noun (a substantive adjective). It can be the subject of the sentence, the direct
object of the sentence, or the object of a preposition. It can also occur in Forms 1-4, and must be
translated with a preposition preceding it.

20.3 The Forms of the Present Active Participle

The Present Transitive Active Participle of lu,w

Singular

Masculine Feminine Neuter

Form 1 lu,wn lu,ousa lu/on

Form 2 lu,ontoj luou,shj lu,ontoj

Form 3 lu,onti luou,sh| lu,onti

Form 4 lu,onta lu,ousan lu/on

Plural

Form 1 lu,ontej lu,ousai lu,onta

Form 2 luo,ntwn luousw/n luo,ntwn

Form 3 lu,ousi$n% luou,saij lu,ousi$n%

Form 4 lu,ontaj luou,saj lu,onta

The key to recognizing the present active participles is to be able to identify the signs of that participle.
There are two: &ont& and &ous&. Every present active participle will have one of these two elements. They
will also be found on the future active participle (see below).

The observant student may recognize the endings of the present active participle. The masculine and neuter
endings are the same as the mute stem third declension nouns. The feminine endings are the same as the
sigma/sibilant, double lambda forms of the first declension feminine nouns.

20.4 The Forms of the Present Participle of eivmi,

The Present Participle of eivmi,

Singular

Masculine Feminine Neuter

Form 1 w=n ou=sa o;n

Form 2 o;ntoj ou;shj o;ntoj

Form 3 o;nti ou;sh| o;nti

Form 4 o;nta ou=san o;n
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these forms. They are identical 
to the endings that are attached 
to the present active participles 
in the preceding chart. The only 
differences are the accents. 
When you memorize those end-
ings, you are also memorizing 
these participle forms.

The charts for the participle 
forms do not contain the 
translations. These will be 
discussed in detail in 20.7 
The Function of the Greek 
Participle.
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The Present Participle of eivmi,

Plural

Form 1 o;ntej ou=sai o;nta

Form 2 o;ntwn ouvsw/n o;ntwn

Form 3 ou=si$n% ou;saij ou=si$n%

Form 4 o;ntaj ou;saj o;nta

20.5 The Forms of the Present Passive Participle

The Present Transitive Passive Participle of lu,w1

Singular

Masculine Feminine Neuter

Form 1 luo,menoj luome,nh luo,menon

Form 2 luome,nou luome,nhj luome,nou

Form 3 luome,nw| luome,nh| luome,nw|

Form 4 luome,non luome,nhn luo,menon

Plural

Form 1 luo,menoi luo,menai luo,mena

Form 2 luome,nwn luome,nwn luome,nwn

Form 3 luome,noij luome,naij luome,noij

Form 4 luome,nouj luome,naj luo,mena

The sign for the present passive participle is  &men&. The masculine and neuter participles use the same
endings as the second declension masculine and neuter  nouns.  The feminine participles  use the same
endings as the first declension “any other rule” endings. 

20.6 The Forms of the Future Participles

The Future Transitive Active Participle of lu,w

Singular

Masculine Feminine Neuter

Form 1 lu,swn lu,sousa lu/son

Form 2 lu,sontoj lusou,shj lu,sontoj

Form 3 lu,sonti lusou,sh| lu,sonti

Form 4 lu,sonta lu,sousan lu/son

1 These forms correspond to the -omai form of verbs. That is to say, not only can they be passive, but they can be reflexive,
transitive active, and intransitive complete. This will be particularly true with verbs whose vocabulary form is -omai, but
can be true with -w verbs as well.
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The Future Active Participle of lu,w

Plural

Form 1 lu,sontej lu,sousai lu,sonta

Form 2 luso,ntwn lusousw/n luso,ntwn

Form 3 lu,sousi$n% lusou,saij lu,sousi$n%

Form 4 lu,sontaj lusou,saj lu,sonta

The  forms of  the  future  active  participle  are  identical  to  the  present  active  participle,  except  for  the
addition of sigma (s), the sign of the future in the participle.

The Future -omai Participle of lu,w1

Singular

Masculine Feminine Neuter

Form 1 luso,menoj lusome,nh luso,menon

Form 2 lusome,nou lusome,nhj lusome,nou

Form 3 lusome,nw| lusome,nh| lusome,nw|

Form 4 luso,menon lusome,nhn luso,menon

Plural

Form 1 luso,menoi luso,menai luso,mena

Form 2 lusome,nwn lusome,nwn lusome,nwn

Form 3 lusome,noij lusome,naij lusome,noij

Form 4 lusome,nouj lusome,naj luso,mena

The future -omai participle is identical to the present -omai participle, except for the addition of sigma (s),
the sign of the future, which is inserted directly after the stem.

The Future Transitive Passive Participle of lu,w

Singular

Masculine Feminine Neuter

Form 1 luqhso,menoj luqhsome,nh luqhso,menon

Form 2 luqhsome,nou luqhsome,nhj luqhsome,nou

Form 3 luqhsome,nw| luqhsome,nh| luqhsome,nw|

Form 4 luqhso,menon luqhsome,nhn luqhso,menon

1 These forms are identical to the present passive forms, with the inclusion of the s tense suffix. However, they are never
passive in the future, because, like the future passive verb, the future passive participle has a different form. Therefore,
these forms apply to verbs that are reflexive (mainly with -w verbs), transitive active, or intransitive complete, especially
those verbs whose vocabulary form ends in -omai.
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The Future Transitive Passive Participle of lu,w

Plural

Form 1 luqhso,menoi luqhso,menai luqhso,mena

Form 2 luqhsome,nwn luqhsome,nwn luqhsome,nwn

Form 3 luqhsome,noij luqhsome,naij luqhsome,noij

Form 4 luqhsome,nouj luqhsome,naj luqhso,mena

The forms of the future passive participle are identical to the future -omai participle, except for the addition
of theta/eta (qh), the sign of the passive in both the future and the aorist, directly after the stem.

20.7 The Function of the Greek Participle

The Time Element

Since, by definition, a participle is a verbal adjective, its primary function is to describe a noun. However,
because of the inflected nature of Greek, it can do several things. Because it is a verbal, it has tense and
sometimes voice. It can also be intransitive copulative, or intransitive complete. As it happens, only four
Greek tenses have participles: the present, the aorist, the future and the perfect.

With participles, the tense of the verb carries no time within itself. Rather, it expresses the time relationship
to the main indicative mood verb in the sentence. The four tenses of the participle show that relationship in
the following ways:
1. The action or state of the aorist participle is prior to the main indicative mood verb.

2. The action or state of the perfect participle is before the main indicative mood verb, but that action is
viewed as having a result up to the time of the main verb.

3. The action or state of the  present participle is simultaneous with the action of the main indicative
mood verb.

4. The action or state of the future participle is after, that is, to the future of, the main indicative mood
verb. The future participle is so rare in the New Testament that its study is reserved for second year
Greek.

The above statements are generalizations. There are exceptions, which will be examined in future Greek
courses. However, for the purpose of this course, the statements are adequate.

Translation Function

The Adverbial (Temporal) Participle

Participles  come in  two  varieties.  When  the  participle  has  an  article,  it  is  attributive  or  substantive.
However,  when  the  participle  is  anarthrous,  it  is  usually an  adverbial  participle,  often  temporal.  The
following general principles apply:
1. The aorist anarthrous participle can be translated with “when” or “after” as a temporal indicator.

Example: o` avpo,stoloj eivpw.n tau/ta evn tw/| ièrw/| ble,pei to.n ku,rion = After he said these things in the
temple, the apostle sees the Lord. The participle eivpw.n agrees with the word avpo,stoloj in gender, number,
and case. Since it is an aorist participle without an article, it may be translated using the word “after.” It is
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sometimes necessary to rearrange the word order for smoothness in the English translation. However, the
translation could have been, “The apostle, having said these things in the temple, sees the Lord.” But the
stronger translation in this case is to use the word “after” as the time word.
2. The perfect anarthrous participle can be translated with the helper “having” plus the past participle of

the English verb. We will leave discussion of this participle for a later lesson.

3. The English present participle is formed with the -ing ending of the verb: running, jumping, loosing,
etc. The Greek present anarthrous participle can be translated with “while” or “as,” plus the English
present participle.

Example: o` avpo,stoloj ei=de to.n ku,rion le,gwn tau/ta evn tw/| ièrw/|  =  The apostle saw the Lord while
saying these things in the temple. 

The translation indicates that the “saying” occurs at the same time as the “seeing,” using the indicator
“while.” Note that the participle le,gwn is in the singular, masculine, nominative (Form 1), indicating that
the  apostle,  o`  avpo,stoloj,  also  Form 1,  is  doing the speaking.  Had it  been the Lord  (ku,rion-Form 4)
speaking, the participle would have been in the singular masculine accusative (Form 4).

Example: ble,pomen to.n avpo,stolon le,gonta tau/ta evn tw/| ièrw/|  = We see the apostle while he is saying
these things  in  the temple.  We insert  “he is”  after  “while” to  indicate  that  it  is  the apostle  speaking.
Otherwise, the English reader may think that “we” are saying these things.  This would be a “dangling
participle” in English. Dangling participles cannot occur in the Greek because of the inflected nature of the
language.

Example: proserco,meqa tw/| avposto,lw| le,gonti tau/ta evn tw/| ièrw/| = We are coming to the apostle while he
is saying these things in the temple. The participle  le,gonti (Form 3)  agrees with the noun to which it is
referring,  avposto,lw|,  also Form 3. In this example, it is masculine dative singular because  avposto,lw| is
masculine singular dative. We insert “he is” before “saying” for clarity, but the participle could legitimately
be translated simply “while saying,” which would be confusing in the English translation.

Example: didaskome,nw| ùpo, tou/ avposto,lou( prose,rcontai auvtw/| oi` dou/loi = While being taught by the
apostle,  the  slaves  are  coming  to  him.  The  passive  participle  didaskome,nw| (Form 3)  agrees  with  the
pronoun auvtw/| (Form 3). But it is temporal, so we use the time word “while.” Who is being taught? The
only possibility is the slaves, since they are the only ones mentioned in the clause.

The Attributive Participle

Like other adjectives, the participle can stand in the attributive position. In other words, it has the article,
and attributes a quality to the noun which it modifies. Often it follows the noun which it modifies, though
this is not universal. The best way to translate the articular attributive participle is by using the English
relative pronoun, and turning the participle into an actual verb.

Example: o` avpo,stoloj o` le,gwn tau/ta evn tw/| ièrw/| ble,pei to.n ku,rion = The apostle who says (or, who is
saying) these things in the temple sees the Lord.

The articular participle  o` le,gwn (Form 1) is describing the subject,  avpo,stoloj (Form 1), the one who is
saying these things. 

The Substantive Participle

Like all adjectives, the participle can stand for a noun, rather than describing a noun. As such, it will be
part of the clause to which it is related as the subject, the object, or in one of the oblique cases such as the
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genitive, ablative, dative, locative, instrumental or accusative. As a noun (a substantive), the participle is
best translated “the one who” or “the ones who” when referring to a person or persons, or “that which”
when referring to an inanimate object. If the participle is referring to something that is a neuter thing in
English, it can be translated “the thing (or things) which.” Remember, it is not the gender of the noun
which determines when something must be translated as a neuter, it is the English idiom to which the
translation must conform.

Example: ei=don to.n le,gonta tau/ta evn tw/|  ièrw/|  =  I saw the one who was saying these things in the
temple.  The articular participle  to.n le,gonta (Form 4)  is the direct object of the verb  ei=don. It also has a
direct object, tau/ta (Form 4) and is transitive active. Because of word order, the prepositional phrase evn tw/|
ièrw/| is adverbial to the participle  telling where  the saying occurred. The participle  translation is “was
saying” though it is present tense. This is because its time is simultaneous with the past tense verb ei=don.

Example: ei=don tou.j le,gontaj tau/ta = I saw the ones who were saying these things. The plural articular
participle tou.j le,gontaj is again the object of the verb. And again the translation of the present participle is
past time because its action is considered to be occurring at the same time as the past tense verb.

Example: o` avdelfo.j th/j legou,shj tau/ta dou/lo,j evstin = The brother of the woman who is saying these
things  is  a  slave.  The  gender  of  the  substantive  participle  th/j  legou,shj is  feminine.  It  is,  therefore,
translated with the word “woman,” which is the regular practice with feminine substantive adjectives. Here
the participle is in the genitive (Form 2), and is translated “of the woman who....”

Example: o` pisteu,wn eivj to.n evgei,ronta tou.j nekrou.j sw,zetai = The one who believes in the one who
raises the dead is being saved. The first participle,  o` pisteu,wn (Form 1) is the subject of the  transitive
passive verb sw,zetai. The second participle, to.n evgei,ronta (Form 4), is the object of the preposition eivj.

Example: ta. blepo,mena ouv me,nei eivj to.n aivwna = The things which are being seen do not remain forever.
Here, the articular participle ta. blepo,mena is the subject of the negated verb me,nei.

20.8 The Diagramming of the Greek Participle

The participle is diagrammed on stilts because of its verbal aspect. Many grammars refer to the participle
and its related words as a “participle clause.” That is because the participle takes the place of a verb, and
may  have  either  a  subject,  an  object,  or  both.  In  addition  it  may  have  adverbial  modifiers,  such  as
prepositional phrases or infinitives.

The Adverbial Participle

o` avpo,stoloj ei=de to.n ku,rion le,gwn tau/ta evn tw/| ièrw/|  =  While saying these things in the temple, the
apostle saw the Lord. It is legitimate to change the order of clauses if it fits the style of English better.

avpo,stoloj ei=de1 ku,rion
o`  to.n

le,gwn2 tau/ta
evn ièrw/|

tw/|

1Aorist, transitive active, indicative, third person, singular, from or̀a,w)
2Present, transitive active, participle, masculine, singular nominative, from le,gw)
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The participle le,gwn is diagrammed on a stilt beneath the verb ei=de
because of its temporal aspect. It agrees with the subject avpo,stoloj
in  gender,  number,  and  case,  because  it  is  the  subject  that  is
performing the act of “saying.”
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The Attributive Participle

o` avpo,stoloj le,gwn tau/ta evn tw/| ièrw/| ble,pei to.n ku,rion  =  The apostle who says these things in the
temple sees the Lord.

avpo,stoloj ble,pei1 ku,rion
o` to.n
le,gwn2 tau/ta
evn ièrw/|

tw/|

The order of parsing for participles is as follows: tense, transitiveness, participle, gender, number, case.

The Substantive Participle

ei=don to.n le,gonta tau/ta evn tw/| ièrw/| = I saw the one who was saying these things in the temple.
le,gonta2 tau/ta

to.n
evn ièrw/|

tw/|
I ei=don1

1Aorist, transitive active, indicative, first person, singular, from or̀a,w)
2Present, transitive active, participle, masculine, singular, accusative, le,gw)

o` avdelfo.j th/j legou,shj tau/ta dou/lo,j evstin = The brother of the woman who is saying these things is a
slave.

avdelfo.j evstin1 dou/lo,j
o`
legou,shj2 tau/ta

th/j

o` pisteu,wn eivj to.n evgei,ronta tou.j nekrou.j sw,zetai = The one who believes on the one who raises the
dead is being saved.

pisteu,wn2

o`
evgei,ronta3 nekrou.j

to.n tou.j
eivj

sw,zetai1

1Present, transitive passive, indicative, third person, singular, from sw|,zw)
2Present, intransitive complete, participle, masculine, singular, nominative, from pisteu,w)
3Present, transitive active, participle, masculine singular accusative, from evgei,rw)
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Quite  often  the attributive participle  will  be  articular,  but  there  are
cases where it is  anarthrous as here. As an attributive adjective, it is
diagrammed on a stilt beneath the noun which it modifies.

The  genitive  participle  is  not  attributive,  even  though  it  is  dia-
grammed as an adjective. It is, in fact, a genitive of relationship, in-
dicating whose brother is a slave.

The  articular  accusative  participle  is  the  direct  object  of  the  verb.
Participles as objects are common in the New Testament.

This sentence illustrates the substantive participle as both a sub-
ject (pisteu,wn) and the object of a preposition (evgei,ronta),  two
more common constructions in the New Testament. Multiple par-
ticiples in a sentence occur often, especially in Paul’s writings.

1Present, intransitive copulative, indicative, third person, singular, from eivmi,)
2Present, transitive active, participle, feminine, singular, genitive, from le,gw)

1Present, transitive active, indicative, third person, singular, from ble,pw)
2Present, transitive active, participle, masculine, singular, nominative, from le,gw)
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20.9 Exercises

Translate the following sentences, and diagram 3,  4, 5, 8, 11, 15, 17, 18, 19, 20, 22, 24.

1) e;ti o;nta evn tw/| ièrw/| ei;domen auvto,n)

2) h=lqon pro.j auvto.n bapti,zonta tou.j maqhta,j)

3) tou/to evstin to. euvagge,lion to. khrusso,menon evn th/| gh/| kai. sw/zon tou.j avnqrw,pouj)

4) evkhru,cqh ùp v auvtw/n to. euvagge,lion to sw/zon tou.j àmartwlou,j)

5) didasko,menoi ùpo. tou/ messi,ou evporeu,esqe evn th|/ òdw/| th|/ avnabainou,sh| eivj th.n e;rhmon)

6) au[th evsti.n h̀ evkklhsi,a h̀ pisteu,ousa eivj to.n ku,rion)

7) h=san evn tw/| oi;kw| luome,nw| ùpo. tou/ a;rcontoj)

8) h=san evn tw/| oi;kw| tw/| luome,nw| ùpo. tou/ a;rcontoj)

9) tou/to, evsti o ̀lo,goj o ̀sw/zwn hm̀a/j)

10) ei=pen de. Maria.m pro.j to.n a;ggelon( pw/j e;stai tou/to evpei. a;ndra ouv ginw,skw)

11) a[gioi, evisin oi ̀pisteu,ontej eivj to.n ku,rion kai. swzo,menoi ùp v au,tou/)

12) avkou,onta de. ta. e;qnh $Gentiles% e;cairen kai. evdo,xazon to.n lo,gon tou/ kuri,ou)

13) ou-to,j evstin o ̀a;rcwn o ̀deco,meno,j me eivj to.n oi=kon au,tou/)

14) ei;domen tou.j lamba,nontaj ta. dw/ra avpo. tw/n te,knwn)

15) ùmei/j evk tou/ patro.j tou/ diabo,lou evste.( kai. evn th/| avlhqei,a| ouvc e;stin( o[ti yeu,sthj evsti.n kai. o`
path.r auvtou/)

16) evxh,lqomen pro.j auvtou.j a;gontej ta. te,kna)

7) para,klhton e;comen pro.j to.n pate,ra( ivhsou/n cristo.n di,kaion)

18) oi ̀pisteu,ontej ei,j to.n ku,rion sw,zontai)

19) evxercome,noj evk th/j evkklhsi,aj le,gei h̀mi/n tau/ta)

20) o ̀se. deco,menoj de,cetai kai. to.n ku,rion)

21) diwko,menoi ùpo. tou/ a;rcontoj proseuco,meqa tw/| qew/|)

22) ai ̀evkklhsi,ai ai ̀luo,menai ùpo. tou/ ponhrou/ a;rcontoj doxa,zontai ùpo. tou/ kuri,ou)

23) avnaginw,skomen ta. grafo,mena evn tw/| bibli,w/| th/j zwh/j)

24) tou/to, evsti to. pneu/ma to. sw/zon ùma/j kai. kaqari,zon ùma/j avpo. tw/n àmartiw/n ùmw/n)

25) oi ̀o;ntej uiòi. tou/ qeou/ ovfei,lousi me,nein evn tw/| lo,gw| auvtou/)
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Lesson Twenty-one

The Participle: Aorist Transitive Active w and -omai Forms

21.1 Vocabulary List

avbraa,m( ò Abraham mhke,ti no longer (adverb)
aivw,nioj( &on eternal ka,qhmai I sit

grammateu,j( -te,wj( o` scribe pro,swpon( to, face
diw,kw I pursue, persecute shmei/on( to, sign
e;qnoj( e;qnouj( to, nation, Gentiles (plural) si,mwn( si,mwnoj( o` Simon
evnw,pion before (preposition) sto,ma( sto,matoj( to, mouth

ièroso,luma( to, or 
iverousalh,m( h̀

Jerusalem (transliteration) sunagwgh,( h̀ synagogue

mhde,)))mhde, neither...nor (correlative 
conjunction)

u[dwr( u[datoj( to, water

Some Common Second Aorist Participles
eivpw,n having said (from le,gw) evlqw,n having come (from e;rcomai)
evnegkw,n having borne, brought (from fe,rw) ivdw,n having seen (from or̀a,w)

21.2 The Structure of the Aorist Participle

Like the aorist indicative verbs, there are both first and second aorist participles. They are built on the first
and second aorist  stems. However, since the aorist  participle is outside the indicative mood, it has no
augment.

The First Aorist

We will again use the participle of  lu,w to indicate the structure of the active participle. The first aorist
active participle of lu,w has the present stem (lu), followed by a sigma alpha (sa). The sigma (s) is a tense
suffix; the alpha (a) is a thematic vowel. These three elements make up the aorist stem for the participle,
lu,sa&.

The -omai aorist participle is never passive. It can be transitive active, or intransitive complete, or, in some
cases have a reflexive force. Traditionally, this participle is referred to as middle voice. The aorist stem of
the -omai participle is the same as that of the aorist active (lusa-).

See section 21.3 below.

The Second Aorist

We  will  use  lei,pw as  an  example  of  the  second  aorist,  but  each  irregular  verb  must  be  identified
individually. The second aorist participle of lei,pw is built on the second aorist stem lip&. Note the e has
dropped out. Such stem changes are what makes the second aorist irregular.

The same is true with the second aorist -omai participle. It begins with the second aorist stem (lip&), to
which is added the sign of the -omai participle (men).

 See section 21.4 below.
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21.3 The Declension of the First Aorist Participle

The First Aorist Transitive Active Participle of
lu,w

Singular

Masculine Feminine Neuter

Form 1 lu,saj lu,sasa lu/san

Form 2 lu,  santoj  lusa,shj lu,santoj

Form 3 lu,  santi  lusa,sh| lu,santi

Form 4 lu,santa lu,sasan lu/san

Plural

Form 1 lu,santej lu,sasai lu,santa

Form 2 lusa,ntwn lusasw/n lusa,ntwn

Form 3 lu,sasi$n% lusa,saij lu,sasi$n%

Form 4 lu,santaj lusa,saj lu,santa

The First Aorist -omai Participle of lu,w

Singular

Form 1 lusa,menoj lusame,nh lusa,menon

Form 2 lusame,nou lusame,nhj lusame,nou

Form 3 lusame,nw| lusame,nh| lusame,nw|

Form 4 lusa,menon lusame,nhn lusa,menon

Plural

Form 1 lusa,menoi lusa,menai lusa,mena

Form 2 lusame,nwn lusame,nwn lusame,nwn

Form 3 lusame,noij lusame,naij lusame,noij

Form 4 lusame,nouj lusame,naj lusa,mena

12.4 The Declension of the Second Aorist Participle

The Second Aorist Active Participle of lei,pw

Singular

Masculine Feminine Neuter

Form 1 lipw,n lipou/sa lipo,n

Form 2 lipo,ntoj lipou,shj lipo,ntoj

Form 3 lipo,nti lipou,sh| lipo,nti

Form 4 lipo,nta lipou/san lipo,n
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Note: The nominative form 
(Form 1) has the ending 
added directly to the aorist 
stem in all genders.

Note: The masculine and 
neuter participles, with some 
exceptions, have nt- before 
the ending. For these regular 
participles, it is best to memo-
rize the entire addition to the 
original stem, which are in 
bold and underlined in this 
paradigm.

Note: All -omai participles, 
both first and second aorist, 
have -men to indicate the -omai 
form. There are no exceptions 
to this.

The regular verb of the -w 
conjugation will always 
have the participle forms 
presented here.

These participle forms are 
traditionally called active, 
though they may also be 
intransitive complete.

The -omai participles are 
generally called either 
passive or deponent, but 
may be transitive active 
or intransitive complete, 
or in some cases reflex-
ive.

As with the first aorist 
participle, these second 
aorist participle forms are 
traditionally called active, 
though they may also be 
intransitive complete.

Note that these forms are 
identical to the present 
participle, the difference 
being in the stem change, 
which indicates a tense 
change.
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The Second Aorist Active Participle of lei,pw

Plural

Form 1 lipo,ntej lipou/sai lipo,nta

Form 2 lipo,ntwn lipousw/n lipo,ntwn

Form 3 lipou/si$n% lipou,saij lipou/si$n%

Form 4 lipo,ntaj lipou,saj lipo,nta

The Second Aorist -omai Participle of lei,pw

Singular

Form 1 lipo,menoj lipome,nh lipo,menon

Form 2 lipome,nou lipome,nhj lipome,nou

Form 3 lipome,nw| lipome,nh| lipome,nw|

Form 4 lipo,menon lipome,nhn lipo,menon

Plural

Form 1 lipo,menoi lipo,menai lipo,mena

Form 2 lipome,nwn lipome,nwn lipome,nwn

Form 3 lipome,noij lipome,naij lipome,noij

Form 4 lipome,nouj lipome,naj lipo,mena

21.5 How the Aorist Participle Works

The Tense of the Participle

As with the present participle, the aorist participle has two major functions. The anarthrous participle is
largely adverbial,  though a number of examples occur where it  has an adjectival force.  The  articular
participle is generally an adjective or a substantive (acting as a noun).

The tense of the participle relates to both time and kind of action. The kind of action for the present, aorist,
future, and perfect participles is the same as that for regular verbs. It is the time of the action that is relative
to the time of the main indicative mood verb of its clause. 

Generally speaking, the time of the action or state of the present participle is simultaneous with the main
indicative mood verb of the sentence or clause to which it is related. There are exceptions to this, but they
are rare. 

The time of the action or state of the aorist participle is prior to that of the main indicative mood verb. The
literal translation of the aorist participle is “having loosed.” However, sometimes the literal translation will
not  be  the  best  translation.  And at  times,  it  will  be  an  impossible  translation.  Hence,  in  relating  the
temporal (anarthrous) aorist participle to the main clause, it is often best to translate it using the adverbial
conjunction “after.”

Example: evxelqw.n evk tou/ oi;kou tau/ta ei=pen  = Having gone out of the house, he said these things. In
other words, he went out of the house before he said these things. The aorist participle  evxelqw.n denotes
action prior to the action expressed by  ei=pen. Hence, a more idiomatic translation in English would be,
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“After he went out of the house, he said these things.” Even though the literal translation of the participle
works in this case, the idiomatic translation is equally accurate. The student should get in the habit of
considering aorist participles to mean “after” as a matter of course, even if the literal translation is used.
Exceptions are not uncommon, and will be studied in subsequent courses.

Note the contrast between the literal and idiomatic translations in the following examples:

Example: eivpw.n tau/ta( avph/lqen = Having said these things, he departed. Again, the literal translation of
the participle is possible, though the preferred idiomatic English translation would be, “After he said these
things, he departed.”

Suppose,  however,  the sentence had read,  le,gwn tau/ta( avph/lqen.  In this  case,  the participle action is
occurring at the same time as that of the main verb, and should be translated, “While (or as) he was saying
these things, he departed.” 

In Greek, it is perfectly acceptable to have an aorist participle in a clause with a present tense main verb.
Note the following example:

Example: eivpw.n tau/ta( avpe,rcetai = Having said these things, he departs. Clearly such a translation is
awkward for the English reader. Another translation is, “After he said these things, he departs.” This is also
awkward. Neither is standard English. There are times when a literal translation of a participle  cannot
occur, since to do so would violate English rules of grammar. This reminds us that the translation must
follow the rules of the target language, not the original language. The best English translation, though it is
not good Greek, is “After he said these things, he departed.”

Example: prosh/lqon auvtw/| eivpo,nti tau/ta  =  They came to him after he said these things.  The literal
translation of the participle is “They came to him having said these things.” Such a translation cannot stand
because  in  English  the  participle  “having  said”  refers  to  the  subject  of  the  sentence  in  English  use.
However, the Greek construction makes it clear that it is not the subject “they,” but the pronoun “him” to
which the participle is referring, as both are in the same form, Form 3, in this case the dative.

In the case of an articular participle, the time of the action or state cannot be as easily included in the
translation, but must still be understood.

Example: pistai, eivsin ai` dexa,menai tou.j avposto,louj tou.j diwkome,nouj  =  Faithful are the ones who
received the apostles who are being persecuted.  The kind of action takes precedence over the time of
action with articular participles, though the time element is still  present. More about the articular and
anarthrous use of the participle is on the next page.

Voice in Participles

Like verbs, only transitive participles have voice. All participles, however, will occur in the form of either
the -w, or -omai verbs. Also like verbs, intransitive participles have no voice, no matter what the form is.

Example: sunagago,ntej oi` avposto,loi evdo,xasan to. o;noma tou/ kuriou/  =  Having gathered together, the
apostles  glorified the  name of  the  Lord.  This  could  also be translated,  “The apostles,  while  gathered
together, glorified the name of the Lord.” The present tense participle sunagago,ntej, while the form allows
for transitive active, is intransitive complete because it has no direct object, and its form does not allow the
passive  voice.  Hence,  it  has  no  true  voice,  which  should  be  reflected  in  its  parsing  thus:  present,
intransitive complete, participle, masculine, plural, nominative, from suna,gw)

The main indicative mood verb may be in the future. Again, the aorist participle is viewed as occurring
prior to the action of the main verb.
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Example: evlqo,ntej pro.j to.n ku,rion( ovyo,meqa auvto,n = Having come to the lord, we shall see Him. The
more idiomatic translation is, “After we come to the Lord, we shall see Him.”

The Articular and Anarthrous Uses of the Participle

When the participle  has an article  and is  therefore in  the  attributive position,  it  acts  either  as  a  pure
adjective, or as a substantive. In such cases, the article can be translated either “who,” or “the one who.” If
plural, “the ones who” is correct. The participle itself is translated as though it were the main verb of a
relative clause. Note these examples:

Example: o` maqhth.j o` avkou,saj tau/ta evn tw/| ièrw/| h=lqen eivj to.n oi=kon = The disciple who heard these
things in the temple went into the house. The participle avkou,saj is used as an adjective to modify the noun
maqhth.j.  Literally,  it  could  be  translated  “The  having-heard-these-things  disciple...”  as  though  the
participle phrase actually acted as a single adjective. Contrast this example with the following one:

Example: o` maqhth.j avkou,saj tau/ta evn tw/| ièrw/| h=lqen eivj to.n oi=kon = After he heard (or, after having
heard) these things in the temple, the disciple went into the house. In this example, since the participle
avkou,saj has no article, it will normally be translated temporally rather than attributively.

These two examples will be diagrammed differently because of their function. The attributive participle
will be diagrammed thusly:

maqhth.j h=lqen1

o` eivj oi=kon
avkou,saj2 tau/ta to.n

o`
evn ièrw/|

tw/|

Since the above participle is attributive, it must be diagrammed beneath the noun that it modifies. Note the
diagram of the temporal participle below:

maqhth.j h=lqen1

o` eivj oi=kon
to.n

avkou,saj2 tau/tà
evn ièrw/|

tw/|
1Aorist, intransitive complete, third person, singular, e;rcomai)
2Aorist, transitive active, participle, masculine, singular, nominative, avkou,w)

In this example, since the above participle is temporal (adverbial), and diagrammed beneath the main verb.
The temporal function is probably the most common use of the anarthrous participle, but there are several
others. A good intermediate grammar should cover the various uses of the anarthrous participle, as does
Burton’s Moods and Tenses of New Testament Greek.

As noted, it is common to translate the substantive participle “the one (or ones) who” plus the meaning of
the verb. Substantive participles can act as subjects, objects, or objects of prepositions.

Example: o` avkou,saj tau/ta avph/lqen  =  The one who heard these things went away. Here the articular
participle acts as the subject of the verb. Note the diagram on the next page:
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avkou,saj2 tau/ta 
o`

avph/lqen1

1Aorist, intransitive complete, third person, singular, from avpe,rcomai)
2Aorist, transitive active, participle, masculine, singular nominative, from avkou,w)

Since the above participle is aorist, the hearing of these things by the subject occurred before the subject
departed.  The  temporal  relationship  is  still  there,  but  it  cannot  be  reflected  in  the  translation  of  a
substantive participle.

The substantive participle can also be used as a direct object.

Example: ei=don tou.j eivpo,ntaj tau/ta = I saw the ones who said these things. The act of seeing occurred
after the act of saying. If the writer wanted to indicate that the speaker saw the ones saying these things at
the time they said them, he would have used a present participle.

eivpo,ntaj2 tau/ta
tou.j

I ei=don1

1Aorist, transitive active, indicative, first person, singular, from or̀a,w)
2Aorist, transitive active, participle, masculine, singular, nominative, from le,gw)

21.6 Exercises

Translate the following sentences, and diagram 2, 4, 6, 7, 9,  11, 12, 16, 18

1) labo,ntej tau/ta para. tw/n pisteu,ontwn eivj to.n ku,rion evxh,lqomen eivj th.n e;rhmon)

2) pistai, eivsin ai` dexa,menai tou.j diwkome,nouj ùpo. tou/ a;rcontoj)

3) ei;domen auvtou.j kai. me,nontaj evn tw/| oi;kw| kai. evxelqo,ntaj evx auvtou/) (Watch this one. It’s tricky.)

4) oi ̀ivdo,ntej to.n ku,rion h=lqon pro.j tou.j avgago,ntaj to.n maqhth.n evk tou/ ièrou/)

5) tau/ta ei;pomen peri. tou/ sw,santoj h̀ma/j)

6) ou-toi, eivsin oi ̀khru,xantej to. euvagge,lion( avll v evkei/noi, eivsin oi ̀diw,xantej tou.j pisteu,ontaj)

7) prosenegko,ntej tw/|  kuri,w|  to.n  diwko,menon ùpo.  tou/  a;rcontoj tou/  ponhrou/(  avph,lqete ei,j  a;llon
to,pon)

8) ou-to,j evstin o ̀a;rtoj o ̀evk tou/ ouvranou/ katabai,nwn)

9) evpi,steusaj eivj auvto.n eivpo,nta tau/ta)

10) kai. th.n po,lin th.n àgi,an iverousalh.m kainh.n ei=don katabai,nousan evk tou/ ouvranou/ avpo. tou/ qeou/)

11) o ̀mh. ivdw.n to.n ku,rion ouvk evpi,steusen eivj auvton)

12) tau/ta ei=pen o ̀ku,rioj e;ti w;n evn th/| òdw/| toi/j evxelqou/sin evk tou/ oi;kou kai. poreuome,noij met  auvtou/)’
13) avkou,santej ta. leg,omena ùpo tou/ kuri,ou evpi,steusan eivj auto,n)
14) h;lqen de. eivj to. o;roj ivhsou/j kai. evka,qhto meta. tw/n maqhtw/n auvtou/Å

15)  ei;domen tou.j genome,nouj maqhta.j tou/ kuri,ou kai. e;ti me,nontaj evn th/| evlpi,di auvtw/n th/| prw,th|)

16) ta. te,kna ta. labo,nta tau/ta avpo. tw/n avkousa,ntwn tou/ kuri,ou ei=don auvto.n e;ti o;nta evn tw/| oi;kw|)

17) ivdou/sai au[tai to.n khru,xanta to. euvagge,lion evkei/no( h=lqon pro.j auvto.n evrco,menon eivj to.n oi=kon)
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18) oi ̀a;ggeloi oi ̀peso,ntej evk tou/ ouvranou/ ponhroi. h=san)
19) kai. avpokriqei.j ò ivhsou/j e;legen dida,skwn evn tw/| ìerw/|\ pw/j le,gousin oì grammatei/j o[ti ò cristo.j uìo.j daui,d

evstinÈ

20) tau/ta avpekri,qh toi/j prosenegkou/sin auvtw/| ta. te,kna)
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The Participle: Aorist Transitive Passive

22.1 Vocabulary List

avpolu,w I release, let go ptwco,j( &h,( &o,n poor
avspa,zomai I greet sa,bbaton( to, Sabbath
evkei/ (adverb) there stratiw,thj( ou( o` soldier (1st declension masc.)
evpiqumi,a( h̀ strong desire, lust swthri,a( h̀ salvation
euvqe,wj( euvqu,j (adverb) immediately fulakh,( h̀ guard, prison
im̀a,tion( to, garment crei,a( h̀ need
kairo,j( o` season, time cro,noj( o` time, time period
loipo,j( &h,( &o,n remaining w-de here, in or at this place
oi ̀loipoi, the rest, the remaining ones w[ra( h̀ hour
maka,rioj( &a( &on blessed, happy w[ste (conjunction) so that
me,soj( &h( &on middle, midst  avsi,a Asia

22.2 The Declension of the Aorist Passive Participle

Both first and second aorist passive participles use exactly the same endings. The first aorist stem consists
of the present stem with a theta epsilon (qe) tense suffix except for the feminine forms, the nominative
singular, and Form 3 plural where it is qei. For instance, the aorist passive stem with the tense suffix of lu,w
is luqei or luqe) To that one adds the aorist passive endings to the stem to form masculine, feminine or
neuter participles. Remember, with participles, there is no augment in the aorist.

Aorist Passive Participle Endings

Singular

Masculine Feminine Neuter

Form 1 &j &sa &n

Form 2 &ntoj &shj &ntoj

Form 3 &nti &sh| &nti

Form 4 &nta &san &n

Plural

Form 1 &ntej &sai &nta

Form 2 &ntwn &swn &ntwn

Form 3 &si$n% &saij &si$n%

Form 4 &ntaj &saj &nta
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Do not bother trying 
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See the paradigm for 
lu,w on the next page.
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While the student should familiarize himself with the above chart, it is better to memorize the following
forms for the first aorist of lu,w, and the second aorist of avposte,llw.

First Aorist Passive Participle of lu,w

Singular

Masculine Feminine Neuter

Form 1 luqei,j luqei/sa luqe,n

Form 2 luqe,ntoj luqei,shj luqe,ntoj

Form 3 luqe,nti luqei,sh| luqe,nti

Form 4 luqe,nta luqei/san luqe,n

Plural

Form 1 luqe,ntej luqei/sai luqe,nta

Form 2 luqe,ntwn luqeisw/n luqe,ntwn

Form 3 luqei/si$n% luqei,saij luqei/si$n%

Form 4 luqe,ntaj luqei,saj luqe,nta

Second Aorist Passive Participle of avposte,llw

Singular

Masculine Feminine Neuter

Form 1 avpostalei,j avpostalei/sa avpostale,n

Form 2 avpostale,ntoj avpostalei,shj avpostale,ntoj

Form 3 avpostale,nti avpostalei,sh| avpostale,nti

Form 4 avpostale,nta avpostalei/san avpostale,n

Plural

Form 1 avpostale,ntej avpostalei/sai avpostale,nta

Form 2 avpostale,ntwn avpostaleisw/n avpostale,ntwn

Form 3 avpostalei/si$n% avpostalei,saij avpostalei/si$n%

Form 4 avpostale,ntaj avpostalei,saj avpostale,nta

22.3 How the Aorist Passive Works

The Time of the Aorist Passive Participle

Like all aorist participles, the aorist passive participle indicates action before the time of the main verb of
its clause. However, exception to this principle do occur, especially with aorist main verbs, where the
action is sometimes simultaneous. 

The Articular and Anarthrous Uses of the Aorist Passive Participle

It  also functions like the articular and anarthrous participles in other tenses and voices.  The adverbial
indicator “after” can be used when the temporal idea is being emphasized. Like other participles, if it is
articular it can be used as an adjective or substantive (a noun).
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It is best to memorize these 
endings, starting in each case 
with the q.
For example:

Singular
Masc    Fem    Neut
-qei,j   -qei/sa   -qe,n
-qe,ntoj   -qei,shj  -qe,ntoj
-qe,nti   -qei,sh|   -qe,nti
-qe,nta   -qei/san  -qe,n

Plural
Masc    Fem      Neut
-qe,ntej   -qei/sai   -qe,nta
-qe,ntwn   -qeisw/n  -qe,ntwn
-qei/si$n%   -qei,saij  -qei/si$n%
-qe,ntaj   -qei,saj   -qe,nta

These are identical endings 
as the first aorist, but 
lacking the q.
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The Translation of the Aorist Passive Participle

Translations  of  the  Greek  participle  into  English  are  difficult,  as  English  has  no  direct  equivalent.
Therefore, the translations only approximate the meaning of the Greek participle, so that the teacher of
Scripture must  often explain the significance of the original construction while avoiding the technical
reasons for it.

The closest literal translation of the aorist passive participle is “having been” plus the meaning of the verb
expressed  by the  English  past  participle.  So  the  aorist  passive  participle  of  luqei,j would  literally  be
translated “having been loosed.” However, a more idiomatic translation of the anarthrous aorist passive
participle would be “after he was (or had been) loosed,” while a more idiomatic translation of the articular
would  be  “the  one  who was  (or  had  been)  loosed.”  Note  the  idiomatic  translations  of  the  following
examples:

Example: evkblhqe,,nta ta. daimo,nia ùpo. tou/ kuri,ou avph/lqen eivj th.n qa,lassan = After the demons were
cast out by the Lord, they departed into the sea.

Example: evgerqe,nti evk tw/n nekrw/n prosh/lqon auvtw/| = After He was (or had been) raised from the dead,
they came to Him.

Example: oi` didacqe,ntej ùpo. tou/ avposto,lou h=lqon eivj to.n oi=kon = The ones who were (or had been)
taught by the apostle went into the house.

22.4 The Genitive Absolute

The Form of the Genitive Absolute

The word “absolute” in language means a construction that is not grammatically related to a sentence, but
loosely related to the main clause. Such constructions are common in Greek, the most common being the
genitive absolute. It consists of a noun or pronoun, acting like a subject, and a participle, both in Form 2,
the “genitive form.” The construction is not, however, genitive in function. It is an independent clause,
used when the subject or object of the main clause is not the subject of the Form 2 participle. Any attempt
to give a genitive absolute a “literal” translation is doomed to failure and will produce only confusion. 

Example: eivpo,ntwn tau/ta tw/n avposto,lwn( oi ̀maqhtai. avph/lqon = After the apostles said these things, the
disciples departed.1 Acting like a subject of the participle  eivpo,ntwn is the Form 2 noun  avposto,lwn. The
English translation is an adverbial clause modifying the verb. Furthermore, the subject of the main clause,
maqhtai., is not related to the Form 2 participle, at all. Note the diagram below.

maqhtai. avph/lqon1

oi`
avposto,lwn eivpo,ntwn2 tau/ta 

tw/n

1Aorist, intransitive complete, indicative, third person, plural, from avpe,rcomai)
1Aorist, transitive active, participle, masculine, singular, nominative, from or̀a,w)

1 The genitive absolute could be translated as an English nominative absolute, “The apostles, having said these things....”
However, it should be translated as a temporal aorist participles with the adverbial conjunction “after,” which emphasizes
its temporal nature, which a nominative absolute in English does not do.
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solute construction. First is the gap in the line descending
from the verb to the absolute clause. Second is the dotted
line between the noun and the participle. These elements
indicate that the construction is not a normal participle
use, but in an absolute construction.
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The Purpose for the Genitive Absolute

As noted, the genitive absolute is a way of showing a temporal relationship when the noun or pronoun
associated in the subject position with the participle is different than any noun or pronoun in the main
clause. In English, this would be considered a “dangling participle.” The most common way of indicating
temporal ideas, including the sense of “after,” is to use the participle. When there is no relationship to the
subject, object, or any other noun of the main clause exits, absolute constructions occur. Note the following
examples of the genitive absolute:

Example: le,gontoj auvtou/ tau/ta( oi` maqhtai. avph/lqon = While he was saying these things, the disciples
departed. The genitive absolute participle indicates that the action of saying occurs at the same time as the
action of departing, but the subject of the main clause is not performing the participle action.

Example: tw/n maqhtw/n didacqe,ntwn ùpo. tou/ kuri,ou( evxh/lqon eivj th.n e;rhmon oi` dou/loi  =  After the
disciples were (or had been) taught by the Lord, the slaves went out into the desert. Again the subject of
the sentence, dou/loi, is not the same as the noun, maqhtw/n, associated with the participle, didacqe,ntwn. The
action of the aorist participle precedes the action of the main verb.

22.5 The Accusative of General Reference

The accusative of general reference is the use of the accusative (Form 4) in an abnormal way. Rather than
being used as the object of a verb, participle, or preposition, it has a different function. With infinitives it is
used  as  though it  were  the  subject  of  the  verbal  idea  within  the  infinitive.  Because  of  this  apparent
relationship,  some,  such  as  Summers,  refer  to  this  as  a  “subject  accusative.”  This  is  unfortunate
terminology.  Technically  the  infinitive  is  a  noun,  and  therefore  cannot  have  a  subject.  Hence,  the
nominative, which we would expect to see, cannot not occur. The accusative of general reference is simply
the use of the accusative in place of what would be the subject, if the infinitive could have one. We do
essentially the same thing in English when we say something like, “Mother wants me to go to the store.”
What mother wants is expressed in the entire infinitive structure, “me to go to the store.” One cannot say,
“Mother wants I to go...,” because the entire infinitive structure is the object of the verb wants. Infinitives
do not take nominatives, even in English.

For the purposes of diagramming, we will place the accusative of general reference before the infinitive as
though it were the subject of a regular verb, and place a dotted line between the two, to indicate that the
accusative is not a true subject.

Another interesting fact is that since an infinitive is a noun, it can be the object of a preposition, and it can
take the article. Often this is the neuter nominative article following a preposition such as di,a( pro( eivj( or
me,ta, or it can also be the Form 3 article after the preposition evn. To help the student with translating such
structures, we will provide several examples.

Example: meta. to. avpoluqh/nai to.n o;clon( avph/lqen ò ku,rioj = After the crowd was dismissed, the Lord
departed. The aorist articular infinitive  to. avpoluqh/nai is the object of the preposition  meta.. It must be
translated as a  regular finite verb (was dismissed),  since there is no corresponding structure with the
infinitive in English. The infinitive is actually naming the event after which the Lord departed. Associated
with that event were the ones being dismissed, the crowd. Note the following diagram:

ku,rioj avph/lqen1

o` o;clon avpoluqh/nai2

to.n to.
meta.
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sive infinitive, as it answers the question, “Who was being dis-
missed?”
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1Aorist, intransitive complete, indicative, third person, singular, from avpe,rcomai)
1Aorist, transitive passive, infinitive, from  avpolu,w)

Example: dia. de. to. le,gesqai tou/to ùpo. tw/n o;clwn( avph/lqen o ̀avpo,stoloj = But because this was spoken
by the multitudes, the apostle departed.

Example: tau/ta de. ei=pon ùmi/n eivj to. mh. gene,sqai ùma/j dou,louj th/j àmarti,aj = I said these things to
you so that you would not become slaves of sin. Here we have the infinitive clause as the object of the
preposition  eivj.  eivj to,  followed by the infinitive often indicates purpose or conceived result, two ideas
that are very closely related. The translation “so that” indicates purpose. The helping verb “would” is used
because  English  demands  a  non-indicative  mood  indicator  for  purpose  statements.  The helping  verbs
“may” or “might” could also be used here.

The infinitive is  from a state-of-being verb.  Nevertheless,  the accusative of general  reference is  used,
because infinitives do not take nominatives, even state-of-being infinitives. Since the accusative of general
reference  is  used  with  reference  to  the  ones  who  would  not  become  slaves  (ùma/j),  the  word  slaves
(dou,louj) must also be in the accusative,  because it  refers back to a word in the accusative. Note the
following diagram:

de.
I ei=pon1 tau/ta

ùmi/n
ùma/j gene,sqai2 dou,louj

to. àmarti,aj
eivj mh. th/j

1 Aorist, transitive active, indicative, first person, singular, from le,gw)
2 Aorist, intransitive copulative, infinitive, from gi,nomai)

22.6 Indirect Discourse

There are two distinct ways to express indirect discourse in Greek.

1. Greek introduces indirect discourse using o[ti, meaning “that.” English also introduces indirect discourse
using “that.” For instance, “Mother said that she was going to the store last night.”

Example: le,gei o[ti ble,pei to.n avpo,stolon = He says that he sees the apostle. The o[ti clause is the direct
object of the verb  le,gei.

he ble,pei2 avpo,stolon
o[ti to.n

He le,gei1

1 Present, transitive active, indicative, third person, singular, from le,gw)
2 Present, transitive active, indicative, third person, singular, from ble,pw)

2. The second common way to express indirect discourse is to use the infinitive with the accusative of
general reference.

Example: e;legon oi` a;nqrwpoi auvton ei,nai to.n me,ssian = The men were saying that He is the messiah.
The infinitive clause is the object of the verb e;legon. Even though the word o[ti is not used, the English
translation “that” must be used to indicate indirect discourse.
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auvton ei,nai2 me,ssian
to.n

a;nqrwpoi e;legon1

oi`
1Imperfect, transitive active, indicative, third person, plural, from le,gw)
2Present, intransitive complete, infinitive, from eivmi)

22.7 Exercises

Translate the following sentences. Diagram 1, 3, 6, 12, 13, 17, 18, 19

1) poreuqe,ntoj tou/ a;rcontoj pro.j to.n ku,rion oi ̀dou/loi ei=pon tau/ta toi/j maqhtai/j)

2) poreuqei.j pro.j auvtou.j o ̀a;rcwn evpi,steusen eivj to.n ku,rion)

3) Vamh.n avmh.n le,gw ùmi/n o[ti ò to.n lo,gon mou avkou,wn kai. pisteu,wn tw/| pe,myanti, me e;cei zwh.n aivw,nion kai. eivj
kri,sin ouvk e;rcetai)

4) tau/ta ei=pon ùmi/n e;ti ou=sin met v emou/)

5) poreuome,nou me.n tou/ kuri,ou meta. tw/n maqhtw/n auvtou/ e;legon oi` avpo,stoloi tau/ta( evlqo,ntoj de. eivj
th.n oivki,an evkei/na)

6) peri. de. tw/n cro,nwn kai. tw/n kairw/n( avdelfoi,( e;cete ouv crei,an um̀i/n gra,fesqai)

7) tau/ta me.n ei=pon auvtoi/j prosfe,rousi ta. paidi.a tw/| kuri,w|( evkei/na de. prosenegkou/sin)

8) diwcqe,ntaj ùpo. tw/n stratiwtw/n hm̀a/j evde,xanto oi` o;ntej evn th/| oivki,a|)

9) tw/n stratiwtw/n diwxa,ntwn h̀ma/j eivj th.n oik̀i,an ede,xanto h̀ma/j oi ̀o;ntej evkei/)

10) au[th evsti.n h̀ evlpi.j h̀ khrucqei/sa evn tw/| ko,smw| ùpo. tw/n ivdo,ntwn to.n ku,rion)

11) avpokriqei.j de. ò pe,troj ei=pen tw/| ivhsou/( ku,rie( kalo,n evstin h̀ma/j w-de ei=nai)

12) au-tai eivsin ai ̀diwcqei/sai kai. e;ti diwko,menai ùpo. tw/n avrco,ntwn)

13) evde,xasqe tou.j evkblhqe,ntaj evk th/j sunagwgh/j kai. ta.j dexame,naj auvtou.j eivj ta.j oivki,aj auvtw/n)

14) avnalhmfqe,ntoj auvtou/ eivj ouvrano.n( eivsh/lqon oi ̀maqhtai. eivj th.n oivki,an auvtw/n)

15) avspa,zontai um̀a/j aì evkklhsi,ai th/j avsi,aj)

16) blhqe,ntej eivj fulakh.n dia. to. euvagge,lion to khrucqe.n auvtoi/j ùpo. tou/ avposto,lou( evdo,xasan evkei/ to.n
sw,santa au,tou,j)

17) evlqo,ntoj tou,tou eivj th.n oivki,an auvtou/( euvqe,wj ei;pomen toi/j a;lloij ta. r̀h,mata ta. paralamfqe,nta avpo.
tou/ kuri.ou)

18) toi/j qerapeuqei/sin ùp v auvtou/ ei;pete rh̀,mata evlpi,doj kai. zwh/j)

19) maka,rioi oì ptwcoi. tw/| pneu,mati o[ti auvtw/n evstin h ̀basilei,a tw/n ouvranw/n)

20) eivselqo,ntoj eivj th.n oivki,an tou/ evgerqe,ntoj ùpo. tou/ kuri,ou( oi ̀maqhtai. evqau,masan)
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The Perfect and Pluperfect Tenses

23.1 Vocabulary List

avkh,koa I have heard (perfect of avkou,w) evxelh,luqa I have come, gone out (perfect of 
evxe,rcomai)

beba,ptismai* I have been baptized (perfect passive of
bapti,zw)

evlh,luqa I have come, gone (perfect of 
e;rcomai)

ge,gona I have become (perfect of gi,nomai) le,luka I have loosed, destroyed (perfect of 
lu,w)

e;gnwka I have known (perfect of ginw,skw) oi=da I know (See 23.2 below.)
ge,grafa I have written (perfect of gra,fw) pepi,steuka I have believed (perfect of pisteu,w)
de,deka I have bound (perfect of de,w) se,swka I have saved (perfect of sw|,zw)
h;ggika I have come near (perfect of evggi,zw) New Vocabulary

evgh,germai* I have been raised up (perfect passive 
of evgei,rw)

euvaggeli,zw I evangelize, proclaim the gospel 
(Used only in the -omai form.)

èw,raka I have seen (perfect of or̀a,w) e;xestin it is lawful (Impersonal idiomatic 
use.)

*No perfect active use of these verbs occurs in the New Testament.

23.2 The Strange Case of oi=da

The verb  oi=da  has no form other than the perfect.  It  is  from the obsolete verb  ei;dw,  which means to
perceive, or to see with perception. Many lexicons indicate that  oi=da,  while it  has an ancient “second
perfect” form, is used as a present tense verb, and is to be so translated. Zodiates states that the verb
generally means “to know intuitively or instinctively.”1 Study the following paradigm:

Perfect Active Indicative of oi=da

Person Singular Plural

1st oi=da I know oi;damen we know

2nd oi=daj you know oi;date you know

3rd oi=de$n% he, she, it knows oi;dasi$n% they know

Infinitive eivde,nai to know

23.3 How is the Perfect Indicative Tense Formed?

What is a reduplication?

A reduplication is the repetition of the first letter of the stem of a word. In koine , Greek, the most common
reduplications occur with verbs.

Example: The verb lu,w can be reduplicated by adding a lambda (l) plus a buffer vowel to the beginning
of the stem. With the perfect tense, the buffer vowel is epsilon (e). Hence the perfect stem of lu,w is lelu.

1 Spiros Zodiates, The Complete Word Study Dictionary, “oi=da)”
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When the verb begins with a vowel, principles of contraction take place. Usually, the initial vowel is added
to itself and is therefore lengthened. 

Example: The stem of evggi,zw becomes hgg. However, this is by no means universal, and irregularities do
occur which must be memorized individually.

Example: One would expect the perfect stem of avkou,w to be hvkou. However, an anomaly occurs, and the
perfect stem becomes avkh. Note the similar change in the perfect form of evgei,rw) Verb stems that begin
with voiced consonants f( q( or c are reduplicated with the related voiceless consonants p( t( and k) 

Example: The  stem  qnh,skw (I  die)  reduplicates  as  teqnh.  Sometimes  a  stem  will  begin  with  two
consonants.  When  this  happens,  a  true  reduplication  is  impossible,  so  an  epsilon  is  attached  to  the
beginning of the stem, making it look like an augment.

Example: The true stem of ginw,skw is gnw. Hence, the perfect stem is egnw)

IMPORTANT: The only accurate way to identify the perfect form of a verb is to memorize it. The perfect
is the fourth form in the principal parts list. Check it carefully for the perfect form of each verb.

The Tense Suffix, the Thematic Vowel, and the Endings of the Perfect Active

Once the perfect active stem is identified, to it are added three elements:
1. The tense suffix kappa (k). A few perfects do not use the kappa tense suffix. They are called second

perfects. These must be learned individually from the principal parts list.

2. The thematic vowel alpha/epsilon (a/e).

3. The secondary endings.

The Paradigm of the Perfect Active of lu,w

Person Singular Plural

1st le,luka I have loosed lelu,kamen we have loosed

2nd le,lukaj you have loosed lelu,kate you have loosed

3rd le,luke$n% he, she, it has 
loosed

lelu,kasi or 
le,lukan

they have loosed

For memorization purposes, observe the following chart:

1st ka kamen

2nd kaj kate

3rd ke$n% kasi or kan

The -omai Form of the Perfect Tense

The perfect -omai has the following elements: 1) a reduplication, 2) NO tense suffix or thematic vowel, and
3) a primary -omai set of endings. 

The perfect -omai form can be reflexive, intransitive complete, intransitive copulative, transitive active, or
transitive passive, depending on the nature of the verb. Remember -w verbs that change to -omai verbs are
usually reflexive or transitive passive, while -omai vocabulary form verbs can be both intransitive  and
transitive.
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The Paradigm of the Perfect -omai form of lu,w

Singular Plural

1st le,lumai I have loosed myself, been loosed lelu,meqa we have loosed ourselves, been loosed

2nd le,lusai you have loosed yourself, been loosed le,lusqe you have loosed yourselves, been loosed

3rd le,lutai he, she, it has loosed himself, herself, 
itself, been loosed

le,luntai they have loosed themselves, been loosed

Since lu,w is an -w verb in its vocabulary form, it is more likely to be either reflexive or transitive passive.
Verbs  that  are  -omai in  their  vocabulary  form can  also  be  transitive  active,  intransitive  complete  or
intransitive copulative.

23.4 How is the Perfect Participle Formed?

The reduplication of the perfect tense is NOT an augment. Unlike the augment, the reduplication with the
perfect participle remains throughout the moods, making it easy to identify perfect participles.

The Perfect Active Participle of lu,w

The perfect active participle retains the  kappa (k) tense suffix. To this are added the participle endings.
They are similar to the present participle endings in the masculine and neuter. However, the nun (n) has
dropped out. The feminine perfect active participles add the letters upsilon iota (ui) after the kappa. To that
are added the e(i(r rule endings. 

Singular

Masculine Feminine Neuter

Form 1 lelukw,j lelukui/a leluko,j

Form 2 leluko,toj leluku,iaj leluko,toj

Form 3 leluko,ti lelukui,a| leluko,ti

Form 4 leluko,ta lelukui/an leluko,j

Plural

Masculine Feminine Neuter

Form 1 leluko,tej lelukui/ai leluko,ta

Form 2 leluko,twn lelukuiw/n leluko,twn

Form 3 leluko,si$n% lelukui,aij leluko,si$n%

Form 4 leluko,taj lelukui,aj leluko,ta

The Perfect -omai Participle of lu,w

The perfect -omai participle has the same sign as the present. Add the three letter -men- after the stem. The
endings are the same as for the present active participle. The participle can be active, passive, reflexive or
complete.
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Singular

Masculine Feminine Neuter

Form 1 lelume,noj lelume,nh lelume,non

Form 2 lelume,nou lelume,nhj lelume,nou

Form 3 lelume,nw| lelume,nh| lelume,nw|

Form 4 lelume,non lelume,nhn lelume,non

Plural

Masculine Feminine Neuter

Form 1 lelume,noi lelume,nai lelume,na

Form 2 lelume,nwn lelume,nwn lelume,nwn

Form 3 lelume,noij lelume,naij lelume,noij

Form 4 lelume,nouj lelume,naj lelume,na

The Perfect Infinitives of lu,w

-w Form: leluke,nai = to have loosed

-omai Form: lelu,sqai = to have loosed (transitive active or intransitive complete),to have loosed oneself 
(reflexive), to have been loosed (transitive passive).

23.5 The Function of the Perfect Tense

The English  has  no exact  parallel  to  the  Greek perfect.  Sometimes  it  gets  close,  but  there  is  always
something “lost in translation.” In English, the helping verbs have and has indicates the perfect, so we use
the English helping verbs to translate it; however, one must not confuse the uses of the perfect in the two
languages.

As with all Greek verbs, both time and kind of action are indicated. With the perfect there is a combination
of these two elements that is unique. The perfect indicative indicates past action as to time. But the kind of
action is difficult. It is sometimes listed as “completed” action. This is because part of the “time” element
of the tense is to bring the action forward in time to the present from the viewpoint of the original writer,
and perhaps beyond. Therefore, it is better to say that the perfect indicates past action with present or on-
going results. Indeed, the “resultant” nature of the Greek perfect is its primary feature. It is, as to kind of
action, both linear (progressive) and completed. The action is viewed as on-going, up until the result is
achieved. In other words, it expresses process, but often views the process as having reached a resultant
state of completion.

English perfect tense translations do not mean such a thing. The closest we can come is with the English
translation of the Greek perfect  passive. For instance, the verb  ge,graptai can be translated “it has been
written.” However, it is better in context to translate it emphasizing the resultant fact. Hence, it is normally
translated as the present tense “it is written.” The present tense verb “is” more accurately indicates the
present state of completion.

Even so,  the  present  tense  translation  does  not  do  full  justice  to  the  Greek perfect  passive.  The  full
unusable (and awkward) translation of ge,graptai would be something like, “it was written in the past, and
is now in a state of having been written.” Likewise, the perfect passive evgh,gerptai means “He was raised
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in the past and is now in a state of having been raised.” The simple translation is usually given as, “He is
risen.”

The  perfect  passive  participle  also  indicates  this  fact.  The  statement  in  Ephesians  2:8  ca,riti,  evste
seswsme,noi means “by grace you are in a present  state of having been saved in the past.” The usual
translation is “by grace you are saved” because the perfect passive participle seswsme,noi emphasizes the
resultant state. It is this statement in Ephesians that indicates that an individual is in a state of salvation.

A distinction between the Greek aorist and the Greek perfect might help. The aorist, having no boundaries
as to kind of action in the indicative mood, views the action as taking place in the past, but does not state
whether or not the action was on-going, or was a simple one-point-in-time event, or had later results. One
simply cannot  tell  from the aorist,  unless something in the context  or in the nature of the verb itself
indicates  other  elements  of  the  action  beyond its  simple  occurrence.  The perfect,  on  the  other  hand,
indicates that an action did occur in the past, but the results are continuing up to the point of time of the
writer, and perhaps beyond.

23.6 The Pluperfect

The  pluperfect  is  rare in  the  New  Testament.  However,  it  is  used  often  enough  so  that  a  basic
understanding of its form and function is required.

The Pluperfect Transitive Active and Intransitive Complete of lu,w

The pluperfect has both an augment and a reduplication. The augment is used because the result of the
pluperfect is viewed as having been completed in time prior to that of the writer or speaker. Hence, it has a
truly past time component. It retains the kappa tense suffix, to which is added the pluperfect ending.

Singular Plural

1st evlelu,kein I had loosed evlelu,keimen we had loosed

2nd evlelu,keij you had loosed evlelu,keite you had loosed

3rd evlelu,kei he, she, it had 
loosed

evlelu,keisan they had loosed

Because of their rarity, the form and function of the pluperfect participle is studied in second year Greek.

The Function of the Pluperfect

The pluperfect,  like the perfect,  emphasizes the result  of a  past  act.  However,  unlike the perfect,  the
pluperfect generally views the result as culminating in the past, which culmination would be determined, if
possible, by the context. In other words, the pluperfect indicates past action with past results, and only the
context can determine when those results took place.

23.7 Exercises

Translate the following sentences. Diagram 3, 4, 6, 8, 9, 10.

1) to. tou/ qeou/ euvagge,lion euvhggelisa,mhn um̀i/n)

2) o ̀ ivhsou/j avpekta,nqh( de. ouv ge,gone basileu.j tou/ ko,smou)

3) oi ̀evxelhluqo,tej evk tou/ sko,touj eivj to. fw/j e;gnwkan o[ti o ̀qeo,j evstin avga,ph)

4) kai. o;ntaj hm̀a/j nekrou.j tai/j àmarti,aij sunezwopoi,hsen (he made alive together with) tw/| cristw/|)

5) o ̀ku,rioj avpe,qanen( avlla. nu/n evghgertai)
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6) kai. e;cei evpi. to. ìma,tion kai. evpi. to.n mhro.n (thigh) auvtou/ o;noma gegramme,non\ basileu.j basile,wn kai. ku,rioj
kuri,wn)

7) euvhggeli,sato to.n lao.n levgwn o[ti h;ggiken h̀ basilei,a tou/ qeou/)

8) o[ (that which) èwra,kamen kai. avkhko,amen le,gomen kai. ùmin)

9) oi ̀maqhtai. bebaptisme,noi sunh/lqon eivj to.n oi=kon)

10) dia. tou/ profh,tou ge,graptai o[ti o ̀cristo.j evleu,setai evn tai/ h̀me,raij tau,taij)

11) tau/ta ei=pen o ̀ vIhsou/j pro.j tou.j pepisteuko,taj eivj auvto.n)

12) au[th de, evstin h̀ kri,sij( o[ti fw/j evlh,luqen eivj to.n ko,smon kai. hvga,phsan (loved) oi` a;nqrwpoi to.
sko,toj)

13) e;legon ou=n oi ̀ ivoudai/oi tw/| teqerapeume,nw|( ouvk e;xestin toih/sai (to do) tou/to)
14) pepisteu,kamen kai evgnw,kamen o[ti su. ei= o ̀a[gioj tou/ qeou/)

15) evgw. evlh,luqh e,n tw/| ovno,mati tou/ patro,j mou kai ùmei/j ouv de,cesqe, me)

16) ca,riti, evste seswsme,noi dia. pi,stewj)

17) oi ̀bebaptisme,noi maqhtai, evn pneu,mati eivsin evn th/| evkklhsi,a|)

18) tou/to ge,gonen( o[ti ou[twj ge,graptai dia. tou/ profh,tou)

19) ivwa,nnhj me.n evba,ptisen u[dati um̀ei/j de. baptisqh,sesqe evn pneu,mati àgi,w|)

20) kai. ùmei/j mimhtai.  (followers) hm̀w/n evgenh,qhte kai. tou/ kuri,ou( dexa,menoi to.n lo,gon w[ste gene,sqai ùma/j
tu,pouj (examples) toi/j pisteu,ousin)
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The Subjunctive Mood

24.1 Vocabulary List

àgia,zw I sanctify, separate marturi,a( h̀ a testimony, a witness of something
a;n (postpositive) untranslatable; 

shows contingency
mhke,ti no longer (outside the indicative)

dikaiosu,nh( h̀ righteousness o[pou (adv.) where
dio, (conj.) therefore, for this reason ou=j, wvto,j( to, ear (nom. & acc. plural = w=ta)
eva,n (conj. with subj.) if pi,nw I drink
eiv (conj. with indicative) if, since poth,rion( to, cup
ei;te (conj.) if, whether ùpa,gw I depart, go away
e;cw (adv.; prep. with the gen.) outside farisai/oj( o` Pharisee
i[na (conj. with subj.) in order that; that

24.2 Discussion of Mood

In grammar, the word mood (sometimes called mode) refers to the level of the verb’s expression of reality.
In fact, there are only two moods: that which indicates reality, and that which indicates potentiality. In
practice it is somewhat more complicated.

The Mood of Reality

The indicative mood is the only mood of reality. It indicates that the action or state expressed in the verb is
viewed as real from the perspective of the speaker or writer. It does not mean that the action or state is
true! It  only means that the speaker or writer  is expressing that the action or state is  real rather than
potential. Because of this, tenses only indicate time in the indicative mood.

The Moods of Potentiality

The Subjunctive Mood

The subjunctive, imperative and optative moods are all potential, and some grammarians understand them
to be three levels of the same mood. The subjunctive mood indicates that the action or state is viewed as
potential: the action or state may or may not come to pass. Tenses indicate only kind of action, as the time
is only potential, and the act may or may not occur. 

At the time someone expresses an idea in the subjunctive mood, the action or state has not yet happened. If
it happens at all, it will happen after the statement is made. As such, it is similar to the infinitive. It is a
“futuristic” because the action or state may or may not happen in the future.

In English, the subjunctive mood is often expressed by using various helping verbs. Different helping
verbs indicate various nuances of the subjunctive. In Greek, since there are no helping verbs, these nuances
must  be  determined  from context.  Herein  is  one  way in  which  English  is  more  precise  than  Greek.
Consider the following helping verbs that English uses for the subjunctive:  may, might, could, would,
should. Each one indicates a specific nuance of potentiality. Note the following examples:

Example: I may go to the store later.  The use of may indicates that there is a possibility that the speaker
will go. It is a relative weak contingency, however.
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Example: I might go to the store later. This is, in some instances, very close to the previous example.
However, sometimes in English the helping verb might expresses a somewhat stronger contingency than
the helping verb may.

Example: I could go to the store later. Could is a bit stronger than either may or might, but the speaker is
not still not committed to the future act of going. At this point we must point out a common error into
which English speakers often fall: using  can for  could. The word  can means “able” and indicates either
positively or negatively whether a person is able to perform. It is an indicative mood indicator. If one says,
“I can go to the store,” he is saying that he is able to go to the store. If he says, “I could go to the store,” he
is simply expressing the potential or possibility, not his ability.

Another way in which this distinction must be kept is with the helping verb may. If someone says “May
I..?” they are asking permission in the subjunctive mood. If they say, “Can I..?” they are asking if they
have the ability in the indicative mood. Never say can when asking permission. Always use may, or might
in some more intense situations.

Example: If  I  weren’t  so tired,  I  would  go to  the  store  later.  This  conditional  statement  expresses  a
stronger potential. The speaker is expressing not that he may, might or could go, but that if the condition
were right, he would go. 

Example: I should go to the store later. The helping verb should often expresses responsibility to perform
some act or state without making a commitment to perform that act or be in that state. “I should be a better
father,” says nothing about whether the speaker is making a commitment to be a better father. Should is the
strongest subjunctive mood indicator in English.

Another way English expresses the subjunctive mood, with the state-of-being verb  to be, uses the past
tense of the second person of to be when referring to oneself in the first person.

Example: If I weren’t so tired, I would go to the store later. It is becoming increasingly common to say, “If
I wasn’t...” rather than “If I weren’t...” However, since the word if indicates contingency, its verb must be
in the subjunctive mood, which in this case is  indicated by were,  a past tense of  to be. The form, “If I
was...” is becoming so prevalent that the correct “If I were...” sounds incorrect to many. This is a very old
error, going back to at least before the American Civil War, but a person who knows his English will cringe
when he hears the incorrect form of the subjunctive.

The Other Potential Moods

Only one other potential mood occurs in English, the  imperative mood. This is the mood of command.
Commands are further removed from reality than subjunctive mood statements.  While the subjunctive
indicates an objective possibility, the imperative must wait for an act of will on the part of the person
whom the speaker commands.

Commands in English must be in the second person, either singular or plural, depending on context. The
most common way to express a command in English is to simply state the simplest form of the verb.

Example: Go to the store! The verb  go is without its subject, the understood pronoun  you. If the one
making the command wants to soften the command, he will add the word please. Nevertheless, the speaker
is ordering a person to do something, even with the more polite structure. Sometimes a person wants to
emphasize the command. It is common to do this by adding the pronoun you back into the sentence. Often
other words are added for even more emphasis.
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Example: John, you go to the store right now! An even stronger imperative would be, “John, you had
better go to the store right now!” One can almost hear the added words, “or else” attached to the end of
that sentence.

One  other  potential  mood  occurs  in  Greek  that  does  not  in  English.  It  is  called  the  optative  mood.
Technically, the optative mood is a furtherance of the subjunctive mood, and was beginning to drop out by
the koiné period. It is virtually gone in modern Greek. The optative mood has sometimes been called the
mood of wishing or desiring because it is a step further from reality than the subjunctive or imperative. 

Example: If he would only go to the store.  While this English example is actually in the subjunctive,  it
comes as close to the optative as possible. By the New Testament era,  the optative function was  being
overtaken by the subjunctive mood, so that in this regard, koiné Greek was close to English. Nevertheless,
a few uses of the optative occur in the New Testament which the student will study in second year Greek.

24.3 The Structure of the Subjunctive Mood

The subjunctive mood occurs  primarily  in  the present  and the aorist  tenses.  (There are  a  few perfect
subjunctives.) The form of the subjective is quite regular. It consists of the tense stem, either present or
aorist,  plus  the  ending.  As  it  happens,  the  endings  for  the  subjunctive  in  both  tenses  is  the  present
subjunctive of the verb eivmi,. They consist of the endings of the present active indicative with a lengthened
thematic  vowel.  The  paradigms  contain  no  translations  of  the  subjunctive  since  it  has  a  variety  of
translations using the various forms of the English subjunctive. By using one of the above English helping
verbs, the student should be able to approximate quite closely the correct translation for the subjunctive.
(In  some  cases,  Greek  uses  the  subjunctive  where  English  uses  the  indicative.  In  those  cases,  the
subjunctive must be translated by the English indicative, or else the translation becomes indecipherable.)

The Present Subjunctive of eivmi, (possibly copulative or complete, but never active nor passive)

Singular Plural

1st w= w=men

2nd h=j h=te

3rd h|= w=si$n%

These  subjunctive forms of  eivmi, are  also the primary  active endings  of  the  subjunctive mood with a
lengthened thematic vowel.  The first  person singular of the  present active/complete indicative and the
present  active/complete subjunctive are  the  same.  One  must  discover  which  is  meant  by  a  careful
examination of the context. This is not very difficult, as there are several subjunctive mood indicators that
occur in the New Testament. It is rare for both moods to be equally possible.

The Present Subjunctive of lu,w (possibly active, complete, or copulative, but never passive)

Singular Plural

1st lu,w lu,wmen

2nd lu,hj lu,hte

3rd lu,h| lu,wsi$n%
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The First Aorist Subjunctive of lu,w (possibly active, complete, or copulative, but never passive)

Singular Plural

1st lu,sw lu,swmen

2nd lu,shj lu,shte

3rd lu,sh| lu,swsi$n%

The aorist subjunctive has no augment because the temporal function of the subjunctive mood is not past
time. Like the present, the time of the aorist is potential, and therefore futuristic.

The Second Aorist Subjunctive of lei,pw (possibly active, complete, or copulative, but never passive)

Singular Plural

1st li,pw li,pwmen

2nd li,phj li,phte

3rd li,ph| li,pwsi$n%

Clearly, the student must have memorized the second aorist stems of each verb to distinguish between the
present and the second aorist.

The Present -omai Form Subjunctive of lu,w (possibly active, passive, complete, or copulative)

Singular Plural

1st lu,wmai lu,wmeqa

2nd lu,h| lu,hsqe

3rd lu,htai lu,wntai

Look familiar? These are the endings of the present -omai form indicative with a lengthened thematic
vowel.

The First Aorist -omai Form Subjunctive of lu,w (possibly active, complete, or copulative, but never passive)

Singular Plural

1st lu,swmai lu,swmeqa

2nd lu,sh| lu,shsqe

3rd lu,shtai lu,swntai

The Second Aorist -omai Form Subjunctive of lei,pw (possibly active, complete, or copulative, but never passive)

Singular Plural

1st li,pwmai li,pwmeqa

2nd li,ph| li,phsqe

3rd li,phtai li,pwntai

Again, these forms are identical to the present -omai form of lu,w except for the aorist stem.
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The First Aorist Transitive Passive Subjunctive of lu,w

Singular Plural

1st luqw/ luqw/men

2nd luqh/j luqh/te

3rd luqh/| luqw/si$n%

These look like the first aorist active, except that the sigma (s) of the active has been replaced by the theta
(q) of the passive. Note that the aorist passive subjunctive takes what are normally thought of as active
endings. Once again we see that form takes a back-seat to function.

The Second Aorist Passive Subjunctive of lei,pw

Singular Plural

1st lipw/ lipw/men

2nd liph/j liph/te

3rd liph/| lipw/si$n%

A careful examination of the subjunctive mood endings will reveal that there are no secondary endings to
be found. The primary endings are used throughout, because the aorist as well as the present have no time
directly inherent in the verb form. Even the aorists are futuristic.

24.4 How is the Subjunctive Mood Used?

Tense

No time of action is directly associated with subjunctive mood verbs. The time of action is relative to the
main indicative mood verb. It is viewed as a potential future, or a futuristic. Only  kind of action is still
evident, and like the present and aorist tenses in the indicative, the subjunctive present and aorist show
progressive or simple kinds of action. Hence the statement  eva.n lu,w  (present tense) means “if I  should
continue loosing,”  while eva.n lu,sw (aorist tense) means “if I should loose” without a view to progress.

The Subjunctive in Independent Clauses

The subjunctive mood occurs in a variety of situations that are best determined by context. 

The Hortatory Subjunctive

The word  hortatory (from cohortative) carries the idea of encouragement. The hortatory subjunctive is
always in the first person plural, and is translated “Let us...”

Example: avgaphtoi,( avgapw/men avllh,louj = Loved ones, let us love one another.

Example: eivrh,nhn e;cwmen pro.j to.n qeo.n dia. tou/ kuri,ou hm̀w/n ivhsou/ cristou/ = Let us have peace with
God through our Lord Jesus Christ. This is a famous textual variant of Romans 5:1. At one time those who
preferred the Alexandrian text type (the critical text) preferred this reading. However, in recent years the
indicative mood verb  e;comen (we have), which is found in the majority, or Byzantine text, has become
preferred even by those who accept the critical text. Contextually, it certainly makes more sense to accept
the majority reading here. In fact,  theologically, it is almost impossible to see the hortatory subjunctive
reading as being legitimate in Romans 5:1.
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The Prohibitive Subjunctive

Sometimes the subjunctive mood is used to express a negative command or a negative appeal. The verb
will always be in the aorist tense, never the present, and, of course, always second person. This command
either appeals to or commands someone not to begin an activity.

Example: mh. sklhru,nhte ta.j kardi,aj ùmw/n = Do not harden your hearts. The verb sklhru,nhte is an aorist
transitive active subjunctive, second person plural, from sklhru,nw, meaning I harden. The negative is mh.,
the non-indicative mood word for no or not. This is an example of a negative command.

Example: kai. mh. eivsene,gkh|j h̀ma/j eivj peirasmo,n = And do not lead us into temptation. This is an example
of a negative appeal, rather than a command. The verb is the aorist active subjunctive, second person
singular, from eivsfe,rw, meaning I lead into.

The Deliberative Subjunctive

The deliberative subjunctive is a way of asking an obvious rhetorical question, that is, a question that does
not expect an answer, or a question that has an expected answer in the negative.

Example: ti, ou=n evrou/men; =  What should we say, then? The verb is the aorist subjunctive, first person
plural of  le,gw, and is asking a rhetorical question that requires no answer. The example is taken from
Romans 6:1. Paul asks a similar question in 1 Corinthians 11:22, ti, ei;pw ùmi/nÈ, What should I say to you.

Example: ti, ou=n poih,swmenÈ = What should we do? Here is another textual variant, found in Luke 3:10. If
the question were asked in the aorist subjunctive, as it is in the critical text, it would expect no answer. The
majority  text,  however,  uses  the  future  indicative poih,somen,  the  much better  reading,  since  the  Lord
answers their question.

The Subjunctive of Emphatic Negation

Emphatic negation is used to express that which is impossible, or nearly so. The subjunctive occurs with
the double negative ouv mh., making it stronger than the indicative mood with ouv. It occurs only 96 times in
the New Testament.

Example: le,gw de,( pneu,mati peripatei/te kai. evpiqumi,an sarko.j ouv mh. tele,shte = But I say, walk by the
spirit and the lust of the flesh you will in no way fulfill (Galatians 5:16). This sentence is unusual because it
has both the present imperative,  peripatei/te, and the subjunctive of emphatic negation,  ouv mh. tele,shte.
Paul is expressing in strongest terms that when a person is walking by the spirit, it is not possible to fulfill
the works of the flesh.

 Example: ouv  mh.  evkfu,gwsin  =  They  shall  not  escape (1  Thessalonians  5:3).  The  verb  is  an  aorist
intransitive complete subjunctive third person plural from evkfeu,gw, meaning “I escape.”

The Subjunctive in Subordinate Clauses

Purpose Clauses

A purpose clause exists to express the aim of the action stated by the main verb. Purpose clauses, called
final or pure final clauses by grammarians, can be expressed in a variety of ways in the Greek language. Of
the  six  ways  to  express  purpose  in  the  New Testament,  the  most  common is  the  subordinate  clause
introduced by the subordinate conjunction i[na (620 occurrences, mostly purpose clauses). The conjunction
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i[na is a subjunctive mood indicator.1 Unfulfilled purpose is well expressed by the subjunctive mood, since
such purpose must be only potential from the perspective of the speaker or writer.

Example: h=lqen i[na marturh,sh| peri. tou/ fwto,j = He came in order that he might testify concerning the
light.

Example: mh. kri,nete i[na mh. kriqh/te = Do not judge in order that you might not be judged.

Another way purpose is expressed with the subjunctive mood is to use the subjunctive with the subordinate
conjunction o[pwj (56 occurrences).

Example: lamya,tw to. fw/j ùmw/n e;mprosqen tw/n avnqrw,pwn o[pwj i;dwsin ùmw/n ta. kala. e;rga = Let your
light shine before men in order that your good works might be seen.

Conditional Clauses

Conditional sentences have two parts. The first clause, called the protasis, is the “if” clause. The second
clause, called the apodosis, is the “then” clause, although the word “then” does not often occur, even in
English. The apodosis is the main clause of the sentences, and the protasis is subordinate to the verb of the
main clause.

The Greek New Testament contains three classes of conditional clauses. There is a fourth class, but it is not
used in the New Testament, and was evidently dropping out of the language, even at that time.2 According
to A. T. Robertson, “It is an ornament of the cultured class and was little used by the masses save in a few
set phrases.”3

The First Class Condition

The first class condition affirms the reality of the condition. The verb of the first class conditional clause
views the act or state as real. It is formed by using eiv with an indicative mood verb in the protasis, and
almost any tense or mood in the apodosis.

Example: eiv de. pneu,mati a;gesqe ouvk evste. ùpo. no,mon = But if (since) you are being led by the Spirit, you
are not under law. Sometimes it is best to translate the subordinate conjunction eiv since rather than if.

 Example: kai. ei; tij ouvc eùre,qh evn th/| bi,blw| th/j zwh/j gegramme,noj( evblh,qh eivj th.n li,mnhn tou/ puro,j  =
And if anyone who was not found having been written in the book of life, he was cast into the lake of fire.

The Second Class Condition

The second class condition is a contrary to fact condition. In English this is expressed in the subjunctive
mood. For instance, we say things like, “If it had not rained, we would have gone to the beach.” What the
speaker is saying is, “If it had not rained (but it did), we would have gone to the beach (but we didn’t).
However, in Greek, it is expressed in the indicative mood, which translates into the subjunctive moods in
English. A second class condition is formed using eiv with the secondary tenses (imperfect or aorist) in the
indicative mood in the protasis, and secondary tenses in the indicative mood with  a;n) (Usually, but see
John 9:33 where a;n is not used in a clear second class condition. This occurs a number of times in the New
Testament.)

1 However,  i[na can also indicate a noun clause like  o[ti, and should be translated “that” in those cases. For instance, see
sentence 20 in the exercises below.

2 Some grammarians argue that a partial formation of the fourth class condition occurs in 1 Peter 3:14. However, this is
problematical. See below.

3 Quoted by Dana and Mantey, page 290.
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Example: eiv ga.r e;ti avnqrw,poij h;reskon cristou/ dou/loj ouvk a'n h;mhn (Galatians 1:10) = If I were still
pleasing men, I would not be a slave of Christ. Paul is saying, “If I were still pleasing men (but I’m not), I
would not be a slave of Christ (but I am).

Example: eiv evk tou/ ko,smou h=te ò ko,smoj a'n to. i;dion evfi,lei (John 15:19) = If you were of the world, the
world would love its own. Note the use of a'n, an indicator of contingency with indicative mood verbs.

The Third Class Condition

The third class condition is a probable future condition. This condition is formed by using the subordinate
conjunction  eva,n (or rarely with  eva,nper) with the subjunctive mood verb in the protasis,  and any form
required in the apodosis. The third class condition is what we generally think of as a conditional sentence
in English. When we say something like, “If it stays sunny, I will go to the store,” we are expressing that
which would be a third class condition in Greek. It is a probable future condition, because it almost always
carries the idea of a willingness to act if the condition is met.

Example: kai. tou/to poih,swmen( eva,nper evpitre,ph| o` qeo,j  (Hebrews 6:3) =  And this we will do, if God
permits. In this case, the protasis occurs at the end rather than at the beginning of the sentence. In addition,
the word the word eva,n is part of the longer form eva,nper, which carries the stronger idea of “if only,” though
it is regularly translated simply “if.”

Example: eva.n de. avpoqa,nh| o` avnh,r( h̀ gunh. kath,rghtai avpo. tou/ no,mou tou/ avndro,j = But if the husband
should die, the wife has been released from the law of the husband. The subjunctive mood verb avpoqa,nh|
with eva.n in the protasis indicates a third class condition. The verb of the apodosis is a perfect passive from
katarge,w, meaning to be released.

The Fourth Class Condition

The fourth class condition is a possible future condition. Its fulfillment is less certain than the third class
probable future condition. It was formed with  eiv in the optative mood in the protasis, and  a'n with the
optative mood in the apodosis. No complete form of this condition occurs in the New Testament. However,
an elliptical form may be found in 1 Peter 3:14, though this may simply be a rare independent use of the
optative mood. Opinions differ.

Example: avllV eiv  kai.  pa,scoite dia.  dikaiosu,nhn(  maka,rioi =  But  even  if  you  suffer  on  account  of
righteousness, you will be blessed. The verb form pa,scoite in the protasis is a rare present active optative,
second person plural from pa,scw, I suffer. However, there is no subject or verb stated in the apodosis, so
you will be has been supplied. If a verb had been written, the adverbial modifier  avn would have also
occurred.

Summary

Class Protasis Apodosis Nature

First eiv plus the indicative any mood, any tense indicates reality

Second eiv plus secondary tenses in the 
indicative

avn plus secondary tenses in 
the indicative

indicates contingency not able to 
come to pass

Third eva,n plus the subjunctive any mood, any tense indicates probability

Fourth eiv plus the optative optative indicates possibility
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24.5 Diagramming Purpose Clauses and Conditional Sentences

Purpose clauses (i[na clauses) are adverbial to the verb of their main clause, and must be diagrammed on
stilts beneath it.  Likewise, the protasis of a conditional sentence (the “if” clause) is subordinate to the
apodosis,  the  main  clause.  It  must  be  diagrammed  on  stilts,  and  since  it  is  adverbial,  it  must  be
diagrammed beneath the main verb of the apodosis.

Diagramming Purpose Clauses

Example: h=lqen i[na marturh,sh| peri. tou/ fwto,j = He came in order that he might testify concerning the
light.

he h=lqen1

he marturh,sh|2

i[na peri, fwto,j
tou/

1Aorist, intransitive complete, indicative, third person, singular, from e;rcomai)
1Aorist, intransitive complete, subjunctive, third person, singular, from marture,w)

Diagramming Conditional Clauses

Example:  eva.n de. avpoqa,nh| ò avnh,r( h` gunh. kath,rghtai avpo. tou/ no,mou tou/ avndro,j = But if the husband should
die, the wife has been released from the law of the husband.

de.
gunh. kath,rghtai1

h̀ avpo. no,mou
tou/
avndro,j

tou/
avnh,r avpoqa,nh|2

eva.n o`

1Perfect, transitive passive, indicative, third person, singular, from katarge,w)
2Aorist, intransitive complete, subjunctive, third person, singular, from avpoqnh,|skw)

24.6 Exercises

Translate the following sentences. Diagram 2, 5, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 18, 19

1) ou[twj kai.( h̀ pi,stij eva.n mh. e;rga e;ch|( nekra, evstin)

2) eiv ga.r evpisteu,ete mwu?sei/( evpisteu,ete a;n evmoi,)

3) ei; tij (anyone) e;cei w=ta avkou,ein( avkoue,tw (let him hear))

4) tau/ta e;graya um̀i/n toi/j pisteu,ousin eivj to. o;noma tou/ uìou/ tou/ qeou/ i[na eivdh/te o[ti zwh.n aivw,nion e;cete kai.
i[na pisteu,hte eivj to. o;noma tou/ uìou/ tou/ qeou/)

5) eva.n euvaggelisw,meqa ùma/j( lh,myesqe swthri,an kai. evlpi,da)

6) eva.n ei;pwmen o[ti koinwni,an e;comen metV auvtou/ kai. evn tw/| sko,tei peripatw/men (we should walk)( yeudo,meqa)

7) eva.n mh. de,xhsqe th.n marturi,an hm̀w/n( ouv swqh,sesqe)

8) mhke,ti àmarta,nwmen( i[na genw,meqa maqhtai. pistoi,)
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9) te,loj ga.r no,mou cristo.j eivj dikaiosu,nhn panti. tw/| pisteu,onti)

10) prose,lqwmen tw/| ivdo,nti to.n ku,rion( i[na dida,xh| h̀ma/j peri. au,tou/)

11) ouv du,nasqe poth,rion kuri,ou pi,nein kai. poth,rion daimoni,wn)

12) tau/ta eivpo,ntwn auvtw//n evn tw/| ièrw/|( oi` avkou,santej evdexanto ta. lego,mena( i[na khruxwsin auvta. kai.
toi/j loipoi/j)

13) pisteu,swmen ei,j to.n avpoqano,nta ùpe.r h̀mw/n( i[na gra,yh| ta. ovno,mata h̀mw/n eivj to. bibli,on th/j zwh/j)

14) au[th evsti.n h` marturi,a( o[ti zwh.n aivw,nion e;dwken (he gave) hm̀i/n ò qeo,j( kai. au[th h` zwh. evn tw/| uìw/| auvtou/
evstin)

15) eiv ei;dete tau/ta evn tai/j h̀me,raij tai/j kakai/j( o;yesqe ta. auvta. kai. nu/n kai. eivj to.n aivw/na)

16) o ̀lu,wn ta.j evntola.j tou/ qeou/ ouvk e;cei evlpi,da( eva.n mh. evpistre,yh| pro.j to.n ku,rion)
17) a;gwmen1 kai. hm̀ei/j( i[na avpoqa,nwmen metV auvtou/)

18) eiv au[th evsti.n h̀ marturi,a tou/ ivdo,ntoj to.n ku,rion( pisteu,w auvth,n)

19) mh. eivse,lqh|j ei.j tou.j oi;kouj tw/n ponhrw/n)
20) kai. au[th evsti.n h̀ evntolh. auvtou/( i[na pisteu,swmen tw/| ovno,mati tou/ uìou/ auvtou/ ivhsou/ cristou/)

1 a;gw can also mean “I go.”
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The Imperative Mood

25.1 Vocabulary List

avpagge,llw I announce, report, declare (not 
proclaim)

o[pwj (adv. & conj.) how, that, 
in order that

a;cri( a;crij (prep. with the genitive) until ou=j( wvto,j( to, ear
daui,d( o` David (indeclinable) po,lij( po,lewj( h̀ city
evkei/ (adv.) there, in or to that place pri,n (adv.) previously, 

formerly, (sub. conj.) 
before

euvaggeli,zw I proclaim good news, evangelize spei,rw I sow
h;dh (adv.) now, already spe,rma( spe,rmatoj( to, seed, descendant
ivdou, look! behold! (aor. imper. of or̀a,w) yuch,( &hj( h̀ breath, soul, person
ivsrahli,thj( &ou( ò Israelite

25.2 Discussion of the Imperative Mood

The imperative mood is the mood of command. Note the following facts concerning the imperative mood:
1. The imperative mood appears in the New Testament only in the present and aorist tenses.

2. There is no first person in the imperative mood. The most common is the second person.

3. There is a third person imperative in Greek, something that is totally foreign to English. Translate it
using the permissive form in English, “Let him...” in the singular, or “Let them...” in the plural.

4. As with the subjunctive, there is no augment in the aorist imperative. The time of the action is after the
act of speaking, and therefore futuristic. The present and aorist tenses indicate the kind of action.

5. The  reality  of  the  action  of  the  imperative  is  further  removed  from  the  indicative  than  is  the
subjunctive, since the person making the command has no control over whether the person receiving
the command will perform it.

25.3 The Structure of the Imperative Mood

The imperative mood is formed by adding the second and third person imperative endings to the present or
aorist stem. The only exception to this general principle is the second person singular of eivmi, which has a
different stem. See below for the imperative forms of eivmi,.

The Present -w Form Imperative of lu,w

Singular Plural

2nd lu/e lu,ete

3rd lue,tw lue,twsan
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second person plurals in the indicative mood.
Only context can tell whether the word is 
indicative or imperative. 

Note that the third person plural of all 
imperative forms is derived directly from the
third person singular of that form.
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The Present -omai Imperative of lu,w

Singular Plural

2nd lu,ou lu,esqe

3rd lue,sqw lue,sqwsan

The First Aorist -w Imperative of lu,w

Singular Plural

2nd lu/son lu,sate

3rd lusa,tw lusa,twsan

The First Aorist -omai Imperative of lu,w

Singular Plural

2nd lu/sai lu,sasqe

3rd lusa,sqw lusa,sqwsan

The First Aorist Passive Imperative of
lu,w

Singular Plural

2nd lu,qhti lu,qhte

3rd luqh,tw luqh,twsan

The Second Aorist -w Imperative of
lei,pw

Singular Plural

2nd li,pe li,pete

3rd lipe,tw lipe,twsan

The Second Aorist -omai Imperative of
lei,pw

Singular Plural

2nd lipou/ li,pesqe

3rd lipe,sqw lipe,sqwsan

The Second Aorist Passive Imperative
of lei,pw

Singular Plural

2nd li,phqi li,phte

3rd liph,tw liph,twsan

The Present Imperative of eivmi,

Singular Plural

2nd i;sqi e;ste

3rd e;stw e;stwsan
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same endings as the 
present active imperative. 
The only difference is the 
stem change in the second 
aorist.
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&qh& sign of the aorist 
passive.

With the exception of the 
second person singular, the 
first aorist imperatives, 
both -w and -omai forms, 
have the regular -sa& sign 
of the first aorist.

While these endings 
are identical to the 
First Aorist Passive 
Imperative, there is no 
q tense suffix, and 
there is a stem change.

The second aorist -omai 
forms of the imperative 
are exactly the same 
endings as the present -
omai imperative.
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25.4 How the Imperative Mood Works

The imperative mood is the mood of command or entreaty. It is used when one person desires or requires
another  person  to  act or  to  be something.  The  imperative  mood  in  Greek  performs  much  like  the
imperative in English. However, note the following differences:
1. English has only a second person imperative, whereas Greek has a third person imperative as well. We

will examine the function of the third person imperative below.

2. There is no tense associated with the English imperative, but the Greek imperative is used in both the
present and aorist forms. Like the subjunctive, the tenses in the imperative show only kind of action.
Therefore, as previously stated the aorist form has no augment. The time of the verb action, if it occurs
at all, will be after, or in the future of, the actual command itself. It is, then, a futuristic.

3. Generally speaking, the imperative in English has the subject of the verb “you” implied. For instance,
one says, “Go to your room.” When being emphatic, one might say, “You go to your room,” but this is
not used unless there is a reason for emphasis beyond the normal imperative. In Greek, however, the
second person form of the verb is used, and the “you” is found in the ending. Normally, translate
second person imperatives as simple English imperatives, leaving out the “you.”

Example: mh. avgapa/te to.n ko,smon = Do not love the world. Note that the verb has the second person plural
ending  (te),  but  the  pronoun “you” is  not  used in  the translation.  However,  that  ending distinguishes
between the singular and plural imperative,  something that  in  English can only be determined by the
context. Since this is a present tense negative imperative, it prohibits the continuance of an action, “Do not
continue to love the world.”

Example: o[tan proseu,ch|( ei;selqe eivj to. tamiei/o,n = When you pray, enter into the inner room. The aorist
imperative  ei;selqe makes the simple command “enter” without reference to its duration. Were it in the
present tense, the idea could be “continue to enter” or “go on entering,” but we would not expect that in
this situation.
4. The third person imperative is translated as a hortatory. “Let him...” or “Let them...” plus the verbal

meaning will express the closest idea in English.

Example: o` di,kaioj dikaiosu,nhn poihsa,tw = The righteous one, let him perform righteousness. The third
person aorist imperative verb poihsa,tw from poie,w (do, make, perform) expresses the simple requirement
of the individual expressed in the context, in this case, the righteous one (o ̀di,kaioj).

25.5 How the Imperative Mood Functions

The imperative  mood is  even farther  from reality  than  the  optative  mood.  It  does  not  express  either
probability or possibility, but only volition, that is, the desire that someone else do or be something. The
actual function of the verb itself is completely outside the control of the one expressing the command or
entreaty. The major uses of the imperative mood are as follows:

The Imperative of Command

This is the basic use of the imperative. It orders another person to act or be.

Example: pa,ntote cai,rete = Rejoice always! It is not uncommon in the New Testament for the imperative
mood verb to occur within or at the end of the clause rather than at the beginning. However, the normal
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English style is to place the imperative first, and the translator should so do unless something forces the
placement of the verb later in its clause.

The Imperative of Prohibition

This simply is the imperative as a negative command.

Example: mh. fobei/sqe = Do not be afraid. The negative will be mh, rather than ouv. There are two ways to
express negative commands in the second person in Koiné Greek, one in the imperative and one in the
subjunctive. This example uses imperative. Note that the tense of the verb is present. Negative commands
in the imperative mood are not given in the second person using the aorist tense. (Third person negative
commands  are  given in  both the  aorist  and the  present.)  The present  negative  imperative  forbids  the
continuance of an action. In other words, the present tense linear idea is the reason for using the present
imperative and it implies that the action or state is already on-going, but is required to come to a halt. The
above example could be translated, “Stop being afraid!” 

In order to forbid the beginning of an action, the aorist tense must be used. But this is done in Greek, not
with  the  imperative,  but  with  the  subjunctive  mood.  According  to  Dana  and  Mantey,  a  prohibition
expressed in the aorist tense is a warning or exhortation against doing a thing not yet begun. This kind of
prohibition will never occur in the second person imperative, but in the second person subjunctive.

Example: mh. eivsene,gkh|j h̀ma/j eivj peirasmo,n = Lead us not into temptation. The verb is no longer in the
imperative, but in the subjunctive, and carries regular subjunctive mood endings. The entreaty is that God
not ever lead the one praying into temptation, not that He stop doing so. (The word “temptation” here does
not mean a temptation to evil, but a trial or test.)

Warning! It is always dangerous to make broad based statements about how tenses and moods operate in
any  language.  There  are  a  few places  in  the  New  Testament  where  the  aorist  is  used  to  forbid  the
continuance of an act already begun. Note, for instance, John 3:7, where the Lord Jesus forbids Nicodemus
to continue marveling,  using the negative subjunctive  mh. qauma,sh|j)   Nevertheless, the general principle
holds  true.  Consequently,  the  careful  exegete  will  analyze  the  function  of  any  negative  command  to
determine its force in its sentence or clause.

The Imperative of Entreaty

“Often the imperative does not convey the finality of command, but has the force of urgency or request.”1

Example: pro,sqej h̀mi/n pi,stin = Increase our faith. This imperative, taken from John 17:11, expressed
the desire of the apostles to the Lord Jesus Christ. Such entreaties are determined from the context.

The Imperative of Permission

The imperative mood is used to command a desire of the object of the command. That is, the object of the
command desires to do something, and the one commanding is giving permission for the object of the
command to do as he desires.

Example: eiv de. o` a;pistoj cwri,zetai( cwrize,sqw\ = But if the unbeliever departs, let him depart. Here,
the third person imperative is used by Paul in 1 Corinthians 7:15 to give permission to an unbeliever to
depart a marriage relationship with a believer.

1 Dana and Mantey, pg 176.
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25.6 Diagramming the Third Person Imperative

Second person imperatives are diagrammed just like second person indicatives with the subject understood
from the verb ending. Third person imperatives are more difficult, as the subject is not readily observable
in  the  ending.  Nevertheless,  the  assumed  subject  of  the  third  person  imperative  is  “he,”  since  the
imperative is directed to that person. Often, however, third person imperatives have a supplied subject,
such as the following example from Ephesians 4:28.

Example: o ̀kle,ptwn mhke,ti klepte,tw = Let the one who steals no longer steal. 
kle,ptwn1

o`
klepte,tw2

mhke,ti
1Present, intransitive complete, participle, masculine, singular, nominative, from kle,ptw.
2Present, intransitive complete, imperative, third person, singular, from kle,ptw.

25.7 Exercises

Translate the following sentences. Diagram 2, 4, 5, 7, 8, 10

1) àgi,aze to. ièro.n tou/ qeou/)

2) poreuo,menoi de. khru,ssete le,gontej o[ti h;ggiken h̀ basilei,a tw/n ouvranw/n)

3) avkou,sate to. rh̀/ma tou/ qeou/ kai. sw,qhte)

4) ovfqalmou.j e;contej ouv ble,pete( kai. w=ta e;contej ouvk avkou,ete;
5) mh. le,ge rh̀,mata ponhra. toi/j te,knoij tou/ qeou/( ei=pe de. rh̀,mata avgaqa. auvtoi/j)
6) le,gei auvtw/|( avbraa,m e;cousin mwse,a kai. tou.j profh,taj) avkousa,twsan auvtw/n)

7) eivj òdo.n evqnw/n mh. avpe,lqhte kai. eivj po,lin samareitw/n (of Samaritans) mh. eivse,lqhte)

8) avkoue,sqwsan ai ̀parabolai. peri. th/j basilei,aj evn toi/j oi;koij)

9) ku,rie( kata,bhqi pri,n avpoqanei/n to. paidi.on mou)

10) eiv o ̀ivsrahli,thj pisteu,ei eivj to.n ku,rion( baptisqh,tw)

11) pa,ter h̀mw/n o ̀evn toi/j ouvranoi/j( àgiasqh,tw to. o;noma, sou) evlqe,tw h̀ basilei,a sou)

12) genhqh,tw to. qe,lhma, sou wj̀ evn ouvranw/| kai. evpi. th/j gh/j)

13) pi,nete to. u[dwr th/j zwh/j kai. evsqi,ete to.n a;rton th/j zwh/j)

14) o ̀e;cwn w=ta avkou,ein( avkoue,tw)

15) kai. avpokriqei.j ò ivhsou/j le,gei auvtoi/j e;;cete pi,stin qeou/)

16) evxelqo,ntej ei;pete pa/si (all) toi/j e;qnesi evpi. th/j gh/j)

17) labw.n auvto.n a;ge auvto.n pro.j h̀ma/j)
18) mh. eivse,lqh|j eivj th.n po,lin th.n ou=san evn tw/| o;rei)
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Contract Verbs

26.1 Vocabulary List

avgapa,w I love parakale,w I urge, comfort, encourage
dhlo,w I show peripate,w I walk (around)
euvloge,w I bless (speak well of) plhro,w I fill, fulfill
euvcariste,w I give thanks poie,w I do, make
za,w I live stauro,w I crucify
zhte,w I seek teleio,w I finish, perfect
qea,omai I see, notice, view 

attentively
thre,w I keep

kale,w I call tima,w I honor
lale,w I speak fanero,w I make manifest, visible 

(do not translate reveal as 
is often done)

marture,w I testify, bear witness file,w I love, have affection for
or̀a,w I see, observe, visit yhlafa,w I touch

26.2 What are Contract Verbs?

A contract verb is a verb whose stem ends in a vowel. When the thematic vowel and ending are added, the
stem vowel contracts with the thematic vowel, thus giving somewhat peculiar forms. Contraction follows a
regular pattern which is presented in the chart below.

There are three kinds of contract verbs: 1) those whose stems end in alpha (a); 2) those whose stems end in
epsilon (e); and 3) those whose stems end in omicron (o).

Contraction occurs only in the present and imperfect tenses. The reason is simple: in all other tenses, a 
tense suffix consonant is added (sigma [s] in the aorist and future; kappa [k] in the perfect) which separates
the contract vowels and the thematic vowels. In these tenses the contract vowel lengthens to either h or w.

26.3 The Vocabulary Form of the Contract Verb

The vocabulary form of the contract verb will never appear in the actual written text of the New 
Testament. The contract vowel will combine with the thematic vowel to produce a different first person 
singular in the present and imperfect tenses. Nevertheless, YOU MUST MEMORIZE THE 
VOCABULARY FORM OF CONTRACT VERBS! It is extremely difficult to go from the biblical text 
back to the contract form if you do not know which kind of contract verb is in the passage.

Example: The vocabulary form avgapa,w contracts to avgapw/ (I love) in John 14:31.

Example: The vocabulary form za,w becomes zw/ (I live) in Galatians 2:20.

26.4 The Contraction Chart

The following chart shows how the various contract verbs will combine with thematic vowels as they 
occur in various moods. It is important to remember that when a contract vowel occurs before either a 
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sigma or a kappa, the vowel lengthens rather than contracts. Do not confuse this lengthening with the 
normal contraction.

The left hand column indicates the type of contract verb being considered. The row of letters across the top
indicates the thematic vowels in the various forms that occur in the different moods. If you come to a 
contract verb that you do not recognize, find the form in the box to the right of the contract verb form. By 
looking left you can determine the contract verb, by looking to the top line you can determine the form 
which was contracted in its original state.

Contract Chart

Thematic vowel e h ei h| o w ou oi

e verbs ei h ei h| ou w ou oi

a verbs a a a| a| w w w w|

o verbs ou w oi oi ou w ou oi

Example: Suppose you come across the form poiei/te) You have learned the vocabulary form as poie,w( and 
therefore realize that it is an epsilon contract verb. From where did the ei come? From observing the above chart you
know that the form is a contraction of the contract vowel e with the thematic vowel e, which makes ei. You recognize
that the te ending is second person plural. Therefore, the translation is you do, produce, or make. Below is a chart of 
all the contracted forms you will find in the New Testament associated with representative verbs.

Present -w Indicative Contract Verbs

The Alpha Contract Verbs as Represented by tima,w

Singular Plural

Person Assumed form Actual Form Assumed form Actual Form

1st tima,w timw/ tima,omen timw/men

2nd tima,eij tima/|j tima,ete tima/te

3rd tima,ei tima/| tima,ousi$n% timw/si$n%

The Epsilon Contract Verbs as Represented by file,w

1st file,w filw/ file,omen filou/men

2nd file,eij filei/j file,ete filei/te

3rd file,ei filei/ file,ousi$n% filou/si$n%

The Omicron Contract Verbs as Represented by dhlo,,w

1st dhlo,w dhlw/ dhlo,omen dhlou/men

2nd dhlo,eij dhloi/j dhlo,ete dhlou/te

3rd dhlo,ei dhloi/ dhlo,ousi$n% dhlo/usi$n%
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Imperfect -w Indicative Contract Verbs

The Alpha Contract Verbs as Represented by tima,w

Singular Plural

Person Assumed form Actual Form Assumed form Actual Form

1st evti,maon evti,mwn evtima,omen evtimw/men

2nd evti,maej evti,maj evtima,ete evtima/te

3rd evti,mae evti,ma evti,maon evti,mwn

The Epsilon Contract Verbs as Represented by file,w

1st evfi,leon evfi,loun evfile,omen evfilou/men

2nd efi,leej evfi,leij evfile,ete evfilei/te

3rd evfi,leei evfi,lei evfi,leon evfi,loun

The Omicron Contract Verbs as Represented by dhlo,,w

1st evdh,loon evdh,loun evdhlo,omen evdhlou/men

2nd evdh,loej evdh,louj evdhlo,ete evdhlou/te

3rd evdh,loe evdh,ou evdh,loon evdh,loun

26.5 The Infinitive Form of Contract Verbs

The infinitive forms of some contract verbs are not consistent with the rules of contraction. For instance,
one would expect the infinitive form of  avgapa,w to be  avgapa|/n  (see the contraction chart). However, -aw
contract verbs change to -a/n rather than a|/n for the infinitive. Likewise, the infinitive of verbs that end in -
ow has -ou/n for the infinitive rather than -oin, as one would expect. Hence the infinitive of the verb plhro.w
is not plhroi/n, but plhrou/n.

On the other hand, the infinitives of -ew contract verbs  do follow the regular rules for contraction. Therefore, the
infinitive of the verb zhte,w is, as you would expect, zhtei/n.

26.6 The Strange Case of the Future Tense of the Liquid Verb

Remember that verbs whose stems end in a liquid consonant (l( m( n( r) are designated liquid verbs. All liquid verbs
drop the future tense stem suffix sigma (s), and add an epsilon (e). From then on, they act like contract verbs.
Therefore, the future of avposte,llw is not avposte,lsw, but avpostelw/. The future of kri,nw is krinw/, not kri,nsw.

The only difference between the future and present liquid contract verbs is the circumflex accent over the ending.

26.7 Exercises

The following list contains special vocabulary for the exercises for this lesson. They are all taken from
the Gospel according to Matthew.

avfi,hmi I lift up, send away, forgive para,ptwma, toj( to, trespass

du,o Forms 2, 4. (adj.) two (dative = dusi.n) peirasmo,j, ou/( o` trial, temptation

hvli,aj, ou( o` Elijah rù,omai I rescue (rù/sai = imperative)

evpiou,sioj, on (adj.)  necessary, doubtful samari,thj, ou( ò Samaritan
di,dwmi I give (do.j = imperative) sh,meron (adv.) today, this day
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Translate the following sentences. Diagram all twelve. 

1) ou[twj ou=n proseu,cesqe ùmei/j\ pa,ter h̀mw/n o ̀evn toi/j ouvranoi/j àgiasqh,tw to. o;noma, sou\

2) evlqe,tw h̀ basilei,a sou\ genhqh,tw to. qe,lhma, sou wj̀ evn ouvranw/| kai. evpi. th/j gh/j\  
3) to.n a;rton hm̀w/n to.n evpiou,sion do.j h̀mi/n sh,meron\

4) kai. mh. eivsene,gkh|j h̀ma/j eivj peirasmo,n avlla. r̀u/sai h̀ma/j avpo. tou/ ponhrou/ o[ti sou/ evstin h̀ basilei,a
kai. h̀ du,namij kai. h̀ do,xa eivj tou/j aivw/najÅ avmh,nÅ

5) eva.n ga.r avfh/te toi/j avnqrw,poij ta. paraptw,mata auvtw/n avfh,sei kai. ùmi/n o ̀path.r ùmw/n o ̀ouvra,nioj)

6) eva.n de. mh. avfh/te toi/j avnqrw,poij ta. paraptw,mata auvtw/n( ouvde. ò path.r ùmw/n avfh,sei (will forgive)
ta. paraptw,mata ùmw/n)

7) kai. eiv qe,lete de,xasqai auvto,j evstin hvli,aj o ̀me,llwn e;rcesqai)

8) ouvdei.j du,natai dusi.n kuri,oij douleu,ein)

9) mh. kri,nete i[na mh. kriqh/te)

10) ouv pa/j (everyone) o` le,gwn moi( ku,rie( ku,rie( eivseleu,setai eivj th.n basilei,an tw/n ouvranw/n avll o`
poiw/n to. qe,lhma tou/ patro,j mou tou/ evn ouvranoi/j)

11) o` deco,menoj ùma/j evme. de,cetai kai. o ̀evme. deco,menoj de,cetai to.n avpostei,lanta, me)
12) tou,twn de.  poreuome,nwn h;rxato ò  ivhsou/j le,gein toi/j  o;cloij peri.  ivwa,nnou(  ti,  evxh,lqete eivj  th.n e;rhmon

qea,sasqai)
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Pronouns

27.1 Vocabulary List

Pronouns Other Vocabulary

avllh,lwn one another, of one 
another1

avlhqw/j (adv.) truly

èautou/( &h/j( &ou/ of himself, herself, 
itself

du,o (adj.) two

evmautou/( &h/j of myself dw,deka (adj.) twelve

evmo,j( &h,( &o,n my, mine ei-j( mi,a( e[n (adj.) one

mhdei,j( mhdemi,a( mhde,n2 no one, nothing èpta, (adj.) seven

o[j( h[( o[ who, which, what il̀asmo,j( o` propitiation

o[stij( h[tij( o[ ti3 who (whoever, which 
(which ever), anyone, 
someone

kaqw,j (adv.) just as

ouvdei,j( ouvdemi,a( ouvde,n4 no one, nothing om̀ologe,w I confess

so,j( sh,( so,n your, yours plana,w I lead astray, wander, go 
astray

ti,j( ti, who? what? trei/j( tri,a (adj.) three

tij( ti anyone, someone, 
something

toiou/toj( toiau,th( 

toiou/ton
such, such a one, of such 
kind5

27.2 The Function of Pronouns

Generally,  a  pronoun  takes  the  place  of  a  noun.  The  noun  which  the  pronoun  replaces  is  called  its
antecedent. Usually the antecedent noun has already been mentioned in the context; however, sometimes a
pronoun’s antecedent is not readily apparent, even with personal pronouns. Some pronouns, such as the
indefinite pronouns, have no direct antecedent, because they stand alone as substantives. For a definition of
pronouns,  it  might  be  better  to  say  that  pronouns  refer  to  someone  or  something,  either  definite  or
indefinite. It is up to the reader to find the antecedent, if any, to the pronoun.

Personal  pronouns  particularly  are  used  to  avoid  monotony.  Other  pronouns,  such  as  the  alternative
pronouns, carry meaning apart from referring to an antecedent, and therefore are not primarily used to

1 This pronoun has only three forms in the New Testament: avllh,lwn( avllh,loij( avllh,louj) The first form,  avllh,lwn, is the
vocabulary form. avllh,lwn is derived from a;lloj( another.

2 Some critical texts have the variant spelling mhqe,n in Acts 27:33.
3 Sometimes spelled o[ti( in which case it must be carefully distinguished from the subordinate conjunction, also spelled o[ti.
4 Some critical texts have the spelling ouvqe,n in five passages: Luke 23:14; Acts 15:9; 19:27; 26:26; 1 Corinthians 13:2.
5 Some consider these pronouns, others consider them adjectives. They probably better fit the definition of adjectives.
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avoid monotony, but to indicate similarity or distinction, or to ask a question, as with the interrogative
pronoun.  In  other  words,  pronouns  have  a  variety  of  functions  that  go  beyond  simple  avoidance  of
monotony.

27.3 The Classification of Pronouns

There are nine classes of pronouns used in the New Testament.1 It is necessary to observe each class
individually.

The Personal Pronoun

We studied the forms of the personal pronouns in Lesson Nine. The student should review those forms at
this time.

The Intensive Pronoun

We also studied the intensive pronoun in Lesson Nine. It is the pronoun auvto,j( auvth,( auvto, (always in the
nominative)  when it  means “same” (in  the  attributive  position)   or  “self”  (in  the  predicate  position).
Review the discussion of the intensive pronoun in Lesson Nine at this time.

The Demonstrative Pronoun

We studied the demonstrative pronouns in Lesson Ten. Review that lesson at this time.

The Relative Pronoun

What is a Relative Pronoun?

As its name implies, the relative pronoun relates a clause to a substantive (a noun or pronoun). The entire
relative clause acts as an adjective and refers back to a substantive. The pronoun itself operates within its
clause as a pronoun. Below is a chart of all the Greek relative pronouns with a simple translation for each.
Since English does not employ a plural relative pronoun, all Greek plural relatives are translated as though
they were singulars. They are identical to the noun endings already learned. Note, however, the rough
breathings and the accent marks.

What are the Relative Pronouns?

Singular

Masc. Fem. Neut. Translations

Form 1 o[j h[ o[ who, which

Form 2 ou- h-j ou- of, from whom, which

Form 3 w- h-| w- to, in, by whom, which

Form 4 o[[n h]n o[ whom, which

Plural

Form 1 oi[ ai[ a[ who, which

Form 2 w-n w-n w-n of, from whom, which

Form 3 oi-j ai-j oi-j to, in, by whom, which

Form 4 ou[j a[j a[ whom, which

1 Some grammarians use slightly different terminology, but this grammar uses that which is presented in Dana and Mantey.
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How is a Relative Clause Diagrammed?

As stated, the relative clause is adjectival. As such it is regularly diagrammed beneath nouns. However, as
an adjective, it can also stand as a noun (substantive adjective) and therefore be the subject or object of a
verb.

Example: e;stin au[th h̀ avggeli,a h]n avkhko,amen avpV auvtou/ kai. avnagge,llomen ùmi/n = This is the message
which we have heard from him and which we announce to you.

au[th e;stin1 avggeli,a
h̀  avkhko,amen2 h]n The relative pronoun is diagrammed as the object.

avpV auvtou/ 
we kai. 

avnagge,llomen3 which
ùmi/n

1Present, intransitive copulative, indicative, third person, singular, from eivmi,.
2Perfect, transitive active, indicative, first person, plural, from avkou,w.
3Present, transitive active, indicative, first person, plural, from avnagge,llw.

The  feminine  singular  relative  pronoun  h]n agrees  in  gender  and number  with  its  antecedent  avggeli,a.
However, it is in the accusative case, since it is the direct object of the verb avkhko,amen.

The Possessive Pronoun

The possessive pronoun is used rarely in the New Testament. By the New Testament era, the koiné Greek
was primarily using the genitive of the personal pronouns to show possession. The first person possessive
pronoun evmo,j( &h( &o,n( which is only used 78 times in the New Testament, follows the same inflection as all
pronouns, as does the second person possessive pronoun so,j( sh,( so,n( which is used only 25 times. There is
no third person possessive pronoun in the New Testament since the genitive of  auvto,j, both singular and
plural, is used.

The Reflexive Pronoun

When the action of the verb is referred back to its own subject, the construction is called a reflexive. We
learned that one way to express the reflexive was with the -omai verb form. Another way is to use the
reflexive pronoun. The reflexive pronouns presented in this lesson are èautou/( &h/j( &ou/, and evmautou/( &h/j. 
The reflexive pronoun does not occur in the nominative case, which uses the intensive auvto,j. See Lesson
Nine.

The  following  chart  presents  the  forms  of  these  pronouns.  The  use  of  these  pronouns  broadens  the
reflexive function beyond what the simple reflexive -omai form can do.

First Person - myself

Singular Plural

Masc. Fem. Masc. Fem.

Form 2 evmautou/ evmauth/j èautw/n èautw/n

Form 3 evmautw/| evmauth/| èmautoi/j èmautai/j

Form 4 evmauto,n evmauth,n èmautou,j èmauta,j
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Second Person – yourself 

Singular Plural

Masc. Fem. Masc. Fem.

Form 2 seautou/ seauth/j èautw/n èautw/n

Form 3 seautw/| seauth/| èautoi/j èautai/j

Form 4 seauto,n seauth,n èautou,j èauta,j

Third Person – himself, herself, itself

Singular Plural

Masc. Fem. Neut. Masc. Fem. Neut.

Form 2 èautou/ èauth/j èautou/ èautw/n èautw/n èautw/n of, from, etc.

Form 3 èautw/| èauth/| èautw/| èautoi/j èautai/j èautoi/j to, in, by, etc.

Form 4 èauto,n èauth,n èauto, èautou,j èauta,j èauta,

The Reciprocal Pronoun

The reciprocal pronoun is avllh,lwn( translated “one another.” It indicates an interchange of action between
two or more. As indicated in the footnote on the first page of this lesson, this pronoun has only three forms
in the New Testament, the genitive/ablative (avllh,lwn), the dative, locative, instrumental (avllh,loij), and
the accusative (avllh,louj). As one would expect, each of these forms is plural.

The Interrogative Pronoun and Indefinite Pronouns

The interrogative pronoun is translated who or  what,  like the relative. However, as its name indicates, it
asks both dependent and independent questions. Other uses of this pronoun will be learned in second year
Greek.

The interrogative pronoun shares a form with the indefinite pronoun, however, the interrogative has an
accent, whereas the indefinite pronoun does not. The indefinite pronoun is translated  anyone, someone,
anything, something.

The Interrogative Pronoun – who?, what?

Singular Plural

Masc. & 
Fem.

Neuter Masc. & 
Fem.

Neuter

Form 1 ti,j ti, ti,nej ti,na

Form 2 ti,noj ti,noj ti,nwn ti,nwn

Form 3 ti,ni ti,ni ti,si$n% ti,si$n%

Form 4 ti,na ti, ti,naj ti,na
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The Indefinite Pronoun – anyone, someone,
anything, something

Singular Plural

Masc. & 
Fem.

Neuter Masc. & 
Fem.

Neuter

Form 1 tij ti tinej tina

Form 2 tinoj tinoj tinwn tinwn

Form 3 tini tini tisi$n% tisi$n%

Form 4 tina ti tinaj tina

The Negative Pronouns

The negative pronouns are actually forms of the number  one, an adjective, with the negative attached.
ouvdei,j and mhdei,j are indistinguishable in meaning, except that the first occurs with indicative mood verbs,
while the latter with all other moods and amodals such as infinitives and participles. For the declension of
the negative pronouns, see the declension of the number one below.

27.4 Some Numbers

Declension of the Number One

The  first  thing  that  generally  strikes  the  student  is  that  the  number  one  in  its  masculine and  neuter
nominative forms is spelled like other words we have already learned. However, note that the forms have a
rough breathing, whereas the prepositions eivj and evn do not.

Remember, numbers are adjectives, and agree with the words they modify in gender, number, and case.

Masc. Fem. Neut.

Form 1 ei-j mi,a e[n

Form 2 èno,j mia/j èno,j

Form 3 èni, mia/| èni,

Form 4 e[na mi,an e[n

Declension of the Number Two

Masc., Fem.,
& Neut.

Form 1 du,o

Form 2 du,o

Form 3 dusi,$n%

Form 4 du,o
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Declension of the Number Three

Masc. Fem. Neut.

Form 1 trei/j trei/j tri,a

Form 2 triw/n triw/n triw/n

Form 3 trisi,$n% trisi,$n% trisi,$n%

Form 4 trei/j trei/j tri,a

27.5 Exercises

Translate the following sentences. Diagram all twelve. 

1) kai. e;stin au[th h̀ avggeli,a h]n avkhko,amen avp auvtou/ kai. avnagge,llomen ùmi/n o[ti o` qeo.j fw/j evstin kai.
skoti,a evn auvtw/| ouvk e;stin ouvdemi,a)

2) eva.n ei;pwmen o[ti koinwni,an e;comen metV auvtou/ kai. evn tw/|  sko,tei peripatw/men yeudo,meqa kai. ouv
poiou/men th.n avlh,qeian)

3) eva.n de. evn tw/| fwti. peripatw/men wj̀ auvto,j evstin evn tw/| fwti, koinwni,an e;comen met avllh,lwn kai. to.
ai-ma ivhsou/ cristou/ tou/ uiòu/ auvtou/ kaqari,zei hm̀a/j avpo. pa,shj àmarti,aj)

4) eva.n ei;pwmen o[ti àmarti,an ouvk e;comen èautou.j planw/men kai. h̀ avlh,qeia ouvk e;stin evn h̀mi/n)

5) eva.n om̀ologw/men ta.j  àmarti,aj h̀mw/n pisto,j  evstin kai.  di,kaioj i[na avfh/|  h̀mi/n ta.j  àmarti,aj kai.
kaqari,sh| h̀ma/j avpo. pa,shj avdiki,aj)

6) eva.n ei;pwmen o[ti ouvc h̀marth,kamen yeu,sthn poiou/men auvto.n kai. o ̀lo,goj auvtou/ ouvk e;stin evn h̀mi/n)

7) tekni,a mou tau/ta gra,fw ùmi/n i[na mh. àma,rthte kai. eva,n tij àma,rth| para,klhton e;comen pro.j to.n
pate,ra ivhsou/n cristo.n di,kaion)

8) kai. auvto.j il̀asmo,j evstin peri. tw/n àmartiw/n hm̀w/n ouv peri. tw/n h̀mete,rwn de. mo,non avlla. kai. peri.
o[lou tou/ ko,smou)

9) kai. evn tou,tw| ginw,skomen o[ti evgnw,kamen auvto,n eva.n ta.j evntola.j auvtou/ thrw/men)

10) o` le,gwn e;gnwka auvto,n kai. ta.j evntola.j auvtou/ mh. thrw/n yeu,sthj evsti,n kai. evn tou,tw| h̀ avlh,qeia ouvk
e;stin)

11) o]j  d  a'n  thrh/|  auvtou/  to.n  lo,gon  avlhqw/j  evn  tou,tw|  h̀  avga,ph  tou/  qeou/  tetelei,wtai  evn  tou,tw|
ginw,skomen o[ti evn auvtw/| evsmen)

12) ò le,gwn evn auvtw/| me,nein ovfei,lei kaqw.j evkei/noj periepa,thsen kai. auvto.j ou[twj peripatei/n)
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Adjectives and Adverbs

28.1 Vocabulary List

Irregular Adjectives
avlhqh,j( avlhqe,j true, genuine ma/llon (adv.) more
me,gaj( mega,lh( me,ga large, big, great mise,w I hate
pa/j( pa/sa( pa/n all, every neani,kskoj( o` young man
polu,j( pollh,( polu, much, many1 nika,w I conquer, am victorious

Other Vocabulary o[qen (adv.) where, from where
avgapa,w I love palaio,j( &a,( &o,n old, previous, former
avlazonei,a( h̀ pride, arrogance para,gw I pass by, pass away
avlhqino,j( &h,( &o,n true plei,wn more
a;rti (adv.) now pou/ (adv.) where? at what place?
bi,oj( o` life (primarily physical) tuflo,w I blind
ivscuro,j( &a,( &o,n strong fai,nw I shine, cause to shine

28.2 Irregular Adjectives

Irregular adjectives do not follow the exact pattern of adjectives that we have already learned. Remember
that adjectives can be inflected in all case forms, and all three genders. The forms for regular adjectives can
be found in Lesson Six. Note the following differences in the irregular adjectives.

The Adjective pa/j( pa/sa( pa/n

This important adjective is third declension in masculine and neuter. But it it is first declension  sigma,
sibilant, double lambda form in the feminine. It is translated all, or every.

Singular
Masc. Fem. Neut.

Form 1 pa/j pa/sa pa/n

Form 2 panto,j pa,shj panto,j

Form 3 panti, pa,sh| panti,

Form 4 pa,nta pa/san pa/n

Plural

Form 1 pa,ntej pa/sai pa,nta

Form 2 pa,ntwn pasw/n pa,ntwn

Form 3 pa/si$n% pa,saij pa/si$n%

Form 4 pa,ntaj pa,saj pa,nta

1 The plural polloi, can mean large when associated with the word “crowds.”
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The Adjective me,gaj( mega,lh( me,ga
Singular

Masc. Fem. Neut.

Form 1 me,gaj mega,lh me,ga

Form 2 mega,lou mega,lhj mega,lou

Form 3 mega,lw| mega,lh| mega,lw|

Form 4 me,gan mega,lhn me,ga

Plural

Form 1 mega,loi mega,lai mega,la

Form 2 mega,lwn mega,lwn mega,lwn

Form 3 mega,loij mega,laij mega,loij

Form 4 mega,louj mega,laj mega,la
The Adjective polu,j( pollh,( polu,

Singular
Masc. Fem. Neut.

Form 1 polu,j pollh, polu,

Form 2 pollou/ pollh/j pollou/

Form 3 pollw/| pollh/| pollw/|

Form 4 polu,n pollh,n polu,

Plural

Form 1 polloi, pollai, polla,

Form 2 pollw/n pollw/n pollw/n

Form 3 polloi/j pollai/j polloi/j

Form 4 pollou,j polla,j polla
The Adjective avlhqh,j( avlhqe,j

Singular
Masc. & Fem. Neut.

Form 1 avlhqh,j avlhqe,j

Form 2 avlhqou/j avlhqou/j

Form 3 avlhqei/ avlhqei/

Form 4 avlhqh/ avlhqe,j

Plural

Form 1 avlhqei/j avlhqh/

Form 2 avlhqw/n avlhqw/n

Form 3 avlhqei,si$n% avlhqei,si$n%

Form 4 avlhqei/j avlhqh/
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through.
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28.3 The Three Degrees of the Adjective

Comparison with the English Adjective

Adjectives modify nouns and answer the question, which? or what kind? Degrees in adjectives are used to
compare  two or  more  than  two things.  As  in  English,  Greek  adjectives  have  three  degrees:  positive,
comparative, and superlative.  The vocabulary form is the positive degree. The English regular adjectives
for the comparative adds -er and for the superlative -est.

The English Regular Adjective

Example: tall, taller, tallest – The regular endings are added to the positive degree to form the other two
degrees.

Irregular  English  adjectives  come  in  two  forms.  Some  change  the  actual  word  for  comparative  and
superlative. Other adjectives cannot add endings, and use the word “more” for the comparative degree and
the word “most” for the superlative degree.

The English Irregular Adjective

Example: good, better, best – The comparative and superlative forms do not follow the positive form good
but are different words altogether.

Example: important,  more important,  most important – The positive degree does not change, but the
words more or most are added.

The Function of the Comparative and Superlative Degrees

The comparative compares two things, the superlative three or more things.

Example: Of the two brothers,  Jim is  taller.  – Here the comparative degree is  used to compare two
brothers.

Example: Of the three boxes, the red one is largest. – Here the superlative degree is used to compare three
boxes. It is also used to compare more than three things. The elephant is the biggest land animal in Africa.

Comparison with the Greek Adjective

The Regular Greek Adjective

The regular Greek adjective adds comparative and superlative endings to the positive form in all three
genders.

Masculine Comparative Feminine Comparative Neuter Comparative
&teroj &tera &teron

Masculine Superlative Feminine Superlative Neuter Superlative
&tatoj &tath &taton

The superlative forms are rare in the New Testament. From time to time, the comparative will be used to
compare more than two things, and thus take the place of the superlative.

The Irregular Greek Adjective

A few Greek adjectives are similar to English  since they actually change the form of the word for the
comparative and superlative degree. When learning these words, one must memorize all three forms as
well as their English translations.
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Positive Comparative Superlative
Greek: mikro,j evla,ssw evla,cistoj
English: little less least

28.4 Adverbs

Adverbs modify verbs,  adjectives,  and sometimes other  adverbs.  They generally  answer the questions
when? where? why? how? how much? to what extent? Some are closely related to adjectives and reflect
the same root.  For instance the adverb avlhqw/j (truly) is  clearly related to the adjective  avlhqh,j (true).
Likewise,  kalw/j (well) is the adverbial form of the adjective kalo,j (good). Occasionally, an adverb may
use the comparative or superlative forms &teron or &taton.

Other adverbs are fixed forms and have no direct relationship to an adjective, such as pou/ (where) or pa,lin
(again).

The Alpha Privative1

Sometimes adverbs are attached to the beginning of other words. One of the most common is the shortened
form of the preposition  a;neu( without. The first letter  of  a;neu,  alpha, is commonly attached to words to
negate the word, often a verb or adverb, but sometimes a noun, and acts as the adverb no or not. Such a use
is called an alpha privative. 

Example: The adjective  avqanasi,a has the  alpha privative attached to the root associated with the noun
qa,natoj( death. avqanasi,a means immortal, that is, not capable of dying.

Example: a;dhloj has  alpha privative attached to an adjective to negate it.  The adjective  dh/loj means
clear, evident. a;dhloj means unclear, not evident.

Sometimes the first two letters of a;neu (an) are added to negate a word.

Examples: avna,xioj( unworthy. a;nudroj( without water.

The Common Prefix eu&

The common prefix eu& means good or well.

Example: euvloge,w = I speak well, I bless. A related word is euvlogi,a, a blessing, a well speaking.

Example: euvaggeli,zw = I proclaim a good message, I evangelize.

28.5 Exercises

Translate the following sentences. Diagram all twelve.

1) avdelfoi,( ouvk evntolh.n kainh.n gra,fw ùmi/n avll evntolh.n palaia.n h]n ei;cete avp avrch/j\ h̀ evntolh. h̀
palaia, evstin o ̀lo,goj o]n hvkou,sate avpV avrch/j)

2) pa,lin evntolh.n kainh.n gra,fw ùmi/n o[ evstin avlhqe.j evn auvtw/| kai. evn ùmi/n o[ti h` skoti,a para,getai kai.
to. fw/j to. avlhqino.n h;dh fai,nei)

3) o ̀le,gwn evn tw/| fwti. ei=nai kai. to.n avdelfo.n auvtou/ misw/n evn th/| skoti,a| evsti.n e[wj a;rti)

4) o ̀avgapw/n to.n avdelfo.n auvtou/ evn tw/| fwti. me,nei kai. ska,ndalon evn auvtw/| ouvk e;stin)

5) o` de. misw/n to.n avdelfo.n auvtou/ evn th/| skoti,a| evsti.n kai. evn th/| skoti,a| peripatei/ kai. ouvk oi=den pou/
ùpa,gei o[ti h̀ skoti,a evtu,flwsen tou.j ovfqalmou.j auvtou/)

1 English also has privatives, such as un-, ir- and even a-. All are negatives such as “no” or “not.”
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6) gra,fw ùmi/n tekni,a o[ti avfe,wntai ùmi/n ai ̀àmarti,ai dia. to. o;noma auvtou/)

7) gra,fw ùmi/n pate,rej o[ti evgnw,kate to.n avp avrch/j gra,fw ùmi/n neani,skoi o[ti nenikh,kate to.n ponhro,n
gra,fw ùmi/n( paidi,a o[ti evgnw,kate to.n pate,ra)

8) e;graya ùmi/n pate,rej o[ti evgnw,kate to.n avp avrch/j e;graya ùmi/n neani,skoi o[ti ivscuroi, evste kai. ò
lo,goj tou/ qeou/ evn ùmi/n me,nei kai. nenikh,kate to.n ponhro,n)

9) mh. avgapa/te to.n ko,smon mhde. ta. evn tw/| ko,smw|)

10) eva,n tij avgapa/|  to.n ko,smon ouvk e;stin h̀ avga,ph tou/ patro.j evn auvtw/| o[ti pa/n to. evn tw/| ko,smw| h`
evpiqumi,a th/j sarko.j kai. h̀ evpiqumi,a tw/n ovfqalmw/n kai. h` avlazonei,a tou/ bi,ou ouvk e;stin evk tou/
patro.j avll evk tou/ ko,smou evsti,n)

11) kai. o ̀ko,smoj para,getai kai. h̀ evpiqumi,a auvtou/ o ̀de. poiw/n to. qe,lhma tou/ qeou/ me,nei eivj to.n aivw/na)
12) paidi,a  evsca,th  w[ra evsti,n  kai.  kaqw.j  hvkou,sate  o[ti  ò  avnti,cristoj  e;rcetai  kai.  nu/n  avnti,cristoi  polloi.

gego,nasin o[qen ginw,skomen o[ti evsca,th w[ra evsti,n)
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Lesson Twenty-nine

The Verb – The -mi Conjugation

29.1 Vocabulary List

We have already presented the most important -mi verb in the New Testament,  eivmi,) Several other verbs
occur in  the -mi conjugation. To help with these verbs, their principal parts are also listed. Note that the
stem of each -mi verb ends in a  long vowel.  Therefore no thematic vowels are used in the present or
imperfect.

Note that like w verbs, the regular -mi form is both transitive active, and intransitive complete.

The future and the perfect transitive active and intransitive complete forms are virtually identical with the -
w conjugation. The perfect has an -omai form which is sometimes reflexive, sometimes transitive active, or
transitive passive. Like the -w conjugation, the aorist passive of the -mi conjugation carries the -qh tense
suffix.

The mi Verbs

Present

TA & IComp

Future

TA & IComp

Aorist

TA & IComp

Perfect

TA & IComp

Perfect – omai
Form

Aorist

Passive

avni,sthmi=I raise, resurrect avnasth,sw avne,sthsa

(avne,sthn)

avpo,llumi=I destroy avpole,sw avpw,lesa avpolw,leka

(avpo,lwla)

avfi,hmi=I forgive, leave, 
send away

avfh,sw avfh/ka avfei/ka avfei/mai avfei,qhn

(avfe,qhn)

di,dwmi=I give dw,sw e;dwka de,dwka de,domai evdo,qhn

i]sthmi=I stand, set sth,sw e;sthsa

(e;sthn)

e]sthka e]stamai evsta,qhn

paradi,dwmi=I give over, 
deliver, hand over

paradw,sw pare,dwka parade,dwka parade,domai paredo,qhn

ti,qhmi=I put, place, set qh,sw e;qhka te,qeika te,qeimai evte,qhn

fhmi,=I say e;fhn1

Other Vocabulary
aivte,w I ask evpagge,lomai I promise
avkolouqe,w I follow fobe,omai I fear
avnti,cristoj( o` antichrist cri/sma( cri,smatoj( to, anointing
avrne,omai I deny yeu/doj( yeu,douj( to, lie

1 The form e;fhn does not occur in the New Testament. However, the third person aorist form e;fh does occur. The imperfect
of fhmi, is also listed as e;fhn by some authorities.
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29.2 The -mi Conjugation

The mi conjugation is athematic, which means that it has no thematic vowels, unlike the w conjugation, 
which is characterized by a change of thematic vowels from tense to tense. The endings of the mi 
conjugation are attached directly to the stem.

The -mi verbs follow a different conjugation in the present and the imperfect. With a few verbs there are 
changes also in the second aorist. In all other tenses the same patterns are used for the -mi verbs as for the -
w verbs. Except for eimi, , which is intransitive copulative (Icop), all -mi verbs are either transitive active 
(TA) or intransitive complete (Icomp).

The -mi Conjugation

Present, Indicative

Singular Plural

1st &mi &men

2nd &j &te

3rd &ti( &si &asi

When one compares this chart to the -w endings it is obvious that there is a close relationship:

Singular Plural

The -mi 
Verb

The -w 
Verb

The -mi 
Verb

The -w
Verb

1st &mi &w &men &men

2nd &j &j &te &te

3rd &ti( &si &i &asi &si

Many grammars spend an inordinate amount of time explaining the changes in the stem of -mi verbs, 
especially with reference to the fact of reduplication. It is true that some -mi verbs have a reduplicated stem
in the present and imperfect tenses (eg. ti,qhmi) but one simply ignores this in practice. Memorize the 
vocabulary forms as presented and the student should have little trouble with the -mi conjugation.

29.3 The Conjugation of Representative -mi Verbs

If the student carefully observes the following three representative verbs in the mi conjugation, he will have
a good basis for understanding the mi conjugation. However, like all verbs, it is best to observe the mi verbs
in the principal parts list to see how changes occur in other tenses.

Present Indicative

Singular

1st di,dwmi i[sthmi ti,qhmi

2nd di,dwj i[sthj ti,qhj

3rd di,dwsi i[sthsi ti,qhsi
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Present Indicative

Plural

1st di,domen i[stamen ti,qemen

2nd di,dote i[state ti,qete

3rd dido,asi is̀ta/si tiqe,asi

Imperfect Indicative

Singular

1st evdi,doun i[sthn evti,qhn

2nd evdi,douj i[sthj evti,qeij

3rd evdi,dou i[sth evti,qei

Plural

1st evdi,domen i[stamen evti,qemen

2nd evdi,dote i[state evtiqete

3rd evdi,dosan i[stasan evti,qesan

29.4 Exercises

Translate the following sentences. Diagram all twelve.

1) evx h̀mw/n evxh/lqon( avllV ouvk h=san evx h̀mw/n( eiv ga.r h=san evx h̀mw/n memenh,keisan a'n meq h̀mw/n( avllV i[na
fanerwqw/sin o[ti ouvk eivsi.n pa,ntej evx h̀mw/n)

2) kai. ùmei/j cri/sma e;cete avpo. tou/ àgi,ou kai. oi;date pa,ntaÅ

3) ouvk e;graya ùmi/n o[ti ouvk oi;date th.n avlh,qeian avllV o[ti oi;date auvth,n kai. o[ti pa/n yeu/doj evk th/j
avlhqei,aj ouvk e;stin)

4) ti,j evstin o ̀yeu,sthj eiv mh. ò avrnou,menoj o[ti VIhsou/j ouvk e;stin o ̀Cristo,j)

5) ou-to,j evstin o ̀avnti,cristoj ò avrnou,menoj to.n pate,ra kai. to.n uiò,n)

6) pa/j o ̀avrnou,menoj to.n uiò.n ouvde. to.n pate,ra e;cei)

7) ùmei/j ouvn o] hvkou,sate avpV avrch/j evn ùmi/n mene,tw eva.n evn ùmi/n mei,nh| o] avp avrch/j hvkou,sate kai. ùmei/j
evn tw/| uiẁ/| kai. evn tw/| patri. menei/te)

8) kai. au[th evsti.n h̀ evpaggeli,a h]n auvto.j evphggei,lato h̀mi/n th.n zwh.n th.n aivw,nion)

9) tau/ta e;graya ùmi/n peri. tw/n planw,ntwn ùma/j)

10) kai. ùmei/j to. cri/sma o] evla,bete avpV auvtou/ evn ùmi/n me,nei kai. ouv crei,an e;cete i[na tij dida,skh| ùma/j
avllV ẁj to. auvto. cri/sma dida,skei ùma/j peri. pa,ntwn kai. avlhqe,j evstin kai. ouvk e;stin yeu/doj kai.
kaqw.j evdi,daxen ùma/j menei/te evn auvtw/|)

11) kai. nu/n tekni,a me,nete evn auvtw/|  i[na o[tan fanerwqh/|  e;cw/men parrhsi,an kai. mh. aivscunqw/men avpV
auvtou/ evn th/| parousi,a| auvtou/)

12) eva.n eivdh/te o[ti di,kaio,j evstin ginw,skete o[ti pa/j ò poiw/n th.n dikaiosu,nhn evx auvtou/ gege,nnhtai)
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Lesson Thirty

The Article

30.1 Vocabulary List

avgni,zw I purify evrwta,w I ask (often of an equal)
avgno,j( &h,( o,n pure ou;pw not yet
aivscu,nomai I am ashamed parousi,a( h` coming, presence
avnomi,a( h̀ lawlessness parrhsi,a( h̀ boldness, confidence
genna,w I give birth, beget potapo,j( &h,( &o,n what sort of, what kind of
doke,w I think, suppose proskune,w I worship, prostrate myself
evperwta,w I ask, interrogate fanero,j( &a,( &o,n manifest, made visible

30.2 The Greek Article – General Considerations

The Greek has neither a definite nor an indefinite article as does English. (Some Greek grammars fall into
this error. Summers has this problem,1 as does C. F. D. Moule2) It is incorrect to call the Greek article a
definite article. The Greek noun is definite without the article. Therefore, the Greek noun may be translated
with the English definite article, even when it has no article in the original. The lack of the Greek article
does not indicate a lack of definiteness.

The Greek idea of  definiteness does  not  automatically  include specific  identity.  Any form of  specific
identity is generally indicated by the article.3 The anarthrous construction indicates that the quality of the
noun is being emphasized, rather than its specific identity. This quality may have its expression in a variety
of English translations, including the use of the English definite article.

One should avoid the use of the English indefinite article (a, an) unless absolutely necessary, that is, when
the English demands its use. However, the student should not think that the use of the indefinite article is
limited to anarthrous constructions. Indeed, there are a few situations where the Greek article must be
translated with the English indefinite article because of English grammar requirements. Granted, these are
few, but they do exist. Again, this is a demand of the English idiom.

30.3 The Greek Article – Specific Uses

1. The Article Indicating Specific Individuals

It is normal to have the article used to distinguish between two or more possibilities. For this reason one
finds the article in such passages as John 1:1 to be of great importance.

Example: evn avrch/| h=n o` lo,goj kai. o` lo,goj h=n pro.j to.n qeo,n kai. qeo.j h=n o` lo,goj = In the beginning
was the word, and the word was with (the) God and the word was God. (John 1:1).

Note  that  the  word  “beginning”  (avrch/|)  is  anarthrous,  which  tells  us  that  the  author  had  no  specific
beginning in mind, but anything that would qualify as a beginning. However, all three uses of “word”
(lo,goj) are articular, indicating a specific word not to be confused with other uses of lo,goj. We learn later
in the context that the specific identity of the lo,goj is Jesus Christ.

1 Compare Summers’ statement on pg. 151 with Dana and Mantey, page 137.
2 C. F. D. Moule, An Idiom Book of New Testament Greek. Cambridge University Press: 1953, pg. 106.
3 Some grammars call this “particular identity.” cf Moule, pg. 106.
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A most interesting change is found with the word God (qeo.j). The writer uses the articular (to.n qeo,n) to
indicate a specific person of the trinity, the Father, whereas to indicate the quality of deity he uses the
anarthrous form, kai. qeo.j h=n o` lo,goj. Of note is the use of the article, o` lo,goj, to indicate the subject of
the verb, while the anarthrous noun qeo.j is the complement. The English order, the Word was God, must be
observed in translation.

2. The Article Indicating Previous Reference

The article commonly indicates a previous use of a word. In this case the specific identity must be found
by looking back in the context to find the original reference. If the original reference is anarthrous, the idea
of quality still applies to the later word even in its articular form. Sometimes errors in interpretation occur
when one sees a word having the article in the translation when it does not occur in the original text. Such
is often the case with the word “law” in Romans 5-7.

Example: a;cri ga.r no,mou àmarti,a h=n evn ko,smw|( àmarti,a de. ouvk evllogei/tai mh. o;ntoj no,mou  (Romans
5:13) = For until law, sin was in the world, but sin is not imputed when there is no law.

The word “law” (no,mou) is anarthrous both times, which indicates that no particular law is yet in view. It is
something that qualifies as law that the author has in mind. Moreover, when we get to verse 20 of that
chapter we read,  no,moj de.  pareish/lqen.  Now, it  is  true that law entered when the law of Moses was
presented. Nevertheless, it is not the fact of the Mosaic law that is in view, but the quality of the Mosaic
law. In other words, it was the kind of law that produced a specific result. That result is found in the words,
i[na pleona,sh| to. para,ptwma( that the trespass might abound.

Even though in subsequent uses the word “law” refers in general to the Mosaic code, it is not making
specific reference to it,  but to the quality of law that it  expresses. (This quality is that which we call
forensic law). It is not until Romans 7:2 that an articular use of law is used. Here the word occurs twice,
the first one anarthrous and the second articular. See if you can figure out why.

Example: h̀ ga.r u[pandroj gunh. tw/| zw/nti avndri. de,detai no,mw|\ eva.n de. avpoqa,nh| o` avnh,r( kath,rghtai avpo.
tou/ no,mou tou/ avndro,jÅ = For the woman who has a husband is bound by law to her husband as long as he
lives. But if the husband dies, she is released from the law of her husband.

The second use of law, no,mou( employs an article of previous reference. The first form (no,mw|) is anarthrous,
and is therefore indicating a quality of law. The second form (tou/ no,mou) is articular, but is still indicating a
quality of law, because the article of previous reference is pointing back to a qualitative noun, not a noun
of specific identity. In other words, the specific identity of tou/ no,mou is the previous noun of quality, no,mw.

3. The Article with Abstract Nouns

Abstract nouns are ordinarily qualitative. But when the author desires to apply that quality of abstractness
in a specific or distinct way, he will  use the article.  A good example is  the use of the word  avlh,qeia.
Ordinarily it  means anything which presents a quality of reality or genuineness.  But when articular it
speaks of a particular application of that quality. Often it is God’s truth that is being specifically identified.

Example: oi[tinej meth,llaxan th.n avlh,qeian tou/ qeou/ evn tw/| yeu,dei = who exchanged the truth of God for
the lie... 

4. The Article with Proper Names

It was common to use the article with names when a person whose identity is clear by the context. Thus in
the Gospels one regularly sees o` ivhsou/j, since the context identifies which Jesus is meant. However,  the
author may use an anarthrous construction if different Jesus is meant (the name was common).
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Example: to,te paragi,netai o` ivhsou/j avpo. th/j galilai,aj  = Then arrived Jesus from Galilee.  (Matthew
3:13)

However, note the following where a different Jesus is mentioned, and is otherwise identified.

Example: ivhsou/j( o ̀lego,menoj ivou/stoj  =  Jesus, the one being called Justus. (Colossians 4:11)

Commonly, when an explanatory clause is used, as above, the article is eliminated. See Acts 13:9 and
Matthew 10:2 for further examples.

5. The Generic Use of the Article

When a noun expresses a general class, it is generally articular.

Example: dei/  ou=n to.n evpi,skopon avnepi,lhpton ei=nai =  It  is  necessary,  then,  for  the  overseer  to  be
blameless. This is quite similar to the English use of the generalized article.

6. The Use of the Article with Various Pronouns

It is common to see pronouns accompanied by the article. We have already discussed the pronoun with
demonstratives (Lesson Ten). It is also used with possessive pronouns (Matthew 7:22). It is used with the
genitive of the personal pronouns (Matthew 26:25). We have already discussed its use with auvto,j) For a
fuller discussion see Dana and Mantey, page 144.

7. The Use of the Article with Other Parts of Speech

For a discussion of this topic, see Dana and Mantey, page 145.

8. The Use of the Article in the Granville Sharp Rule

Granville Sharp (10 November 1735 – 6 July 1813) formulated six “rules” for the use of the article. His
first rule, which came to be known as the Granville Sharp rule is as follows:

When the copulative kai, connects two nouns of the same case, if the article o` or
any of its  cases precedes the first  of the said nouns or participles,  and is not
repeated before the second noun or participle, the latter always relates to the same
person that is expressed or described by the first noun or participle; i.e. it denotes
a farther description of first-named person.

This is, in fact, a special case of the concept of the governing article. Technically, the Granville Sharp rule
covers only nouns in the singular, or participles. However, the governing article can also identify other
things, though that identification may not be personal, and  may or  may not include an overlap of some
kind.

Example: prosdeco,menoi th.n makari,an evlpi,da kai. evpifa,neian th/j do,xhj tou/ mega,lou qeou/ kai. swth/roj
h̀mw/n ivhsou/ cristou/ = ...looking for the blessed hope and appearance of the glory of the great God and
savior of us, Jesus Christ. (Titus 2:13)

The first articular phrase, th.n makari,an evlpi,da kai. evpifa,neian, employs a governing article, but not the
Granville Sharp rule since no persons are identified. In the structure tou/ mega,lou qeou/ kai. swth/roj h̀mw/n
ivhsou/  cristou/ article  identifies  Jesus  Christ  as  both the  God  and  Savior (the  Granville  Sharp  rule)
indicating that both God and Savior identify the same person, Jesus Christ.

9. The Use of the Articles with Two Nouns Connected by kai,

Consistent  with  the  idea  that  the  article  indicates  specific  identity,  it  is  common  to  see  two  nouns,
otherwise closely related, distinguished when kai, is used between both articular nouns.
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Example: kai. ùma/j o;ntaj nekrou.j toi/j paraptw,masin kai. tai/j àmarti,aij ùmw/n = And you, being dead in
the trespasses and the sins of you ...(Ephesians 2:2)

Here trespasses and sins, each having an article, are clearly distinguished, though they are often confused
by translators.

Example:  avllV evn panti. th/| proseuch/| kai. th/| deh,sei meta. euvcaristi,aj ta. aivth,mata ùmw/n gnwrize,sqw
pro.j to.n qeo,n = ...but in everything by prayer and by supplication, with thanksgiving, let your request be
made known to  God (Philippians  4:6).  Prayer  (th/|  proseuch)  and supplication  (th/|  deh,sei)  are  clearly
distinguished in the above example, because both are articular.

10. The Use of the Article as a Pronoun

The article is closely related to the pronoun, and several scholars indicate that the original use of the article
was as a pronoun. 

a. Sometimes the article is used in the sense of “the one who,” or “the ones who.”

Example: oi ̀tou/ cristou/ = The ones who are of Christ (the ones who belong to Christ). (Galatians 5:24)

b. When used with me,n and de,.

When used with me,n)))de, the article becomes an alternative pronoun, translated “some...others.”

Example: oi` me.n evcleu,azon oi` de. ei=pon( avkouso,meqa, sou pa,lin peri. tou,tou = Some were mocking, but
others said, We will hear you again about this. (Acts 17:32)

c. Often the article is used as a possessive.

This use of the article is common throughout the Greek language, and is not limited at all to the New
Testament. 

Example: sunepe,myamen de. metV auvtou/ to.n avdelfo.n = ...but we sent with him our brother. (2 Corinthians
8:18)

Here the article to.n is used in the sense of “our.” Examples of this use abound in the New Testament.

11. The Article Used with Nouns in a Copulative Sentence

When two nouns are connected by a copulative verb such as eivmi, or gi,nomai, the noun with the article is
the subject, and the noun without the article is the complement (see statement on John 1:1 above). When
both nouns have the article, or when neither noun has the article, the word order determines which is the
subject and which the complement.

Example: kai. qeo.j h=n o ̀lo,goj = ...and the word was God. (John 1:1)

One reason  qeo.j is anarthrous is to indicate that it is the complement of the sentence, and the sentence
should be translated into English with the subject first. The Greek puts the complement first for emphasis.

Example: e;rhmo,j evstin o ̀to,poj = … the place is a desert. (Mark 6:35)

30.4 The Absence of the Article

Sometimes it is necessary for the student when translating to include the English article when it is absent in
the Greek text. Since all Greek nouns can be considered definite, it is not incorrect to use the English
definite article where the Greek has no article. Sometimes English idiom requires the article where the
Greek idiom does not.
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Example: evn avrch/| h=n o ̀lo,goj = In the beginning was the word ... (John 1:1)

Even though avrch/| is anarthrous, English requires the article because the word itself carries a definite idea.
Remember  that  specific  identity  is  not  the  same as  definiteness.  avrch/| refers  to  a  definite  beginning,
although that beginning is not specified. The very nature of the word avrch/| requires a definite idea. 

Example: tou/to ga.r ùmi/n le,gomen evn lo,gw| kuri,ou =  For this we say by  the word of  the Lord . . . (1
Thessalonians 4:15)

Both the words lo,gw| and kuri,ou are being used in a customary way, and both have an intrinsic definiteness
to them. Therefore we translate both with the English definite article. Prepositional phrases often have
anarthrous nouns as the object of the preposition. This is because the prepositional phrase is qualitative in
itself, since it generally qualifies either a noun or a verb.

Example: When Paul says zw/ntej evn ko,smw| in Colossians 2:20, he uses the anarthrous construction with
the prepositional phrase. This is because evn ko,smw| is an adverbial phrase describing a quality of living. The
statement can be paraphrased as “in-the-world kind of living.”

30.5 Exercises

Translate the following sentences. Diagram all twelve.

1) i;dete potaph.n avga,phn de,dwken h̀mi/n o ̀path.r i[na te,kna qeou/ klhqw/men)

2) dia. tou/to o ̀ko,smoj ouv ginw,skei ùma/j o[ti ouvk e;gnw auvto,n)

3) avgaphtoi,  nu/n te,kna qeou/  evsmen kai.  ou;pw evfanerw,qh ti,  evso,meqa oi;damen de.  o[ti eva.n fanerwqh/|
o[moioi auvtw/| evso,meqa o[ti ovyo,meqa auvto.n kaqw,j evstin)

4) kai. pa/j o ̀e;cwn th.n evlpi,da tau,thn evp auvtw/| àgni,zei èauto.n kaqw.j evkei/noj àgno,j evstin)

5) pa/j o ̀poiw/n th.n àmarti,an kai. th.n avnomi,an poiei/ kai. h̀ àmarti,a evsti.n h̀ avnomi,a)

6) kai. oi;date o[ti evkei/noj evfanerw,qh i[na ta.j àmarti,aj h̀mw/n a;rh| kai. àmarti,a evn auvtw/| ouvk e;stin)

7) pa/j o ̀evn auvtw/| me,nwn ouvc àmarta,nei)

8) pa/j o ̀àmarta,nwn ouvc èw,raken auvto.n ouvde. e;gnwken auvto,n)

9) tekni,a mhdei.j plana,tw ùma/j)

10) o ̀poiw/n th.n dikaiosu,nhn di,kaio,j evstin kaqw.j evkei/noj di,kaio,j evstin)

11) o ̀poiw/n th.n àmarti,an evk tou/ diabo,lou evsti,n o[ti avp avrch/j ò dia,boloj àmarta,nei)
12) eivj tou/to evfanerw,qh ò uìo.j tou/ qeou/ i[na lu,sh| ta. e;rga tou/ diabo,lou)
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The Infinitive

31.1 Vocabulary List

avnqrwpokto,noj( o` man slayer pila/toj( o` Pilate
dexio,j( &a,( &o,n right, at the right side sofi,a( h̀ wisdom
qauma,zw I marvel, wonder, am amazed splagcnon,( to, inner organs, compassion
qewre,w I see, watch sfa,zw I slay, kill
klei,w I shut, close tri,toj( &h( &on third
metabai,nw I leave (a place), move tuflo,j( &h,( &o,n blind
ouvci, (adv.) not, no carin (prep. with the genitive) for 

the sake of, by reason of

31.2 The Nature of the Infinitive1

The infinitive is a verbal noun. It is based on the verb stem and has verbal characteristics, such as tense and
voice, but has no mood, and is therefore amodal. As a noun, an infinitive names a verbal concept, and is
sometimes used adverbially (like some nouns).

As noted, the Greek infinitive is a single word based on the tense stem of the verb. However, in English the
infinitive is two words, the verb form, preceded by the word “to.” As in Greek, English infinitives may be
transitive  active,  transitive passive,  intransitive copulative,  or  intransitive complete.,  but they are also
considered amodal.

Example: “To eat” illustrates the normal structure of the present active infinitive in English. There is also
a perfect active infinitive, “to have eaten,” and even a perfect passive form. The present passive infinitive
is “to be eaten,” and the perfect passive infinitive is “to have been eaten.” 

The infinitive “to be” can be either intransitive complete or copulative. “To be or not to be” is an example
of an intransitive complete state-of-being infinitive. “The father wanted the baby to be a boy,” includes an
intransitive copulative infinitive. The subject of “to be” is “baby” and the complement is “boy.”

It has long been taught that one should not “split” an English infinitive. A “split infinitive” inserts a word
between the word “to” and the verb form (“to  boldly go”). This “rule” is actually artificial, foisted on
English grammar by some who thought  that  Latin  was the norm,2 and English should  conform to  it.
Modern English grammarians are beginning to dispute the idea that a “split infinitive” is abnormal, and
some now allow its use even in formal writing. 

1 The term “infinitive” is unfortunate. The word refers only to one aspect of the nature of the word, that is, the relationship
of the word to “mood.” They are “amodal,” meaning “having no mood.” The word infinitive does not adequately describe
the fact of the use of voice and tense, at all. Greek and English infinitives have tenses and voices, and the use of tense and
voice does limit the function of the infinitive. Also, like Greek, English infinitives are can be futuristic, referring to a
potential act or state. In other words, it is not infinite in all its functions, as the tenses and voices of the infinitive are found
in  the  so-called  finite  verbs.  While  we  are  stuck  with  the  term  “infinitive”  the  careful  student  will  recognizes  the
inaccuracy of its use.

2 In Latin, as in Greek, infinitives are a single word, and therefore cannot be split. It is silly to make this a rule of English
grammar, since the two languages are not comparable in the function of the infinitive.
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Another reason “infinitive” is an unfortunate term is that in Greek the infinitive is used as a clause. There
are places in Greek where an infinitive operates as a sort of subordinate clause.  In English infinitives
cannot make an assertion, per se, but in Greek they can and do make an assertion as though they were a
“finite” verb. Granted, there is sometimes a special structure for the clausal elements of an infinitive. It
often employs an “accusative of general reference” as though it were the subject of a “finite” verb, since it
does the same job. For the above reasons some Greek grammarians rightly refer to “the infinitive clause.”1

Not every infinitive acts as a clause, but it is not an uncommon use.

31.3 The Structure of the Infinitive

The following chart shows the normal forms for the infinitive with the regular Omega verb. Remember
that with contract verbs the rules of contraction apply when adding the infinitive ending, resulting in some
unusual forms.

Present Infinitive of lu,w

Active -omai Passive
lu,ein lu,esqai lu,esqai

Future Infinitive of lu,w

Active -omai Passive
lu,sein lu,sesqai luqh,sesqai

First Aorist Infinitive of lu,w

Active -omai Passive
lu/sai lu,sasqai luqh/nai

Second Aorist Infinitive of lu,w

Active -omai Passive
lu/sai lu,sasqai luqh/nai

Perfect Infinitive of lu,w

Active -omai Passive
leluke,nai lelu,sqai lelu,sqai

As clearly seen in the above chart, the infinitive has tense and voice. The tense strictly indicates kind of
action, since the infinitive is outside the mood system, and carries no time inherent in its function. The

1 Likewise, the use of “participle clause” is common with Greek grammarians, and also for good reason.  Unfortunately,
some still refer to the participle use as “infinite.” This is clearly inaccurate, because the participle, being a verbal adjective,
sometimes makes assertions.  It  can carry a subject  in the nominative,  as  well  as  sometimes carrying an object,  or  a
complement. It functions much like a relative clause at times, while maintaining its amodal character.
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action or state expressed by the infinitive, it it occurs at all, will be subsequent, or future to, the statement.
Hence, the infinitive is said to be a “futuristic.”

The three kinds of action are progressive or  linear (present tense),  simple or  aoristic (future and aorist),
and perfected (perfect).

Like all verbs, the voice of the infinitive relates the actor to the action. However, voiceless infinitives are
common, and are considered complete, just like finite verbs.

31.4 The Noun Function of the Infinitive

Most authorities believe that the infinitive was formed from the dative form of the primitive verbal noun. 
Possibly at that time, the verbal noun was completely inflected (it had all four forms). Therefore, its form 
reinforces its noun function, as it derived from a declension rather than a conjugation.1

How voice and tense were associated with the infinitive is unknown. In the most ancient Indo-European 
language, Sanskrit, the infinitive has no voice. According to Dana and Mantey, “It is certain that voice and 
tense are a secondary development, and that substantive form and function are original.”2

By the koiné period, both the noun function was fully developed, and the infinitive’s verbal characteristics 
were strongly evident. As A. T. Robertson says, “In the full development of the infinitive we see the 
blending of both substantive and verb.... It is not just a substantive, nor just a verb, but both at the same 
time. The form itself shows this.”3

The Infinitive as a Subject Noun

Since the infinitive is a noun, it regularly has an article. This article cannot always be translated, however. 
When translating an infinitive, the student must use his best judgment.4 Infinitives occur as the noun 
subject of a sentence. Likewise, as a noun, the infinitive is regularly used as the object of a noun or a 
preposition.

Example: to. zh/n cristo.j kai. to. avpoqanei/n ke,rdoj = To live is Christ, and to die is gain (Philippians 
1:21). Note that both infinitives have the article. They are nominative to show that the infinitive is the 
subject of the understood verb “is.”

zh/n1

to.
is cristo.j

kai.
avpoqanei/n2

to.
is ke,rdoj

1Present, intransitive complete, infinitive, from za,w)
2Present, intransitive complete, infinitive, from avpoqnh,|skw)

1 Koiné Greek grammars usually include the infinitive form with the conjugation of the verb. I followed that practice here,
since the infinitive is built on the verb. However, technically, the infinitive is a noun, and is thus declined, not conjugated.

2 Dana and Mantey, pg. 210. Since Sanskrit has no voice for the infinitive, the voice function must have come to be after
Greek broke off as a separate language.

3 A. T. Robertson, A Grammar of the Greek New Testament in the Light of Historical Research, pg. 1057.
4  For a full discussion on the translation of the infinitive we must wait for second year Greek.
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The Infinitive as the Direct Object of a Verb or a Verbal

Example: ouv paraitou/mai to. avpoqanei/n = I do not refuse to die (Acts 25:11).
avpoqanei/n2

to.
I paraitou/mai1 

ouv
1Present, transitive active, indicative, 1st person, singular from paraite,omai)
2Aorist, intransitive complete, infinitive, from avpoqnh,|skw.

Example: ò qeo.j ga,r evstin ò evnergw/n evn um̀i/n kai. to. qe,lein kai. to. evnergei/n = For God is the 
one working both to will and to work (Philippians 2:13). 

kai.
qe,lein3

to.
kai. 
evnergei/n4

to.
ga,r evnergw/n2

o`
evn ùmi/n

qeo.j evstin1 
o`

1 Present, intransitive copulative, indicative, 3rd person, singular from eivmi,.
2 Present, transitive active, participle, masculine, singular, nominative from evnerge,w.
3 Present, intransitive complete, infinitive from qe,lw.
4 Present, intransitive complete, infinitive from  evnerge,w.

The Infinitive as the Object of a Preposition

Example: pro. tou/ de. evlqei/n th.n pi,stin ùpo. no,mon evfrourou,meqa = Before the faith came, we were kept under law
(Galatians 3:23).

de.
we evfrourou,meqa1

ùpo. no,mon
pi,stin evlqei/n2

th.n tou/
pro.

1Imperfect, transitive passive, indicative, first person, plural from froure,w.
2Aorist, intransitive complete, infinitive, from e;rcomai.

In addition to the above noun functions of the infinitive, an infinitive can act as a modifier of a noun, and 
therefore function as an adjective, or it can act as a genitive noun modifier in its own right. These uses will 
be studied in second year Greek.
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31.6 The Infinitive as an Adverb Modifier

We will provide a few examples of the infinitive as an adverb modifier. A further discussion will occur in 
second year Greek.

The Infinitive of Purpose

Example: ouvk h=lqon katalu/sai avlla. plhrw/sai = I did not come (in order) to destroy, but (in order) to 
fulfill (Matthew 5:17). Depending on the sentence, I will sometimes use “in order that” and translate the 
infinitive as a finite verb with a subject to indicate purpose. The infinitive then becomes clausal, and makes
an assertion. This sentence could be translated, “I did not come in order that I might destroy, but in order 
that I might fulfill.” Indeed, there are times in which this is the only way one can translate an infinitive of 
purpose.

I h=lqon1

ouvk
katalu/sai2

avlla.
I came

plhrw/sai3

The Infinitive of Result

Result goes beyond purpose in that it indicates what actually could or did occur as a result of the verbal 
act. Often this is very clear, but other times it is more difficult to discover. When the author conceives of a 
result in the future, whether it actually happens or not, it comes close to the idea of purpose, and only 
context can tell the difference.

Example: dia. ti, evplh,rwsen o ̀satana/j th.n kardi,an sou( yeu,sasqai, se to. pneu/ma to. a[gion = Why did 
Satan fill your heart so that you lied to the Holy Spirit (Acts 5:3). Here the infinitive clause clearly 
indicates the result of Satan’s filling (controlling) Ananias’s heart. Sometimes one translate infinitives of 
result with “so that,” to indicate result, and translate the infinitive as finite verb.

satana/j evplh,rwsen1 kardi,an 
o` dia. ti, th.n

sou
se yeu,sasqai,2 pneu/ma

to.
a[gion

to.
1Aorist, transitive active, indicative, third person, singular, from plhro,w.
2Aorist, transitive active, infinitive, from yeu,domai.

Most adverbial infinitives will be diagrammed like the two above examples, or else like the example below
as an object of a preposition.

Infinitive of Time

Infinitives can indicate antecedent time (“before”) using pro. tou/( pri,n( or pri,n h;) They can indicate 
contemporaneous time (“while”) using evn tw/|. They can indicate subsequent time (“after”) using meta. to,. 
On occasion the infinitive can indicate future time (“until”) using e[wj tou/.
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1Aorist, intransitive complete, indicative, first person, singular, from e;rcomai.
2Aorist, intransitive complete, infinitive, from katalu,w.
3Aorist, intransitive complete, infinitive, from plhro,w.
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Example:  pro. tou/ ga.r evlqei/n tinaj avpo. ivakw,bou meta. tw/n evqnw/n sunh,sqien = For before certain men 
came from James, he was eating with the Gentiles (Galatians 2:12). One can translate the infinitives as 
finite verbs in these temporal constructions.

ga.r
he sunh,sqien1

meta. evqnw/n
tw/n

tinaj evlqei/n2 
tou/

pro. avpo. ivakw,bou
1Imperfect, intransitive complete, indicative, third person, singular, from sunesqi,w.
2Aorist, intransitive complete, infinitive, from e;rcomai.

Example: kai. evqau,mazon evn tw/| croni,zein evn tw/| naw/| auvto,n = And they were marveling while he 
remained a long time in the temple (Luke 1:21).
 kai.

they evqau,mazon1

auvto,n croni,zein2

tw/|
evn naw/|

evn tw/|

Example: pare,sthsen èauto.n zw/nta meta.  to.  paqei/n auvto.n  = He presented  Himself  living  after  He
suffered (Acts 1:3). Note that again we must translate the infinitive clause as a temporal clause with the
correct subject.

He pare,sthsen1 èauto.n
zw/nta2

auvto.n paqei/n3

to.
meta.

1Present, transitive active, indicative, third person, singular, from pari,sthmi.
2Present, intransitive complete, participle, masculine, singular, accusative, from za,w.
3Aorist, intransitive complete, infinitive, from pa,scw.
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1Imperfect, intransitive complete, indicative, third person, 
plural from qauma,zw.
2Present, intransitive complete, infinitive, from croni,zw.
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Principal Parts of Verbs

Principal parts of verbs are those parts that may have irregular changes based on the present stem. If a position is
blank, it indicates that that particular part is not found in the New Testament. The imperfect is not included, since
it is built on the present stem. Some lexicons list the principal parts of verbs actually used in the New Testament
under the vocabulary form (present active indicative first person singular). Alternate forms are listed with paren -
theses.

Present -w
Form

Future -w 
Form

Aorist
Active/Complete

Perfect
Active/Complete

Perfect -omai
Form

Aorist
Passive/Complete

avgapa,w avgaph,sw hvga,phsa hvga,phka hvga,phmai hvgaph,qhn

àgia,zw hg̀i,asa hg̀i,asmai hg̀ia,sqhn

àgni,zw h-gnisa h-gnika h-gnismai hg̀ni,sqhn

a;gw a;xw h;gagon
(h=xa)

h=ka h=gmai h;cqhn

ai;rw avrw/ h=ra h=rka a=rmain h=qhn

aivscu,nomai h|vscu,nqhn

aivte,w aivth,sw h;|thsa h;|thka h;|thmai hv|th,qhn

avkolouqe,w avkolouqh,sw hvkolou,qhsa hvkolou,qhka

avkou,w avkou,somai
(avkou,sw)

h;kousa avkh,koa h;kousmai hvkou,sqhn

àmarta,nw àmarth,sw hm̀a,rthsa
(h[marton)

hm̀a,rthka hm̀a,rthmai hm̀arth,qhn

avnabai,nw avnabh,somai avne,bhn avnabe,bhka

avni,sthmi avnasth,sw avne,sthsa
(avne,sthn)

avnoi,gw avnoi,xw avne,w|xa
(hvne,w|xa)
(h;noixa)

avne,w|ga avne,w|gmai avnew,|cqhn
(hvnew,|cqhn)
(hvnoi,cqhn)

avpagge,llw avpaggelw/ avph,ggeila

avpe,rcomai avpeleu,somai avph/lqon avpelh,luqa

avpoqnh,|skw avpoqanou/mai avpe,qanon

avpokri,nomai avpekrina,mhn a,pekri,qhn

avpoktei,nw
(avpokte,nnw1)

avpokteinw/ avpe,kteina avpekta,nqhn

avpo,llumi avpole,sw avpw,lesa avpolw,leka
(avpo,lwla)

avpolu,w avpolu,sw avpe,lusa avpole,lumai avpelu,qhn

avposte,llw avpostelw/ avpe,steila avpe,stalka avpe,stalmai avpesta,lhn

1 Occurs only three times, and then exclusively as the participle.
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Principal Parts of Verbs

Present -w
Form

Future -w 
Form

Aorist
Active

Perfect
Active

Perfect -omai
Form

Aorist
Passive

avrne,omai avrnh,somai hvrnhsa,mhn h;rnhmai

a;rcw a;rxomai hvrxa,mhn

avspa,zomai hvspasa,mhn

avfi,hmi avfh,sw avfh/ka avfei/ka avfei/mai avfei,qhn
(avfe,qhn)

ba,llw balw/ e;balon
(e;bala)

be,blhka be,blhmai evblh,qhn

bapti,zw bapti,sw evba,ptisa beba,ptismai evbapti,sqhn

ble,pw ble,yw e;bleya
(ei=don2)

genna,w gennh,sw evge,nnhsa gege,nnhka gege,nnhmai evgennh,qhn

gi,nomai genh,somai evgeno,mhn ge,gona gege,nhmai evgenh,qhn

ginw,skw gnw,somai e;gnwn e;gnwka e;gnwsmai evgnw,sqhn

gra,fw gra,yw e;graya ge,grafa ge,grammai evgra,fhn

dei/

de,comai de,xomai evdexa,mhn de,degmai evde,cqhn

de,w e;dhsa de,deka de,demai evde,qhn

dhlo,w dhlw,sw evdh,lwsa dedh,lwmai evdhlw,qhn

dida,skw dida,xw evdi,daxa evdida,cqhn

di,dwmi dw,sw e;dwka de,dwka de,domai evdo,qhn

die,rcomai eieleu,somai dih/lqon dielh,luqa

diw,kw diw,xw evdi,wxa dedi,wmai evdiw,cqhn

doke,w do,xw e;doxa

doxa,zw doxa,sw evdo,xasa dedo,xaka dedo,xasmai evdoxa,sqhn

du,namai dunh,somai evdunh,qhn

evggi,zw evggiw/ h;ggisa h;ggika

evgei,rw evgerw/ e;geira evgh,germai hvge,rqhn

eivmi, e;somai

eivse,rcomai eivseleu,somai eivsh/lqon eivselh,luqa

evkba,llw evkbalw/ evxe,balon evkbe,blhka evxeblh,qhn

evkporeu,omai evkporeu,somai

evxe,rcomai evxeleu,somai evxh/lqon evxelh,luqa

evpagge,llomai evphggeila,mhn

2 Some list this form as an aorist of ble,pw, however, it more properly belongs to or̀a,w( I see.
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Principal Parts of Verbs

Present -w
Form

Future -w 
Form

Aorist
Active

Perfect
Active

Perfect -omai
Form

Aorist
Passive

evperwta,w evperwth,sw evphrw,thsa evphrwth,qhn

e;rcomai evleu,somai h=lqon evlh,luqa

evrwta,w evrwth,sw evrw,thsa

evsqi,w fa,gomai e;fagon

ètoima,zw ètoima,sw ht̀oi,masa ht̀oi,maka ht̀oi,masmai ht̀oima,sqhn

euvaggeli,zw euvaggeli,sw euvhgge,lisa euvhgge,lismai euvhggeli,sqhn

euvloge,w euvlogh,sw euvlo,ghsa euvlo,ghka euvlo,ghmai euvlogh,qhn

e;cw e;xw e;scon e;schka

za,w zh,somai
(zh,sw)

e;zhsa

zhte,w zhth,sw evzh,thsa evzhth,qhn

qauma,zw qauma,somai evqau,masa teqau,maka evqauma,sqhn

qea,omai evqeasa,mhn teqe,amai evqea,qhn

qe,lw qelh,sw hvqe,lhsa

qerapeu,w qerapeu,sw evqera,peusa teqera,peuka teqera,peumai evqerapeu,qhn

qewre,w qewrh,sw evqew,rhsa

i]sthmi sth,sw e;sthsa
(e;sthn)

e]sthka e]stamai evsta,qhn

kaqari,zw kaqariw/ evkaqa,risa kekaqa,rismai evkaqari,sqhn

ka,qhmai kaqh,somai

kale,w kale,sw evka,lesa ke,klhka ke,klhmai evklh,qhn

katabai,nw katabh,somai kate,bhn katabe,bhka

khru,ssw khru,xw evkh,ruxa kekh,ruca ekeh,rugmai evkhru,cqhn

klei,w klei,sw e;kleisa ke,kleismai evklei,sqhn

kra,zw kra,xw
(kekra,xomai)

e;raxa
(evke,raxa)

ke,kraga

kri,nw krinw/ e;krina ke,krika ke,krimai evkri,qhn

lale,w lalh,sw evla,lhsa lela,lhka lela,lhmai evlalh,qhn

lamba,nw lh,myomai e;labon ei;lhfa ei;lhmmai evlh,mfqhn

le,gw evrw/ ei=pon ei;rhka ei;rhmai evrre,qhn

lei,pw lei,yw e;lipon le,loipa le,leimmai evlei,fqhn

lu,w lu,sw e;lusa le,luka le,lumai evlu,qhn

marture,w marturh,sw evmartu,rhsa memartu,rhka memartu,rhmai evmarturh,qhn

me,llw mellh,sw
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Principal Parts of Verbs

Present -w
Form

Future -w 
Form

Aorist
Active

Perfect
Active

Perfect -omai
Form

Aorist
Passive

me,nw menw/ e;meina meme,nhka

metabai,nw metabh,somai mete,bhn metabe,bhka

mise,w mish,sw evmi,shsa memi,shka memi,shmai

nika,w nikh,sw evni,khsa neni,khka

oi=da eivdh,sw oi=da

òmologe,w òmologh,sw ẁmolo,ghsa

òra,w o;yomai ei=don èw,raka w;fqhn

ovfei,lw

para,gw

paradi,dwmi paradw,sw pare,dwka parade,dwka parade,domai paredo,qhn

parakale,w pareka,lesa parake,klhmai pareklh,qhn

paralamba,w paralh,myomai pare,labon parelh,mfqhn

pa,scw pei,somai e;paqon pe,ponqa

pei,qw pei,sw e;peisa pe,poiqa pe,peismai evpei,sqhn

pe,mpw pe,myw e;pemya pe,pomfa pe,pemmai evpe,mfqhn

peripate,w peripath,sw periepa,thsa periepath,qhn

pi,nw pi,omai e;pion pe,pwka pe,pomai evpo,qhn

pi,ptw pesou/mai e;peson
(e;pesa)

pe,ptwka

pisteu,w pisteu,sw evpi,steusa pepi,steuka pepi,steumai evpisteu,qhn

plana,w planh,sw evpla,nhsa pepla,nhmai evplanh,qhn

plhro,w plhrw,sw evplh,rwsa peplh,rwka peplh,rwmai evplhrw,qhn

poie,w poih,sw evpoi,hsa pepoi,hka pepoi,hmai evpoih,qhn

poreu,omai poreu,somai pepo,reumai evporeu,qhn

prose,rcomai proseleu,somai prosh/lqon proselh,luqa

proseu,comai proseu,xomai proshuxa,mhn

proskune,w proskunh,sw proseku,nhsa

spei,rw sperw/ e;speira e;sparmai evspa,rhn

stauro,w staurw,sw evstau,rwsa evstau,rwka evstau,rwmai evstaurw,qhn

suna,gw suna,xw sunh,gagon sunh/mai sunh,cqhn

sune,rcomai suneleu,somai sunh/lqon sunelh,luqa

sfa,zw sfa,xw e;sfaxa e;sfagmai evsfa,ghn
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Principal Parts of Verbs

Present -w
Form

Future -w 
Form

Aorist
Active

Perfect
Active

Perfect -omai
Form

Aorist
Passive

sw|,zw sw,sw e;swsa se,swka se,sw|mai
(se,somai)

evsw,qhn

teleio,w evtelei,wsa tetelei,wka tetelei,wmai evteleiw,qhn

thre,w thrh,sw evth,rhsa teth,rhka teth,rhmai evthrh,qhn

ti,qhmi qh,sw e;qhka te,qeika te,qeimai evte,qhn

tima,w timh,sw evti,mhsa teti,mhka teti,mhmai evtimh,qhn

tuflo,w evtu,flwsa tetu,flwka

u[pagw up̀a,xw ùh,gagon ùph/gmai ùph,cqhn

up̀a,rcw up̀a,rxomai up̀hrxa,mhn

fai,nw e;fana evfa,nhn

fanero,w fanerw,sw evfane,rwsa pefane,rwka pefane,rwmai evfanerw,qhn

fe,rw oi;sw h;negkon
(h;negka)

evnh,noca evnh,nekmai hvne,cqhn

fhmi, e;fh

file,w filh,sw evfi,lhsa pefi,lhka tefi,lhmai evfilh,qhn

fobe,omai evfobh,qhn

cai,rw carh,somai evca,rhn

yeu,domai yeu,somai evyeusa,mhn

yhlafa,w evyhla,fhsa
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Transitive and Intransitive Verbs in the New Testament

Garland H. Shinn

We Have a Problem

As a young theology student, the present author learned New Testament Greek from a very good
teacher using a traditional beginning grammar. He has continued studying the Greek grammar as both a
student and a teacher for over fifty years, and has come to realize a great deficiency exists in the
common approach to the teaching of voice in Greek. Something has been virtually ignored in the usual
way Greek has been taught, namely the very nature of the verb itself.

As in English, Greek verbs are by nature either action or state-of-being. Unlike English, Greek has
only  three  regular  state-of-being  verbs  (though  a  few  others  sometimes  indicate  state-of-being),
whereas English has several such verbs. Action verbs make up the rest of the Greek verb system.

Also unlike English, Greek changes the spelling of verbs to indicate person and number. First year
Greek students memorize charts of verbs with different forms, and in different tenses and moods, be-
cause of the highly inflected nature of the Greek verb. This is well and good. Such memorization must
take place for the student to read and study the language in the text of the New Testament.

However, one aspect of the verbal system is rarely if ever studied concerning the true nature of ac-
tion and state-of-being verbs, that is, whether such verbs are transitive or intransitive.  Both beginning
and  advanced  Greek  grammars  virtually  ignore  the  transitive  and  intransitive  nature  of  the  verb,
resulting in some serious errors in the analysis  of the Greek New Testament.  Commonly,  the verb
conjugations are labeled either active, passive, or middle. But are they? No, they are not, because many
verbs in all forms are neither active nor passive. And the words middle voice indicates something that is
questionable at best.

Transitive and Intransitive

For the discussion of the terms transitive and intransitive, we will revert to English 101. The fol-
lowing is basic English grammar, taught from the fifth grade forward in American schools. Or, at least
it was so taught when the author was a student in such schools. If the reader is aware of the following
information, consider this a review.

The word  transitive refers to whether a verb transfers action from a subject to a direct object,
which is called an active voice verb, or transfers action by an agent back upon the subject, which is
called a passive voice verb. If an action verb does not transfer action forward to a direct object, or back
upon the subject, it is called intransitive. Action verbs that do not transfer the action in such a manner
are, like state-of-being verbs, voiceless, but this is almost never stated in beginning or advanced Greek
grammars. Indeed it is usually ignored altogether, and if the transitive or intransitive nature of the verb
is mentioned at all, it is almost an after-thought.1

The basic natural classification of verbs, without reference to form, is between the transitive and
intransitive uses. For example, “John painted the house,” has a transitive active verb painted because it
has a direct object. The subject,  John,  performs the action, and the  direct object,  house,  receives the
action. This can be in any tense, such as the present “paints” or “is painting,” the past “painted,” or the
future “will  paint,”  or the perfect “has painted.”  Tense makes no difference as long as the subject

1 In some Greek dictionaries or lexicons one finds verbs listed as either transitive or intransitive, especially when the
transitive translation into English differs from the intransitive. But this is not sufficient, for it still does not speak to the
basic nature or classification of the verb grammatically.
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performs the action upon an object  that is stated  within the sentence. All such verbs are, as to their
nature, transitive active.

A transitive passive verb also transfers the action, but the subject does not perform the action. In
the statement, “The house was painted by John,” the subject house does nothing, but receives the action
of being painted. The one painting, John, is the object of the preposition by. But even if the agent of the
painting were not stated, the verb is still passive if the subject is receiving the action of being painted,
as illustrated by the sentence, “The house was painted last year.” In that sentence, we do not know who
painted the house because the agent of the painting is not stated. However, in both cases the verb is
transitive passive.

Now, active and passive verbs are the only types of transitive verbs. But they are not the only types
of action verbs.

Did you note the difference between an  action verb, and the  active voice? Greek grammarians
sometimes confuse the two terms action and active. If a verb is an action verb, and has a certain form,
it is called active by Greek grammarians, whether it actually is or not. Many verbs indicate action, but
not  all  action  verbs  are  active,  because  sometimes  they  are  intransitive.  The  following  sentence
contains an action verb that is not active voice: “During the winter, the man painted inside his house.”
The verb “painted” is the same form as the transitive active use in the previous paragraph, but in this
sentence, it is intransitive. There is action, but the sentence does not tell what the man painted. It tells
when he painted, “during the winter,” and it tells where he painted, “inside his house,” but there is no
direct object and the verb is not passive because the subject did the action of painting. Therefore the
action  verb  “painted”  is  no  longer  active  voice  or  passive  voice.  It  is  intransitive  and  therefore
voiceless. 

This kind of verb is called “intransitive complete.” The emphasis of the sentence is solely on what
the man was doing, not on the thing he was painting. In fact, the thing he was painting is not even
stated in the sentence. Maybe he was painting the walls, or maybe he was painting a portrait. We do not
know, and only if another sentence tells us, will we find out. Obviously, this is vitally important in un-
derstanding the sentence,  for many verbs are complete of themselves, and for a very good reason.
Specifically, if the thing receiving the action is named, it weakens the statement, because the attention
of the reader is moved away from the action, either back to the subject (passive voice) or forward to a
direct object (active voice).

The State-of-Being Verb

Another kind of verb is intransitive, and is not an action verb at all. As noted, a verb is a word that
shows  either action or state-of-being. State-of-being verbs cannot be transitive, because there is  no
action involved. Only action verbs with direct objects can be transitive active, and only action verbs
can be transitive passive. So all state-of-being verbs are intransitive by definition.

Now sometimes, they are intransitive complete, and as such are similar in emphasis to action verbs
that are intransitive complete. But often they are not complete, but copulative. That is, the verb has a
noun,  a pronoun, or an adjective following it which either identifies the subject (a noun or pronoun), or
describes the subject (an adjective). In other words, it  complements the subject. Such state-of-being
verbs are called “intransitive copulative.” Sometimes, especially when teaching grammar to children,
these are called linking verbs.
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In the sentence, “His name is Fred,” the subject “name” is linked to the noun “Fred,” by the verb is
which identifies the subject in a particular way. So the verb is is an intransitive copulative verb. The
word Fred in this use is called a predicate nominative, which is one kind of subject complement.

Another example, this time with an adjective is, “Fred is small.” Here the subject  Fred is con-
nected to the adjective small by the verb is. The verb is again intransitive copulative. The word small is
called a predicate adjective, another kind of subject complement.

In Greek, the three verbs which are regularly considered state-of-being verbs are eivmi,, gi,nomai, and
ùpa,rcw. All three of the verbs, if parsed according to form, would be considered either active voice or,
in the case of  gi,nomai,  passive voice (or middle, about which more later). But, in fact, none of them
have any voice at all. And, while they are the most common state-of-being verbs, they are not the only
ones. A few other Greek verbs also function on rare occasions as state-of-being verbs.

Grammar is rarely as cut and dried as grammars want to make it. Such phrases as “rules of gram-
mar,” should be avoided, because there is almost always an exception to each supposed rule. Such rules
are not rules at all, but simply accepted uses that can, and do, suffer violation. Usage determines gram-
mar, not the other way around.

Verbs in the “Passive Form” that are Actually Active

Many examples can be produced from the New Testament that violate the supposed rules of Greek
grammar. Notice the case of  boulhqh/| in James 4:4. It is traditionally parsed as an  aorist passive  of
bou,lomai, but is an active voice verb with the infinitive direct object  ei=nai. The author translates this
sentence, “Therefore, whoever decides to be a friend of the world is shown to be an enemy of God.”
The word  decides translates the verb  boulhqh/|( a transitive active verb. Its direct object is the verbal
noun ei=nai, the infinitive to be.

This  particular  form of  bou,lomai occurs  only here  in  the  New Testament.  But  it  is  actually  a
transitive active and should be so parsed, not as a passive, even though the form with the &qh ending is
regularly used with an aorist passive verb.  But not here, and not in several other cases. Form DOES
NOT DETERMINE FUNCTION. Function is an independent state recognized by use, not by form.
Most  modern  English  versions  of  James  4:4  translate this  word  as  an  active  voice  verb  with  the
infinitive  to be as a direct object.  Even the NIV, which is notorious for paraphrasing some forms,
translates it as a transitive active verb. Some older translations attempted to make it passive voice, but
their attempts are not convincing.

Obviously, the so-called passive endings are nothing of the sort. The most that can be said is that
they are used regularly on passive voice verbs. It is the sense of the sentence which determines if a verb
is active, passive, copulative, or complete, not the form of the verb. The verb form can, and often does
help determine the function, but it is not the ultimate factor in that determination.

There are many other illustrations of the form that is usually called passive, either in the present or
the aorist, that are transitive active or intransitive complete. Matthew 15:23 is a good example, o ̀de. ouvk
avpekri,qh auvth/|  lo,gon( “But  He did  not  answer  her  a word.”  The  verb  avpekri,qh,  “did  answer”  is
universally parsed as an aorist passive because it has the &qh ending, even though it is not passive. It has
a direct object, lo,gon and must be parsed as an active voice. See Matthew 27:14, where the same verb
is intransitive complete, and is certainly not passive.

Of the 82 times avpekri,qh occurs in the Greek New Testament, it is never passive. Sometimes it is
complete, but sometimes it has a direct object, often a clause. Nevertheless, parsing guides continually,
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and ignorantly, parse it as an aorist passive! Sometimes they beg the question and call it a “deponent
middle.” This is just silly. Such a designation tells you nothing about how the author uses the verb in its
context.

The importance of noticing whether a verb is actually transitive active or passive versus intransi-
tive cannot be overstated. The form simply will not tell the student what the emphasis of the sentence
is. Intransitive complete verbs are ignored at the peril of the exegete.

So, we provide an illustration of the importance of intransitive verbs taken from the first chapter of
James: Of the 79 verbs or verbals (infinitives and participles) in James one, 21 that are usually parsed
as active or middle are actually intransitive completes. Count them! The verbs are voiceless, and should
not be parsed as active or middle (a meaningless term if there ever was one).

Identifying the Four Kinds of Verbs

When studying the New Testament in its original language, the careful student of grammar will al-
ways determine the transitive or intransitive nature of the verb in context. Here are the four possibilities
that should be considered  each time a verb is analyzed (the author learned these first in elementary
school, and good English teachers discussed them during his high school years.)

1. Transitive Active Verbs: Most action verbs can be transitive active, but are only so if they have a
direct object.

2. Transitive Passive Verbs: Most action verbs can be transitive passive if the subject receives the ac-
tion of the verb rather than an object. In Greek, the inflectional form of the verb helps determine
this, whereas in English, auxiliary verbs indicate the passive function. Often, but not always, an
agent of the action will be identified in a prepositional phrase, or by a noun in the instrumental
case, often following, but sometimes preceding the Greek verb, depending on emphasis.

3. Intransitive Complete Verbs: Any action verb and any state-of-being verb can be intransitive com-
plete. a) If the action verb has no direct object, and if it is not transferring its action back upon the
subject, it is intransitive complete, and should be so parsed. b) If the state-of-being verb has no
subject complement, that is, either a predicate noun or adjective following the verb, it is an intran-
sitive complete verb.

4. Intransitive Copulative Verbs: Any state-of-being verb that has a complement, either a predicate
noun, infinitive, or adjective or participle, referring back to the subject is an intransitive copulative
verb. The complement can be a substantive (a noun, infinitive, or noun clause) or an adjective (or
participle).

Remember, transitiveness or intransitiveness can never be determined by the form of the verb.
Such forms may, in many cases, point to a particular use, but form never determines the function. Verb
forms are sometimes indicators, but never determiners.

The Supposed Middle Voice

This author is not the first to ask, “Is the middle actually a voice at all?” Indeed, many have ex-
pressed the view that the term “middle” is an aberration, and cannot refer to voice. Evidently, some
early grammarians thought that the middle falls “between” the active and passive, but this is not the
case.
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In fact, the so-called middle voice should probably be considered a non-voice altogether, and the
term middle abandoned. It is true that verbs exist which have no so-called active “form.” But what that
really means is that their vocabulary form, or lexical form, is simply different than other verbs. Some of
these verbs, such as gi,nomai, for example, have no active “form” because they are voiceless by nature,
that is,  intransitive, and  cannot be active.  The same could be said of  the action verbs e;rcomai and
poreu,omai, as well as other verbs that have an -omai ending as their vocabulary form.

Another term Greek students could easily do without is deponent, which actually makes no gram-
matical sense at all. Some have suggested substituting defective for it, which is not really any better.
What actually is, then, the situation? Simply stated, some verbs have a lexical form (that is, they have
an &omai ending as their vocabulary form) which can be transitive active, transitive passive, intransitive
copulative, or intransitive complete, depending on the sense of the verb, and its use in the context. As
far as this author can tell, its lexical form really doesn’t make any difference to its function.

But, one may ask, what about the “middle reflexive?” Is that not a true voice? We would answer,
“No,  it  is  not.”  Such  a  use  can  only  be  determined  by context,  much  like  the  passive.  It  is  not
determined by the form at all. The actual function is probably an apocopated or elliptical reflexive. The
form does not determine whether it actually is a reflexive, it only allows for it, just as it allows for that
form to be a passive, active, complete or copulative. 

But, unlike the passive, there is another way to express the reflexive, and that is with the use of the
reflexive pronoun. Since the “middle” form is regularly used with a reflexive pronoun, it is much more
likely that the original use was as a transitive active with an expressed accusative reflexive pronoun,
which, sometime during the process of the language development, began to be considered redundant
when the reflexive use was the only logical choice of the &omai form. This may have been a literary af-
fectation. Why waste papyrus or parchment when the reflexive pronoun was obviously to be under-
stood?

Again, our recommendation is to drop the terminology “middle” as unnecessary and misleading.
What is much more important is whether the form is being used as a transitive or intransitive, or as an
elliptical reflexive.

The Importance of this Issue

How important is it to recognize the transitiveness or intransitiveness of a particular use? Refer to
Matthew 15:27 mentioned above. The verb evsqi,ei occurs there as an intransitive verb, even though it is
always parsed as an active voice, as though it were transitive active. Here is how various versions more
or less accurately translate that sentence:

1. KJV: And she said, Truth, Lord: yet the dogs eat of the crumbs which fall from their masters’ table.

2. ASV: But she said, Yea, Lord: for even the dogs eat of the crumbs which fall from their masters’
table.

3. Darby: But she said, Yea, Lord; for even the dogs eat of the crumbs which fall from the table of
their masters.

4. NASB:   But she said, Yes, Lord; but even the dogs feed on the crumbs which fall from their
masters’ table.

In fact, of most of the major recent translations (since 1880), only three treat the verb evsqi,ei as an
active voice verb, and in so doing, they ignore the prepositional phrase of which the word “crumbs” is a
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part.  Unfortunately, the New King James Version, a fairly careful translation, does so, reading, “even
the little dogs eat the crumbs.” But they do not; they only eat “from the crumbs.” 

The others are the New International Version, a notoriously inaccurate translation, and the Revised
Standard Version, a translation the quality of which inconsistently varies from quite good to very poor.
The NIV reads “even the dogs eat the crumbs,” and the RSV reads the same.

The Greek sentence in Matthew 15:27 has no direct object, and the verb cannot be considered
active voice: h̀ de. ei=pen( nai, ku,rie( kai. ga.r ta. kuna,ria evsqi,ei avpo. tw/n yici,wn tw/n pipto,ntwn avpo.
th/j trape,zhj tw/n kuri,wn auvtw/n)

Again, the preposition phrase avpo. tw/n yici,wn, “from the crumbs,” follows the verb evsqi,ei, “eats.”
The woman does not say, “The small dogs eat the crumbs,” for that would miss the emphasis of what
she was saying. She was emphasizing that the Gentile “dogs” could also benefit  from some of the
teachings of Jesus, even though they were not able to eat the main meal, nor even all the crumbs. They
could only eat “from the crumbs.”

To make the word “crumbs” the direct object of the verb, which actually is an intransitive complete
verb, misses the whole meaning of what the woman was saying, and as a result Christ’s statement to
her in verse 28 becomes less  accurate.  In this case, the intransitive nature of the verb becomes quite
important as it does in many situations.

So, to answer the question as to the overall  importance of this issue, we must say that it can, in
many places,  be very important,  even  speaking to  the correct  emphasis of  the sentence  which the
original speaker or writer was presenting. We readily agree that, just as not all sentences are equally
important  doctrinally in  a  narrative,  conversation,  or  didactic  passage,  not  all  occurrences  of
intransitiveness or transitiveness are equally important.

But the point is this: all occurrences of these constructions should be noted, considered, and evalu-
ated as to their meaning and importance. To do less is to possibly miss an important point, or an impor-
tant emphasis.

To teachers and professors of Koine Attic Greek I make this encouragement. Abandon teaching the
various verbal conjugations as active, passive, or middle forms. It is better to simply teach the possible
functions of each conjugation right from the beginning. Begin using the terminology transitive active,
etc., right from the beginning, and continue regularly throughout the course you are teaching.

Rather than using the phrase “Present Active Indicative Endings,” refer to the -w verb conjugations
as such. They are Present Indicative -W verb endings. Likewise, verbs that have the -omai endings are
not  Present  Middle/Passive  Indicative  endings.  They  are  simply  Present  Indicative  -OMAI verb
endings. Then explain various ways such endings are actually used in the New Testament, illustrating
with various passages. 

Also abandon parsing according to form, and parse according to function. It will enliven your
presentations to your students when done consistently, and you may even find nuances that you have
previously missed.

I suggest the following format:

1. If the verb is truly active voice in function, parse it as a  transitive active,  for instance, present,
transitive active, indicative, or aorist, transitive active, indicative, etc.

2. If the verb is truly passive voice in function, parse it as a  transitive passive as  in the above ex-
amples.
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3. If the verb is complete, abandon the statement of voice, and parse it as an intransitive complete, for
instance, present, intransitive complete, indicative, or aorist, intransitive complete, indicative, etc.

4. Likewise, if the verb is copulative, abandon the statement of voice, and parse it as an intransitive
copulative as in the above examples.

And always include the vocabulary form for each verb parsed, which will point out its pattern of
conjugation.

Conclusion

The teaching of New Testament Greek is greatly important. Within that teaching, the understand-
ing  of  the  transitive/intransitive  function  is  basic,  and  needs  to  be  emphasized.  The  lack  of  this
emphasis has eliminated a great thesaurus of exegetical gems of much value ready to be realized. 

Anyone  who  regularly  studies  and  translates  the  New  Testament,  and  anyone  who  regularly
teaches the truths of the New Testament, should be aware of the grammatical importance of the very
nature of the Greek verb, including its relationship to voice, or voicelessness. A careful observation of
the transitive/intransitive function of the verb in its various contexts will lend a richness to any stu-
dent’s understanding of the message of the New Testament documents.
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